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2. ABSTRACT 

The goal of this study is to inform child language acquisition theor>' by-

accomplishing a description of morphosyntactic development in Quechua speakers between 

the approximate ages of two and four years. The data analysis yields a description of 

language acquisition in two major areas: (I) overall development of synta.x and of 

morphology directly relevant to the syntax; (2) development of verb morphology. No 

attempt is made to support any particular theory of language development. Instead, a 

number of theoretical perspectives are considered. 

Fieldwork was carried out in the community of Chalhuanca in the department of 

Arequipa, Peru, in 1996. The study relies largely on the naturalistic production of six 

Chalhuancan children between the ages of 2;0 years and 3;9 years. Five children were 

recorded for five to six hours over a period of four months; the sixth child was recorded for 

eleven hours over a period of six months. The child corpora, as well as child-directed adult 

speech, were transcribed by native speakers of Quechua. Also presented is the outcome of 

an elicitation procedure undertaken with few subjects. 

The description of overall syntactic development focuses on four topics: (I) the 

representation of arguments, both analytic and morphological; (2) case- and object-

marking; (3) reduplication, ellipsis, and evidential focus; and (4) coordination and 

subordination. The analysis of the development of verb morphology considers the role of 

several factors in the acquisition of the verb suffixes: meaning, homophony, phonological 

aspects, frequency of occurrence, and processing constraints. This description also sheds 

light on the acquisition of causatives, especially change-of-state verbs, with data presented 

from naturalistic corpora and the experimental procedure. 

The analysis favors Strong Continuity: functional projections are available to 

children before they acquire full productivity of the corresponding morphology. Meaning is 

foremost in the development of verb morphology, with children seeking unique form-



funciion correspondences. As children begin producing complex verbs, they tend initially 

to attach a small set of suffixes and their combinations to a wide variety of roots. Finally, 

the data suggest that children may initially assume that change-of-state verbs are basically 

transitive. 
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3. INTRODUCTION 

The Incas would have felt greatly dismayed had they foreseen the future of the 

Quechua language, which they spoke euid extended to the far reaches of their empire. In 

modem Peru, for example, Quechua is viewed as inferior to Spanish by many mainstream 

Peruvians. Far from serving as the language of instruction in Peruvian schools, Quechua 

is reviled by some educators as an impediment to learning. Quechua speakers, who dwell 

on the margins of Peruvian society, are even made fun of by their Spanish-speaking 

counterparts. In Peru, it is a misfortime to come into the world as an indio, and, 

consequently, as a native speaker of Quechua. Quechua speakers are very aware of this 

negative bias, and it is no wonder that many have decided to give up their language. In 

Peru, at least, we find many Quechua-speaking parents bringing up their children 

exclusively in Spanish. We find many young adults surrendering to the social pressures of 

urban life by abandoning their native Quechua in favor of Spanish-only language use. In 

fact, even within Quechua-speaking communities, we find many valuing Spanish speakers 

more highly than Quechua speakers. In the face of this sad reality, one feels that the health 

of the Quechua language is endangered, no matter how many millions of Quechua speakers 

currently figure in the official estimates. Thus, the inspiration for the present study of 

Quechua morphosyntactic development is the deeply-held conviction that we must attempt 

to learn everything we can about the Quechua language before it is too late. If this view is 

overly pessimistic, and one can only hope that it is, then dedication to Quechua through 

scholarship may serve to enhance the status of the language, as well as that of the 

wonderful people who speak it. 

Quechua is a fascinating language, morphologically rich and yet virtually devoid of 

irregularities. The aspects of the Quechua language which relate to the present study are 

briefly characterized in Chapter 5. By contrast, those languages which have provided the 

source for the majority of the child language corpora are morphologically impoverished and 
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full of irregular forms. For this reason, with few exceptions, much of current acquisition 

theory has derived from studies of children learning such relatively analytic languages as 

English, German, Spanish, and Japanese. The observation of child acquisition of a 

language as typologically different as Quechua would surely enlighten current theory. 

Nevertheless, this researcher knows of only one substantial previous study on Quechua 

language acquisition: Solberg's 1971 dissertation. The Development of Early Syntax and 

Sound in a Polysyntfietic Andean Language. Although scholars such as Muysken and 

CeiTon-Paiomino have made invaluable contributions in the description and linguistic 

analysis of Quechua, there is still much work to be done in the exploration of Quechua 

language acquisition. 

Since Peruvians living in many traditional Quechua su^ongholds are no longer 

raising their children as Quechua speakers, it was difficult to find an appropriate site for 

carrying out child acquisition research. In general terms, the more isolated and remote the 

community, the more likely it is thai its inhabitants still speak Quechua. Once settled in a 

Quechua-speaking community, this researcher encountered many other obstacles, mostly 

the result of attempting to make use of standard methods of data collection within a cultural 

context which called for other "standards." Hence, the best-laid research plan needed 

continual revision and adaptation to the norms and expectations of the community. These 

challenges, as well as the methodology for data collection, are described in Chapter 4. The 

reader will find that this study has relied largely on the naturalistic production of six 

children; nevertheless, the outcome of a pilot experimental procedure is also presented. 

The goal of the present study has been to inform current theory by accomplishing a 

description of morphosyntactic development in Quechua speakers between the approximate 

ages of two and four years. The analysis of the data has yielded a description of language 

acquisition in two major areas: (a) the overall development of syntax and of the 

morphology which is directly relevant to the syntax, presented in Chapter 7; and (b) the 
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development of verb morphology, presented in Chapter 8. It must be stated at the outset 

that no attempt is made to definitively prove or disprove any particular theory of language 

developmenL Instead, a number of theoretical perspectives are considered. In fact, it will 

be seen that a nimiber of the observations presented in Chapters 7 and 8 are compatible 

with different theories. An overview of the relevant acquisition theories is presented in 

Chapter 6, the literature review, with focus on specific issues and questions for which 

productive data from Quechua child language might prove relevant Rnally, in Chapter 9, 

the descriptive facts are discussed in the light of these theories. 
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4. PROJECT ORGANIZATION: SITE, PARTICIPANTS, METHODS 

The research site selected for the present investigation was the community of 

Chalhuanca. Several factors determined this choice. First, an important goal was finding a 

community near the city of Arequipa, where tasks such as planning, consulting, gathering 

donations, and transcribing taped speech samples might be undertaken between trips to the 

community. In this regard, more physically hospitable commimities such as Chivay were 

eliminated as possible sites because children are no longer learning Quechua there. 

Second, it was important to locate a community free of terrorist activity. While more 

remote communities in northern Arequipa may be more solidly Quechua-speaking than 

Chalhuanca is today, these communities were so troubled by terrorist conflicts during the 

last decade that they are extremely suspicious of, and unwelcoming towards, outsiders. 

Fmally, it was a great stroke of good fortune to have become acquainted with Veronica 

Cdceres, a much beloved teacher of long standing in Chalhuanca, who introduced us to the 

community and vouched for our good intentions. 

4.1. The setting: Peru Projwido 

4.1.1. The community of Chalhuanca 

The Andean community of Chalhuanca lies at 14,000 feet in the department of 

Arequipa in southern Peru. More precisely, Chalhuanca is one of the seven anexos of the 

district of Yanque in the province of Caylloma. The town of approximately 1000 

inhabitants comprises two main squares. Built around the squares are perhaps a hundred 

small, tin-roofed dwellings and community buildings made of adobe and rock, lining 

several short, narrow, unpaved streets. This entire complex is surrounded on one side by a 

vast, flat, marshy grazing area with a small stream running through it. An older 

Chalhuancan explained that the su-eam once contained fish, and hence the name, 

Chalhuanca, from Quechua challwanqa 'he will fish'. The other side of the community is 
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bounded by barren, steeply-rising, rock>' hills. There are no fields for growing crops, and 

the streets boast only a few vehicles, mostly bikes and motorcycles. There is no electricity 

or telephone service, although most dwellings now boast a single spigot for running water. 

Although it takes only a four-hour bus ride to reach Chalhuanca from the city of 

Arequipa, the community has been aptly described as belonging to Peru Profunda, or 

"Deep Peru". That is, Chalhuanca maintains a tenuous hold on indigenous culture and 

Quechua language use through remoteness and isolation from mainstream Peru. The 

reason mainstream Peru has not yet encroached on Chalhuanca is unfortunate. Quite 

simply, the community is of no economic or cultural interest to the majority of Peruvians. 

There are no tourists visiting Chalhuanca, even as they flock to Chivay and Yanque in the 

Colca Valley only three hours away. There are no government-sponsored development 

projects in Chalhuanca. There is no official or private interest in the local culture and 

language. There is little public transportation to and from the community. (The rickety bus 

from Arequipa arrives in Chalhuanca only twice a week.) Indeed, most Peruvians living in 

the city of Arequipa have never even heard of Chalhuanca Sadly, then, Peru Profunda, in 

this case at least, signifies neglected Peru, marginalized Peru, largely forgotten Peru. 

Ironically, it is in regions such as these where we still find children acquiring Quechua as 

their first language. 

The Peruvian government does provide some services in Chalhuanca, and there 

have been some token gestures of interest in its development. For e.xample, the 

government financed the construction of a community slaughterhouse built at the outskirts 

of town for sacrificing llamas and alpacas for sale at the Saturday market Unfortunately, 

as Chalhuancans will tell you, they were never consulted about community priorities, such 

as installing sewer lines with waste removal or receiving technical assistance in the 

preparation of alpaca wool for artesania. Thus, the slaughterhouse lies in disuse because 

animals would lose too much weight by the time they walked from the distant estancias for 
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slaughter in Chalhuanca. Government and other organizations also periodically dole out 

food donations to community members or organize community health campaigns such as 

child vaccination days or talks on birth control and family planning. The health campaigns 

are organized by the government-run medical post, where services are provided by two 

nurses and sometimes a doctor, all monolingual Spanish speakers. Unfortunately, these 

outsiders are viewed with suspicion and distrust by many members of the community. 

The government also provides teachers (but little else) for the schools in 

Chalhuanca. Chalhuanca has an elementary school attended by about 200 children, as well 

as a secondary school with 20 students. There is also a one-room kindergarten facility in 

town. The teachers, largely recruited from the city of Arequipa, generally lack any training 

in education. In fact, a number of the teachers either have only a secondary school 

education themselves or only a couple of years of university in specializations other than 

education. For most of these teachers, assignment to Chalhuanca is viewed as a great 

hardship, to be endured by spending frequent and extended weekends in the city of 

Arequipa. Frequent teacher absenteeism is a fact of life in the community. Although a few 

of these teachers speak Quechua, Spanish is the sole language of instruction. Indeed, 

children are told early on by their teachers that Quechua is an impediment to learning and 

advancement in life, and this exactly reflects the attitude of mainstream Peru towards the 

Quechua language.' 

For this reason, even in isolated Chalhuanca, children grow up with ambivalent 

feelings about their native language. While most (but not all) Chalhuancan children speak 

Quechua at home as pre-schoolers, once they begin school, they often start speaking 

Spanish at home to younger siblings. This is an especially important sociolinguistic 

' Of course, the unique and remarkable exception on the teaching staff is Ver6nica C^ceres, our sponsor, 
who has not only learned Quecbua and encourages its use among her students, but also participates actively 
in community life. 
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phenomenon since Chalhuancan children are encharged with the care of their younger 

siblings at an early age. There are also Chalhuancan parents who have decided to bring up 

their children as monolingual Spanish speakers, so as to facilitate their children's transition 

to school life. Finally, young Chalhuancan males often espouse Spanish as a vehicle to 

employment and a better life in the city of Arequipa or elsewhere in Peru. Indeed, on 

returning from mainstream Peru for a family visit, these young people often claim to have 

forgotten Quechua altogether. 

It is no wonder that young people may seek opportunity elsewhere. In truth, life in 

Chalhuanca is a difficult struggle for survival, since the economy is based exclusively on 

the raising of alpacas and llamas. No vegetation grows in the region except the straw-like 

ichhu these animals graze on. The region is extremely cold, windswept, and barren, with 

little precipitation falling at any time other than the summer rainy season. Moreover, the 

animals will eat only the more tender ichhu grass that grows in the marshy areas called 

oqos. To make matters worse, the price of alpaca fiber has plummeted in recent years, so 

that there is little income for the purchase of vegetables, grains, potatoes, and other staples 

at the Saturday market 

In this economic context, every Chalhuancan family divides its time between the 

community itself and the family estancia. The family estmcia, often a seven-hour trek 

from Chalhuanca on narrow mountain passes, includes a rough dwelling, a corral, and a 

grazing area for the family herd. The family often owns, rents, or shares an additional 

room and patio in Chalhuanca Family members descend from the estancia on the 

weekends for the Saturday market on the main square. Also, one of the parents will often 

remain in Chalhuanca with the older children when school is in session. (However, older 

children are frequently left to fend for themselves when both parents need to be at the 

estancia,) The only more-or-less permanent dwellers in Chalhuanca are the shopkeepers. 

Although there is a surprising number of shops, or tiendas, for such a small community as 



Chalhuanca, there are really no other businesses, not even a single restaurant or pension. 

However, one fortunate member of the community has a regular job as watchman for the 

government alpaca wool storage building, another does all the local construction, 

plumbing, and repair work; and a few others own motorcycles which they hire out as taxis. 

In fact, Chalhuanca seems empty, even desolate, during the week, coming briefly to life 

only on the weekend. Because of the very fluid nature of the population, the community is 

perhaps more accurately described as an estancia mayor 'main estancia' rather than a full-

fledged town. Unfortimately, this attribute means that the pre-school aged children of 

Chalhuanca also come and go: it was never possible, during the research project, to count 

on the presence of any one child on a given day. 

What about local institutions which might tend to draw community members 

together? There is a small local government, an extension of the district of Yanque. The 

local sub-alcalde 'vice-mayor* summons the adults of the community to monthly 

assemblies, which are conducted in Quechua. (He calls people to assembly by climbing 

onto the church roof and striking the bell several times with a large rock.) At these 

meetings, the adult males stand in a circle, actively participating in the dialogue, while the 

few women in attendance sit quietly on the sidelines, usually spinning or knitting. It is 

often at these meetings that faenas, or community work details, are scheduled, and, 

consequently, it is not unusual to see women, always dressed in traditional hats and long 

skirts, pushing wheelbarrows full of sand and rock for building projects. As to religious 

institutions, competing churches have exerted a divisive influence on the community. The 

community includes both Catholics and Evangelists. The Evangelists, whose children 

receive a mug of milk each morning, devote all of Sunday morning to their worship 

service. At their weddings, there is neither drinking nor the traditional Andean dancing. 

The Catholics have a small church which is locked up most of the time, since the single 

priest assigned to a very large portion of the Caylloma province is seldom able to visit 
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Chalhuanca. In fact, besides the Saturday market in the main square, there is only one 

other regular event attended by large numbers of community- members: the Sunday 

afternoon socrer game. 

4.1.2. Language use 

While a full sociolinguistic description of Chalhuanca is well beyond the scope of 

this study, it is important to share some impressions about language use in the community. 

The following comments are intended to address a fundamental issue: is Chalhuanca a 

predominantly Quechua-speaking community, or not? 

Throughout the four months of visits to Chalhuanca, a single adult was encountered 

who claimed not to speak Quechua. At one community assembly, the gathering jeered at 

this young man because he insisted on addressing the group in Spanish. Oddly enough, he 

clearly understood everj-' question directed at him in Quechua. One senses, moreover, that 

Chalhuancan adults are bilingual in Quechua and Spanish to varying degrees. A group of 

four women once selling food in the main square insisted that they spoke only Quechua, 

although they appeared to understand the Spanish addressed to them. However, a frequent 

visitor of ours was a mamisha 'grandmother' who obviously neither spoke nor understood 

any Spanish.- By contrast, every adult male we spoke with was fully bilingual, even 

though his Spanish might have been described as non-standard. It is no doubt safe to 

assume that all the young adults in Chalhuanca, most of whom have attended the local 

school, speak both Quechua and Spanish. 

As one walks through the town on a weekday, one hears clusters or pairs of adults 

communicating in Quechua, with occasional Spanish phrases thrown into the conversation. 

^ One of the nurses at the medical post, a monolingiuil Spanish speaker, once complained that she had 
trouble communicating with commtmity members. One suspccts that some of these community members 
may have understood the nurse's Spanish but rejected her as a non-Quechua-speaking outsider. 
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Purchases in the shops are also negotiated in Quechua. Spectators at the Sunday soccer 

game are overheard chatting in Quechua, with sporadic Spanish epithets hurled at the 

players by (often tip)sy) male adults. The Saturday market day is a different matter. Many 

of the people who fill the main square peddling produce, kitchenware, and herbal remedies 

have arrived for the day from other places, some from Caylloma but others from different 

departments of Peru via the city of Arequipa. As one wanders through the square on 

market day, the ambiance is decidedly bilingual. One hears stretches of both Quechua 

speech and Spanish speech, as well as a good deal of code-switching. 

The best situation for observing "public" spontaneous language use among 

Chalhuanca's children occurs on the streets and squares, where small groups of children 

gather to play at all hours. They speak both Quechua and Spanish during their games. In 

any type of formal school setting, however, children of all ages speak only Spanish. This 

Spanish language domain becomes well-defined even before children begin attending 

school. For this reason, some of our pre-schoolers initially attempted to respond in 

Spanish during our first daycare session, returning to their primary language only when it 

became clear that all the activities would be carried out in Quechua. 

Sadly, throughout the four months of visits, there were no opportunities for directly 

observing spontaneous interaction in the home environment As one walks through 

Chalhuanca, one receives warm greetings from nearly everyone. However, when one 

knocks on the tin door of a private dwelling in Chalhuanca, whoever appears at the door 

will seldom invite the visitor inside. The visitor's inquiry is briefly handled at the door or 

just inside the door on the dirt patio. We observed that this was the case even when the 

visitor was Ver6nica Ciceres, the much loved second grade teacher. On only two 

occasions were we actually invited to penetrate the inside of the family dwelling. Since 

these visits were brief and rather formal, there was little opportunity to observe natural, 

spontaneous communication first hand among family members. 



As to language use at the estancias, the prevaiHng wisdom is that family members 

speak only Quechua there. In fact, it was suggested that children growing up 

predominantly on the estancias would be more likely to speak Quechua. This was not 

always the case, however we encountered both very young estancia dwellers who were 

Spanish-dominant and young town inhabitants dominant in Quechua. Unfortunately, the 

estancias were inaccessible to our research team. It is interesting to note, in this regard, 

that children who had spent a lot of time at the family estancia were sometimes reluctant to 

speak in either language to anyone, even other children. Even our normally talkative 4 

year-olds seemed quiet, even sad, on returning to Chalhuanca after a few weeks at the 

family estancia. One may speculate that children may spend a great deal of time alone at the 

estancia, with no one to talk to. 

It is intriguing to note that Quechua language use sometimes varied within a single 

family. The 8-year-old son of the woman who sold snacks to the school children visited us 

a number of times to regale us with stories in Quechua The stories were his own 

invention, and the child improvised lengthy additions as he spun off each tale for us.^ By 

contrast, his 3-year-old nephew, who attended our daycare activity fairly regularly, was the 

only child there who did not even understand basic spoken Quechua. Raised in the city of 

Arequipa, this child visited his grandmother only on the weekends. 

In concluding this section, one wonders how Chalhuancan language use compares 

to that of other communities in Peni Profunda. There is simply no way to address this 

issue without undertaking a similar research endeavor elsewhere in Andean Peru. 

^ The child was definitely Quechua-dominant, even though at school he was learning to read and write in 
Spanish. This was made clear to us one day when we gave him a copy of a story in Quechua. Although he 
bad never read Quechua bd'ore, he returned within an hour to announce that the story was much easier for 
him to read and understand than the Spanish le.xts he was reading in school. 
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4.2. Setting up the investigation in Chalhuanca 

4.2.1. The search for small Quechua speakers 

During a brief preliminary visit to Chalhuanca on a snowy day in December 1995, 

nearly fifty small children showed up in inclement weather, accompanied by parents or 

older siblings, to greet the outsiders who had been announced by Verdnica Caceres.*^ (The 

outsiders included this researcher and a native speaker of Quechua who assisted throughout 

the project, Hilda Chuctaya.) A quick survey of children by age, as well as the adults' 

enthusiastic response to our description of the research project, boded well for the plaimed 

investigation. In fact, it appeared at the time that there would be a sizeable and stable 

population of Quechua-speaking preschoolers, in large enough numbers for carrying out 

formal measures of language competence. Unfortunately, on returning to Chalhuanca to 

commence the project in June 1996, the investigating team discovered that the 

circumstances were actually quite different from what had been assumed at the outset 

Although we quickly discovered a small number of Quechua-speaking 4- and 5-

year-olds, all attending kindergarten in Chalhuanca, finding 2- and 3-year-old Quechua 

speakers proved to be extremely difficult One problem was the reluctance of many parents 

to bring their youngest children to Chalhuanca from the estancias, where they were often 

left in the care of older siblings, aunts and uncles, or grandmothers. Those parents who 

did bring their 2- and 3-year-olds to Chalhuanca on weekends brought them only 

sporadically. One parent explained that the trip down in such harshly cold weather was too 

hard on the youngest children. In fact, two of the participating children got sick and 

remained at their families' estancias until they had fully recovered. To our surprise, we 

also discovered that the probability that a child spoke Quechua appeared to vary inversely 

with his age. That is, the younger the child in a family of several offspring, the less likely 

Perhaps 75% of the resideats of Chalhuanca share a common surname: Cayllahua. Most of the children 
have English first names, e.g., Darwin, Betsy, Edwin, Brigit, Richard Roger, Walter, ^'Vlex. 
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it was that he would speak Quechua. Two factors may account for this pheonomenon. 

First, the older, care-taking siblings often speak to the younger ones in Spanish. Second, 

it may be that once parents realize that their older Quechua-speaking offspring must 

struggle through the initial years of school for lack of Spanish, some may decide to bring 

up the younger ones as monolingual Spanish speakers.^ Nevertheless, this is speculation, 

and the dismaying dearth of Quechua-speaking 2- and 3-year-olds in the community of 

Chalhuanca remains very puzzling, indeed. Whatever the cause may have been, we spent 

hours canvassing the market square in search of small Quechua speakers, usually to no 

avail. 

There were other problems identifying 2- and 3-year-old Quechua speakers. Most 

parents in Chalhuanca do not know their children's dates of birth. They may or may not 

have a birth certificate or certificate of vaccination from the medical post, and, in many 

instances, it was difficult finding out a child's exact age. One father, for example, insisted 

that his little boy was bom on a certain date in a certain year, but the child seemed older. It 

turned out that the father had the date right and the year wrong. It was difficult getting this 

information without offending the child's father. Some parents were so anxious to have 

their children participate in the project, that they provided false information about age and 

language. There were several fruitless starts with children who turned out either to be too 

old for the project or not to speak any Quechua at all. By the same token, there were 

mothers who refused to have their two-year-olds tape-recorded, claiming most adamantly 

that their children did not talk at all yet. In fact, they attributed this to the children's having 

been fed alpaca blood as babies. 

^ It seemed to us, however, that most of the children who were actually being raised in Chalhuanca at least 
understood Quechua. As previously mentioned, we knew only one child, brought up largely in the city of 
Arequipa, who seemed not to understand even our basic Quechua instructions. 
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Having identified the children, we faced the challenge of getting them to speak with 

us. The older children, primarily our 4-year-olds, were most willing to talk with us in 

Quechua, nearly from the outset. The younger children, however, varied in their 

willingness to speak with us, or even in our presence. In fact, the best setting for taping 

naturalistic speech was different for each individual child. In some cases, the home setting 

was the best environment, while, for others, home recordings did not work at all. In the 

failed cases, it was often clear that older family members were simply not accustomed to 

conversing with the child. Also, one child grew so attached to us that she would refuse to 

cooperate with her mother when the mother attempted to record the child with our tape 

recorder. The child recognized the tape recorder as ours and insisted on going out to find 

us. In some cases, an older sibling or cousin was the only person with whom the child 

would converse naturally, either at home or playing in our room out of our presence. One 

child absolutely refused to talk or play with other children his age. Nevertheless, he would 

become ver\' chatt)^^ in a play situation with older family members or even with us. 

Rnally, one three-year-old boy in regular attendance at our daycare activities sjxjke to no 

one at all, not even his own mother. His mother felt certain that the child would not talk 

because his tongue had been tied up by the wind. 

4.2.2. Arranging our work site and schedule of activities 

On June 14, we made the first of twelve visits to Chalhuanca, traveling on the 

rickety bus which departed the city of Arequipa every Friday morning at 4:00 am. On 

Tuesday and Friday mornings, the bus would stop briefly in Chalhuanca at around 8:30 

a.m. on its way to Chivay, to return the next day at 11:00 a.m. on its way back to 

Arequipa. Ver6nica Cdceres graciously had us stay in her room, where we slept in our 

sleeping bags on the floor. Eariy that Friday afternoon, we met our first 4-year-old, a little 

boy whom Ver6nica escorted to her room to meet the visitors. In this tiny room, the little 
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boy sat politely on a small wooden bench, arms and legs crossed, as he attempted to 

provide very brief answers to Hilda's questions about the picture sequence in a story book. 

The situation was stiff and uncomfortable, although the child appeared ready and willing to 

please the new acquaintances. Later that same afternoon, Verdnica took us to the home of 

her compadres who had a 5-year-old daughter and a 4-year-old son. For the occasion of 

our visit, the dirt patio had been carefully swept, and a single wooden bench with a blanket 

on it had been positioned to one side. The parents graciously invited us to sit on the bench 

with the little girl, who absolutely refused to talk with us, in spite of considerable coaxing 

from the parents and Veronica Next, the little boy sat down with us. He was willing to 

answer our questions very briefly in a whispering tone. Throughout the session, the 

parents and the third, oldest child stood by, watching the proceedings. Once again, we 

encountered a situation which was stiff and uncomfortable. It became clear after these 

initial interviews that our foremost challenge would be creating a setting where 

Chalhuanca's children would feel at ease conversing with us on a regular basis. 

This need led to the creation of our daycare activity, eventually scheduled for Friday 

and Saturday mornings from 9:00 am. till noon. The purpose of the daycare was 

threefold. Rrst, it was paramount that we create a comfortable setting for conversing with 

the children in Quechua. Second, it was hoped thai the daycare might help us recruit 

children between the ages of two and four years for our project. Indeed, at the outset of the 

project, we envisioned counting on the regular attendance of substantial numbers of 

preschoolers, and we planned formal measures of language competence as extensions of 

the daycare play activities. Third, the daycare was a service to the community, for it turned 

out to be the only educational activity provided in the Quechua language. Moreover, 

^ The compadre reladonship is an important one in Peru. One becomes the compadre 'co-father* or 
comadre 'co-mother' to a parent by serving as godparent to his/her child. The relationship is viewed as a 
very close bond of friendship. 
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although Verdtiica had vouched for our good intentions as private individuals interested in 

the Quechua language, many members of the community still believed that we had been 

sent to Chalhuanca by some government agency or, in my case, by some international 

institution. The vice-mayor, among others, wanted to know why we were in Chalhuanca 

and what material contribution we would make to the community. In light of these 

inquiries, our status as daycare providers would give us a role in the community. 

There were several obstacles to be overcome, mostly based on practical 

considerations. We had no place to stay in Chalhuanca, nor was any location offered to us 

for our daycare activity. Moreover, once we obtained a space for lodging and daycare, we 

still had to set up shop from scratch, with minimum materials for sleeping, cooking, and 

playing with the children to be carted on the bus from Arequipa to Chalhuanca. Yet another 

onerous consideration was the problem of only tv^ ice-weekly public transportation into and 

out of Chalhuanca. We also quickly ascertained, to our dismay, that the only time 

community members tended to congregate in Chalhuanca was the weekend, when people 

descended from their estancias for the Saturday qhatu 'market'. This meant that little could 

be achieved in the way of taping or testing children during the week days. Finally, the cold 

weather was so severe and unrelenting that it was difficult just being in Chalhuanca, let 

alone actually functioning there in a productive way. 

What ensued was a series of trials and errors, as we attempted to determine the 

most convenient schedule for our visits and daycare activities, secure the best site and 

devise appropriate Quechua activities for our daycare, adjust to the hardship of living in 

Chalhuanca, and find ways to become accepted by community members, if only as 

welcome outsiders. As to our schedule, the original plan was for us to travel to 

Chalhuanca every Friday and return to Arequipa each Simday, with the daycare activity 

programmed for Friday and Saturday mornings. This schedule would allow us to tape or 

test individual children on the afternoons of Friday and Saturday, as well as Sunday 
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morning. Unl'ortunately, departing Chalhuanca any day other than Saturday or Wednesday 

morning when the bus rolls in is a hit-and-miss affair, totally dependent on whether or not 

some type of private transportation is available to the main highway. Even if one is able to 

obtain a ride to the main highway, either on the back of someone's pick-up or by 

motorcycle, one may wait several hours for a truck or bus to stop on its way to Arequipa. 

This meant that our visits to Chalhuanca sometimes lasted five days, from Friday through 

Tuesday. (On Tuesday, the incoming bus could be taken as far as the main highway.) Yet 

another problem with scheduling related to weekend holidays, such as Fiestas Patrias, El 

Dia del Estudiante, and school mid-semester vacations. During these times, most families 

left Chalhuanca for their estemcias, and their children were not available even on the 

weekends.^ Because of these difficulties, in the four-month period from June 14 to 

October 5, we made a total of twelve visits to Chalhuanca of different durations: five 2-

day visits, three 3-day visits, one 4-day visits, and three Sday visits for a total of 38 days. 

Thanks to the auspices of Ver6nica Cdceres, we obtained one of two rooms in a 

house near the medical post. The original plan was for us to live in this room, with the 

daycare activity located elsewhere. The first two daycare sessions took place in other parts 

of town, once in the vacant kindergarten room and once in the first-grade classroom. Since 

there was no place for us to have our daycare on a regular basis, we finally decided to carr\' 

out all the activities where we were living. That is, we used both our room and the large 

dirt patio in back of it for all the daycare activities. This turned out to be the best 

arrangement, as the children in Chalhuanca eventually felt comfortable enough to visit us at 

Once in Chalhuanca, the research team found it nearly impossible lo stick to a recording schedule because 
parents and children woe frequently unavailable for previously convened appointments. Cbalhuancans are 
far more casual about time th^ we are. Also, there were emergencies that came up. On one unseasonably 
snowy day, for example, a mother and father departed Chalhuanca with their child for the estancia to check 
on their herd. As we approached their house for the appointed recording session, we caught sight of the 
family moimted on a single bicycle departing town on the winding, snow-covered path lealing into the 
mountains. 
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all hours, the principal attraction being the toys we brought from Arequipa for the daycare 

activ ity. It should be mentioned, however, that a number of children were at first afraid to 

enter the premises because of our close proximity to the medical post. Their parents 

explained that the children mistook us for nurses, and they imagined that they were being 

taken to our place for injections. 

Our living conditions were very harsh. There was a single spigot for running water 

on our back patio, but, unfortunately, the pipes froze and burst twice while we were in 

Chalhuanca. In fact, there was never any running water before 9:00 a.m. By that hour, 

the frozen contents of the pipes had been melted in the morning sun. We got used to filling 

a plastic bucket with water each evening, and even though the bucket remained inside the 

room all night, it often bore a thin layer of ice the next morning. When we first installed 

ourselves in this dwelling, there was a dirt latrine in one corner of the patio. A few weeks 

later, however, we discovered that our "landlady" had had the latrine dug under, possibly 

planning to move the latrine to another part of the patio. Actually, no other latrine was ever 

provided in the entire remaining months of the project The room was completely empty 

when we first arrived, although Veronica borrowed alpaca skins and some blankets for us 

to sleep on, as well as two small chairs and a desk from the elementary' school. We lugged 

a one-burner primus, a couple of pots and other kitchen utensils, a plastic bucket and basin, 

and a few plates and mugs to Chalhuanca, as well as our basic food staples. With time, we 

created a comer for indoor daycare activities, with pictures, drawings, and Quechua labels 

displayed in different colors. 

4.2.3. The daycare activity 

Approximately twelve children, ranging in age from about three to eight years, as 

well as half a dozen mothers and older siblings showed up for our first daycare session, 

which was held in a borrowed kindergarten facility. At first, a few of the younger children 
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wailed and wept, dinging tightly to their mothers' skirts, with their mothers urging them to 

hush and participate. Others romped gleefully on the patio. Since there were no toys at 

this Idndergarten facility, their favorite game was rolling around an old tire with a stick. 

During this first session, there were outdoor group games, a drawing activity, and snacks. 

We also immediately introduced one of our puppets, Sonso, who always gave silly 

answers to questions asked him by the investigators. 

The centerpiece activity created especially for this first gathering was a giant 

storybook with several colored drawings illustrating an Ecuadorian folktale. Adapted from 

the original Quichua, the story described the antics of a young man who was turned into a 

fox because he was lazy and dishonest. The storybook text, blocked out in very large 

black letters, was all written in Quechua. For the story presentation, the children sat 

around little tables, with the mothers and older sisters quietly gathered on the Ooor at the 

periphery of the room. The reaction to the story was revealing. The children appeared to 

lose interest as the story progressed, in part because they failed to find the illustrations 

meaningful or attractive. It became very clear to us that picture books were not part of 

everyday life for Chalhuancan children. For this reason, we decided to present future 

stories in a different format, without accompanying pictures. In fact, instead of pictures, 

we used toy figures of people and animals to act out the stories we created for the children. 

During these story-telling sessions, the children sat in a circle, with the figures moving in 

the center of the circle to illustrate the events being told in the story. Every time we told 

stories in this way, there was rapt attention on the part of all the children, even the 

youngest It mattered little whether or not the children had heard a particular story over and 

over, as long as it was enacted in this way. 

While the storytelling activity formed part of every daycare session, we fell into 

other regular activities as well. At the start of each session, the children would sit outdoors 

on blankets for a period of free play activity with toys provided by the investigators: 
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trucks, cars, blocks, toy foods, plates, cups, silverware, coffee pots, toy animals, and the 

like. Other outdoor activities included games such as Sumaq Nausa Wallpacha. our 

Quechua rendition of the Peruvian game, GalUnita Ciega 'Little Blind Hen', a Peruvian 

version of Blind Man's Bluff. There was also plenty of singing, running, and dancing in 

the sunshine on our back patio. The group moved indoors for stories, drawing, and 

modeling tasks, as well as practice in naming the days of the week, the colors, and the 

parts of the body, all illustrated with colorful charts, figures, and labels written in Quechua. 

Finally, at the middle and at the end of each session, the children were given fruit, rolls, 

and sweets, the highlight of the day for many of these little ones. The other big treat was 

getting to play with the toys. 

The daycare activity turned out to be an essential component of the research project. 

It was previously mentioned that the daycare activity gave us a role in the community and 

allowed us to make a contribution which was greatiy appreciated by both parents and 

children alike.^ Above all, however, it helped us build rapport with the children and their 

families. The rapport grew slowly. The children were at first very wary of us strangers, 

although one of them was bold enough to assign a nickname to this researcher during the 

second daycare session: P'aqo Uma Gringo 'Blond-headed gringa'. S^inptomatic of this 

^ With the help of professional acquaintances living in Arequipa, ail native speakers of Quechua, we 
completed two other activities as contributions to the conunimity of Chalhuanca. One activity was a 
morning of talks on the central theme of the importance of Quechua, presented with great decorum in the 
community meeting room. The other activity was the construction of two cement plaques, one in each 
square, with Quechua sayings inscribed in bas relief and painted in vivid colors; 

(1) Kunanmanta rimasim yachachiyninchiskunamantaqa mana qonqananchispaq 
"From now one let us speak from all that we have been taught, then, lest we forget.' 

(2) Playq'aqpis atipawanqakuchu, sumaq runa siminchis kausaqtin 
'As long as our Quechua lives, we will never be conquered' 

Within two days, every schoolchild in Chalhuanca could read each inscription aloud. Finally, we plaimed a 
closing ceremony for the daycare activity, during which we handed out booklets containing all our daycare 
stories, songs, and ihymes, as well as packets of donated used clothing to all those who had help^ us 
during the project (and to many who had not). The day after we left Chalhuanca for good, all the children in 
the commimity proudly wore the "new" finery to school, including one child decked out in pajamas. 
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wariness was the children's subdued plaving with the toys and initial reluctance to sing and 

to dance on the patio. Their demeanor in most activities was at first disconcertingly quiet 

and polite, with little laughter and spontaneity. (By the end of the project, the children's 

behavior had become healthily obstreperous.) Some of the children were also greatly 

frightened by our puppets, only gradually summoning the courage to caress them and even 

talk to them. 

The population of children was in continuous flux, with newcomers showing up all 

the time, often in the company of older siblings. In fact, new children would suddenly 

appear with their parents, who had brought them down from the estancias for market day. 

One such child was at first terrified of the proceedings, choosing to flatten himself against 

the wall so as to observe the activities from as far away as possible. He soon became verv' 

comfortable in this setting, eventually conversing, playing, and even joking with the 

researchers. By the end of the project, children were visiting our place at all hours, 

allowing for a great deal of natural conversation. They became familiar with the very 

puppets and figures and toys later used during formal elicitation procedures. Above all, we 

earned a vote of confidence from the parents, who came to trust us enough either to send 

along their children to our house or to help us record the children at their homes. The 

daycare activity set the stage for ongoing, spontaneous communication with the children 

and their families. Unfortunately, however, we did not succeed in attracting large numbers 

of two- and three-year-olds for carrying out formal measures of competence. 
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4.3. Methodology for data collection 

4.3.1. Gathering natural speech corpora 

4.3.1.1. Procedures and equipment 

For the present analysis of morphosyntactic development, five children were 

recorded in Chalhuanca for an appro.\imate total of five to six hours each, from June 

through the beginning of October, 1996. A sixth child (JN) was recorded for eleven hours 

from June through December, 1996. All the recordings were carried out in the homes of 

the children or in our one-room home/daycare facility, with the researchers sometimes 

present and usually with older siblings or cousins on hand. These audiotapes were 

transcribed by native speakers of the Cuzco-Collao variety. While much of the taped 

conversation consists of natural interactions between the children and family members in 

the home setting, the research team sometimes showed the children photographs and Action 

Picture Cards to get the conversation going. Since the children so enjoyed stories enacted 

with toys and figures, investigators sometimes handed the figures to the children so that 

they could recoimt the story. However, most of the interaction recorded at the daycare site 

was confined to the naturalistic give-and-take characteristic of children engrossed in play. 

Two types of recording equipment were used throughout the project. For some of 

the recordings, we relied on an Atus Pro 88W VHF wireless microphone system hooked 

up to a WM-D6C Walkman Professional stereo cassette-corder. However, the great 

majority of recordings were made using small Sony Cassette-Corders (TCM-

313/353V/359V/ 354VK) with mini-sized tiepin type microphone attachments (Sony ECM-

T110). This equipment was kept in a small, brightly colored woven pouch with a shoulder 

strap, which the children quickly became accustomed to and even wore quite proudly. The 

standard-sized cassettes used for the recordings were of very high quality. The 

transcription task was facilitated by a standard cassette transcriber (Panasonic Model No. 

RR-830). 
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Table 4.1 below presents a summary of the six children whose spontaneous speech 

was recorded during the project, including the identifying initials and sexes of the children, 

as well as the ages at which each was recorded, in years and months. The reader will note 

the absence of children recorded in the age range from 23 to 2;4 years. Alas, efforts to 

locate more children aged 2;0 to 2,6 years proved fruitless. 

Table 4.1: Summary' of children recorded in spontaneous speech .by sfc\ and age 
AGE IN 
YRS ; MOS 
=> 

RR 
[male] 

JN 
[female] 

"ht 
[female] 

DI 
[male] 

Te 
[female] 

PE 
[male] 

2;0 - 2a 

"lio 
2;1 
2;2 

2;5 - 2;6 2;7 - 2;8 2;9-2;10 2;II -3;I 

2;5 
2,6 

2;7 
2;8 

2;9 
2;10 

2;10 2;11 
3;0 
3;1 

3;0 

3;2 - 3\5 

3;2 

3;2 
3;3 
3;4 
3;5 

3;6 - 3;9 

3;7 
3;8 
3;9 

4.3.1.2. The children 

It was previously mentioned that the recording situation varied from child to child. 

Insofar as the personalities of the individual children and their families affected the 

recording process, a brief description of each of the six children is presented below. 

(Photos of the six children are presented in APPENDIX A.) The children are introduced 

from youngest to oldest 
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RR (2:0-2:2) This little boy was discovered quite late in the project when his uncle 

and aunts brought him down from the estancia during an unseasonable snowstorm. The 

uncle explained that he had taken on the responsibility of raising the child because both his 

parents had died. It seemed to us that RR was somewhat neglected by his aunts and uncle. 

His cheeks were rosy and cracked from windbum and cold, and the adults were clearly 

unaccustomed to conversing with the child. This became apparent after one home 

recording session, during which the adults were at a loss as to how to talk with RR. 

During the session, RR was shuffled eiround from one aunt's lap to another, with frequent 

expressions of annoyance on the part of the aunts. Fortunately, a twelve-year-old female 

cousin was most willing to talk and play with RR, and she ended up being instrumental in 

the recording process. The cousin accompanied RR to the daycare activity, and, although 

RR eventually started playing with the toys and participating in the outdoor games, he was 

always very reticent about talking with members of the research team or, in fact, with 

anyone outside his family. Most of the recordings are conversations between RR and his 

cousin made both at home and in the daycare facility, out of the presence of investigators. 

Also, during some of the recorded conversations, RR sounds petulant and out-of-sorts. 

JN (2:5-2:10) Although JN attended the daycare activity regularly with her older 

sister(s) and participated in all the activities, she adamantly refused to talk with us, or even 

in our presence, throughout the project. This behavior always struck us as odd, since, 

during one recording made at home, JN professed to love us very much. She would 

consent to being held, and she seemed to enjoy helping collect all the toys after each play 

session, although she never smiled. Her family sent her to the daycare dressed in her best 

clothes, but the child was afflicted with a severe case of lice that was not being treated. In 

one recording made at home, in fact, JN and her siblings casually remark on some lice 

observed on JN's clothing before moving on to another topic of conversation. Fortunately, 
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JN and her family seldom left Chalhuanca, and both her parents and her older sisters were 

most cooperative about taping their conversations with her. Some of the recordings took 

place at JN's house, with the most productive portions including conversations between JN 

and her mother. (JN's oldest sister would often either lose patience with JN when she 

failed to talk much, or she would lapse into Spanish.) During these sessions, JN is quite 

talkative, and one tape even includes several repetitions of a Quechua song JN sings at the 

urging of her older sisters. Other recordings were made in our room, as JN conversed 

with her older sister(s) while playing primarily with the "cooking toys". Recordings of 

these play sessions yielded utterances produced by JN, provided that only one older sister 

was present. In one such session, with two older sisters busy playing and talking to each 

other, JN is largely excluded from the conversation, and her speech is minimal. During 

these taped play sessions, we remained out of view on the outside patio. 

BT (2:10 - 3:n BT and her 5-year-old sister were in regular attendance at the 

daycare activity, and BT became very attached to the members of the research team. As 

children of the most affluent store owners (affluent by Chalhuancan standards), these two 

small sisters invariably showed up better dressed than the other children, and, on a few 

occasions, they appeared with lollipops or toad-shaped chocolates which they consumed in 

the presence of the other children. In fact, we had to warn them not to bring their own 

candy unless they brought enough to share with everyone else. Both children were 

affectionate with us but quite willful and spoiled. The older sister was outspoken and 

assertive, while BT became very petulant at times. Indeed, controlling their behavior 

during the dayccu-e activity was often a challenge. Nevertheless, BT was a quiet but 

extremely enthusiastic participant in all the activities. She always wanted to be "it" in our 

games, and she and her sister insisted on handing out the fruit to the other children during 
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recess, as well as collecting the fruit peels and other refuse at the end. In fact, their status 

as helpers eventually evolved into acceptable behavior. 

The dynamics within BT's family will be briefly described, for they affected the 

outcome of the recordings. The older sister dominated BT, with whom she frequently lost 

patience. Consequently, during recordings of their play sessions, the older sister either 

monopolized the conversation or expressed utter exasperation at BT's reluctance to talk. 

BT's behavior with her mother was very willful and petulant, and her mother often 

attempted to pacify her daughter by pulUng off more sweets for her from the store shelves. 

For this reason, attempts to record conversations between BT and her mother were not very 

productive: the tapes are full of indignant complaints and waiUngs about wanting to be with 

us, the "sefioritas". (BT recognized the tape recorder as ours.) Unfortunately, BT was 

never very talkative with us, often responding with one-word utterances, although she 

enjoyed playing with us and being held or escorted around the town. BT's father always 

assured us that BT would be ver>' talkative with him, but he was too busy at the store to 

help us with a recording imtil the very last weekend we were in Chalhuanca. During this 

half-hour recording, at age 3;1, BT talked very animatedly (for the first time) about our 

leaving town and about the possibility of leaving with us on the bus. 

PI (3:0-3:2) DI's family lived in a distant estancia, a seven-hour trek from 

Chalhuanca, and they descended into Chalhuanca only occasionally to do business at the 

Saturday marketplace. One Saturday, DI's parents appeared at the daycare site with DI in 

tow, hoping to have him participate in the activities. DI was terrified at first It was clear 

that he had never even witnessed an organized gathering of children from different families, 

let alone taken part in their play. He at first cringed from the group, pressing against the 

patio wall to distance himself as much as possible. However, he was very attentive to 

everything that was going on, especially the story-telling session. As his interest in the 
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proceedings grew, he came closer and closer lo the group, finally taking a seat on a blanket 

to play with the other children. We had DI linger with us for a while after the other 

children had gone home, in the hope that we might get him to feel comfortable with us. In 

fact, he was most willing to chat with our research team, and he particularly enjoyed 

describing what he saw in the Action Picture Cards presented to him as a con\ ersation 

starter. He also regaled us with an animated retelling of the story presented during the 

daycare activity, which he had listened to from afar near the patio wall. This initial 

interaction with DI was all recorded. 

DI's family decided to return to their estancia the following night to take advantage 

of the light provided by the full moon. They set out with their alpacas and a borrowed 

donkey for DI, in a cold so bitter that we wondered how they would surv ive the journey. 

In fact, DI became very sick as a consequence of the trip home, and the next time we 

encountered his parents in Chalhuanca, they explained that they had not brought DI with 

them because he was still very ill. Noting our disappointment, DI's mother offered to 

record DI at the estancia on her own tape recorder. Two weeks later, she brought us some 

recordings which were excellent in content, if not in reproductive quality. It is not always 

possible to discem from the tapes what is said by other speakere to DI, although DI's 

outgoing personality and joking nature are clearly revealed on these recordings. DI's 

mother made an additional set of recordings at the estancia, and she promised to bring DI 

to Chalhuanca during the final week of the research project That week, DI's parents could 

not travel to Chalhuanca, but they were so concerned about keeping DI's appointment with 

us, that they recruited a relative to transport DI and his five-year-old sister on a motorcycle 

all the way from the estancia to Chalhuanca. The final recordings of DI carried out in the 

one-room daycare facility included a lengthy play session with the older sister. By then 

totally at home at the center, DI interacted comfortably with researchers, and he asked many 

questions. 
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FE (3:2-3:5) FE seldom attended the daycare because she spent a great deal of 

time at the family estancia. In fact, to our dismay, nearly a month elapsed between the 

second and third recording sessions, when, weekend after weekend, FE's mother 

descended from the estancia without her daughter. This was because FE was too sick 

during that time to make the trip down to Chalhuanca. Also, for the most part, FE's 

mother was very cooperative with the research team until the final weeks. Apparently, her 

husband, whom we never met, found out about the recordings and adamantly oppxjsed our 

continuing them. One reason for his objection to the recordings was his conviction that a 

daycare conducted in Quechua was a complete waste of time, since what FE really needed 

was instruction in Spanish. Happily, FE's mother finally overrode her husband's 

objections, allowing us to finish up the taping schedule. 

FE was most willing to visit our house to play with the toys, and some of our 

recordings include these play sessions with another child and, sometimes, her 12-year-old 

brother. Also, FE was not afraid of talking with us. However, the richest part of the 

corpus comprises conversations between FE and her mother, both at home and during their 

walks together through the town. FE's mother clearly enjoyed conversing with her little 

girl, and she masterfully elicited her spontaneous speech for the tape recorder. In fact, a 

number of sections in this mother-child discourse exhibit classical scaffolding on the part of 

FE's mother. Five sample interactions from these recordings are presented below, for they 

illustrate three interesting features in the dialogue: (a) the mother's occasional corrections 

and extensions of FE's utterances (#1, #4, and #5); (b) the mother's attempts to cajole or 

pressure FE into talking for the recorder (#2 and #4); and (c) the frequent pattem-and-

substitution practice provided by the mother for complex verb forms, including 

conditionals (#3) and object-marking morphology (#I and #4). 
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11- M: "Wasiyldpi grabamushanki" nisunki. 
'She said to you, '^'oull tape in your house.'" 

[331 FE: "Wasiykipi grabamushanki" niwanmi. 
"Y'es, she said to me. '^'oull tape in your house."' 

M- Imapaq? 
"WTiat for? 

FE: Kana_paq sumaqlla kana_paq. 
'So it will be beautiful.' 

M: Siunaqlla kunanpaq. 
'So it will be [corrects] beautiful.' 

12. M: Tapuy, tapuykuy. 
'Ask, ask.' 

P3]  FE: Mana. 
'No.' 

M: Atatau! Penq'asunkicha. "Imachitallayki sutin?" niy, an. 
'Oh, dear! You must be ashamed. Say, '^\'Tiat's your sheep's name?"' 

"Chit, chit." Ves? Munay chitallan kashan. Parlay, ari. 
'"Chit, chit." See? He has a lovely sheep. Talk, then.' 

Imallatapis parlayta yachanki. 
'\'ou know how lo talk about something.' 

FE: Parlashanin. 
T am talking.' 

3. M: Chay alqituta pusakusun, ya? 
'Let's take along that little dog, okay?* 

[3-31 FE; Ya. 
•Okay.' 

M: Pusakushawaqchu estanciata? 
'A^'^ould you take it along to the estanda'?* 

FE: Pusakuymanmi. 
'Yes, I would take it along.' 

M- Pusakushawaq, riki. 
'^'ou would take it along, then.' 
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4. M: Imata ruwashanid? Hay! Imatan ruwashanki? FE ! Imata ruwashanki? 
"What are you doing? Listen! What are you doing? FE ! What are you doing"?" 

[33] FE: Mana, a, grabadorawanqa ka_kushani. 
"No, a, I'm with the tape recorder (on).' 

M: A, grabadorawanchu kaylcushanki? 
'.-\h. you're [correction 1 with the tape recorder (on)'?* 

FE: Grabadorawanmi. 
'Yes, with the tape recorder (on).' 

M: A, ya. Pi chay qosunki? 
1 sec. WTio gave that to you'?" 

FE: Chay Veronicayniy botana...ku. 
That Veronica of mine button....' 

M: A, Veronicayki botanaykusunki. 
'Oh, that Veronica of yours [correction] buttoned it on you ' [correction |. 

M: Denista yuyashankichu? 
'.\re you thinking about Denis? 

[3;4I FE; Denisqa, a, a, Denista, a, a, Denispis, a, a, wasinki, a, pukllayta, Denisqa. j 
Denis, to Denis, and Denis, you _ house, to play, Denis.' 

M: A, ya. Denis vvasiykipi, wasinpi pukllachisunki. 
'I see. In your house, in his house, Etenis lets you play.' 

FE: Aha. 
'Yeah.' 

M: Denista munakushankichu, manachu? 
'\'ou love Denis, don't you ?" 

FE: Denista_ munachikushanmi. 
'Denis makes you love him.' 

It is interesting to note, in this regard, tiiat FE generally responds to her mother's direct 

questions by repeating the verb form with the appropriate suffix changes and the addition 

of the Affirmative evidential, /-mi/ or /-n/. Since many of FE's responses might be 
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considered mere repetitions of forms provided by the mother, few have been included in 

the corpus of utterances considered in Chapters 7 and 8. 

PE (3:7-3:9) Unlike DI and FE, this little boy spent most of his time in 

Chalhuanca, where he could usually be found in the care of older cousins or siblings living 

in two different dwellings. One was impressed by the poverty in which PE lived. He 

lacked suitable clothing for the cold weather, he had no toys, and, in general, he seemed to 

receive scant attention from his parents, who were usually off working. Pe±aps for this 

reason, PE was shunted back and forth from one house to another, cared for minimally by 

teen-aged relatives. 

PE's negative behavior was difficult to cope with. A regular attendant at the 

daycare activity, he nevertheless refused to have anything to do with the other children 

throughout the fjrojecL Fruitless attempts were continually made to nudge him into the 

group activities. He would invariably respond by cry ing and pulling away from the group, 

preferring to sit alone on a blanket with an angry expression on his face. He would 

sometimes fall asleep in this pose. The daycare attraction for PE was the bag of toys. He 

was fascinated by the blocks and toy vehicles, and he would become so engrossed in his 

own world of play that he easily ignored everyone around him. 

Because of the toys, PE was willing to visit the site after daycare hours in the 

company of one or two siblings. During these play sessions, which were recorded, PE 

would sometimes talk quite animatedly, while, at other times, he would only respxjnd to 

questions with one-word answers. For example, if asked, "Where is the truck going?" or 

"Who did he give the blocks to?", he would typically reply, mana may-ta-pis 'nowhere' or 

pi-man-pis 'to someone', respectively. From the recordings made at home, it was clear 

that this verbal behavior characterized PE's interaction with family members, also. At 

times, PE's behavior was truculent and unruly. Endeavors at conversation without the toys 
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were often met with wild rolling around on the floor or angrv" outbursts. Once, in fact, PE 

actually frightened his cousin, who was about five years his senior. Since PE was almost 

always available for recording sessions, the research team eventually managed to compile 

several hours of his spontaneous speech. Nevertheless, PE was a maladjusted and 

uncooperative child for the most part. 

4.3.2. Formal elicitation task: transitive change-of-state verbs 

A formal measure was designed to elicit the production of the transitive variants of 

Quechua change-of-state verbs by three- and four-year-old children. The test was designed 

in the form of a game, which exploited the children's fascination with the toy figures 

mentioned previously, as well as the puppet, Sonso. It was decided that an elicitation task 

based on scenarios with props and the puppet would be more successful than picturc-based 

tests. This experimental procedure will be fully described in Chapter 8, Section 8.2.1.2. It 

should be mentioned that no statistical analyses will be presented for this procedure, since 

very few children were available to serve as subjects in the experiment. 
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5. THE QUECHUA LANGUAGE 

Quechua is spoken in seven South American countries (Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile), with the largest populations of Quechua speakers 

living in those nations which were once core regions of the Incan Empire: Ecuador, Peru, 

and Bolivia Ten years ago, Cerron-Palomino (1987) estimated that over 8,000,000 people 

in these countries were Quechua speakers, including over 4,000,000 Peruvians. The 

Quechua spoken in Arequipa belongs to the Cuzco-Bolivia variety. Unfortunately, the 

literature describing Arequipa Quechua is ver>' scant, indeed, and one must therefore rely 

for insight on the far more extensive analyses of the varieties spoken in Cuzco, Puno, and 

Bolivia.^ Quechua is an agglutinative language, with morphologically complex words 

constructed exclusively through suffixation. Each suffix usually consists of one or two 

syllables corresponding to a single morpheme, with word stress on the penultimate 

syllable. A complete listing of the abbreviations used to label the suffixes in the following 

discussion is presented in APPENDIX B. 

5.1. Syntax 

5.1.1. Word order and case-marking Although the canonical word order in 

Quechua is S-O-V, the ordering of these constituents in mauix clauses is remaiicably 

flexible. (According to many grammars, the S-O-V order is rigidly maintained in 

subordinate clauses.) In fact, we find all five possible optional orders, each highlighting a 

different constituent. In the examples below, the subject bears no case inflection 

(Nominative = 0), while the verb complement is marked in Accusative /-ta/. Note that the 

Accusative complement in these sentences is not necessarily a direct object, as it is in the 

^ The following description is based on personal obsen ation. as well as information gleaned from such 
authors as .Adelaar (1986), Bills (1969), Bills, Vallejo & Troike (1969), Calvo Perez (1993), Cerron-
Palomino (1987), Cole (1983, 1987) Cusihuamin (1976), Lefebvre & Vfuysken (1982b, 1988), Mannheim 
(1991). Vfuysken (1981a, 1981b, 1986,1988), Parker (1969), van de Kerke (1991, 1994), van de Kerke & 
•Vluysken (1990), and Wolck (1987), among others. 
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first example sentence (a), i.e., misk'i-ta 'sweets'. In the second sentence (b), the 

Accusative inflection expresses 'direction to', i.e., 'to the house'j whereas, in the third (c), 

it is appended to an adjective, resulting in a constituent comparable to an adverb of manner, 

i.e., sumaq-ta 'beautifully'. In the five non-canonical variants of each sentence, one of the 

constituents bears the Affirmative evidential suffix, either /-mi/ after consonants or /-n/ after 

vowels. 

Subject; wawa- 'child' wawa- 'child' 

Verb: ranti- "buy' puri- 'walk' 

Complement: misk'i- 'sweets' wasi- "house' 

wawa- 'child' 

taki- 'sing' 

sumaq- "beautiful' 

(a)' The child buys sweets.' (b) The child walks to the house.' (c) The child sings beautifully.' 

S-C-V 

S-V-C 

C-S-V 

C-V-S 

V-S-C 

V-C-S 

Wawa-0 misk'i-ta ranti-n. 

Wawa-0 ranti-n misk'i-ta-n. 

.Vlisk'i-ta-n wawa-0 rand-n. 

Vlisk'i-ta-n ranti-n wawa-0. 

Ranti-n-m i wawa-0 misk'i-ta. 

Ranti-n-m i misk'i-ta wawa-0. 

Wawa-0 wasi-ta puri-n. Wawa-0 sumaq-ta taki-n. 

Wawa-0 puri-n wasi- ta- n. Wawa-0 taki-n sumaq-ta- n. 

Wasi-ta-n wawa-0 pun-n. Sumaq-ta-n wawa-0 taki-n. 

Wasi-ta-n puri-n wawa-0. Sumaq-ta-a taki-n wawa-0. 

Puri-n-mi wawa-0 wasi-ta. Taki-n-mi wawa-0 sumaq-ta. 

Puri-n-mi wasi-ta wawa-0. Taki-n-mi sumaq-ta wawa-0. 

Quechua exhibits a number of case inflections in addition to Nominative /-0/ and 

Accusative /-ta/. The five most important of these, for the present study, are illustrated 

below. Of primary importance in marking arguments are the Nominative, Accusative, and 

Dative inflections. 

Case 

1. Dative 

Suffix 

-man 

Function 

Goal (Recipient) 
(Indirect Object) 

Direction 'towards' 

laxative 

Example 

pro misk'i - ta wawa - man qo - rqa - n. 
SWEBT Acc CHILD Dat GIVE Past 3 subj 

He gave the sweets to the child.' 

pro wasi - man puri - sha - n. 
HOUSE Dat WALK Prog 3 subj 

"He is walking towards the house.' 

Pampa - man chura - y. 
FLOOR Oat PLT Impcr. 

"Put (it) on the floor' 
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2. Locative -pi 

3. Benefactive -paq 

4. Ablative -manta 

Locative 

Benefidar)-

Possessor^® 

Purpose 

Source 

Tata - y wasi - pi ka - sha - n. 
DAD 1 poss HOL'SE Loc BE Prog 3 subj 

"My dad is in the bouse.' 

Wasi lata - y - paq (ka - n). 
HOL'SE DAD I poss Ben BE 3 subj 

The house is for my father.' 

Wawa 
CHIU3 

suti - n - mi "Edwin". 
NASffi 3 pofis .\1T 

The child's name is Edwin.' 

Kama - ta ranti 
BED 

t - nqa [ailin - ta punu - na - n - paql. 
Acc BLTV" 3 Kit GOODAcc SLEEP Pot 3 ^cn 

'Hell buy a bed so that he can sleep well.' 

Qolqe - ta tata - y - manta mana - n. 
MONEY Acc DAD 1 poss Abl BORROW 3 subj 

Tie borrows money from my dad.' 

5. Instrumental -wan Instrument 

.Accompaniment 

Coordination 

Chw kuchillo - wan kuchu - ku - rqa - ni. 
THAT KNIFE lastru CUT Reflex Past I subj 

'I cut myself with that knife.' 

Wasi - ta tata - y - wan puri - rqa - ni. 
HOL'SE Acc DAD I poss Instr W.-VLK Past 1 subj 

'I walked to the house with my dad.' 

Tata - y - wan mama - y - wan tusu - sha - nku. 
DAD I poss tnstr MOM I poss Insti DANCE Prog 3 pi 

'\Iy dad and my mom are dancing.' 

5. L2. Argument types and null anaphora Adult Quechua speakers frequently 

drop both external and internal arguments. The identity of these arguments, i.e., their 

person and number, may generally be recovered from the verb morphology, although 

gender is not grammaticized in Quechua. Recoverability derives from the inflectional 

system on Quechua verbs: these exhibit both subject inflections (person and number), as 

well as a set of object-marking suffixes for first- and second-persons. In the absence of 

' ® Quechua also has a Genitive suffi.x, either -pa' after consonants, e.g., Juan-pa wasi 'Juan's house', or 
-q(pa)/ after vowels, e.g., Vtaria-q wasi 'Maria's house'. In Chalhuancan Quediua, the Benefaclive often 

performs the function of identifying the possessor. 
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any object-marking suffix, the object is third-person by default, either singular or plural. 

In the examples below, the object-marking suffixes represent either the direct or indirect 

object, all with the verbs maqa- 'hit' andgcK 'give'. 

A. All arguments third-person 

N'o N'ull ArgumenLs: 

Juan Pedru - ta m^a - O - rqa - n. 
JUAN PEDRO Acc HIT 3 obj Past 3 s k subj 

'Juan hit Pedro.' 

N'ull Suhiecl: 

proi Pedru - ta maqa - O - rqa - n,. 
PEDRO Acc HIT 3 obj Past 3 subj 

"Ho She hit Pedro.' 

Mull Direct Ohiect: 

Juan pro2 maqa - 02 - rqa - n. 
nJAN inr 3 obj Past 3 subj 

'Juan hit him/her them/someone.' 

N'ull Subject and Direct OhiecL 

prot pro2 maqa - O2 - rqa - n,. 
HIT 3 obj Past 3 subj 

'He She hit him> her them.' 

Juan libru - ta Pedru - man qo - O - rqa - n 
JUAN BOOK Acc PEDRO Dal GIvE 3 obj Past 3 sub 

'Juan gave the book to Pedro.' 

.Null Indirect Object: 

Juan libru - ta proi qo - O2 - rqa - n. 
JUAN BOOK Acc GTVE 3 obj Past 3 subj 

'Juan gave a book to him/ her them/someone' 

Null E)irect and Indirect Oibect.s: 

Juan pro2 proj qo - 0 - rqa - n. 
JUAN GIVE Past 3 subj 

'Juan gave it them/something to him.'her them' 

Null Subject. Direct Object, and Indirect Object: 

pro I pro2 pro 3 qo - O - rqa - ai. 
GIVE 3 obj Past 3 subj 

'He gave it theni/something to him: her them someone' 

B. One argument first-person 

First-Person Subiect: Third-Person Obiect: 

G^oqai) Pedru - ta maqa - O - rqa - nii. 
I PEDRO Acc HFT 3 obj Past t subj 

'I hit Pedro.' 

Third-Person Subiect: First-Person Ob;ect: 

Pedru (noqa -132) maqa - wa2 - rqa - n. 
PEDRO \£E Acc HIT i obj ftst 3 subj 

'Pedro hit me.' 

Reflexive with optional First-Person Pronoun: 

(\oqa) (noqa - ta) maqa - ku - rqa - ni. 
I ME Acc HIT Reflex Past 1 subj 

1 hit myself.' 

(Noqa) libru - ta pro^ qo - O3 - rqa - ni. 
I BOOK Acc GP»'E 3 obj Past I subj 

'I gave the book to him/her them.' 

Juan libru - ta (noqa-man3) qo - waj - rqa-n 
JU/V-N BOOK Acc .VIE DM GIVE 1 obj Past 3 

'Juan gave the book to me.' 

(Noqa) libru-ta (noqa-man) go - ku - rqa - ni 
I BOOK Acc ME Dat Gn'B Reflex Past 1 subj 

'I gave myself a book.' 
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What is particulariy noteworthy in these examples is that explicit pronouns, such as first-

person singular noqa are entirely optional, while the object-marking morphology on the 

verb is obligatory. In fact, adult speakers produce explicit pronoun arguments only for 

emphasis. It should also be mentioned that Quechua speakers are quite casual about 

subject-verb agreement in third-person, even though plural subject morphology is available 

to them. As we have seen above, arguments must be represented in the verb morphology 

by either object markers, e.g., /-wa-/, or the Reflexive morpheme, l-ku-l. Unfortunately, 

from the standpoint of learnability, the presence of these suffixes on the verb does not offer 

clear-cut evidence of verb transitivity. Other functions of these morphemes will be 

discussed in the section on verb morphology. 

While explicit personal pronouns are infrequent in Quechua discourse, 

demonstratives are varied and ubiquitous. A case in point is the demonstrative, chav 'that', 

which frequently stands in for arguments, e.g., Chav runa chav-ta mikun. That man has 

eaten that.'. It also appears in deictic and temporal expressions, e.g., chay-pi 'in that' = 

'there' and chav-manta 'from/after that' = 'then', as well as in transitional or connecting 

devices, such as chav-pis 'however' and chay-kama 'meanwhile'. Finally, clause-final 

chav has been analyzed as a complementizer in finite embedded clauses (Lefebvre & 

Musyken, 1988), as in the following: 

[Juan wasi - ta ranti - rqa - n, chay - ta] yacha - ni. 'I know [that Juan bought a house. ]' 
JUA-V HOUSE Acc BIT Past 3 THAT Acc KNOW I subj 

5.1.3. Repetition and ellipsis While adult speakers omit explicit arguments 

more often than not, they also duplicate sentence elements quite frequently, probably for 

emphatic effect. For example, it is not unusual to find a sentence-initial constituent 

repeated in clause-final position, as in the pair of sentences shown below. In examples 
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such as these, utterance boundaries are not easily delimited, nor is identification of sentence 

constituents completely straightforward. 

Papa - ta muna - ni papa - ta. Maqchhi - ku - sha - n mama - vki maqchhi - ku - sha - n 
POTATO Acc WANT 1 subj POTATO ACC WASH Rert Prog 3 MOM 2 poa WASH RrfT Prog 3 

Potatoes, I want potatoes.' 'She's washing herself, your mother, she's washing herself.' 

What adult speakers do not omit in normal narrative discourse is the verb, unless it 

is the third-person "tenseless" copula ( ka-). This should come as no surprise, since so 

much essential information is encoded in the verb form. Among other functions, the 

copula is the only au.xiliary verb in Quechua. The third-person copula is often superfluous, 

as, for example, in any utterance that expresses equivalence. In such an utterance, with 

copula ellipsis, it is the presence of the validational enclitic, or evidential, which 

distinguishes the utterance as a sentence rather than a mere string of words.' i In the 

second example in each of the three following pairs, one element bears the Affirmative 

evidential, /-mi/ or /-n/, and the optional (but usually omitted) third-person copula is shown 

in parentheses. 

hatun wasi 
BIG HOUSE 

chay wawa - y 
THAT CHILD 1 poss 

' the big house' Wasi - n hatim (kan). 
HOUSE AfT BIG BE 3 

' that child of mine' Chay - mi wawa - y (kan). 
THAT AfT CHILD 1 i»ss BE3 

noqa - q wasi - y 'my house' 
I Gen HOUSE 1 pxass 

Wasi noqa - q - mi (kan). 
HOUSE I Gen AfT BE 3 

The house is big.' 

That's my child.' 

"The house is mine' 

5.1.4. Coordination and subordination Quechua-sjjealdng adults often 

prefer simple juxtaposition to coordination of sentences by means of connecting devices. 

The connecting elements available to Quechua speakers include the previously shown 

Instrumental suffix /-wan/, the Additive suffix /-pis/ or /-pas/, and the Contrastive suffix 

' ̂  .As will be seen in the following chapter, the topic marker -qa' also licenses copula ellipsis in 
Chalhuancan Quechua. 
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/-taq/. Simple juxtaposition, as well as these three means of coordination, are briefly 

illustrated below. 

Mama - y lata - y Lima - ta puri - nqa. "My mom and my dad will go to Lima.' 
MOM I poss DAD 1 poss LIMA Acc GO 3 ^ 

.Vlama - y - pis lata - y - pis Lima - ta puri - nqa 'Vly mom and also my dad will go to Lima.' 
MOM 1 poss Add D.\D 1 posa Add LIMA Acc GO 3 Hit 

Mama - y - ta - wan tata - y - ta - wan riku - nki. Toull see my mom and my dad.' 
MOM t poss Acc Instr DAD 1 poss Acc Instr SHE 2 aubj 

Lima - pi - qa llank'a - n - taq estudia - n - taq. In Lima he works and he also studies.' 
LI^L\ Loc Top WORK 3 s»ibj Cont STXTDY 3 subj Coot 

Quechua exhibits three principal types of subordination; (1) use of the "switch 

reference" subordinating suffi.xes; (2) embedding finite clauses ending in the case-marked 

complementizer chav. and (3) nominalization. Whenever the subordinating suffix, /-spa/, 

is appended to the root of the verb in the dependent clause, the lower subject and the matrix 

subject are one and the same. By contrast, the subject of the verb bearing the switch 

reference suffix, /-qti-/, is different from the matrix subject. This phenomenon is shown 

in the following pair of sentences. 

Llank'a - spa mikhu - saq. Llank'a - qti - yki - qa mikhu - saq. 
WOIUC Sub EAT 1 Fut WORK Sub 2 Top EAT I Put 

'I'll eat after I have worked.' 'I'll eat after you have worked.' 

In order to illustrate the subordination of finite clause complements, we return to the 

previously given example, repeated below. In this sentence, the embedded clause typically 

exhibits rigid S-O-V constituent order, the absence of evidential markers, and the clause-

final complementizer chav marked in Accusative Case. 

[Juan wasi - ta ranti - rqa - n, chay - taj yacha - ni. 1 know [that Juan bought a house]' 
JUAN HOUSE Acc BUi" Past 3 THAT Acc KNOW I subj 
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Quechua speakers commonly subordinate complement clauses through nominalization, 

such that another version of the previous sentence might be the sentence shown below. In 

this version, the key element appended to the lower verb root is the Resultative suffix, 

/-sqa-/. Once again, the word order in the lower clause is rigidly S-O-V, and the entire 

clause as a whole bears the Accusative case inflection. 

[Juan wasi - (ta) ranti - sqa - n - taj yacha - ni. 1 know [that Juan bought a housej' 
JUAN HOUSE Acc BU\' Res 3 Acc KNOW I subj 

The Potential suffix, /-na-/, appears in three important constructions, all exemplified 

below. In the first example, the effect of this suffix within the nominalized constituent is to 

make 'Juan's buying of the house' later in time than 'my knowing'. 

[Juan wasi - (ta) ranti - na - n - ta] yacha - ni. 1 know [that Juan will buy a house.]' 
IU.\N HOUSE Acc BUY Pot 3 Acc KNOW \ jubj 

Kama - ta ranti - nqa [allin - ta pufiu - na - n - paq]. 'Hell buy a bed so he can sleep well.' 
BED Acc BUY 3 Fut. GOOD Acc SLEEP Pol 3 Ben 

Estudia - na - v ka - sha - n. '1 have to study.' 
STUDY Pol f BE Prog 3 

The second sentence, repeated from the examples illustrating Benefactive /-paq/, illustrates 

the function of /-na-/ in purpose clauses. Quite literally, the subordinate clause means 'for 

(the purpose oO his sleeping well'. In the third example, the suffix appears in a sentence 

expressing obligation. This construction demonsttates one of the au.xiliar>' functions of the 

copula 1^. It should be mentioned here that this type of construction parallels Quechua 

sentences expressing possession. (Quechua lacks a verb meaning 'have'.) Thus, the 

Quechua equivalent of 1 have a book.' would be Libru - v ka - shan. In this sentence, the 

word libru 'book' bears the first-person "possessor" moiTDheme, l-yl, resulting in the form, 

libru - y 'my book'. In fact, the person marking on all nominalized verb forms is from the 

possessive paradigm, and not from the set of subject-marking inflections for finite verbs. 
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In cases where the embedded subject is PRO controlled by the matrix subject, 

Quechua has two forms, (1) the infinitive, ending in the suffix, /-y/, and (2) the agentive 

form, ending in l-oj. Among the Quechua verbs which subcategorize for infinitive 

complements, we have muna- 'want', yacha- Toiow', afc 'be able to', and yuya-

'remember*. Agentive /-q/ appears in purpose constructions with verbs of movement, such 

as hamu- 'come' and iv 'go'. Both of these constructions are illustrated below. 

Noqa, [PRO, llank'a - y - taj muna - ni,. 
1 WORK Infin Acc WANT I subj 

Noqa, [PRO, llank'a - q] hamu - ni,. 
I WORK Agt CX)^^E 1 subj 

'I want to work.' 

'I come to work.' 

Both Agentive /-q/ and Resultative /-sqa/^- participate in the formation of relative 

clauses, which may be headed or headless. Whereas Agentive /-q/ is used to relativize the 

embedded subject, Resultative /-sqa/ serves to relativize the embedded object, as shown in 

the following examples. 

Macha - sha - q runa hamu - nqa. 
DRLNTC Prog .-^gt .VLVN COME 3 Fut 

Runa macha - sha - q hamu - nqa. 
.VL\.V DRLNK Prog .A.gt COME 3 Fut 

[HEADED] 

The man who is drinking will come.' 

[HEADLESS] 

Maqa - sqa - y wawa waqa - sha - n. 
HIT Res 1 poss CHILD CRY EYog 3 

Wawa maqa - sqa - y waqa - sha - n. 
CHILD HIT Res I poss CRY Prog 3 

[HEADED] 

The child that I hit is crying.' 

[HEADLESS] 

^ - These suffixes have other functioos, which are periferal to the present study. For e.xample, Resultative 
'-sqa' appears in true passives with the copular auxiliary', e.g., Suwa-sqa ka-nki Tou have been robbed'. 
In addition to appearing in relative clauses, Agentive /-q/ is an element in sentences with verbs of 
perception such as riku- 'see'. For example, Rima-ta hamu-g-ta riku-ni means 1 see the man coming'. 
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5.1.5. Raising phenomena While it would be impossible to describe 

Quechua syntactic movement exhaustively in the present study, there is one type of 

movement which is particularly inonguing.^^ Amply discussed by Lefebvre & Muysken 

(1988), this phenomenon involves syntactic raising into the matrix clause of embedded 

arguments out of nominalized subordinate clauses. (Raising from finite clauses is not 

permitted.) Constituents achieve focus through raising. If the moved constituent bears a 

case inflection other than Accusative /-ta/, it acquires Accusative Case in addition to its 

original Case, on moving into the domain of the matrix verb. Indeed, Lefebvre & 

Muysken assert that "raising may occur with any verb which is a Case assigner" (1988, 

147-148). In the following pair of sentences, the contrast in meaning which results from 

raising might be glossed as 'Juan knows that I bought the house for Maria' [WITHOUT 

MOVEMENT], as distinguished from 'Juan knows that (it is) for Maria that I bought the 

house.' [WITH MOVEMENT]. 

Juan [Maria - paq wasi - ta ranti - sqa - y - ta] yacha - n. [WITHOUT MOVEMENT] 
JUAN VIARIA ^ HOUSE Acc BU '̂ Res. 1 Acc KNOW 3 subj 

Juan Maria - paq - ta, [ /, wasi - ta ranti - sqa - y - ta] vacha - n. [WITH MOVEMENT] 
JUAN MARIA Ben Acc HOUSE Acc BUY Res 1 .\cc ' KNOW 3 subj 

^ ^ /Vnother interesting feature of Quechua, unfortunately unattested in the data, is similar to the clitic 
climbing phenomena characteristic of Romance languages and analyzed by Rizzi (1978) and Burzio (1986) 
as resulting from restructuring. Following Lefebvre & Muysken, Quechua verbs which take infinitive 
complements, such as pre\iously cited muna- 'want', are restructuring verbs which allow object marker 
climbing. On their analysis, Quechua verbs of movement, which take agentive complements in purpose 
constructions, are not restructuring, and so objcct marker climbing is not permitted. This is illustrated 
below. 

Y'anapa - wa - y - ta muna - n. Yan^a - y - ta muna - wa - n. "He wants to help me.' 
HELP I obj [nfin \ix WANT 3 HELP Infin Acc WAOT 1 oJq 3 

Yanapa- w a -q hamu - n. 
HELP 1 obj Agt COME 3 

•Yanapa - q hamu - wa - n. 
HELP Agt CO.VIE lobj 3 

Tie comes to help me.' 
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5.1.6. Highlighting; questions and negation Raising with co-casemarking 

is but one of several means available to Quechua speakers for higlilighting sentence 

constituents. As previously discussed, scrambling of matrix constituents achieves 

emphasis or focus of fronted constituents. Constituents are also highlighted through 

topicalization, with the topicalized constituent bearing such topic-marking suffixes as /-qa/ 

and /-ri/ or Contrastive /-taq/, which is normally appended to wh-words in information 

questions. These suffixes are illustrated below, with the English glosses only 

approximating the distinctions in meaning which they convey. 

Lima - pi - qa runa simi rima - ku - n. 'As to Lima, Quechua is spoken (there).' 
LIMA Loc Top Qucchua SPEAK Refl 3 sub) 

Lima - pi - ri runa simi rima - ku - n - chu? 'And in Lima, is Quechua spoken (there)?' 
LIMA Loc Top Quechua SPEAK Refl 3 Interr 

May - pi - taq runa simi rima - ku - n? 'And in what place is Quechua spoken?' 
WHERE Loc Cont Qucchua SPEAK Refl 3 subj 

The second and third sentences also exhibit the essential features of Quechua 

interrogative forms. In the second sentence, we find the verb bearing the Interrogative 

suffix, /-chu/, which usually appjears in direct questions.(We return to this suffix 

below.) The first element in the third sentence is the wh-word, may 'where', bearing the 

appropriate case inflection. Two other common wh-words are ima 'what' and gi 'who'. It 

should be mentioned that these root forms perform double duty in Quechua as both wh-

words and indefinite quantifiers, e.g., ima-pis 'something', mana ima-pis 'nothing', pi-pis 

'someone', and mana pi-pis 'no one'. 

Interrogative /-chu/ is actiially part of the Quechua system of evidentials. These are 

independent enclitics which also include Affirmative /-mi/ or /-n/, "Speculative" /-chd/, 

Dubitative /-cha/, and "Hearsay" /-s(i)/. Since these suffixes always occur in word-final 

Chaihuancan speakers often omit Interrogative -chuj in favor of the rising intonation characteristic of 
Spanish direct questions. Adult informants from other regions, e.g., Chumbivilcas in Cuzco, also found 
this alternative to be perfectly acceptable. 
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position, none but "Speculative" /-cha/ is ever phonologically stressed. To this group, we 

might also add the discontinuous negative marker, /mana...-chu/, although, syntactically, 

it does not exactly qualify as an evidential.'^ Importantly, these enclitics serve to focus 

different elements in the sentence. In this way, as illustrated in the examples below, 

different constituents may be highlighted as the focus of questions and negation. In each 

sentence Juan is the subject, misk'i-ta 'sweets-ACC is the direct object, and muna-n 

'wants' is the verb. 

Juan misk'i - ta muna - n - chu? 'Does Juan want sweets?' 

Juan misk'i - ta - chu muna-n? 'Is it SWEETS that Juan wants?' 

Juan - chu misk'i - ta muna - n? 'Is it JUAN who wants sweets?' 

Typically, a Quechua speaker might respond affirmatively to these direct questions 

by repeating the focused element with the Affirmative evidential replacing Interrogative 

/-chu/. For example, an appropriate answer to the first question might be (ArO. muna-n-

ini, which could be glossed as "Yes, he does want (some)'. In the following sentences, 

the discontinuous negative morphology frames different focused elements. 

Juan misk'i - la mana muna - n - chu. 'Juan does not want sweets.' 

Juan mana misk'i - ta - chu muna - n. 'It is not SWEETS that Juan wants.' 

Mana Juan - chu misk'i - ta muna - n. 'It is not JUAN who wants sweets.' 

It must be noted, in concluding this section, that Chalhuancan adult speakers do not 

always frame negative constituents with /mana... -chu/. That is, they sometimes omit 

/-chu/. Calvo Pdrez suggests that the omission of /-chu/ in negative expressions may 

somehow modulate the force of the negation. 

' ® Unlike the other evidential enclitics, which are mutually exclusive, the negative marker may co-occur 
with another evidential suffix. In contrast to the other evidential sufiixes, it may also occur within finite 
embedded clauses. It must also be mentioned that prohibitive expressions bear a diflerent negating form in 
the discontinuous negative: ama ... -chuv. 
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5.2. Verb Morphology 

Although Quechua exhibits a template-like system of inflectional suffi.xes, Muysken 

(1986) has argued, on a number of counts, that the slot matrix approach does not work for 

Quechua This is because Quechua verbs exhibit variability' in the sequencing of some 

suffixes, co-occurrence restrictions, as well as some recursive suffixes. Also, both 

Muysken and Cerrdn-Palomino assert that Quechua suffixes caxmot be clearly labelled 

derivational or inflectional; rather, they represent a continuum. The general sequence of 

suffixes in Cuzco Quechua is shown in the following word-sentence. 

YACHA - chi - wa - sha - rqa - n - ku - pis They were teaching it to me, too.' 
LEARN' Caus I obj Prog Past 3 subj Ft Add LITERAL: They were causing me to leam it. tcxi.' 

In this example, the Causative suffix /-chi-/ is nearest the root, vacha- 'know' or 'leam', 

and the word-final suffix. Additive /-pis/, is an enclitic meaning 'also'. The inter\'ening 

suffixes illusttate the inflectional morphology, which exhibits a template-like sequence, 

except for the position of the object marker, which, in Chalhuanca Quechua, is more likely 

to occur after the Progressive morpheme. The sequence of suffixes in this verb form 

refiects the following general scheme, with the object marker occurring in different 

positions without any change in meaning. 

RCXJT - derivational - [object] - progressive - [object] - tense - [subject] - number - conditl 

5.2.1. Verb roots Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the Quechua roots 

produced by contemporary speakers is the extensive borrowing from Spanish. Spanish 

loanwords are not confined to culturally novel or technical terminology. In the verbs 

produced by Chalhuancan speakers, for example, we find many instances of borrowed 

roots for common, everyday actions, often appearing in conversation alongside their 

Quechua counterparts. A prominent example in the Chalhuanca data is the root, lava-

'wash', from Spanish lavar. which frequendy surfaces in the same conversation with such 
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synonymous Quechua roots as maqchhi-. maylli- / maqili-. or t'aqsa-. What is especially 

intriguing about these roots is that they appear to be true synon>-ms for these speakers, with 

no differentiation in meaning between the Spanish and Quechua roots. There are also 

instances in the Chalhuanca data of borrowed roots which have probably supplanted their 

Quechua counterparts altogether, as in malogra-rqu-waq-taq 'And you would ruin/spoil it', 

from [Spanish: malograrl. 

5.2.2. Verb suffixes: The inflectional "template" In accordance with the general 

scheme provided above, we find that the suffixes corresponding to the inflectional set are 

quite rigidly sequenced. The outermost slot is reserved for the Conditional suffix, 

/-man/. (There is an alternate suffix for the second-person conditional: /-waq/.) Thus, we 

have such conditional verb forms as mikhu-n-man Tie would eat' and mikhu-waq 'you 

would eat'. 

Person and number of subject Unless the verb is conditional, the verb-final suffixes 

are those which encode person and number of subject Minimally, a Quechua verb must 

bear either a person-of-subject suffix appended to the root, or the Imperative/Infinitive 

morpheme. That is to say, adult Quechua speakers never produce bare roots or stems, 

such as mikhu-. Both infinitives and imperatives end in the suffix, /-y-/, as in Mikhu-v! 

'Eat!''6 The subject-marking suffixes are/-ni/ (1 singular);/-nki/ (2 singular);/-n/ (3 

singular); /-nchis/ (1 plural inclusive); /-y-ku / (1 plural exclusive); /-nki-chis/ (2 plural); 

and /-n-ku/ (3 plural). As mentioned earlier, subject-verb number agreement appears to be 

optional whenever the subject is third-person plural. Also, the set of person-of-possessor 

suffixes on nouns, which also mark the person-of-subject on nominalized verb forms, 

varies slightly in first- and second-person, e.g., /-y/ (I singular) and /-yki/ (2 singular). 

Indirect imperatives in third person are fonned with the suffix '-chu-\ as in hamu-chu-n 'may he come'. 
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Tense As to the system of tenses, Quechua grammars generally describe four 

Present Tense [0 morpheme], "Simple" Past [/-r(q)a-/], "Narrative" Past [/-sqa-/], and 

Future [different for each person: in the singular, first-person /-saq/; second-person /-nki/; 

third-person /-nqa/]. Third-person singular forms bearing different tense suffixes include 

mikhu-0-n 'he eats', mikhu-rqa-n 'he ate', and mikhu-nqa 'he will eat'. It should be 

noted that the Chalhuanca corpus includes frequent instances of ''0-tense-morpheme" verbs 

which appear to denote, not action in present time, but rather a temporal relation akin to 

Present Perfect. Thus, mikhu-n may mean either 'he eats' or 'he has eaten'. 

Progressive /-sha-/ Moving inwards towards the verb root, the next suffix in the 

inflectional set is the Progressive morpheme, /-sha-/. This morpheme is of particular 

interest because it figures so prominently in the Chalhuanca corpus. The data exhibit many 

verb forms such as mikhu - sha - ni. which means "I am eating'. In the Chalhuanca 

corpus, we find a few perplexing verb forms produced by adults, in which the Progressive 

suffix appears appended directly to the root, before derivational morphemes. One such 

form is ukva - sha - vu - ni 'I am drinking', in which Progressive /-sha-/ precedes 

Augmentative /-yu-/. We shall discuss such anomalous forms in Chapter 7. 

The object markers As previously mentioned, Quechua exhibits object-marking 

morphology for first and second persons. In Chalhuanca, adult speakers are more likely 

to produce verbs with first-person /-wa-/ following Progressive /-sha-/ in the sequence, as 

in maqa-sha-wa-rqa-n 'He was hitting me.' or ao-sha-wa-nqa He will be giving (it) to 

me.' In contrast to first-person /-wa-/, the second-person object marker follows both the 

Progressive and Past Tense suffixes. We may attribute this difference to the status of the 

morphemes, /-sunki/ 'he/she => you' and /-yki/ 'I => you', as "amalgams" comprising 

both the subject (third person and first person, respectively) and the object (second 
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person). Thus, the verb maqa-sha-rqa-sunki. with the [3 =>2] object marker in final 

position, means 'He was hitting you.' 

It should be mentioned at this point that the subject and object-marking morphology 

presents several instances of homophony. This is illustrated in the fjartial paradigms 

presented in the following boxes. In the first box, on the left-hand side, the singular 

person-of-subject inflections are illustrated for Present/Past, Future, and Conditional. On 

the right, we find an example of the person-of-possessor inflections for nouns, which also 

serve as the person-of-subject markers on nominalized verb forms. Note that the suffix 

/-y/ marks the first-person possessor on nouns such as wasi-v 'my house'. It is also the 

first-person singular subject suffix on conditional and nominalized verb forms. And it is 

homophonous with the suffix occurring on singular imperatives and infinitives such as 

tusu-v 'dance'. 

Finite Verbs Nouns Infin/Imper Nominal. V 

SL^JECr 
PresentPast Future Conditional 

POSSESSOR SL-BJECT 

1 sg. TL"SL-ni 
1 dance 

TL'SL-saq 
ni dance 

TL'SU-y-man 
I would dance 

WASI-y 
my house 

TLSL-na-y 
I have to dancc 

2 sg. TL'SL-nki 
you dance 

TL'SU-nki 
you'll dance 

TL'SL'-waq 
you would dance 

W,\SI-yki 
your house 

TLSL-y 
dance 

TL'SL'-na-yki 
you have to dance 

3 sg. Tl'SU-n 
he dances 

TL'SU-nqa 
he'll dance 

TL'SL'-n-man 
he would dance 

WASI-n 
his house 

Tl'SU-na-n 
he has to dance 

The second box below presents the object-marking suffi.xes for singular subjects 

and objects. Note, in the middle column, that the inflection encoding second-person object 

varies depending on the person-of-subject. Once again, we find homophony. For 

example, the suffix, /-yki/, which denotes first-person subject/second-person object, is 

homophonous with both the second-person possessor morpheme on nouns and the second-

person subject on nominalized verb forms. Also, the final suffixes in maqa-wa-nki and 



maqa-su-nki are homophonous, representing the subject in one instance and the object in 

the second. 

OBJECT 
3 

I MAQA-ku-ni 
I hit myself 

SUBJECT 2 MAQA-wa-nki 

MAQA-yki MAQA-0-ni 
I hit you I hit him. them 

you hit me 

MAQA-ku-nki MAQA-e-nki 
you hit yourself you hit him/them 

3 MAQA-wa-n MAQA-su-nki MAQA-0-n 
he hits me he hits vou he hits him'them 

Finally, with respect to the object-marking suffixes, one might assume that their 

presence would provide clearcut evidence of the verb root's transitivity. Unfortunately, 

this is not the case. We find in the Chalhuanca data such forms as hamu-wa-nki Tou 

come towards me/my way', in which the object marker is attached to the typically 

intransitive verb, hamu- 'come' to indicate direction towards the speaker.'"' 

To conclude this section on the "inflectional template", we might consider two 

verbs, both containing the root, maqa- Tiit'. The first verb bears the minimally required 

person-of-subject inflection, while the second exemplifies all the suffixes discussed so far, 

with the exception of Conditional /-man/. Neither bears any derivational-like suffixes. 

Maqa - n. 'He hits (him/her).' Maqa - sha - wa - nqa - ku. They will be hitting me.' 
HIT 3 HIT Prog 1 obj 3 Fut pi 

'' As .\delaar (1986, A96) has pointed out, "Person-of-object markers are primarily selected for the 
identification of a N'ONSLiBJECT P.\RTICIPANT in the speech act. This participant is human by 
definition, or at least animate, and equals or includes the speaker, the addressee, or both." 
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5.2.3. The directional suffixes The directional suffixes include the cis-/trans-

locative suffix. Directional /-mu-/, and the regressive/benefactive suffix. Regressive l-pu-l. 

These very- productive suffixes occur in fi.xed positions immediately before the inflectional 

"template" discussed previously. Note in the following scheme that /-mu-/ reduces to its 

allomorph l-m-l when it co-occurs with l-pu-l. 

ROOT- - ra(u) - pu - {inflectional "template"} - enclitic 

Directional /-mu-/ In very general terms, when Directional /-mu-/ appears on non-

motion verbs, it signals movement away from the speaker. That is, the action expressed in 

the verb stem takes place elsewhere, in a place removed from the speaker and the hearer. 

Appended to verbs of motion or transfer, it signifies movement directed towards the 

speaker. The following examples from Van de Kerke & Muysken (1990, 152-153) 

demonstrate that it is impossible to interpret this suffix outside the context of the speech act 

itself. Each sentence below might be glossed. Tie will arrive in Puno.' The first sentence 

is felicitous if the speaker is in Pimo and inappropriate if he is in Cuzco. In like manner, 

the second sentence is felicitous only if the speaker is in Cuzco. 

Punu - man chaya - mu - nqa. * (speaker in Cuzco) 'He will arrive in Puno.' 
PUNO Dat ARRIVE Dir 3 Fut (speaker in Puno) 

Punu - man chaya - nqa, (speaker in Cuzco) He will arrive in Puno.' 
PUNO Dat .\RRIVE 3 Fut * (speaker in Puno) 

Regressive l-pu-l Regressive l-pu-l fulfills a number of functions in the verb. 

When it occurs with verb roots such as ri- 'go' and go- 'give', it has the regressive 

interpretation: ri-pu- means 'go back' and qo-pu- mecuis 'give back'. The benefactive 

interpretation is illustrated in such verbs as ruwa-pu-wa-n. which might be glossed either 

as 'He did (it) for my benefit.' or as 'He did (it) in my place.' When this suffix follows 
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Directional /-mu-/ with such roots as maskha- 'look for', we have maskha-m-pu-n. 

glossed as 'He goes back over there to look (for something)'. 

In concluding this brief description of the directional morphemes, /-mu-/ and /-pu-/, 

one must add that the rigid ordering facts, with the suffixes located immediately before the 

inflectional "template", are crucial to Muysken's (1988) and van de Kerke's (1994) 

analyses of the amibiguities resulting from combinations of these suffixes with the 

Causative suffix, /-chi-/. In light of this, it is intnguing that the Chalhuanca corpus should 

include utterances such as those shown below, where these suffixes appear immediately 

following the root and preceding the derivational-like suffixes. Inchoative l-n-l and 

Exhortative /-rqo-/. 

Qo - mu -ri - sha - sunki Chura- gU - rqu - wa - rqa - n 
They are (coining and) giving you' "He put it back (for) you' 

5.2.4. Derivational-like suffixes 

5.2.4.1. The denominal morphemes The only two Quechua suffixes of 

this type which occur in the Chalhuanca corpus are Transformative /-ya-/ and Factitive 

/-cha-/. The Transformative suffix /-ya-/, when appended to a noun root, might be glossed 

as 'become' or as 'assume the properties of the root noun. By contrast, the Factitive 

suffix /-cha-/ signifies the making or realization of whatever noun constitutes the root 

morpheme. The following examples of verb stems suffice to illustrate how these suffi.xes 

work. 

Rumi - ya - 'to become stone' Qhelli - cha - 'to dirty ' 
STO.N'E Transform DIRT(Y) Fact 

In addition to these truly denominal suffi.xes, there is the Desiderative morpheme, 

/-naya-/, which is appended to both noun and verb roots. Its approximate meaning is 

'want, feel like, desire, be about to'. Usually, the individual who is wanting or desiring 
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something, i.e., the experiencer, surfaces in the verb morphology as an object. Below, we 

find this suffix occurring on the verb root, mikhu- 'eat', as well as its analytic counterpart. 

Mikhu - naya - wa - n. 'I feel like eating.' Mikhu - y - ta muna - ni. 'I want to eat.' 
EAT Dcsid I obj 3 EAT Infin .-Vcc VV.WT I subj 

Another such suffix, also appended to both noun and verb roots, is Perdurative /-raya-/, 

which appears infrequently in the Chalhuanca corpus. The suffix adds the notion of 

fixedness or continuity to the verb root, as in saya-raya- 'remain standing', from saya-

'stand'. 

These four derivational suffixes generally appear affixed directly to the root, except, 

as we shall see below, in certain combinations of Desiderative /-naya-/ and Causative 

/-chi-/. The modified sequence of suffixes, then, would now appear as follows. 

ROOT - ya - - ni(u) - pu - {inflectional "template"} - enclitic 
- cha -
- naya -
- raya -

To this list of morphemes, Quechua grammars add long lists of other derivational-like 

suffixes, which appear to vary from dialect to dialect in both meaning and extent of use. In 

what follows, the discussion will focus only on those suffixes which appiear in the 

Chalhuanca corpus. 

5.2.4.2. The modifying suffixes CusihuamM presents a list of thirteen 

sul"fi.xes for the Cuzco variety of Quechua which he groups together as "modifiers". This 

is an apt label, for these suffixes neither alter the category of the root nor change 

grammatical functions. They simply modify the meaning of the verb root, often in very 

subtle ways. Of these thirteen modifiers, only those six which appear in the Chalhuanca 

corpus will be mentioned, in appro.ximately descending order of frequency of occurrence. 
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To this group of modifiers. Inchoative l-xi-l will be added, even though Cusihuaman 

classifies this suffix as an "auxiliary". 

Augmentative: /-ykii-/ or /-vu-/ This suffix appears very frequently in the 

Chalhuanca corpus, and yet it is difficult to pin down its precise meaning. Cerrdn-

F^omino argues that this suffix was once a directional morpheme attached to verbs of 

motion to indicate inward movement In like maimer, he argues that the Exhortative suffix 

/-rqo-/ discussed below once signified outward movement. New figurative meanings have 

evolved for both suffixes, with variation in interpretation depending on the dialect. 

Moreover, these acquired semantic functions are elusively subtle.'® 

For the Cuzco variety of Quechua, Cusihuamdn asserts that the suffix adds an 

element of intensity to the verb root, and hence the label, "Augmentative." Calvo Perez 

explains that the Augmentative morpheme also contributes a measure of delicacy to the tone 

of the speaker, as in qo-yu-v 'give with care, make a gift', in contrast to unmodified qo-v 

'give'. Accordingly, what is augmented or intensified in such forms is the sense of 

courtesy. Turning somewhat farther afield to the Bolivian variety of Quechua, we find a 

description of the suffix provided by Bills, Vallejo & Troike (1969, 273) which is 

especially interesting because it presents an example in the context of mother-child 

interaction: 

.. .-YKU is a modal suflix that adds a notion of decisiveness, immediacy or 

completion to the meaning of the verb. For example, a mother might tell her 

child: 

(i) pichay wasita. 'Clean up the house!' 

Paricer's (1%9, 67) description of the snfllx in the .\yacuchan variety of Quechua apdy captures its 
clusivcness: 

"'-YkU/ indicates action performed in some way different frcxn the usual; it may indicate 
cordiality, severity, fear, surprise, etc., depending on context. This suffix is very frequent 
but rarely translatable." 
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If the mother then returned and found that the child had not moved, she might 

well exclaim; 

(ii) pichaykuy wasita. 'Get the house cleaned up right now!' 

From these descriptions, it appears that the Augmentative suffix frequently occurs 

in imperative forms, either adding a note of courtesy in a request or increasing the force of 

an order. While most Quechua grammars present tvvo allomorphs for the Augmentative 

suffix, /-yku-/ and /-yu-/'^, Quechua speakers may also reduce /-yku-l to a third form: 

/-ku-/. Unfortunately, this reduced Augmentative is a homophone of the Reflexive sulTix, 

/-ku-/. (See 5.2.4.3. below.) For this reason, it is often difficult to capture what a 

Chalhuancan speaker has actually intended to say, given the several functions of the 

Reflexive morpheme. 

Exhortative /-rqo-/ or /-ru-/ There are four derived interpretations for this 

morpheme, which once signified movement outward. (1) In imperative form, the suffix 

adds either (a) a note of urgency or priority; or (b) a tone of respect or courtesy, especially 

when combined with the Augmentative or the Reflexi\ c. (2) It also contributes the 

aspectual notion of (a) action brought to recent completion ("recent past") or (b) action 

performed suddenly or unexpectedly. Most Quechua grammars locate Augmentative 

/-y(k)u-/ before Exhortative /-rqo-/ in the sequence, should they occur together in the verb 

form. Finally, the reader should note in passing that, in some environments, the 

allomorphs of the Exhortative suffix are homophonous with the Past Tense allomorphs. 

This is illustrated in the following examples, cach consisting of the root maqa- 'hit'. The 

latter pair of verb forms also exhibit Causative /-chi-/, to which we return later in the 

discussion of the GF-changing suffi.xes. 

'' There are other variants of this morpheme, depending on the nature of the suffix which inunediately 
follows it. For example, as Cusihuam^ explains, it reduces to -y- whenever it precedes the Exhortative 
allomorph, -ru- . 
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Maqa - r(q)o - n. 
HIT Exh 3 

Maqa- r(q)a - n. 
HTT Past 3 

Maqa - r(q)a - chi - n. 
HIT E\h Caus 3 

Maqa- chi-r(q)a - n. 
HTT Caus Past 3 

Tie hits (someone) suddenly, quickly, violently.' 

'He hit (someone).' 

'He makes (someone) hit (someone) quickly.' 

'He made (someone) hit (someone).' 

Inchoative /-ri-/ Inchoative /-ri-/ signifies either the initiation of the action conveyed 

in the stem or an e.xhortation to initiate action. Like the Augmentative and Exhortative 

suffixes, then. Inchoative /-ri-/ often modulates requests by adding a note of courtesy. 

However, /-ri-/ also appears as an element in verb roots, or lexical units, such as illari-

'dawn', uvari- 'hear', qallari- 'begin', rikuri- 'appear', and probably qapari- 'shout'. As 

an inchoative operator, the suffix /-ri-/ may appear in different positions with respect to 

other suffixes. Cerrdn-Palomino presents examples from Bohvian Quechua, in which the 

different positions of Inchoative /-ri-/ in the verb form merely reflect stylistic preferences. 

His examples (284), repeated below, all have the same meaning: "Help me carry it, please!' 

It should be mentioned that it is not uncommon for suffixes such as Inchoative /-ri-/ to 

appear recursively, as in (a), sometimes only for emphasis. 

(a) .\pa - ri - ysi - ri - wa - y. (b) Ara - ri - ysi - wa - y. (c) .\pa - ysi - ri - wa - y. 
TAKE Inch .Aiiaist Inch I obj Impcr TAKE Inch Assist 1 obj Impcr T.\KE .Assist Inch 1 obj Imper 

In contrast to these stylistic Vcuiations, Calvo Perez (157) presents an example of alternative 

combinations of two suffixes, the Inchoative /-ri-/ and the Causative /-chi-/, which reveal 

dramatic variations in verb interpretation. His example is repeated below. In (a), we find 

the Causative within the scope of Inchoative /-ri-/, whereas in (b), the Causative has 

semantic scope over the Inchoative. 

(a) Ch'uti - chi] - ri] - wa - n - ku They [began [to make me take off my clothes.' 
T.\KE OET Caus Inch 1 obj 3 PI ("LitUe by little, they made me take off my clothes.') 

(b) Ch'uti - ri] - chi] - wa - n - ku ' They [made [me begin to take off my clothes.' 
T.AKEOFF Inch Caus I obj 3 H (They made me take off my clothes little by litUe.') 
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There is one unifying aspect of these three modifier morphemes, which appear so 

frequently in the Chalhuanca corpus. That is, the Augmentative, Exhortative, and 

Inchoative suffi.\es are ail commonly appended to verb roots in imperative forms to 

modulate directives. In addition to these three important modifier suffixes, there are four 

others which appear sporadically in the Chalhuanca corpus. 

Intentional /-rpari-/. Repetitive /-pa-/. Frequentative /-pava-/. and "Filler" /(-qa)-ta-/ 

The first of these suffixes. Intentional /-rpari-/, signifies that the action expressed in 

the root is performed intentionally or deliberately. Repetitive /-pa-/ denotes repeated action, 

and Frequentative /-paya-/ might be glossed as 'frequently', 'continually' or 'for a long 

time'. According to Cusihuam^, the last suffix, herein labelled Tiller" /-ta-/, contributes 

nothing to the meaning of the verb. Filler /-ta-/ often appears in the semantically empty 

suffi.\ combination, /-qa-ta-/. 

5.2.4.3. The GF-changing suffixes 

Reflexive /-ku-/ This suffix has several functions in addition to marking true 

reflexives. Before briefly describing other principal occurrences of this suffix observed in 

the Chalhuancan corpus, we turn to e.xamples which demonstrate its U^e reflexive function. 

Juani uya - no - ta maqchhi - 0 - n. 'Juani washes hiso (someone else's) face.' 
JUA.V F.ACE 3 poss .•\cc W.-\,SH 3 subj 

Juani uya - ni - ta maqchhi - kui - n. 'Juani washes hisi own face.' 
JUAN F.-\CE 3 poss .•Xcc W.\SH Reflex 3 subj 

Juani uya - y2 - ta maqchhi - wa2 - n. 'Juani washes myi face.' 
JUAN RACE 1 poss Acc W.ASH I obj 3 subj 

The analysis of these examples is straightforward. The subject, Juan, and the third-person 

possessor of the face, uva-n-. are co-referential only in the second sentence, where the 

verb, maqchhi- 'wash', bears Refiexive /-ku-/. In examples such as these. Reflexive /-ku-/ 
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and first-person object marker /-wa-/ are mutually exclusive. Other instances of Reflexive 

/-ku-/ are not so directly interpreted, and these functions are listed and exemplified below.^° 

1. Marking Goal or Beneficiary Juan lapiciru - ta qo - ku - rqa - n. 
JUAN PEN" Acc GIVE Rett Past 3subj 

•Juan gave himself a pen.' 

Juan lapiciru - ta ranti - ku - rqa - n. 
JUAN" PEN Acc BU\' Refl Past 3 subj 

•Juan bought himself a pen.' 

2. "Middle" Constructions Kastillanu - n kay - pi rima - ku - n. 
SPANISH Afr TMSLoc SPE\K Refl 3 subj 

"Spanish is spoken here.' 

3. Unaccusatives and Emotional States 

4. "Anti-causatives" 

5. General involvement of subject 

Wawa urma - ku - nqa. 
CHILD FALL Refl 3 Put 

The child will fall.' 

Juan phina - ku - sha - n. 
JLA.V A.N'GER Refl Prog 3 subj 

'Juan is (feeling) angry.' 

Manka p'aki - ku - rqa - n. 
POT BRE-\K Ren Past 3 subj 

The pot broke.' 

Juan tusu - ku - sha - n. 
JUAN DANCE Refl Prog 3 subj 

'Juan is dancing (by/for himselO ' 

Juan kay - pi ka - ku - sha - n. 
JUAN THIS Lex: BE Refl Prog 3 subj 

'Juan is here for his own benefit.' 

20 According to van de Kerke (1991), no Quechua verb but the copula allows for a thcta-lcss c.xtcmal 
position. In the abscncc of an argument that is mapped directly onto the e.xtemal position, Refle.xive -ku-
co-indexes the external position with an internal argument during mapping from LCS to PAS. 
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6. Modulation of directives Willa - rqo - ku - wa - y! 
TELL E\h Refl I obj Irnper 

Please tell me!' 

As previously mentioned, occurrences of /-ku-/ are not necessarily instances of the 

Reflexive suffix: the Augmentative suffix /-yku-/ may often reduce to /-ku-/ in 

ChaJhuancan Quechua. It should be added, in concluding this discussion, that reciprocal 

verb forms bear the combination /-na-ku-/. 

Causative /-chi-/ Both transitive and intransitive roots may be causativized through 

affixation of Causative /-chi-/.^' In this way, Quechua speakers produce stems such as 

vacha-chi- 'cause to know' = 'teach', riku-chi- 'cause to see' = 'show', mikhu-chi- 'cause 

to eat' = 'feed', asi-chi- 'cause to laugh', and waqa-chi- 'cause to cry'. Occasionally, 

Quechua speakers produce double causatives, as in vacha-chi-chi-n 'He makes someone 

teach someone.' The lower subject, or causee, of causativized intransitive verbs is marked 

in Accusative Case, as in Wawa-ta punu-chi-rqa-n 'She caused the baby to sleep.' = 'She 

put the baby to sleep'. 

The case-marking on the causee of causativized transitive roots varies, as discussed 

by Cole (1983) and Bills (1969) for Bolivian Quechua. Although the lower object is 

always marked in Accusative Case, we find three possible case inflections on the lower 

subject, each conve>ing a different emphasis. In each of the following examples, the verb 

root is hanpi- 'cure'. 

a. Doctor wawa-ta hanpi-rqa-n. The doctor cured the baby.' 
DOCTOR BABY Acc CLTiE F^t 3 subj 

b. Mama doctor - ta hanpi - chi - rqa - n. The mother made the doctor cure him.' 
VfOTHER DOCTOR Acc CLT?E Caus pit 3 subj 

^' A far less frequent GF-changing suffix, .Assistive -ysi-\ is not discussed here, .\ttached to a verb such 
as maqcJihi- 'wash', it adds the notion of assisting or accompanying someone, e.g., maachhi-vsi-wa-n "he 
helps me wash'. 
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c. Mama dcx:tor - man hanpi - chi - rqa - n. The mother had the doctor cure him.' 
MOTHERDOCrOR Dat CURE Caus Past 3subj 

d. Mama doctor - wan hanpi - chi - rqa - n. The mother had him cured by the doctor.' 
.VIOTHER EXXTOR Instr CLRE Caus Past 3subj 

The causees, or lower subjects, of causativized transitives such as mikhu-chi- 'cause to 

eat' and ukya-chi- 'cause to drink' are marked in Dative Case, i.e. /-man/. 

Levin & Rappaport (1994) have noted that in many languages the root form of 

alternating change-of-state verbs such as English break, open, boil, and awaken is 

basically transitive. This is because these verbs are inherently interpreted as externally 

caused. In Quechua, some of the verbs corresponding to the English alternations follow 

this pattern: they are basically transitive, with the intransitive alternate, or "anti-causative", 

bearing the Reflexive suffix /-ku-/, e.g., p'aki-. transitive 'break'. However, it is likely 

that the majority of these alternating verbs are basically intransitive in Quechua, and they 

are causativized by adding Causative /-chi-/, e.g., rikch'a-chi-. transitive 'awaken'. We 

thus find the following contrast between t'impu- 'boil', which is basically intransitive, and 

kicha- 'open', which is basically transitive. 

Yaku t'impu - sha - n. The water is boiling.' 
W.VTER BOIL Pnag 3 subj 

Yaku - ta t'impu - chi - sha - n. 'He is boiling the water.' 
W.-\TER.\cc BOtL Caus Prog 3 subj 

Punku - ta kicha - sha - n. 'He is opening the door.' 
DOOR Acc OPEN Prog 3 subj 

Punku - ta kicha - chi - sha - n. 'He is causing (someone) to open the door.' 
DOOR .-\cc OPEN Caus Prog 3 subj 
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5.2.5. Suffix combinations with Causative /-chi-/ The interaction of the 

Causative morpheme with other suffixes provides a fascinating challenge to the slot matrix 

approach for Quechua verb morphology. As we have already seen, the suffixes 

corresponding to the inflectional template are rigidly sequenced, whereas some of the 

derivational-like suffixes, such as Inchoative /-ri-/, may occur in different positions, 

refiecting variation in semantic scope. As a consequence of these ordering facts, 

combinations of inflectional suffixes with Causative /-chi-/ may result in ambiguous 

forms. However, when /-chi-/ combines with the more flexibly positioned derivational-like 

suffi.xes, different sequences result in distinct interpretations. 

Alternate orders with different meanings As previously discussed in the description 

of Inchoative /-ri-/, the interpretation of the verb varies dramatically depending on the 

sequencing of this suffix with respect to Causative /-chi-/.^^ The example from Calvo 

P^rez is repeated below. 

(a) Ch'uti - chi] - ri] - wa - n - ku They [began [to make me take off my clothes.' 
TAKEOET Caus Inch 1 obj 3 PI ('Little by little, they made me take off my clothes.') 

(b) Ch'uti - ri] - chi] - wa - n - ku 'They [made [me begin to take off my clothes.' 
T.̂ KEOFF Inch Caus I obj 3 PI (They made me take off my clothes little by little.') 

In like manner, the ordering of Desiderative /-naya-/ with respect to the Causative 

morpheme, either /-naya-chi-/ or /-chi-naya-/, results in verb forms with distinct meanings. 

This is demonstrated in the following pair of verbs presented by Cerr6n-Palomino (1987, 

284). Each verb contains the root wafiu- 'die', with the verb stem, waiiu-chi-. meaning 

'cause to die' or 'kill'. 

(a) Wanu - naya] - chi - wa - n. '(Something) makes me [feel like dying.' 
DIE Desid Caus 1 obj 3 subj 

It is Quechua e.xamples such as these which Baker has cited as evidence in favor of his Mirror Principle 
(1985). 
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(b) Wanu - chij - naya - wa - n. 'I feel like [killing (someone).' 
DIE Caus Desid 1 obj 3 subj 

Fixed order with two meanings As part of the inflectional template, the first-person 

object marker, /-wa-/, is always rigidly sequenced after Causative /-chi-/, i.e., /-chi-wa-/, 

should these morphemes co-occur in the verb form. The same stipulation applies to the 

ordering of Directional /-mu-/ with respect to the Causative morpheme: the only possible 

sequence is /-chi-mu-/. Both combinations are ambiguous. That is to say, each has two 

meanings reflecting both possible semantic scope construals. The following examples 

illustrate these dual interpretations. 

(a) Maqa - chi - wa - rqa - n. 'He made me hit someone.' 
HIT Caus I obj Past 3 subj 

'He made someone hit me.' 

(b) Apa - chi - mu - rqa - n. 'He went and made (someone) take.' 
TAKE Caus Dir Past 3 subj 

'He made (someone) bring.' 

In the first interpretation of (a), the first-person object marker represents the lower subject 

or causee, while, in the second, this morpheme marks the lower object, i.e., the Patient of 

the 'hitting'. In like manner, the two interpretations of (b) result from construing /-mu-/ as 

modifying the stem, apa-chi-. as in the first interpretation, or as modifying only the root, 

apa-. as in the second.^^ 

Fixed order with one meaning only A final example relates to the interaction of 

Causative /-chi-/ with Reflexive /-ku-/. In the Cuzco-BoIi\'ia variety of Qucchua, a single 

combination occurs, /-chi-ku-/, and this combination has only one interpretation. The 

meaning is illustrated in the following pair of verbs with mavlli- 'wash'. 

(a) Maylli - chi - wa - n. He made me wash (someone). 
W.\SH Caus I obj 3 subj 

He made (someone) wash me. 

In both cases, the second interpretation presents a clear violation of the Mirror Principle. 



(b) Maylli - chi - ku - n. He, made (someone) wash him,. 
WASH Gius Reflex 3 subj 

In (a), once again, we find two construals for the ambiguous combination, /-chi-wa-/. In 

(b), by contrast, the Reflexive morpheme, bound to the matrix subject, invariably 

represents the lower object when the causativized root is transitive. The Cuzco-Bolivia 

variety of Quechua exhibits no morphological means of expressing the binding facts in 'He 

made someone wash himself, since the combination /-ku-chi-/ is not permitted in southern 

Quechua Muysken (1988) has claimed that the prohibition against this combination is the 

product of a phonological rule requiring the deletion of /-ku-/ preceding /-chi-/.^-* 

In concluding this discussion of Quechua verb morphology, we take a final look at 

the general ordering scheme of suffixes: 

RCXDT - ya - - y(k)u - rqo - .... - ku - m(u) - pu - {inflect "template"} 
- cha -
- raya -

<- (-naya-), (-chi-), (-ri-) ~> 

In this revised scheme, we find Reflexive /-ku-/ and the Directional suffixes, /-mu-/ and 

/-pu-/, occupying fairly fixed positions preceding the inflectional template. By contrast, the 

most derivational-like suffixes. Transformative /-ya-/. Factitive /-cha-/, and Perdurative 

/-raya-/, occur closest to the verb root. The modifying suffixes. Augmentative /-yku-/. 

Exhortative /-rqo-/, as well as the other less frequent modifying morphemes discussed in 

Section 4.2.4.2, generally appear in the middle or intermediate portion of the suffix array. 

Finally, those morphemes which occupy different positions depending on semantic scope 

considerations are the intermediate suffixes, Desiderative /-naya-/. Causative /-chi-/, and 

Inchoative /-ri-/. 

For very different analyses of this prohibition, see Calvo P6rez and van de Kerke (1991). 
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6. UTERATUREE^VIEW 

6.1. Syntactic issues 

6.1.1. The debate: continuity or discontinuitv' of UG? 

Many child language researchers assume the Chomsky an checking-theoretical 

representation of synta.\ proposed in the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1993, 1995). On 

this approach, constituents joined in lexical projections through Merge move the shortest 

distance possible within the derivation for the checking of features in a Spec-Head 

configuration. In addition to the lexical nodes, then, the phrase structure comprises 

functional projections such as C(omplement)P, T(ense)Pand Agr(eement)P, all available 

for feature checking. On some accounts, the features to be checked vary cross-

linguistically: they are embodied in language-specific inflections. Although minimalist 

syntax is widely accepted among acquisition reseachers, there is great discrepancy as to the 

hypothesized nature of children's early grammars, even among scholars who staunchly 

espouse the notion that children are biologically endowed with UG. 

A number of acquisition scholars favor Discontinuity Hypotheses (DH), various 

proposals for a nonadult grammar at the early stages of language developmenL Radford 

(1990), for example, has proposed the Lexical Learning Hypothesis (LLH), whereby a 

child's earliest grammatical projections are purely lexical, with the functional nodes falling 

into place gradually through the learning of lexical and morphological elements—and their 

features. On this view, UG does not provide a set of labels for functional projections, 

since these are actually bundles of features which may vary cross-linguistically. 

Proponents of the LLH also appeal to a principle of structural economy presented by Speas 

(1994): Project XP only if XP has content This is a prohibition against the projection of a 

phrase in which both the head and the specifier are radically empty. [For a somewhat 

different principle of minimal projection, see Grimshaw (1994).] For such researchers as 

Clahsen, Eisenbeiss & Penke (1996) and Meisel & Ezeizabarrena (1996), self-proclaimed 
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proponents of "weak continuity" who nevertheless support the LLH, learning inflectional 

paradigms is a prerequisite to the structural acquisition of corresponding functional 

categories such as CP, IP, and AgrP. It is important to note that these researchers establish 

acquisition criteria largely on the basis of appropriate child production. 

Proponents of the Strong Continuity- Hypothesis (SCH), notably Lust (1994), 

assert that children have attained full grammatical competence by the time they begin 

producing sentences; that is, UG remains constant rather than changing over time. 

(Indeed, from this perspective. Strong Continuity is the null hypothesis.) Accordingly, 

from the outset, the child's grammar is characterized as having complete, adult-like phrase-

structure representations, including functional categories. On this view, non-adult 

production by children is attributable to processing limitations and not to non-adult 

grammatical representations. This view is eloquently presented by McKee (1994), who 

makes a case for performance poverty as contrasted with grammatical poverty as the culprit 

in child productive lapses. McKee dismisses claims of acquisitional deficits based 

exclusively on spontaneous production data, noting, also, that "comprehension precedes 

production in the domain of syntax" (203). In a similar vein, Gerken (1994) refutes the 

claim that children acquiring English ignore weakly stressed items such as function 

morphemes. On her view, children omit these morphemes in production because of 

constraints on the complexity' of utterances they can plan and produce, and not because they 

may lack knowledge of functors in their early grammar. 

In like manner, both Pinker (1984) and P. Bloom (1990) have asserted that 

subjectless sentences in early English production are directly attributable to processing 

constraints. Indeed, Pinker describes these constraints as a bottleneck that may even 

prevent a child from expressing the verb, as in 'Mommy eye' for 'Mommy draws an eye.' 

Pinker notes, in this regard, that the NPs in such an utterance are ordered by PS rules in 

line with their grammatical functions, which, in turn, are assigned by verbs. "Therefore, 
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whenever NPs are correctly ordered in a verbless [English] sentence the verb must still be 

represented at some level prior to the insertion of NPS in phrase structure slots" (1984, 

160). In a language such as Quechua, which exhibits flexible word order, evidence for the 

processing bottleneck in a verbless sentence might be the appropriate Case-marking of 

NPs. With specific respect to subjecUess sentences, however, the debate rages on: Hyams 

& Wexier (1993), among many others, insist that null subjects in child English have a 

grammatical basis. 

6.1.2. Earlier findings: acquisition of Quechua-like features 

6.1.2.1. Null external and internal arguments 

Researchers have devoted so much energy to the null subject controversy in the 

acquisition of languages such as English and French, that a related issue is neglected in the 

acquisition literature. Why might children acquiring languages which license null 

arguments, both subjects and objects, actually produce explicit nominal arguments more 

frequently than adults? For example, Slobin (1985) reports instances of children acquiring 

synthetic languages, which characteristically represent the person and number of both 

external and internal arguments in the verb morphology, actually preferring analytic 

e.xpression. This preference is observed even when the language in question does not 

provide the analytic options adopted by the child. Slobin accounts for this by attributing to 

the child the following Operating Principle (OP): 

OP (MAPPING): ANALYTIC FORM. If you discover that a complex 

Notion can be expressed by a single, unitary form (synthetic expression) 

or by a combination of several forms (analytic expression), prefer the 

analytic expression. (1229) 
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One must agree with Pinker (1989b) that such OP's fail to explain how language 

acquisition works, since they merely describe WHAT children are doing rather than 

explaining HOW they are doing it 

On obser\'ing that children acquiring Basque initially use the third-person singular 

inflection as a "default" person-of-subject agreement marker, Meisel & Ezeizabarrena 

(1996) have proposed that movement of the verb to AgrS is impossible. (On their view, 

even though functional categories such as Agr(eement) are available to the child through 

UG, they are somehow temporarily inaccessible.) They further note that Basque subject 

agreement is acquired before object agreement, a fly in the ointment of their initial 

assumption that hierarchically lower functional categories, e.g., AgrO, will become 

accessible to the child before the higher functional categories, e.g., AgrS. In fact, 

Grimshaw maintains that the projection of a higher level entails the presence of every lower 

projection that contributes functional information, even though "empt} " projections are 

illegitimate. While, descriptively, the Meisel & Ezeizabarrena study may shed light on the 

acquisiticm of the morphological expression of arguments, there is no mention of any 

preference on the part of Basque children for analytic expression. 

Within a parameter-setting model, whereby children presumably set the binar>' Null 

Subject Parameter either positively or negatively, it has been proposed by Manzini and 

Wexler (1987) that children observe the Subset Principle. On this view, children initially 

adopt the value which is the least marked, i.e., the value which results in the smallest of the 

languages consistent with the data. In that case, children would at first set the Null Subject 

Parameter negatively, disallowing pro -drop. This might partially e.xplain children's early 

preference for analytic expression. However, Saleemi (1992), who presents a four-valued 

version of the Null Subject Parameter, argues that children must undertake inferential 

learning over and beyond parameter fixation. This is because not all languages match one 
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of the values of the parameter as a cxjnsequence of both language-internal idiosyncrasies 

and the interaction among parameters. 

For insight, we turn to Speas' 1994 discussion of the Agr projection in languages 

with agreement morphology which is strong (e.g., Quechua) or weak (e.g., English). 

According to Speas' intriguing proposal, null subjects are allowed in a language like 

Quechua because the inflectional affix has its own individual listing in the lexicon and is 

thus available to the computational component as the head of its own projection. In this 

case, the Agr morpheme heads the Agr projection, which may have an empty Spec. By 

contrast, for a language like English, with weak agreement, the inflectional affix is inserted 

into the syntactic representation already attached to its host. Since the affix is not available 

to head the Agr projection because it is base-generated on the Verb, an NP must move to 

the Spec position to provide content for AgrP. (On this analysis, null subjects are allowed 

in a language like Chinese, which lacks agreement morphology altogether, because no Agr 

node is projected.) 

STRONG AGREEMENT 

AGRP 

WEAK AGREEMENT 

AGRP 

DP 
0 

AGR' 

AGR 
af 

VP 

V 

DP 
[NP] 

AGR' 

AGR' 
0 

VP 

V-a/ 

Speas further suggests that this proposal may extend to null objects. In fact, Speas (1996) 

subsequently proposes a different mechanism for null-object languages whereby the verb 

raises from the lower V-head within the VP shell to a higher V-head, thus permitting the 

intervening specifier to be empty. By contrast, in languages which do not allow null 

objects, the verb is "base-generated" in the higher V-head. Since the lower V-head is never 
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filled, there must be an object NP in the specifier position. Since Quechua-like languages 

have object-marking morphology on the verb, it seems more plausible to extend Speas' 

original hypothesis for null subjects to null objects. That is, in a language such as 

Quechua, the object-marking morpheme is a separate lexical entr>' available as the head of 

AgrOP. Is it pxKsible, then, that children acquiring synthetic languages allowing null 

arguments at some point prefer analytic expression because they have not yet anal>7£d the 

agreement morphemes as separate entries in the le.xicon? There is another fascinating 

implication in Speas' proposal. 

Speas' hypothesis appears to provide some support for Baker's theory (1988, 

1995) that words are actually assembled in the syntax by means of head incorporation 

instead of being inserted into the syntax with full inflections. In fact. Baker (1995) has 

argued that Checking Theory and Incorporation Theory are incompatible, and he has even 

suggested a deep parameter whereby agglutinative and polysynthetic languages such as 

Quechua and Turkish are incorporating, while analytic languages such as English are 

candidates for checking. Both proposals, Speas' and Baker's, certainly broaden the nature 

of the lexical entry as well as the concept of lexical learning. 

6.1.2.2. Case inflections and flexible word order 

Children acquiring Quechua must not only learn to Case-mark NPs to convey 

information concerning grammatical relations, but they must also learn to interpret and 

produce scrambled word orders in their appropriate pragmatic contexts. (It is assumed here 

that word order variation has pragmatic import.) O'Grady (1997) reports instances of early 

overextension of the accusative inflections in child production of English pronouns to 

constituents which require nominative or genitive case. He attributes this phenomenon to 

the accusative inflection having a wide range of uses, making this inflection more salient to 

the acquisition device. Radford (1996) mentions the possibility that children acquiring 
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English may assign to the subject objective Case by default Unfortunately, both authors 

are silent on the possibility that children acquiring languages with overt case morphology 

might overextend accusative marking to NPs requiring inherent case inflections, such as 

dative or locative. Nevertheless, Otsu (1994) presents experimental and production data 

from 3- and 4-year-old learners of Japanese which demonstrate competence in both Case-

marking and scrambling. Moreover, Otsu interprets the children's adult-like sensitivity to 

verb-adjacent Case Drop as evidence that the phrase structure in their grammars is 

organized hierarchically. 

Komfilt (1994) reports precisely the same outcome for children acquiring Turkish. 

This author notes that the scrambling orders produced and interpreted by Turkish children 

must then result from A'-movement, perhaps through adjunction to maximal projections 

and/or movement to Spec. That is, hierarchical phrase structure means that flexible word 

orders in child production are not mere concatenations of elements. In order to account for 

earlier experimental findings by Slobin & Bever (1982) suggesting that young Turkish 

children accept the VOS ordering more readily than adults, Komfilt further speculates that 

very young children may experience a period of uncertainty when setting their directionality 

parameter. Accordingly, they might experiment with a left-headed default setting, VO, 

with the specifer on the right, yielding VOS order. 

Nevertheless, both Otsu and Komfilt emphasize the essentially adult-like nature of 

the early Japanese and Turkish grammars. By contrast, Clahsen, Eisenbeiss & Penke, 

who favor weak continuity, maintain that children acquiring German do not have AgrSP 

and AgrOP in their phrase stmcture until they have "acquired" the subject-verb agreement 

paradigm and regular accusative case-marking. (Their criterion for success is 90% 

accuracy in naturalistic production.) Accordingly, before the acquisition of these 

inflectional paradigms, the corresponding fimctional projections are not generated by the 

child's grammar, severely limiting syntactic movement in early German. 
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The pragmatics of scrambling provides a challenge for minimalism insofar as 

scrambling represents movement which is "optional", i.e., not motivated by the need to 

check strictly morphosyntactic features. If different word orders reflect different emphases 

in meaning, the waters are further muddied because whatever feature we might assign to 

the moving element, e.g., ±FC)CUS or ±SPECIFIC, falls beyond syntax into the 

pragmatic-interpretive domain. Payne (1992) points to three types of explanatory factors 

behind word order variation; syntactic, cognitive, and pragmatic. On her account, the 

cognitive factors influencing word order are those which relate to mental processes or 

constraints, such as the degree of focal attention and operations for interpreting and 

integrating information. She further notes that pragmatic and cognitive factors are actually 

inseparable. In this regard, Slobin (1985) cites evidence from acquisition data in 

Hungarian and J^janese that children tend to postpone highly presupposed elements in 

early speech. In fact, MacWhinney (1985) has observed that young Hungarian children 

often place the most informative constituent in utterance-initial position, and, hence, tend to 

favor verb-initialization. It may be that children must acquire separate rule systems, i.e., 

those syntactic principles which license the movement of constituents and those which 

relate to purely cognitive-pragmatic phenomena 

Whatever account of word order variation we may assume, it is clear that 

scrambling serves the pragmatic function of assigning presentational focus to constituents. 

Herring & Paolillo (1995) assert that SOV languages which are not rigidly verb-final, e.g., 

Quechua, may have a presentational focus position at the end of the sentence. This is 

especially plausible if we consider that adult speakers of Quechua often repeat constituents 

in final position for emphatic effect Yet another factor in word order variation relates to 

topicalization. Lefebvre & Muysken indicate that topic-marked constituents in the Quechua 

sentence may occur not only initially but also at the end of the clause. In his discussion of 

topics and anti-topics, Lambrecht (1981) has noted that these are either definite entities or 
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generic indefinites which may sen e to identify important inlbrmation or even the "center of 

attention" of the utterance. This, in turn, relates, once again, to the pragmatic prominence 

of utterance-final position in languages such as Quechua 

6.1.2.3. TheT(ense) Phrase 

Disparate aspects of early production in different languages have been linked to 

incomplete knowledge of tense features, including [±FINITENESS]. O'Grady and his 

colleagues have attributed early subject-drop by children acquiring English to the absence 

of tense contrasts. On this view, children may drop subjects because the acquisition device 

has not yet discerned which t>pes of verbs take overt subjects and which ones do not, e.g., 

infinitives and imperatives. Without committing to any position on the nature of the child's 

phrase structure, these researchers suggest that the optionalitj- of subjects in early child 

English gradually disappears as children identify the various inflectional subclasses of 

verbs. 

In his analysis of tenseless verb forms produced by English-acquiring 2- and 3-

year-olds, Radford (1994) dismisses three possible contributing factors: phonological 

incompetence, morphological underspecification, and null aaxiliaries. Instead, he proposes 

that "the absence of overt morphological tense-marking in tenseless clauses is a refiex of 

the absence of any head tense-bearing constituent projected into the syntax" (148). That is, 

clauses with verbs lacking tense morphology have no T(ense) projection. Radford further 

suggests that an Agr(eement)P is projected; however, since Agr is not yet specified with 

respect to complement-selection properties, it selects any clausal complement. This 

account, of course, lends support to the discontinuity hypotheses. 

Turning to the acquisition of German, we find that Clahsen, Eisenbeiss & Penke 

(1996), in support of the LLH, propose that the 2-year-old child's phrase structure is 

limited to a single functional projection in the verb domain: F(inite)P. While this projection 
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functions as a landing site for finite verbs, it is neither IP nor AgrP because its specifier 

position is not limited to subjects. These authors propose that learning inflectional 

paradigms is a pre-requisite for the projection functional categories such as IP and AgrP. 

This brings us to some speculation on the morphosyntactic features which may be 

checked in T(ense)P in a language such as Quechua. As discussed in the previous chapter, 

Quechua displays an array of evidential suffixes, all of which e.xhibit a dual function: they 

encode focus and they mark the status of the sentence as a question, assertion, etc. 

Lefebvre & Muysken (1988) have presented ver\' persuasive arguments to supjXJrt the 

claim that the constituent bearing the evidential suffix must occur within the scope of Tense 

(for example, such constituents may occur only in finite clauses). At the same time, they 

argue, the evidential has sentential scope since it specifies the modality of the sentence. 

Building on this analysis, Courtney (1995) has proposed that the evidential morphology 

encodes a focus feature which is checked in the specifier of T(ense)P; after spell-out, the 

evidential-marked constituent moves to a specifier of CP, attaining sentential scope via 

checking of a feature such as Q(uestion) or A(ssertion), following Troike (1995). In like 

manner, it is possible that topicalized constituents also encode a feature which is checked in 

the sfjecifier of T(ense)P en route to sentence-initial or sentence-final topic position: it is 

plausible that the topic marker not only designates the topic, a discourse-informational 

concept, but also marks an entity as [-(-SPECIFIC J. Since these morphemes, i.e., the 

evidential suffixes and the topic marker, are confined to tensed matrix clauses, they may 

also function as markers of finiteness. In this regard, it is intriguing that the ellipsis of the 

"tenseless" copula in Quechua is licensed by one of these independent suffixes. Given the 

possible checking roles of the Tense projection in Quechua syntax, the child's emerging 

competence in the interpretation and production of these suffixes may shed light on the 

continuity debate. 
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To conclude this section, one must remark on the complexity' of means available to 

the speaker of a Quechua-t>pe language for indicating focus and emphasis, or prominence. 

As noted by both Herring & Paolillo and Vallduvf (1995), we find a variety of focus types 

cross-linguistically, and a single language may exhibit more than one means of realizing 

focus. Vallduvf notes, for example, that English relies on both prosody and syntactic 

devices such as topicalization and clefting. A child learning Quechua is faced with the 

challenge of acquiring both syntactic and morphological means of focus; that is, the 

presentational focus attained through scrambling and the evidential focus encoded in 

suffixes. The child must also figure out the pragmatics of topicalization and argimient-

drop. 

6.1.2.4. Complementation and subordination 

On the basis of his own analysis of utterances produced by children acquiring 

English, as well as those undertaken by others. Pinker (1984) has proposed that children's 

earliest complement structures, appearing at the approximate age of 2 years, are the 

infinitival complements of so-called subject-equi verbs, i.e., those whose PRO subject is 

controlled by the matrix subject (They use subject-equi verbs correctly without producing 

any errors of control.) It is interesting that Young-Joo Kim (1989) has discovered a similar 

phenomenon for children learning Korean, an SOV language. Following Pinker, verbs 

taking full sentential complements (e.g., think, know, watch, ask) are a relatively late 

acquisition in English. Finally, L. Bloom, Rispoli, Gartner & Hafitz (1989) further assert 

that the syntactic knowledge of children learning English is specific to the matrix verbs 

acquired. That is, children do not initially acquire either a general complementation rule or 

separate rules according to complementation type. 

In comprehension tasks involving sentences with constructions such as 'easy to 

see' and 'eager to see', O'Grady reports that children ha\'e an easier time interpreting a gap 

that is structurally closer to the constituent that determines its interpretation, i.e., a gap 
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which is less deeply embedded. Accordingly, the acquisition device prefers a subject gap 

to a direct object gap. (The direct object gap is more deeply embedded because it is a 

constituent of the VP.) O'Grady extends this analysis to children's interpretation of 

different relative clause types. On his account, it is easier for children to process patterns in 

which the head and the gap have the same grammatical relation because of the early 

preference for subject gaps over object gaps. Following O'Grady, this phenomenon 

appears in comprehension tests for children learning S VO languages such as English, as 

well as SOV languages such as Korean. 

With respect to relative clause production, Slobin notes that Turkish children 

acquire these constructions quite late, in part because such clauses entail deverbal 

nominalization and differences in case inflections. This is similar to Quechua relative 

clauses. Fmally, Slobin offers an interesting observation about early subordination 

strategies across languages: 

". . .  children try to keep embedded clauses as much like main 

clauses as possible. The data repeatedly show attempts to express 

all the nominal arguments in embedded clauses, even though the 

parental language allows for or requires deletion. ...overt marking 

of all sentence participants is an early and persistent characteristic 

of child language." (1221) 

To sum up this section, it must be mentioned that instances of subordination 

stfuctures such as relative clauses are relatively rare in spontaneous child language. Also, 

we would not expect naturalistic child language to enlighten the continuity debate: are 

production lapses and comp)rehension difficulties attributable to processing limitations or to 

competence deficits? Nevertheless, in the naturalistic production by young learners of 

Quechua, we may find further evidence in favor of early preference for subject-controlled 

gaps and clause types which resemble matrix clauses. 
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6.2. Leamability issues in the development of verb forms 

6.2.1. Acquisition of verb morphology in other synthetic languages 

Quechua is an agglutinative language, with morphologically complex words 

constructed exclusively through suffixation. Each suffix usually consists of one or two 

syllables corresponding to a single morpheme, with word stress on the penultimate 

syllable. However, a few suffixes consist of a single phoneme. (Flease refer to the 

previous chapter for details of the Quechua verb template.) In spite of the complexity of 

Quechua verb forms, Quechua children might be expected to acquire the morphology ver>-

rapidly, perhaps even by the age of two. This is a frequently observed phenomenon in the 

acquisition of other agglutinative languages [notably, Aksu-Ko? & Slobin, 1985 (Turkish), 

Raghavendra & Leonard, 1989 (Tamil); MacWhinney, 1985 (Hungarian)]. Mithun (1989) 

observed five children learning Mohawk, a heavily fusional, polysynthetic language with 

both prefixes and suffixes. Even though fusional morphology is more difficult to acquire 

than agglutinative affi.xes, one of these children had almost fully mastered the verb 

morphology and even produced several verbs with incorporated nouns by age 4;9. 

Fortescue (1984) obsen ed that a child learning Greenlandic Eskimo, a highly polysynthetic 

language, had much of the derivational and inflectional morphology in place by the age of 

23. 

Along the route to meaningful productivity, children acquiring synthetic languages 

sometimes make segmentation errors, and their early utterances include 

overgeneralizations. For e.xample, children tend first to extract syllables rather than 

morphemes in fusional languages (Pye, 1983). As to overextensions, Turkish children 

sometimes transitivize intransitive verbs by adding the causative suffix, instead of using the 

appropriate lexical causative verb (Aksu-Ko? &. Slobin). Another commonly observed 

crosslinguistic feature in the eariy production of complex verb forms is the insertion of 

nonsense "filler" syllables between the root and the inflectional affi.xes [Peters, 1985; 
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Aksu-Ko9 & Slobin, 1985, for Turkish; Saville-Troike, 1996, for Navajo], Nevertheless, 

in all these studies, children do not make errors in the sequence of morphemes. In this 

regard, Bybee (1985) asserts that children must store entire strings of morphemes, since 

they neither attach affixes to the wrong category of stem nor deviate from the adult 

sequencing of morphemes. 

6.2.2. The role of perceptual salience 

Slobin (1985) has proposed that children pay attention to linguistic units which are 

perceptually salient final, stressed, and first syllables. In a number of studies of the 

acquisition of synthetic languages, the perceptual salience of particular syllables is cited as a 

vital cue in segmentation. The earliest Mohawk utterances recorded by Mithun revealed 

that children first extracted the stressed and word-final syllables. P\e has observed a 

similar process in children acquiring Mayan Quichd: in their initial, one-syllable utterances, 

the children consistently produce the syllable bearing the primary- stress, no matter what its 

meaning. Moreover, Pye provides evidence that children acquiring these languages store 

recognition forms, only parts of which they produce in their first utterances: the children 

did not produce the same syllable every time because the primary stress in Quiche words 

varies with the linguistic context. Finally, Aksu-Ko^ & Slobin report that children 

acquiring Turkish first extract the perceptually salient word-initial root and verb-final 

inflectional morphemes. 

We may infer from Slobin's proposal that children first produce perceptually salient 

elements because they initially ignore weakly stressed syllables. In fact, young children's 

failure to produce weak syllables has been interpreted as the basis for early function-

morpheme omissions in Biglish. Gerken (1994) presents experimental evidence that 

children's omissions of functus has nothing to do with weak stress; rather, they reflect 

production limitations related to the morphosyntactic complexity of their utterances. With 
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specific regard to the omission of weak syllables in multi-syllabic words, Gerken 

underscores the importance of processes of metrical phonology. Accordingly, small 

children tend to omit weak syllables more frequently in weak-strong patterns than in 

strong-weak patterns. 

Both Slobin's and Gerken's proposals are interesting as they relate to Quechua 

acquisition. Since Quechua word stress falls on the penultimate syllable, by Slobin's 

formula, all syllables are perceptually prominent; that is, depending on the verb form, all 

syllables in one verb or another achieve perceptual salience by virtue of having primary 

stress or occurring in initial/final position. In like manner, considering the metrical 

phonological processes cited by Gerken, we might expect Quechua children to omit 

antepenultimate weak syllables more frequently than word-final weak syllables in complex 

verb production. In fact, given the prosodic characteristics of Quechua words, both 

Slobin's and Gerken's proposals predict that children will tend to produce final weak 

syllables. If they do not, other factors must come into play. 

6.2.3. Approaches to the acquisition of verb morphology 

The literamre on language development suggests two principal approaches to the 

acquisition of morphology. In general, proponents of cognitive models assiune that 

children are able to take advantage of the distributional regularities present in the linguistic 

input [Slobin; Peters, 1983, 1985; MacWhinney, 1985]. On this view, children start out 

with sets of operating principles (OPs), or strategies for analyzing linguistic input, and 

these include procedures for tracking the frequency of occurrence of stored units, as well as 

their co-occurrence with preceding and following units. While Pinker (1984) acknowledges 

that input frequency of occturence may be a factor in the acquisition of verb morphology, 

he characterizes the innate endowment differently. On his view, language acquisition is 

accomplished, not by means of general learning mechanisms, but through instantiation of 
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the innate primitives and principles of Universal Grammar. Pinker further proposes innate, 

unidirectional correspondences between conceptual and grammatical categories which 

enable children to break into the syntax—his semantic bootstrapping hypothesis. In general. 

Pinker dismisses the notion that children undertake "blind" distributional analyses. 

On Pinker's approach, children initiate paradigm-learning on the basis of whole 

words they have extracted from the speech stream. They infer the meanings of these verbs, 

and they exploit innate synta.x-semantics mappings to assign them the category of VERB, 

since these early acquisitions are the "basic", semantically transparent verbs, an implication 

here is that they are also the least complex forms. Children then isolate the verb root/stem 

by matching meaningful stored verb forms which share the same roots or stems, so as to 

separate the shared portion from the inflectional "residue." They label the shared segment 

as RCXDT, presumably an innate primitive which is available to the child as part of UG. 

Children's hypotheses as to the function and meaning of the inflectional residue are also 

innately constrained, since the closed set of grammatical features which are potential 

candidates for mapping onto the inflections are part of UG. The set of features may be 

ordered according to a "grammaticizability hierarchy" (Pinker; Slobin, 1985). 

Pinker further proposes that children hypothesize one of these innately given 

"dimensions" (e.g., tense, person, number, asf)ect), and they construct whole-word 

paradigms for different "levels" of the hypothesized dimension. Eventually, they use the 

whole-word paradigm to construct the corresponding inflectional paradigm. (Pinker claims 

that the developmental evidence supports a progression from word-specific to general 

paradigms because children initially use inflections only on a tiny subset of words.) An 

important additional outcome of inflectional paradigm construction is the creation of word-

structure templates which specify the order of affixes. Throughout the development of 

paradigms, children adhere to the Unique Entry Principle, which further restricts their 

hypotheses by disallowing multiple entries for a single paradigm cell (e.g., hypothesizing 
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two different forms for first-person singular). Additional relevant aspects of Pinker's 

theorv', either stipulated or inferrable from his discussion of paradigm-leaming, are the 

following. 

1. Children build their verb templates outward from the root/stem, since the more 

"accessible" notions tend to be affi.xed closer to the root/stem. The idea here is that children 

would then never have to reanalyze the developing template in order to insert an affix 

symbol. The template thus developed by the child is rigidly ordered. 

2. Children are unlikely to hypothesize certain dimensions at first, that is, those which 

are low on the accessibility hierarchy. The accessibility hierarchy derives from 

Greenberg's linguistic universals, such that the most accessible notions are those which are 

the most universal. 

3. Paradigm-splitting, with the formation of new cells, is motivated by the Unique 

Entry Principle. In general terms, this principle implies that children seek unique 

form/function correspondences. 

4. The acquisition of an affix may be delayed if the affix (a) is homophonous with 

other affixes or (b) occurs infrequently in the input. 

5. Children's production of affixes is meaningful, even though children often 

generalize the use of individual affixes to words that do not allow them in the adult 

language. In this regard, Solberg (1971) claims that young children acquiring Quechua 

sometimes use forms productively without understanding their meanings or the 

grammatical relations they encode. 

Pinker's approach is useful because it provides mechanisms for constraining 

children's hypotheses. This is important, for children learn morphology very quickly. 

Also, the notion that meaning guides children's predictions eliminates having to appeal to 

powerful distributional analyses. However, some of the suffixes in the Quechua complex 

verb may be combined in different sequences, some with semantic import and some 
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without Moreover, while the sequence of Quechua inflectional al'fixes might be 

considered templatic, or fixed, there is no universal template for inflectional morphology 

which might help children secure the sequence of morphemes. Rnally, Muysken (1988) 

provides an interesting account of negative filters on the co-occurrence and ordering of 

suffix pairs in Quechua. As Muysken notes, these specific ordering statements "have to be 

formulated as negative filters, and it is not clear how the more complex ones could be 

learned, if the learner starts with the assumption that both orders are possible in principle, 

for any set of two affixes" (266). We may have to allow the possibility that children do 

keep track of co-occurrence patterns as a means of acquiring idiosyncratic ordering rules. 

6.2.4. The development of language processing routines in production 

Lexical procedural knowledge Levelt (1989) has pointed out that the procedures 

employed in language production for accessing elements from the mental lexicon and for 

subsequent grammatical encoding must var>' from language to language. On this view, an 

English speaker probably draws on frequently used words stored holistically in the lexicon, 

with grammatical encoding largely confined to syntactic encoding. By contrast, speakers 

of agglutinative languages such as Turkish rely on a mental lexicon consisting of stored 

stems, all the affixes, and some frequently used complex words, with a great deal of lexical 

encoding undertaken in the production of new words. In a somewhat different proposal, 

Chialant & Caramazza (1995) have argued in favor of two types of access units across 

languages: whole-word and analyzed forms (stems and affixes). Levelt (1989, 186) 

remaiks on the procedural knowledge developed by Turkish speakers, which presumably 

parallels that of Quechua speakers: 

The Turkish speaker must have access to lexical procedural 

knowledge—ways of building new words, given the concep

tualizations in the preverbal message. In other words, such a 

speaker must have a strongly developed processing component 
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dedicated to lexical encoding, which prcxiuces new words as 

output. ... Almost nothing is known about the psychology of 

lexical encoding. 

Considering the kind of procedural knowledge Quechua-leaming children must develop in 

order to produce complex verb forms—and how little is known about such knowledge—it is 

important to consider how early child language data might shed light on the acquisition of 

production routines. 

Speech errors: competence deficits or processing glitches? Here, we return 

full circle to McKee's assertion that we must not attribute child productive lapses to 

grammatical poverty when the actual culprit may be performance poverty. What types of 

errors in the corpus of naturalistic speech might point to processing difficulties? Are the 

errors confined to child language, or do Quechua-speaking adults also produce such errors? 

This is an important question: if adults make such errors, we have evidence that similar 

child errors are due, not to competence deficits, but to processing lapses. 

In his taxonomy of speech errors, Levelt describes two types which we might 

anticipate observing in the Quechua data. In the first i>pe, two words are blended into one 

because of the simultaneous retrieval of two different lemmas competing for a single 

syntactic slot Levelt presents the following example from Garrett (1980a), which is 

particulariy interesting because the blend results in an illicit affix-stem combination: 

and would like to enlicit [enlist/elicit] your support (1989, 216) 

Perhaps, for Quechua, the explanation for such blend errors might be extended to include 

the notion of competition for morphological slots in the verb template. In addition to 

blends, adult speakers of English also e.xchange words in the string which share the same 

syntactic category but which are conceptually different associates. Again, Level! presents 

an example from Garrett's (1982) corpus of speech errors: 
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Well you can cut rain in the trees [rain <—> trees] 

This example is interesting because, syntactically, the exchange occurs between the direct 

object and a noun within a locative prepositional phrase. A comparable Quechua error 

might result in exchanged case inflections, i.e., accusative for locative, or vice-versa 

A final processing error which we might expect to observe in the child production 

of complex verb forms relates to the previously mentioned insertion of nonsense filler 

morphemes. If such forms are produced by children who exhibit general competence in 

Quechua morphosyntax, it would make sense to attribute such errors to performance 

lapses. 

6.2.5. Causative forms 

Change-of-state verbs Following the classification presented by Song 

(1995), causative constructions in Quechua are confined to the COMPACT tvpe, 

comprising only lexical and morphological causatives, as contrasted with analytic, or 

periphrastic, causatives. Comrie (1989) f)oints out an important cross-linguistic semantic 

distinction regarding these tj pes: the causation expressed in lexical causati\ es is more direct 

than that expressed in morphological counterparts. By direct and indirect causation, 

Comrie refers to "the mediacy of the relationship between cause and effect" (172). 

As noted in the previous chapter. Levin & Elapfmport (1994) have provided 

interesting insights into the causative alternation of English change-of-state verbs: 

The glass broke. / He broke the glass. 

The clothes dried. / He dried the clothes. 

The water boiled. / He boiled the water. 

The boy awakened. / He awakened the boy. 

BUT NOT: The boy laughed. / *He laughed the boy. (He made the boy laugh.) 
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On their analysis, the transitive variant in these English alternations is inherently causative, 

while the intransitive version results from a process of detransitivization. They distinguish 

a verb such as break, an externally caused verb which is inherently a dyadic predicate, 

from a verb such as laugh, an internally caused verb which is inherently a monadic 

predicate. These authors point out an intriguing tendency across languages: the transitive 

causative form of break is usually unmarked morphologically, whereas the causative form 

of laugh is morphologically more complex than the non-causative form. In fact, this is the 

case in Quechua, where the verb root meaning Tireak' (p'aki-) is basically transitive, and 

the verb root meaning laugh' (asi-) is basically intransitive. In Quechua, the non-causative 

variant of 'break' (the "anti-causative" form) is constructed through reflexivization, which 

is analogous to Levin & E^paport's detransitivization process. By contrast, the causative 

form of 'laugh' is constructed through affixation of Causative /-chi-/. 

Levin & Rappaport further remark that verbs equivalent to English boil and melt 

tend also to be basically transitive across languages, although there is some variability. In 

fact, Quechua provides an exception to Levin & Rappaport's observation: the equivalents 

of verbs such as boil, cook (change-of-state), and melt are all basically intransitive, or 

internally caused. In fact. Pinker (1989, 134) accounts for the variability in verbs such as 

boil and bum by noting that a number of such verbs may be construed as either internally 

or externally caused: 

One can speculate that these phenomena are related to those 

verbs' being associated with notions of going out of existence 

and/or of emitting substances, which in general are not causa-

tivizable in Biglish. 

We find, then, that there is no universal cognitive blueprint for the construal of change-of-

state verbs as externally or internally caused: the classification is language-specific. 
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No doubt Pinker would assign such Quechua verbs to a narrow conflation class 

consisting of verbs "whose meanings are variations of a single semantic plan" (1989, 64). 

Presumably, learning the narrow conflation classes of verbs takes a child beyond the innate 

UG endowment of thematic cores of argument structures to hypotheses regarding 

variations in semantic structure which are shared by different verbs. On Pinker's account, 

variation by any one verb is not totally idiosyncratic and arbitrary, and children do not leam 

such verbs through lexical conservativism. Accordingly, we would not expect Quechua 

learners to leam verbs such as boil and bum piecemeal, or one-by-one; rather, we might 

expect children to form the transitive versions of such verbs correctly across the board, 

once they leam the corresponding narrow conflation rule. Also, if such verbs tend, cross-

linguistically, to be basically transitive (externally caused), we might expect children to 

make this assumption initially before they have acquired the appropriate narrow conflation 

mle. In that case, children acquiring Quechua might at first fail to causativize such verbs 

morphologically. 

Argument-marking Yet another interesting semantic consideration relates to the 

case-marking of the causee, or lower subject, in Quechua causative constructions. As 

noted in the previous chapter, the case inflection on the causee in constructions with 

causativized transitive roots may vary, with each case inflection conveying a different 

emphasis. Cole (1983) and Comrie both suggest that the case inflection reflects the degree 

of control retained by the causee. The degree of control, from greatest to least, is conveyed 

in Comrie's Case Hierarchy (181): Instrumental > Dative > Accusative. Also, the causees 

of causativized transitives such as mikhu-chi- 'cause to eat' and ukya-chi- 'cause to drink' 

are marked in Dative Case in Quechua In light of the semantic nuances expressed by 

means of the case inflections on the causee arguments, it is interesting to consider how 

children may case-mark the lower subjects of causativized transitives. 
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This brings us to a brief discussion of Baker's Mirror Principle (1985) as it relates 

to the sequence of suffixes which combine with the causative morpheme. Baker does away 

with the derivational/inflectional distincticMi, claiming that all morphology is relevant to the 

s>-ntax. This claim is appealing, given the implications of Speas' analysis of the agreement 

projection, previously discussed in Section 6.1.2.1; young Quechua learners may construct 

a lexicon with separate entries for each verbal suffix. (This hypothesis is fortified by 

Levelt's characterization of the mental lexicon constructed by speakers of agglutinative 

languages.) Speas' proposal, in turn, relates to Baker's 1988 theory of incorporation. In 

his discussion of the Mirror Principle, Baker further asserts that the order of attachment of 

affixes to a root directly represents the successive application of syntactic rules which 

change grammatical functions. We may thus infer from Baker's hypothesis that there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between affix order and semantic scope. 

Quechua presents a challenge to Baker's hypothesis. In the Chalhuanca variety-, for 

example, reflexivized causatives are common, i.e., verbs containing the sequence 

[causative + reflexive). In such cases, the reflexive morpheme is boimd to the matrix 

subject, and it refers either to the lower subject (local binding) or to the lower direct object 

(long-distance binding), as in such English equivalents as "Hei caused himselfi to see 

them" versus "Hei caused someone to see himi". Causativized reflexives, i.e., verbs 

containing the sequence [reflexive + causative], as in "He caused someonei to see 

himself 1", are not accepted in Chalhuanca Quechua. Thus, this variety' has no 

morphological means of expressing a local binding relation between the causee and the 

lower object Another common sequence involves the combination [causative + object 

marker]. Again, we find a fixed order with two possible interpretations: the object-

marking suffix denotes either the causee or the lower direct object, as in "He causes me to 

hit them" versus "He causes them to hit me". Importantly, in this instance, the Mirror 
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Principle would predict that the object marker must refer to the causee, or lower subject, 

and not to the lower object. 

Suppose something like the Mirror Principle is a learning f)rinciple which constrains 

children's hypotheses as to the inteq^retation of suffix sequences. In other words, the 

principle may correspond to the unmarked cases across languages. As such, we might 

expect children initially to favor the interpretation stipulated by the Mirror Principle in the 

eariy production of [causative + object marker] combinations. With respect to the general 

notion of cross-linguistic markedness, we now find two marked phenomena which we 

might expect to appear relatively late in Quechua child production: (1) the object marker as 

lower object in [causative + object marker] sequences and (2) the morphological 

causativization of such changeof-state verbs as boil. 

Finally, if children initially interpret the matrix subjects of all causative verbs, both 

lexical and morphological, as exerting direct control over the causee, we would also 

anticipjate that they would at first always case-mark the causee in Accusative Case. 
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7. DEVELOPMENT OF MORPHOSYNTAX 

7.1. The data The spontaneous speech of three girls provides the source 

for the following description of morphosyntactic development between the ages of 2,5 and 

3 ,5 years of age. Approximately 11 hours of speech produced by the first child, JN, all 

recorded between the ages of 2;5 and 2;10, has yielded a coqjus of 546 utterances for 

consideration in the present analysis. The second child, BT, was recorded for a total of 5.5 

hours between the ages of 2; 10 and 3;1, yielding 205 utterances. The outcome of 5.25 

hours of speech produced by the third child, FE, between the ages of 3;2 and 3;5 years, is 

a corpus of 241 utterances taken into account in the present description. The JN corpus 

represents nearly twice as many hours of recordings, over a longer period of time, than 

those obtained for BT and FE. For the purpose of analysis, the corpus of utterances 

produced by JN has been divided into three groups according to age: 204 utterances at 

ages 2;5 to 2;6; 169 utterances at ages 2;7 to 2;8; and 173 utterances at ages 2,9 to 2; 10. 

This division serves to elucidate the rapid, dramatic changes observed in the sf)eech 

produced by this child over the six-month recording period. For a description of these 

children, the reader is referred to Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2. Finally, as a basis of 

comparison, a corpus of 185 child-directed utterances, produced by four adults, has been 

gleaned from recordings of interactions with three 3-year-olds. The child and adult 

utterances are presented in APPENDIX C.-^ 

Especially for a language such as Quechua, a division of the grammar into syntax 

and morphology is completely arbitrary. Nevertheless, in order to facilitate the description 

of morphosyntactic development, this chapter presents only those features of the language 

which relate to overall sentence structure and to the morphology directly relevant to the 

In the transcription of the utterances, no attempt has been made to track phonological development; 
instead, the uUerances have been transcribed following the orthography adopted by Cusihuamin for adult 
Cuzco Quechua. However, the list of utterances does show omissions of suffixes and phonemes, each 
indicated by means of a line ( ). 
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syntax, e.g., (a) the person-of-subject and person-of-object suffi.xes on the verb; (b) the 

primary case inflections; (c) the evidential morphemes; and (d) the suffixes available for 

coordination and subordination. The acquisition of selected "internal" verb suffixes is 

postponed until the following chapter. Hence, in what follows, discussion is confined to 

the development of morphosyntactic competence observed in four areas: (1) word order 

and external arguments; (2) the representation of internal arguments, including case-

marking and object-marking; (3) duplication, verb ellipsis, and evidential morphology; and 

(4) coordination and subordination. 

7.2. Representation of external and internal arguments 

7.2.1. Word order and subjects The reader will recall that the ordering of 

constituents in Quechua matrix clauses is very flexible. (See Section 5.1.1.) In the total 

corpus under consideration, each child produced over a hundred utterances containing at 

least two of the canonical elements, i.e., subject (S), verb (V), and complement (C).^^ The 

term "complement" is used very loosely in the following discussion to refer to any case-

marked nominal constituent, including objects, directional expressions and adjuncts. Table 

7.1 presents a summary of the constituent order in these utterances for each child, as well 

as the word order patterns produced by the adults. The table reveals that the three children 

produced utterances exhibiting all six possible word orders, starting v^ith the earliest 

utterances produced by JN at the age range of 2,5 to 2;6 years. 

JN With respect to word order, there are three particularly noteworthy features in the 

JN corpus. First, at ages 2;5 to 2;6 years, fully 117 utterances exhibit explicit subjects, 

representing approximately 85% of the total corpus of 137 utter^ces with at least two 

canonical elements. This percentage declines dramatically to only 52% by ages 2,7 to 2,8. 

N'ot included in this corpus are those utterances which either exhibit duplicated elements or contain the 
more comple.\ instances of coordination and subordination. These will be discussed in later sections. 
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Table 7.1: Sommary of constitaent order in total corpus of utterances 

ORDER 
JN: 2.5-

2;6 
JN: 2;7-

2;8 
JN: 2:9-

2; 10 
BT: 2;10-

3;1 
FE- 3;2-

3u5 
TOTAL .\DL1,TS 

Verb-final 
C-V 
C1-C2-V 
C1-C2-C3-V 

S-V 
s-c-v 

C S V  
C1S-C2-V 
C1-C2-S-V 

9 
2 

21 
10 

5 
I 

25 
2 

3 
7 

I 
1 

29 
5 

12 
7 

36 
9 

8 
1 1  

9 
I 

44 
9 

16 
16 

1 1  

-> 

143 
27 

62 
51 

28 
3 

48(35'%) 41 (43%) 55(53%) 74(51%) 98(62%) 316(49%) 

51 
11 
2 

11 
12 

1 1  
1 

99 (70%) 
Subject-final 
V-S 
C-S 

C-V-S 
V-C-S 

C1-C2-V-S 
V-C1"C2-S 
C1-V-C2-S 

13 
10 

19 
5 

9 
5 

7 
1 

5 
3 

3 
1 

2 
1 

8 
6 

9 
1 

2 
1 
1 

6 
1 

34 
26 

44 
9 

4 
2 
7 

6 
1 

5 
2 

47(34%) 22 (23%) 15(14%) 28(19%) 10 (6%) 122(19%) 14(10%) 
Comp.- final 
V-C 
S-C 

C1-V-C2 
V-C1-C2 
V-C1-C2-C3 
C1-C2-V-C3 
Ci-vi2-C3 
S-C1-C2-C3 

S-V-C 
V-S-C 

C1-S-V-C2 
S-V-C 1-C2 
V-S-C 1-C2 

S-C1-V-C2 
C1-V-S-C2 
C1-S-C2-V-C3 

7 
11 

16 
2 

12 
5 

5 

1 

15 
5 

7 
-> 

15 
6 

6 
3 

3 
4 

8 
1 

17 
2 

10 
3 

1 
1 

11 
2 

2 
1 
1 

67 
25 

24 
8 
1 
3 
1 
1 

45 
16 

4 
2 
2 

1 

1 
1 

13 
1 

42(31%) 32 (34%) 34(33%) 43 (30%) 51 (32%) 202 (32%) 28 (20%) 
TOT.Al^: 137 95 104 145 159 640 141 
EXPUCIT 
SUBJECTS: 117 (85%) 49 (52%) 52 (50%) 74(51%) 74(47%) 366 (57%) 53 (38%) 
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Second, at the initial age range, 34% of the utterances represented in the table are subject-

final, which is a marked word order in Quechua. By contrast, the reader will note that 

adults produce very few subject-final utterances (10%). The table reveals a gradual decline 

in the percentage of subject-final utterances over time, with a corresponding increase in the 

proportion of verb-final sentences, such that most of JN's utterances (53%) observe the 

canonical word order by ages 2;9 to 2;10. The reader will note, however, that fully 70% of 

the adult utterances are verb-final. Third, further inspection of the table reveals, at the first 

age range, a relatively high incidence of utterances (18%) containing explicit subjects with 

the verb in initial position, i.e., orders V-S, V-C-S, and V-S-C. By comparison, adults 

produce such utterances only 6% of the time. Once again, we find a sharp decline in the 

proportion of such utterances by ages 2;9 to 2; 10, from 18% to 11%. 

Finally, it should be added that only two utterances contain more than three 

canonical elements at ages 2',5 to 2;6: that is, subject, verb, and two different complements. 

These two utterances, provided below, reveal probable performance limitations, judging 

from the incomplete or incorrect morphology. 

1. [Q'alasikitajcI [mama_ki]s [chisipi]c2 [chisikujv 
mamayki chisikim 

'Your mom goes to sleep bare-bottomed.' 

2. [NoqaJs [puri_ki]v [isikitajci [senorila_lc2 
purisaq senoritaman 

'I'll walk over there to the senorita.' 

The reader will recall that explicit pronouns are entirely optional in Quechua, while 

the object-marking morphology on the verb is obligatory'. (See Section 5.1.2.) In fact, we 

sec from Table 7.3 that adults provided explicit pronoun subjects, either first-person noqa 

or second-person gan, in only 16% of the 134 utterances with first- or second-person 
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subjects. By contrast, at the initial age range in the JN corpus, utterances such as #2 

above, with an explicit pronoun subject and inappropriate subject morphology on the verb, 

are frequent Indeed, inspection of Table 7.2 reveals that JN produced 38 out of 44 such 

utterances, or 86%, with explicit pronoun subjects at ages 2;5 to 2;6. Of these 38 

utterances, fully 25 (66%) exhibit subject pronouns in utterance-final position. Moreover, 

this large proportion of explicit pronoun subjects coincides with a high incidence of 

incomplete person-of-subject morphology (41%). 

In the following typical examples from the initial age range in the JN corpus, we 

find a bare stem in the first utterance and a third-person (default?) inflection in the second. 

Note, in passing, that utterance #4 makes little sense, since JN combines the verb, hamu-

'come', with a directional complement that might be glossed as 'to that place o\ er there'. 

3. Carru - ta muna noqa. '1 want the car.' 
CAR .\cc W.\NT IstsgT 

4. Chaqay - ta hamu - sha - n noqa. 'I am coming over there.' 
TH.'M .A.CC COME Prog 3 IstsgT 

At first, JN's first-person inflections are confined, for the most part, to future-tense verb 

forms, which she produces abundantly, either with the full inflection, /-saq/, or a 

reduction, l-saj. In fact, one may speculate that JN makes initial use of this inflection to 

indicate person-of-subject rather than future tense. Also, at this point in her morphological 

development, the ver>' few second-person verb forms—only 4 out of the 44 utterances—are 

all imperatives. 

As shown on Table 7.2, the situation changes dramatically in the second range, 

i.e., 2;7 to 2;8 years. Here, we observe the emergence of the person-of-subject inflections 

in both first- and second-person present, i.e., /-ni/ and /-nki/, respectively, with a sharp 

reduction in the percentage of verb forms with incomplete person-of-subject morphology 

(5%). Coincidentally, by this age range, the incidence of explicit pronoim subjects has 



Table 1.2: Summary of JN utlcraiiccs in first- mid .sccond-tKrsoii 

AGi: GROUP ========> 2;5 - 2;6 2;7 - 2;8 2;9 - 2;10 

Person Morphology on Verb 
according to Tense or .Viood 

I'rcs Fut ('/I Past Inc 
Pot 

Tot l^s I'ut C/I/ PasI Inc 
Pol 

Tot I'res I'ut cm Past Inc 
Pol 

Tot 

nxpHcit NOQA 
Post-Verbal 

I're-VerbiJ 

l^re- imd Post-Verbal 

1 10 13 

4 4 

4 

24 

8 

4 

4 5 2 

2 2 

11 

4 

4 2 

1 6 

1 

6 

7 

1 

ii\plicit QAN 

Post-Verbal 

IVc-Verbal 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 I 2 

SUB-TOTAL: Kxplicit Pronoun 
Subjects 1 18 1 18 38 

86% 
7 7 3 17 

23% 
5 9 14 

20% 

No SUBJHCr PRONOUN 

First-person 

Second-person 

1 1 1 

3 

3 

3 

24 17 2 

3 10 

43 

13 

12 14 1 

17 11 

27 

28 

SUB-'IOTAL: NoKxplicit 
I'ronoun Subjecls 

1 1 4 6 
14% 

27 17 10 2 56 
77% 

29 14 11 1 55 
80% 

TOTAL: 2 19 5 -- 18 
A\% 

44 34 24 10 •• 5 
7% 

73 34 23 1 1 1 
0% 

69 

C/I/Pot includes Noniinali/.cd, Im])crative, and l\)tential verb I'onns. 



Table 73: Summary of first- and sccond-pcrson utlcnuiccs for B T, Mi, aiiJ adults 

AGi; GROUP: BT 2;10 - 3;1 FE 3;2 - 3;5 A D U L T 

Person Morph. 
on Verb by 
Tense or Mood 

Pros Fut C/1/ Past 
Pol 

1>2 INC Tot Pres Fut cm 
Pot 

Past 1>2 INC Tot I 'rcs I'ut C/1/ 
Pot 

Past 1>2 INC Tot 

Explicit NOQA 

Post-Verbal I - - - - 1 2 - - - - - 2 1 1 - 1 1 - 4 

-Verbal 4 - - - - 4 2 1 - - - - 3 4 2 - - - - 6 

Explicit QAN 

Post-Verbal - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - -
4 

I're-Verbal 2 - 1 - - 3 3 - - - - 3 4 - 3 - - 7 

Post- + IVc-V - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - -

SLIB-TOTAl.: 
Explicit Pron. 
Subject 

7 - - I 8 
20% 

8 1 9 
11% 

13 3 3 1 1 - - 21 
16% 

No PRONOirN 

First-person 7 11 1 - 4 23 25 23 3 4 6 - 61 4 20 2 1 8 - 35 

Second-pci^n 6 - 3 - 9 - 3 - - 21 48 - 25 5 - 78 

SUB-TOTAI.: 
No l^onoun 
Subject 

13 1 1 4 - •  4 32 

80% 

34 23 6 4 6 -- 73 52 20 27 6 8 - •  1 13 

84% 

TOTAL: 20 1 1 5 - - 4 
10% 

40 42 24 6 4 6 
0% 

82 65 23 30 7 9 - - 134 

C/I/Pol includes Nominalizcd, Im|)eralive, and Potenliiii verb fonns. 
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dropped dramatically from 86% to 23%, although the percentage of these in utterance-final 

pxjsition remains high (65%). In the final JN age range, from 2;9 to 2; 10 years, we 

obser\'e no lapses in the person-of-subject morphology, and the number of second-person 

present verb forms has increased substantially. The percentage of explicit subject pronouns 

has declined slightly to 20%, with a significant reduction in the incidence of utterance-final 

subjects, now approximately 46%. These percentages approach those corresponding to the 

adult utterances, summarized on Table 7.3. As previously mentioned, adults provide 

explicit pronoun subjects in only 16% of the utterances; no more than 38% of these occur 

in utterance-final position. 

BT and FE Returning to Table 7.1, we find that the word order percentages for the 

utterances produced by BT, ages 2;10 to 3;1, are strikingly similar to those corresponding 

to the final age range for JN (i.e., 2;9 to 2;10 years). The most noteworthy feature in the 

BT corpus regards the production of utterances which contain more than three canonical 

elements: that is, subject, verb, and two or more different complements, including both 

arguments and adverbial expressions. Of the 145 utterances represented on Table 7.1, BT 

produced 7 of these more complex forms. In the three examples shown in #5, #6, and #7, 

all produced by BT before the age of 3;0 and exhibiting different word orders, we find that 

the morphology is quite secure except for the missing Accusative inflection on pishi 'pee' 

in #35. The omission of the case inflection is not surprising, since pishi actually derives 

from Spanish baby talk. 

5. [2; 10] Kuliba - ta ahina wanu - chi - nqa alqo. C1-C2-V-S 
SN.AKE .Acc THLS DIE Caus 3 Fut DCXx 

'In that way the dog killed the snake.' 

6. [2; 10] Chay - pi huq - qa mate - ta qhawa - yku - sha - n. C1-S-C2-V 
TR^TLoc O-N^E Top TEA Acc WATCH Aug Prog 3 

There, (another) one is looking at the tea.' 
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7. [2;11] Ahina - ta noqa muna - ni pishi - C1-S-V-C2 
THLS Acc I W.ANT I subj PEE (Acc) 

'So (then) I want (to) pee.' 

With final respect to word order, we find that FE, the oldest child, at ages 3-,2 to 3;5 years, 

produces a slightly higher percentage of verb-final utterances than the other children (62%), 

as well as far fewer subject-final utterances (6%). The percentage of utterances with 

explicit subjects, 47%, is also somewhat lower than the percentages obtained for JN in the 

last range (50%) and for BT (51%); it is also higher than that observed for the adults 

(38%). Finally, only 4 of the 159 utterances (2.5%) produced by Ft exhibit the verb in 

initial position, as compared with 6% for the adult corpus. In concluding the present 

discussion of word order, it should be mentioned that FE quite effortlessly produces 

utterances containing a subject, verb, and two complements. The examples shown below 

are flawless. 

8. [3;41 Punku-n-ta pasa - nqa calle - ta runa. 
DOOR 3 Acx PASS 3 Put STREET .\cc \LAN 

The man will pass through the door to the street.' 

9. [3;2j Iskay - ni - nku tea - sha - nku phullu - ntin cuademu - ntin.-"^ 
TWO 3 pi Poss BE Prog 3 pi SHAWL Incl NOTEBOOK Incl 

The two of them are with shawls and notebooks.' 

Like JN in the age range of 2;9 to 2; 10 years, BT provides explicit first- or second-

person pronoun subjects only 21% of the time. Although she fails to produce the 

appropriate first-person subject morphology in 4 (10%) out of 42 utterances, she has 

clearly acquired productive use of the person-of-subject morphology. There is only 1 

This utterance displays correct usage of the Inclusive suflix, -nti- , which is not discussed in Chapter 5. 
.\ppendcd to nouns, it might be glossed as 'with' or 'including'. BT also uses this suffi.\ appropriately. 
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instance ot" an utterance with a pronoun subject in utterance-fmai position. Moving on to 

the FE corpus, we find very- few utterances exhibiting explicit pronoun subjects (11%), 

with approximately a third of these occurring in utterance-final position. In contrast to the 

other two children, FE produces the appropriate person-of-subject morphology in all three 

tenses, i.e., present, future, and past, as well as 6 verb forms bearing the first-person 

subject to second-person object inflection, /-yki/. Indeed, inspection of Table 7.3 reveals 

that FE's performance in the production of utterances with first- and second-person 

subjects approaches that of the adults. 

In fact, in concluding the present discussion of utterances with first- and second-

person subjects, it should be noted that both BT and FE produce explicit subject pronouns 

sparingly, for either emphatic or contrastive effect This adult-like usage is shown in the 

following examples. In #10, with the preceding interlocutor (IL) question provided, and in 

#11, the utterances exhibit the appropriate use of the topic-marked pronoun for emphasis. 

Finally, in #12, the occurrence of ^n may serve either to reinforce the "cooking" directive 

or to underscore contrasting functions (i.e., 'I will do this, and you will do that.'). 

10. IL: Imanaqtin - taq naqa phinasqa ka - sha - rqa - nki? 
WTTV' Cont BEFORE ANGRY BE Prog Past 2 subj 

'And why were you angry before?' 

BT: (2; 10) Mana phinasqa - chu ka - ni noqa - qa. 
Neg ANGRY Neg BE 1 I Top 

1 am not angry.' 

11. FE: (3;4) Chay macha - q runa - ta - qa mancha - ku - ni noqa - qa. 
THAT DRINX .\gt N-fAN .\cc Top f-EAR Refl 1 subj I Top 

' I am afraid of that drunk man.' 
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12. FE: (3;4) Cebolla - yoq - ta qan wayk'u - _ku - nki.-^ 
ONION Poss Acc YOU COOK Aug 2 subj 

'You will cook with onions.' 

To sum up this section on the development of word order and the expression of 

external arguments, we find all the children, at every age range, producing utterances with 

the six possible orderings of Subject, Verb, and Complement At ages 2;5 to 2;6 years, JN 

frequently produces utterances with explicit subjects, many in final position; and the 

incidence of verb-initial utterances is quite high as compared with that of the older children 

and adults. The frequency of both phenomena drops sharply at ages 2;7 to 2;8 years. 

Thereafter, a gradual increase in verb-final utterances, as well as a decline in explicit 

subjects, is observed over the later age ranges represented by the three children. For JN, at 

ages 2;5 to 2;6 years, the incidence of explicit pronoun subjects coincides with missing or 

incomplete person-of-subject morphology. In fact, JN's initial person-of-subject 

inflections are largely confined to third-person "default" and first-person future suffixes. 

Dramatic changes are observed at ages 2;7 to 2;8 years, when the person-of-subject 

morphology falls into place, with a corresponding decline in the incidence of explicit 

pronoun subjects. 

7.2.2. Internal arguments: case- and object-marking From the discussion 

of the principal Quechua case inflections presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.1, the reader 

will recall that Accusative /-ta/ occurs on three types of constituents: (a) it marks the direct 

object [patient], (b) it indicates 'direction to' with verbs of movement, and (c) it appears on 

adjectives forming expressions which are comparable to adverbs of manner. In like 

manner. Dative /-man/ also appears on three types of constituents: (a) it marks the indirect 

on • 

Once again, we find FE using a suffix which has not been previously described; Possessive. -yoq/. This 
suiTi.\ is appended to nouns to form adjectives denoting 'in (inalienable) possession of whatever noun it is 
attached to, as in wasi-voo warmi "house-possessing woman'. 
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object [goal), (b) it indicates 'direction towards' with verbs of movement, and (c) it may 

occur on the locative complements of verbs such as chura- 'put'. However, locative 

complements and adjuncts more frequently bear the Locative suffix, /-pi/. (The difference 

in meaning between Kav-man churav and Kav-pi churav might be represented in the 

glosses, "Put it over here' and 'Put it right here', respectively.) It is the patient and goal 

arguments which are generally represented in the verb morphology^ by the object-marking 

suffixes.-^ In this regard, the reader will recall that Quechua exhibits an array of object-

marking morphemes for first- and second-person arguments, while the third-person object 

morpheme might be considered to be 101. 

JN At the earliest age range, 2.5 to 2.6 years, JN produces all three types of 

Accusative-marked constituents—direct objects, directional complements, and adjuncts of 

manner—as well as a number of constituents bearing Locative /-pi/. There are no instances 

of Dative-marked elements. In fact, at this age, the only form produced by JN with a case 

inflection other than Accusative or Locative is the frozen Wh-word, ima-paq 'what for?'. 

These case-maiidng facts are summarized on Table 7.4. The table further reveals that JN 

omits a total of 28 Accusative and Locative case inflections in obligator^' contexts. 

How might we account for the missing Accusative suffix on so many direct object 

constinaents during this initial age range? There is no apparent relationship between suffix 

omission and adjacency to the verb in JN's production. However, closer inspection of 

these 16 omissions reveals that 4 involve the Spanish loanword, pelota. 'ball', a three-

syllable noun ending in /-ta/; 3 are absent from diminutive-like forms ending in /-tu/, /-lu/, 

and /-cha/; and 3 are missing from demonstrative forms. (The adult corpus includes 3 

utterances in which the demonstrative direct object lacks the Accusative inflection. In both 

instances, the direct object immediately precedes the verb.) In like manner, JN fails to 

~ As will be seen in the ensuing discussion of object markers, they may also represent the benficiary, 
provided that they occur in combination with the Regressive suffi,\, -pu-\ 



Table 7.4: Summary of Case inflections in JN utlcranccs 

AGIKIROUP ==========> 2; 5 - - 2; 6 2; 7 - - 2; 8 2; 9 - - 2; to 

Ac L D B 1 Ab Ac L D B 1 Ab A L D B I Ab 

Appropriate Case Inflection: 

DIRECT OBJl'Cr 34 33 34 

DIRECTION Al. 26 5 8 _ _ _ 6 9 

ADJlINCr (XdANNliR) 6 3 2 

LOCATIVE _ 21 - - - - - 24 - - - - - 22 - - - -

INDIRliCT OBJECT (GOAL) - - 0 - - - _ _ 7 _ _ _ _ - 2 - - -

BENTilACTlVl-; _ _ _ 1 _ _ - _ - 2 - -

INSmUMENTT - - - - 3 - - - - - 8 -

SOURCE __ 0 2 2 

Wrong or Missing Inflection: 

66 21 0 1 0 0 

M 

41 24 15 1 3 2 

M 

42 22 1 1 2 8 2 

M 

DIRiiCr OBJECT 16 _ _ 1 4 1 3 

DIRIXTTIONAI. __ 3 6 _ _ _ _ _ _  1 

Loc:AnvE 9 „ __ __ 6 

INDIRliCI' OBJl ;CT (GOAL) 2 1 1 _ _ _ 2 

Bl^JIilACTlVI- 1 „ 5 _ nau .. 1 1 tau 1 

INSJ-RUMHiNT 1 _ 1 - _ 1 _ _ 

SOURCE 

14 3 0 0 0 0 35 1 0 2 • 0 0 8 1 0 0 * 1 0 5 
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case-mark senorita in 2 utterances in which it serves as a directional expression. 

Examples of some of these omissions, all produced by JN at age 2;6, are provided below. 

13. Tata - y ata - yku - sha - n pelota- 'My daddy is kicking the ball' 
D.-VD 1 poss KICK Aug Prog 3 RAf T. (Acc) 

14. Ma_cha - ku - sa_ noqa kukulu - 'I'm afraid of the kuku.' 
FE.\R Refl I fut I KLXL" (.Acc) 

15. Senorita - qan apa - y. Take (it) to the senorita.' 
SENORITA (Acc) YOU TAKE Imper 

Since JN produces 67 correctly case-marked Accusative complements in addition to 21 

correctly marked Locative complements, appropriate case-marking far outweighs 

omissions. For this reason, one may speculate that JN's omissions reflect processing 

difficulty: they may be momentary lapses due to performance error. 

At this point in the development of JN's case-marking system, the 17 instances of 

nouns bearing the wrong case inflection are particularly interesting. A number of the errors 

may reveal some confusion regarding Accusative and Lxxative. This is illustrated below, 

where either the slocative expression bears the Accusative suffix (#16, #17) or, conversely, 

the directional expression bears the Lxjcative inflection (#17). Note, in #16, that JN 

produces the error even though the interlocutor has just provided the correctly case-marked 

locative adjunct In #17, where the Locative and Accusative inflections are exactly 

reversed, it is possible that JN has simply made a speech error of the exchange ty pe. (See 

Section 6.2.4.) 

16. IL: Wasi - pi wayk'u - ru - nki, riki. You'll cook in the house.'i 
HOUSE Loc COOK Exh 2 subj 

JN: Wasi - ta wa_k'u - ku - sa_ noqa 'IH cook the house-ACC.' i 
HOUSE Acc COOK Refl 1 fut I 

17. Wasi - pi carru - ta puri - sha - n. 
HOUSE Loc C.AR .\cc GO Prog 3 

'He's going to the car in the house' 
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Finally, JN marks not only 9 locatives in Accusative Case, but also 2 indirect objects, a 

beneficiary, an instrument, and a source argument. These errors are intriguing, for they 

suggest that JN may initially make use of Accusative as an all-purpose "default" Case. In 

the following examples, produced at age 2;6, the Accusative inflection marks the goal 

argument (#18) and the beneficiary (#19). 

18. IL: Pi - man qo - nki? 
WTIO Dat GIVE 2 subj 

To whom will you give it?' 

JN: Senorita - ta. The senorita-ACC.' 

19. IL; Pi - paq - taq wayk'u - nki? 
WHO Ben Cont COOK 2 subj 

'And for whom will you cook?' 

JN: Seiiorita - ta. The senorita-ACC.' 

Once again, we find dramatic changes in the next JN age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years. 

The Dative inflection now emerges on goal arguments, both indirect objects and directional 

expressions. There are far fewer instances of wrong or missing case inflections. Finally, 

in the last age range, 2;9 to 2; 10 years, errors in Accusative, Dative, and Locati\ e case-

maridng are minimal. 

Whereas JN has attained efficient productive use of the Accusative and Dative 

inflections by the middle age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years, the corresponding object morphology 

on the verb takes longer to fall into place. A summary of the object-marking morphology 

for JN is presented in Table 7.5. In the first column on the table, [±M] indicates the 

presence or absence of the object-marking suffix, while [±P] signifies the presence or 

absence of an explicit pronoun complement At the initial age range, JN produces no 

utterances with object-marking morphology, although, in six utterances, object-markers are 

required. Three of these utterances are shown below. Note that utterance #20 exhibits an 

explicit pronoun argument, which an adult speaker would include optionally for emphasis. 



I'ablc 7.5: Sumniary of obicct-niiU'king morpholoKV in JN iiUcraiiccs 
AGH > 2; 5 • • 2;6 2;7 - - 2;8 2:9 - • 2:10 

3>1 2>I 3>2 riXAMPIJi 3>1 2>I 3>2 IlXAMPlJi 3>1 2>l 3>2 I'J^AMPlJi 
Accus. OBJ 

I+MI. (+PI 

l+MI. I-P) 

1--M1. l+Pl 

I--M1.1-Pl 

*2 - -

*3 - -

Noqa-(a pus_n. 
'I Ic lakes nie.' 

Maqa_n. 
'He lilts inc.' 

2 - - I^isa-wa-n-mi. 
'lie takes nic.' 

2 1 
Ainii tapu-wa-nki-chu. 
'l^n't ask me.' 

Dative OBJ 

l+M). 1+Pl 

(+M|. (-PI 

(-Ml. (+PI 

l-MI. I-PI 

- - -

2 - 1 

4 - -

•1 - -

•1 *1 

Qori-wa-n noqa_ ehaytapis. 
'lie gives me that, too.' 

. . . ('hikitina qechu-wa-n. 
'Chikitina takes it from mc' 

Maivtnii Kokokxja 
c()ini_nina_ noqa_ 
'K. wouldn't cat mc.' 

Kay_ qo_uki. 
'You'll give this to mc.' 

2 - -

6 1 2 

Noqa-_-ia ni-wa-nchis. 
'He said (it) to us.' 

Qcchu-sunki, qcehim. 
'She takes it from you.' 

Benef. OBJ - 3 - Qo-pu-wa-y uuetata. 
'Give mc the mask.' 

2 1 Awilita niana ranti-pu-
wa-nchu, mamachi. 
'Grandma doesn't buy 
(it) for you.' 

OBJ of 
Impers. V 

1 IJasa-tva-nqa. 
'It'll weigh mc down.' 

I Qasa-wa-n. 
'I'm freezing.' 

OBJ of 
Causative V 

2 1 Wayk'u-chi-wa-n. 
'She let me cook.' 

TOTAL; S 1 1 4  1  15 4 2 42 
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20. Noqa - ta pusa - - n. 
I sg ,\cc T.AKE (I obj) 3 subj 

'He takes me.' 

21. IL: Mana-chu qan - ta kani - sunki? 
N'eg 2 sg. Acc BITE 3=>2 

'Hasn't it bitten you?' 

JN: Mana kani - sha - - n -
N'eg BITE Prog (1 obi) 3 (Neg) 

' I t  isn' t  bit ing (me). '  

Jl. IL: Maqa - sunki? 
HIT 3=>2 

'Does she hit you?' 

JN: Maqa - - n. 
HIT (1 obi) 3 

'She hits (me).' 

In examples #21 and #22, with the immediately preceding interlocutor utterances provided, 

JN fails to produce the required first-person object suffix, /-wa-/, on the verb. 

Nevertheless, the utterances cleariy reveal her understanding of the [3=>2 /-sunki/J 

produced by the interlocutor. At ages 2;7 to 2;8, JN has begun to produce verb forms with 

the first-person object suffix representing the patient, the goal, the beneficiary, and the 

object of an impersonal verb. Nevertheless, at this age range, there are still 3 errors (19%) 

in the 16 utterances requiring object-marking morphology. The following three utterances 

were all produced at age 2;7. In #23 and #24, we find lapses in both the Accusative case-

marking of the direct object as well as the first-person object marker for the goal argimienL 

23. Kay- qo - - nki. "You'll give this to me.' 
THIS (Acc) GIVE (I obj) 2 subj 

24. IL: Ima - ta - n qo - sunki? 'What has she given vou?' ! 
WHATAcc Aff GIVE 3=>2 

JN: Yakicha- ma qo - - n senorita. The senorita has given me jacks'i 
JACKS (Acc) GIVE (t obj) 3 SENORIT.\ j 

Example #25 below, which lacks a verb altogether, further demonstrates JN's 

understanding of both the verb, ima-na- 'what-do', and the object-marker. 

5. IL: ima-ria - sufUQ t^'? 'And what did 
WHAT-DO 3=>2 Cont 

JN: Noqa - ta. '(To) me.' 
I .Acc 
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At age 2;8, JN prcxluces a single utterance with a verb bearing the [3=>2 /-sunki/] object 

marker. In this utterance, shown below, the second-person object is intended as the goal 

argument of the verb 'give', and yet the accompanying explicit pronoun object bears 

the Accusative inflection. Also, the utterance is a direct question formed without the 

Interrogative suffix, /-chu/. 

26. Qo - sunki seiiorita qan - ta? "Did the senorita give it to vou?' 
GIVE 3->2 SENORITA \'OL' Acc 

Table 7.5 reveals competent production of the object maricers for first-person objects with 

singular subjects, as well as the [3=>21 marker, by the final range, ages 2;9 to 2; 10. (There 

are no instances of the [I=>2 /-yki/] in the JN corpus.) Moreover, the object markers 

produced by JN in the final period represent the full range of objects specified on the table. 

BT and re With regard to productive acquisition of the Accusative, Dative, and 

Locative case inflections, the reader will find the performance of the two older children 

summarized on Table 7.6. We see from the table that FE's use of these suffixes is nearly 

flawless, while 19 omissions are recorded for BT. It should be noted that nearly all BT's 

missing case inflections (17) occur in the utterances produced at ages 2; 10 to 2; 11; 

thereafter, we find only two lapses in the BT corpus, i.e., at ages 3:0 to 3:1. As to the 

nature of the omissions and errors, we find that BT is either reluctant to append Accusative 

/-ta/ and Locative /-pi/ to constituents ending in Delimitative /-11a/ or Diminutive /-cha/, or 

she makes use of these suffixes as substitutes for the case inflections. Five errors may be 

accounted for in this way, and sample utterances demonstrating this phenomenon are 

provided in #27, #28, and #29. 

27. Wawa - cha - comi - ri - nqa. 'He'll eat the baby.' 
B.\BY Dim (Acc) E.\T Inch 3 fut 

28. Calli - lla - ka-sha-n. 'He's just in the street.' 
STREET Delim (Loc) BE Prog 3 
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29. IL: Ima - ta ioinan qo - ri - mu - sunki? "What'll he give you now?' 
WHAT Acc NOW GIVE Inch Dir 3->2 

BT: Chicle- l la  -n - - mi. 'His gum.' 
GL^ Delim 3 poss (Acc) .\ff 

IL: Chicii- ta .  'Gum.' 
GL^I Acc 

Table 7.6: Sinnmary of case inflections in BT and FE utterances 

AGE GROLP => B T 2; 10 - - 3; 1 F E 3; 2 - - 3; 5 

INTLECnON => Ac L D B I Ab lla Ac L D B I Ab 

Correct Suffix: 

DIRECT OBJECT 67 - - - - - 105 

DIRECnON/VL 14 9 _ — 13 5 _ _ _ 

.ADJLINCT - Manner 9 6 

LOC.'\TIVE 42 34 _ •  

INDIR OBJ - Goal _ _ 5 _ 6 _ _•  

BENEFACnVE _ _ 3 14 _ _ 

IXSTRL-\IENT _ _ _ _ 4 13 _ 

SOLTiCE _ _ _ 1 

Wrong / Missing 
Inflection: 

90 42 14 3 4 1 

M 

124 34 1 1 14 13 0 

M 

DIRECT OBJECT _ _ _ _ 1 1 10 1 _ _ _ 1 

DIRECTIONAL 2 _ 1 

LOC.ATIX't I 1 6 I 

LNDIROBJ - Goal 4? 1 1? I 

BENEFACn\'E _ _ 1 

INSTRUMENT 2 1 _ _ 1 _ _ 

SOURCE 
7 0 2 0 1 0 2 20 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 
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Before the age of 3;0, BT also appears to avoid case-marking multis\'llabic nouns 

borrowed from Spanish. The four omissions shown in #30 through #33 are reminiscent 

of JN's failure to case-mark pelota 'ball' and senorita. In these utterances, the nouns are 

platanos (from Spanish pMtanos. meaning 'bananas'), unibus (from Spanish dmnibus. 

meaning 'bus'), caritira (from Spanish canretera. meaning 'highway'), and kuliba (from 

Spanish culebra. meaning 'snake'). 

30. Chay wayk'u-yku-sha-n-ma_ platanos- . •'iTiat one would cook bananas' 
TR\T COOK .\ug Prog 3 Cond B.\N.\N.\S (Acc) 

3 1. Unibus - puri - sha - n chay - cha That one is going (on) the bus.' 
BUS (Loc) GO Prog 3 THAT Dim 

32. Cantira - carru riku - ri - - n - na. The car already appears on the road.' 
RO.^ (Loc) C.AR SEE Inch (Refl) 3 'ALREADY' 

33. AlcjO kuliba - ri-sqa. The dog went to the snake.' 
DOG SN.\KE (Acc) GO Res 

In fact, in the adult corpus, we also find a pair of utterances produced by different 

individuals in which the Spanish loanword bears no case inflection. These utterances are 

provided in #34 and #35. Note that #35 exhibits verb duplication in sentence-initial and 

sentence-final position. 

34. Grabadora - - taq p'aki - rqu - waq - taq chayri. 
RECORDER (Acc) Cont BREAK Exh 2 Cond Cent THEN 

'And then you would break the tape recorder.' 

35. Apa - ri - sunchis arroz - , azucar - , papa - , chunu -
TAKE Inch 1 pi fut RICE (Acc) SUGAR (Acc) POTATO (.A.cc) CHL^T: (Acc) 

apa - ri - ku - sun. 
TAKE Inch Refl 1 pi fut 

'We'll take rice, sugar, potatoes, chuno, we'll take (for) ourselves.' 

Finally, like JN, BT sometimes fails to case-mark demonstratives, which would account 

for 4 of the missing Locative inflections. 
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In concluding this discussion of BT's and FE's case-marking in Accusative, 

Dative, and Locative, we turn briefly to the Accusative inflections marked with a question 

mark on Table 7.6. One might expect the goal arguments of verbs of communication to 

bear the Dative inflection, and yet both children produce utterances with these constituents 

marked in Accusative. BT marks the goal arguments of both ni- 'say' and tapu- 'ask' in 

this way, and FE produces a single utterance with an Accusative-marked goal for 

ni-.^o In fact, in the corpus of adult utterances, we find an instance of an explicit goal 

argument for ni- which is marked in Accusative. This utterance, produced by FE's 

mother, is provided in #36. The reader will further note the absence of the Accusative 

suffix on the demonstrative complement of repala- 'make a gift of in verb-adjacent 

position. 

36. "Chay - regala - pu - y" ni - nki, a, senorita - yki - ta. 
THAT (.Acc) GIVE Regres Imper SAY 2 subj SENORJT.A 2 poss Acc 

"'Make a gift of that," you'll say to your senorita.' 

Since adult Quechua speakers occasionally produce constituents which are uninflected for 

case (that is, demonstratives and Spanish loanwords), and since Chalhuancan adults 

sometimes mark in Accusative Case constituents which might bear other case suffixes in 

another varietv' of Quechua^ one must clearly proceed with caution in identifying 

omissions and case-marking lapses in the corpus of child utterances. 

JX also produces an Accusative-markcd goal complement for ai-- This uttcrancc appears on Table 7.5 in 
the last column of e.\amples. These utterances are interesting, considering Lefebvre & Muysken's 
characterization of ai- as a verb which does not "assign" Accusative Case. 

31A case in point is the case-marking of the complement of the verb manchakii- 'fear*. Quechua grammars 
and dictionaries generally stipulate that the source of the fear should bear the .'\blative suffix, / -manta/ In 
Chaihuanca, however, both ^hilts and children consistently marie this constiment in .Accusative. One may 
further speculate that the failure to case-mark verb-adjacent demonstratives may relate to the fimction of the 
case inflection as a marker of specificity or deflniteness. Since demonstrative elements are already specific, 
omission of the the case inflection may be licensed for these constituents. 



Table 7.7: Suniinary of object-nuirking morphology in lolal c<)n>U!i of uilcraiiccs 

CHILD ===> JN BT FE 
AGE =====> 2;S -- 2;6 2;7 -- 2;8 2,9 - 2; 10 2; 10 3;l 3;2 .. 3;5 

3>112>113>2 3>1 2>1 3>2 V
 

V
 1 3>2 3>l 2>1 3>2 3p>l 3>I 2>1 13>2 1>2 3p>l|2p>l l>2p 

Accus. OBJ 

l+M). I+P) - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 1 - -

l+MI. l -P] - - - 2 -  - 2 1 - - - 1 1 - 1 - -

(-MI. |+P| *2 - - - - - - - - *1 - - - - - -

I--MI.I-PI *3 

Dative OBJ 
l+MI. l+P| _ _ _ 2 -  1 2 - 2 2 2 

l+M]. l- P) - - - 4 - - 6 1 2 7 1 - 3 4 4 1 1 1 

l- Ml. (+P1 _ - - •1 -  - - - - - - - - - - -

l-Ml. l-P) _ _ _ *1 *1 

Benef. OBJ _ _ _ - 3 - 2 1 3 -  -

OBJ of 
Impers. V 

1 1 — — 2 -  -  -  _ 

OBJ of Caus 
or Assist V 

l+Ml. I--P1 

l- Ml. (+P1 
_ _ _ 

2 I -

_ 

1 

•1 

- 2 - 1 - -

TOTAL; 5 1 1 4  1 15 4 2 1 1 1 7 1 3 1 ' 9 5 2 5 1 1 1 
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Table 7.7 presents a summary of the object-marking morphology for all three 

children. Inspection of the table reveals that both BT and FE are quite secure in their 

production of object markers, with FE displaying a larger repertoire of these suffi.xes. The 

reader will note that BT includes optional pronoun complements in 7 out of 17 utterances 

(41%) with appropriate object-maridng morphology. There are also 2 BT utterances 

containing explicit pronoun arguments without the corresponding object markers on the 

verb. In one of these (#37), produced at age 2; 10, BT fails to produce the required [3=>2 

/-sunki/], resorting, instead, to the infinitive form of napa- 'greet'; while, in the second 

(#38), produced at age 3;1, BT may have omitted the object marker because there is a 

compound direct object^-

37. Mana qan - ta *napa - y. 'She didn't greet you.' 
N'eg YOU Acc GREET Inlin 

38. Qan - ta mama - y - ta graba - chi - - n. He tapes you and my mommy' 
YOU .^cc MO.VI 1 poss .^cc TAPE Caus (obj) 3 

Table 7.8 reveals that FE has acquired impressive competence in the production of 

object-marking morphology. Moreover, in a total of 25 utterances exhibiting object 

markers, only 2 have accompanying explicit pronoun objects. (See Table 7.7.) These 

pronouns, both Accusative-marked patients, are indicated on Table 7.8 by means of a plus 

sign (+). Of these 25 utterances, 6 (24%) bear the first-to-second (future) suffix, /-sayki/, 

which never surfaces in the utterances produced by JN or BT. The reader will note that 

there are two utterances on the table displaying plural subjects in combination with first-

person singular goal arguments. By contrast, BT's subjects in object-marking 

BT might have intended to say Can-tag mamn-v-ta graba-cfai-nki '.\nd you will tape my mom' or Onn-tng 
mama-v-tao p-aba-chi-ku-nku '^'ou and my mom have yourselves taped'. Nevertheless, the conte.\t suggests 
that she is talking about having to tape everyone hersdf: her father (to whom she is speaking), her mother, 
and her sister. In fact, since she is talking about herself as the "taper", she probably meant to say graha-chi-
m 'I tape'. 
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Table 7.8: Obiect-marking morphology in FE utterances 
.ARGUMENT VERB ROOT SL^J. OBJ. S.WIPLE LTTER.JLNCE 

Goal qo- give 3 sg. 1 sg. Platanus-ta qo-mu-wa-rqa-n. 
'She gave me bananas.' 

[3;41 

3 sg. I pi. Caiamelo-ta qo-mu-wa-sun. 
'Shell give us candy.' 

13;4J 

3 pi. 1 sg. Manzana-ta caramdo-ta qo-yku-wa- nk u. 
They gave me apples and candies.' 

13;3] 

2 sg. 1 sg. Qowa-nki uyari-na-y-paq ni-sha-nki-n. 
•^'ou say you gave it to mc so I can listen.' 

[3;4] 

2 pi. 1 sg. Jarru-ta qo-ri-ri-wa-y-chis jarru-ta. 
'Give me the mug, the mug.' 

[3;2] 

servi- serve I sg. 2 sg. Kay-pi qo-sayki kay-ta. 
'Ill give you this here.' 

[3;4I 

1 sg. 2 pi. Chay qhelli piatupichu servi-sayki-s? 
'Shall I serve you on that dirty plate'.'* 

[3;4] 

Object of 
Impersonal V 

qasa- freeze I sg. Qasa-wa-n-mi. 
I'm freezing.' 

[3;2| 

Patient q'epi- carr}' 3 sg. I sg. Tatishu-v mana q'epi-mu-wa-n-chu ,. 
"My grandpa doesn't carry me.' 

[3;31 

graba- tape I sg. 2 sg. + Qan-ta graba-ru-saykL 
'111 tape you.' 

[3;5] 

kani- bite 3 sg. 2 sg. Senonta kam-sunki-man. 
'The senonta would bite you.' 

[3;4| 

tanqa- push 2 sg. 1 sg. + Tanqa-ka-mu-wa-nki-taq noqa-ta 
TouH (come over and) push me.' 

[3;2I 

Benefidarj-
with -pu-

chura put 3 sg. 1 sg. Nlana-chu kay chura-pu-iqu-wa-rqa-n? 
Didn't this (one) put it on for me?* 

[3;31 

Object of 
Causative 

puklla- play 3 sg. 1 sg. = 
lower 

subjcct 

Chay senorita-y puklla-CHI-wa-rqa-n. 
That senorita of mine made me play.' 

[3;41 

Object of 
.Assistive 

hap'i- hold 3 sg. 2 sg. = 
lower 

subject 

Mira, hap'i-sha-YSI-sunki. 
Tx»k, he's helping you hold it.' 

[3;5] 

constructions are all singular. The FE e.xamples also include an e.xample of a singular 

subject with a first-person plural goal marker, i.e., [3=>1 plural inclusive future /-wa-
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sun/]. It should be mentioned, in concluding this description of the object-marking 

morphology, that the adult corpus is rich in object-markers, including one instance of the 

[3=>l plural marker], produced by FE's mother in the following utterance: 

39. [Manan hayk'aqpis] qo -ri -wa-sun - na - chu. 
NEVER GIVE Inch 3->l incl Disc .\'eg 

'He'll never give (it) to us now.' 

To sum up this section on the representation of internal arguments, we 

observe JN initially producing constituents case-marked in Locative and Accusative, with 

some omissions. At the initial age range, with the productive case system consisting of 

only two suffixes, JN's utterances suggest some confusion in the use of these inllcctions, 

with the Locative occasionally occurring on directional expressions and the Accusative 

appearing on static locatives. She also makes use of the Accusative as a "default" case for 

complements which require case inflections not yet acquired productively. At this same age 

range, JN has not yet acquired productive use of the object-marking morphology, although 

she appears to understand object-marked verb forms. Instead of marking the person-of-

object on the verb, JN sometimes includes an explicit first-person pronoun object, 

generally case-marked in Accusative. This parallels her initial production of explicit 

pronoun subjects, before the person-of-subject morphology is well in hand. While JN's 

competence in the productive use of the primary case inflections-Accusative, Dative, and 

Locative—is quite evident at ages 2;7 to 2;8, she produces errors in the object-marking 

morphology until ages 1,9 to 2; 10, when first-person and [3=>2] objects are consistently 

represented in the verb morphology. 

The corpus produced by BT exhibits occasional lapses in case-marking, as well as a 

pair of utterances with explicit pronoun objects in place of the corresponding object-

markers on the verb. In fact, BT quite frequently provides explicit pronoun objects in 
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addition to the object-marking morphology on the verb. By contrast, FE, at ages 3;2 to 

3;5, demonstrates adult-like competence in both the case-marking of internal arguments and 

locative complements, as well as the morphological representation of arguments by means 

of the object-marking suffixes. We observe, moreover, that rarely includes an optional 

e.xplicit pronoun object. 

7.3. Reduplication, ellipsis, and evidential focus 

7.3.1. Repeated elements The reader will recall from Section 

5.1.3. that adult Quechua speakers sometimes end their utterances with a repeated 

constituent, possibly appended for emphatic effect. Indeed, Harold (1995) has noted that 

speakers crosslinguistically may add a constituent as they reevaluate its predictability within 

the discourse context. In addition to such "emphatic repetitions", adult speakers of 

Quechua typically repeat noun and verb stems, often bearing different sets of suffixes. In 

his discussion of noun stem reduplication in Cuzco Quechua, Cusihuam^ (1976) 

maintains that such nominal constituents refer to a set or group of entities. He provides the 

following examples (140) containing the noun, wasi 'house'. 

47.(a) wasi wasi (b) . . .wasi wasi - 11a - na - n kapun. 

'group of houses' '(It) is full of houses.' 

In like manner, Calvo Pdrez (1993, 114) illustrates the emphasis achieved through verb-

root reduphcation in the following example with reduplication of qhawa- 'look'. 

48. Qhawa qhawa - ri - 11a - nki uywa - ta - qa. "You're to look after the cattle!' 
LCXDK LOOK Inch Delim 2 CATTLE Acc Top 

Finally, Calvo P^rez presents the following excellent example (148) from Cuzco Quechua, 

which aptly illustrates the tendency of the adult speaker to juxtapose several clauses, each 

containing a distinct version of the same verb root, in this case, llank'a- 'work'. 
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49. Nuqaqa llank'a-rqani, sipas na karqani llank'a-Fqani; llank'a-sharqani, 

1 worked, I was already a young wcxnan and I worked; I was working, 

na taytayqa wanupurqanfia llank'a-sharqanina . . . 

my father bad already died and I had already been working .. 

To sum up this brief discussion, it appears that adults produce two basic tN^pes of 

reduplication; (1) constituents repeated in utterance-final position as emphatic end 

duplications^^ and (2) repeated noun and verb stems for both emphasis and for connecting 

juxtaposed elements in discourse. 

JN Table 7.9 presents a summary' of the total 52 utterances produced by JN in 

which constituents or lexical roots are duplicated. At the initial age range, 2',5 to 2;6 years, 

the duplications are confined to the first type, i.e., final, emphatic repetitions. Although JN 

produces utterance-final repetitions for different kinds of constituents, the most prevalent of 

these are subject MPs and verbs, which together account for 10 of the 16 utterances (63%). 

The reader will further note that all the utterance-final constituents are exact duplications of 

elements produced sentence-initially. In the second and third age ranges, we find JN 

producing utterances with repeated verb roots bearing varied suffixes, as well duplicated 

[SUBJECT + VERB] constituents. There are no instances of duplicated noun roots; 

however, it is interesting that JN included an utterance-final synonym of the subject NP 

In addition to the adult utterances provided in Table 7.10, earlier fieldwork in y\requipa, Peru (Courtney, 
1993) yielded the following examples produced by bilingual Quechua-Spanish speakers. Xote that the final 
cmphalic duplication phenomenon carries over to both intrasentential code-switching and monolingual 
Spanish utterances. 

(i) Tarpunku papa, cebada, hawas, q'alanpacha tarpunku. 
•They grow potatoes, barley, faba beans—everything they grow.' 

(ii) Hav bastantes fiestas 
There are many holidays, there are.' 

(iii) Mi mam^ ga Quechua legftima gg. 
My mom was a legitimate Quechua, she was.' 



Table 7.9: Siuiima  ̂of duplicated elements in JN utlcnuiccs 
AG1-; 2;S • 2;6 2;7 - 2;8 2;9 • 2; 10 
Repeated 1 Element H riXAMPLF. II nX AMPLE H liXAMPir, 
CONlPLEMIiNT: 
Object 2 Sarata miunay apakushan sarata. 

'My mother takes Tllli CORN.' 
1 Tatayman tokachisaqtatayman. 

Til make DAD play.' 
5 Noqapa_ qowan noqapa_. 

'He gives it TO Mli,' 

l^rectionai 2 Wawata purishani noqa wawata. 
'I iun walldni! to Till": BABY.' 

- 3 Chay kayta hamushan kayta. 
That is coming 1 IHRli.' 

Adjunct 1 Rikuta wakukusa noqa rikuta. 
'I cook YUMMY.' 

- --

Predicate of 
Copula 

1 Noqa chiiy wawacha noqa . 
That baby is MlNli.' 

1 Chaqaypi ayiichakuiiaqa kashan 
chaqaypi. 
'"ITie meats are OVliR 11 IHWi.' 

2 Sapallan kashancaballusapallan 
The horse is Al-ONEi.' 

SLIBJECr: 5 Noqa ma_chakusa_ noqa. 
'I iun afraid.' 

3 Lokacha caliepi lokacha. 
Tin; CRAZY ONli is in the street -

5 Imanoqa lapiceruwan pintakusaq 
noqa? 
'What will I paint with the pencil?' 

Noun root or 
synonym 

Papa-ykupis, papa-ypis kashaiiraq. 
'And our DAD, my DAD, is already 
(here).' 

Awilita nuuu rantipuwanchu 
mamachi. 
'ORANDMA doesn't buy (it) for me' 

VHRB; 
Identical fonn 5 Pasan ciillipi pasan. 

'He GOliS in the street.' 
[ Pukllasa noqapukllasa . 

'I'll PLAY.' 
4 Qhawachisun chaytaqa Auroraman 

qhawachisun. 
'IJiPS snow that to Aurora.' 

Same root/stem 4 Pikaru-saqnii, pikaru-ni. 
'I'll CHOP inM CHOP I IP.' 

1 Qechu-sunki, qechu-n. 
'He TOOK it from you, he TOOK 
it.' 

Atiku-shamni, atiku-nmi, 
atiku-n. 
'It CAN BH lX)Nli.' 

Qechu-sunki, qechu-n. 
'He TOOK it from you, he TOOK 
it.' 

(SUBJ. + VF;RB|. 1 Ch'aqlakun Chikilina, 
Chikitina ch'aqlakun. 
(^hikitina is clapping. 

2 Qolqeta qowan manaqolqeta 
qowan. 
He doesn't Cil V1-; MK MONliY. 

NTi(}AnVI-: - 2 Mana atini mana. 1 can NOT. -

rOTAl, 16 13 22 



Table 7.10: Suniman' of duplicated elements in iittcranccs by B T, Mi, and adults 
AGli BT 2;I0 • 3:1 FE 3j2 - 3;5 ADULTS 
Repealed Memcm It rXAMPIJi it EL\ AMPLE tt IXAMPIJi 
COMPI^nMr-NT; 
Object 2 Pakochatan ruwasuq pakochata. 

'I'll attend to the AIPAC:AS.' 
8 Nata niwashan nata. 

'He's doing SOMl^n UNO.' 

I^n aqhata hich'iu'qan aqhata 
pampaiiian? 
•Who spilled CHICI lA on the floor?' 

2 Uiiata lliqchichiiqunqa uAata. 
'It's hailing (on) 110: EAMH.' 

Directional 1 Chayta purishan, chayta. 
•He's walking THERE.' 

2 Sefioritaqta purisun sefioritaqta 
'IvCt's go to the SENORI TA'S.' 

-

Adjunct 1 Mamantin, mamantin piuishiin. 
•He's walking Wrni HIS 
MO'IHER.' 

2 Kaypi wayk'usaq noqa kaypi. 
'I'll cook inMi.' 

2 Fotuta qanwan rccucnhi|aq 
qanwan fotochikusun ninki. 
'You'll say "Ixt's take a souvenir 
picture Wi n I YOU.'" 

Of Copula la- 1 Noqaq chayqa chapaqa, noqaq. 
""ITiat wash basin is VflNIi,' 

1 Kaypi kashan kaypi. 
'It's HERE.' 

-

Noun root - 2 Au'tu iiut'u-Ilata munani. 
'1 want the GROUND UP sril-I'.' 

-

SlIBJl-Cl': 1 Chaylla sayashanchaylla. 
'JIJST niA T ONE is standing.' 

4 Qanqa wayk'unki qanqa. 
'YOU will cook.' 

2 Chay huq gringachu chay huq? 
'Is Tl lAT ONE luiother gringa? 

VliRB: 
Identical fonn 6 Tokachipuway chayta 

tokachipuway. 
'Pi .AY that FOR ME,' 

8 Grabakuyta muniuii kayta 
grabakuyta nin. 
'He said, "I want to TAPE that.'" 

6 Niyd seftoritay noqanian qowan niy 
'SAY, The seflorita gave (it) to me.' 

Saine root/stem 1 Ka-shanmi chaypi, ka-spi chaypi, 
ka-shanmi chaypi. 
'It is in that place.' 

1 Hap'i-n hap'i-shan makinata. 
'He IS HOIJDING the machine.' 

6 Hinalla parlari-kushay, parlari-y 
chayllapi. 
•"ITien TA1.K. TALK just over there.' 

[siiBJ, + vi:rhi, 
IVKRB + (X)MPl; 
AU.niJiMlENrslN 
NliWOlilDlK 

1 
Ahina kasqa pakochaqa ahina 
kasqa. 
•'ITie alpaca WAS 11 lAT WAV.' 

I Oso purishan cara'teranta,oso 
purishan. 
•THE BliAR IS WALKlNCi along 
the highway.' 

2 

Parata manachu 
manchakunki? 
Manchakunkichu parata 
manachu? 
'Aren"t you afraid of Ihe rain? 

NFriA'nVF.: 2 Manaraq tukurqunichu manaraq. 
'I have NOT ^'ET finished.' 

- -

TOTAl. 16 29 20 
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presented in sentence-initial position. This utterance, produced at ages 2;9 to 2; 10 years, 

is repeated below. 

50. Awilita mana ranti - pu - wa - n - chu mamachi. 'Grandma doesn't buy it for me' 
GR.\ND.VU Seg BUY Regres 1 obj 3 N'eg GRAND\LA 

BT and FE Table 7.10 presents a summary of duplicated elements in the 

utterances produced by BT and FE, as well as the adults. (Please see Footnote 33 for 

further adult examples.) For BT, we find the full range of repetition t>pes, except noun 

root reduplication. The most common t>'pe of repetitions produced by BT are identical verb 

forms in emphatic repetitions. By contrast, FE has produced a relatively much larger 

number of repetitions than BT, including all types except duplicated negative forms. FE's 

most common repeated elements are objects and verbs, with these accounting for 16 of the 

29 utterances. A particularly interesting example is the following, reproduced from Table 

7.10, in which the utterance exhibits a duplicated infinitive within the complement clause of 

the verb m- 'say'. This example provides evidence that such duplications are in fact part of 

the same utterance. 

51. [Graba'ku - y - ta kay - ta muna - ni graba- ku -y - ta] ni - n. 
T.APE Red Infin .Acc THIS .Acc WANT 1 subj T.APE Refl Infin Acc SAV 3 

'He's said, "To tape, this I want, to tape.'" 

Finally, we find that the duplications found in the adult corpus include a high incidence 

(60%) of repeated verb forms and verb roots, as well as 2 pairs of utterances in which all 

the constituents in the first utterance of each pair appear differently ordered in the second. 

The example below is taken from Table 7.10, and it may be glossed, 'Aren't you afraid of 

the rain?' or 'You're afraid of the rain, aren't you?'. 

52. Para - ta manachu mancha - ku - nJd? Mancha - ku - nki - chu para - ta manachu? 
RAIN Acc Neg Interr FEAR Refl 2 subj FEAR Refl 2 subj Interr RAIN Acc .Veg Interr 
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7.3.2. Verb ellipsis The reader will recall, from Section 5.1.3, that adult 

speakers frequently omit the third-person singular, "tenseless" copula, ka-n. which 

commonly occurs in utterances e.Kpressing equivalence or possession. According to most 

grammars, copula ellipsis is licensed by the occurrence of an evidential suffix, frequently 

Affirmative /-mi/ or l-nl, on one of the remaining matrix clause constituents. (Evidential 

suffixes are confined to elements in matrix finite clauses.) We find in the Chalhuanca data 

that adult speakers more commonly topicalize one or more of the constituents whenever the 

utterance is neither negative nor interrogative. That is to say, the function of the evidential 

suffix in licensing copula ellipsis has been extended to the topic marker /-qa/ in this variety 

of Quechua. The following examples from the adult corpus serve to illustrate this 

phenomenon. 

53. Chay-qa chita-qa.  That's a sheep.' 
THAT Top SHEEP Top 

54. Tia - 11a- 11a - yki chay-pi-qa.  'Just your aunt is there.' 
.AL'NT Delim IDelim 2 poss THAT Loc Top 

55. Kusa-puni pay-qa.  'He's really happv.' 
HAPPY Emph HE Top 

56. Piarla - na - yki - paq chay - qa. That's for you to talk.' 
TALK Pot 2 poss Ben TRAT Top 

While adults frequently omit the third-person singular copula, as well as both external and 

internal argument NPs, they do not normally omit other verbs. In what follows, two tvpes 

of verb ellipsis will be discussed: (1) dropping of the copula, which occurs frequently in 

adult speech, and (2) the omission of other verbs in the children's utterances. 

JN At the initial age range, 2;5 to 2;6 years, JN produces 9 utterances 

with copula ellipsis, none of which exhibits either a topic marker or an evidential suffix. 

Indeed, the only occurrence of any independent suffix appears in the utterance, Wawa kan-

mi The baby is mine', with the Affirmative evidential appended to the third-person copula. 
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In this instance, the [copula + evidential! is no doubt a frozen form at this stage. Below are 

5 of the 9 copula-less utterances produced by JN during the initial age range. 

57. Wasi - pi usitu. The bear is in the house.' 
HOUSE Loc BEAR 

58. Chay uvija. That's a sheep.' 
TRAT SHEEP 

59. Usu pay. 'He's a bear.' 
BEAR HE 

60. Vaca Yoni - . The cow is Yoni's.' 
COW YOM (Gen) 

61. Wawa - cha noqa - . The little baby is mine.' 
B.\BY Dim I (Gen) 

Utterances #57 through #59 are intended to express equivalence, while #60 and #61 are 

meant to indicate possession. At this point, JN has apparently not yet acquired productive 

use of the Genitive or Benefactive suffixes, either of which is required in these utterances. 

(Table 7.4 reveals that, even at ages 2;9 to 2; 10, JN is not completely secure in her 

production of Benefactive /-paq/.) Hence, possible adult versions of #60 might be Vaca-

qa Yoni-paq or Vaca Yoni-q-mi. with both the required possessive suffix and appropriate 

"licensing" morphology, i.e., an evidential or the topic marker. 

At the second age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years, JN produces 6 utterances with copula 

ellipsis. Of these 6 utterances, 2 exhibit the topic marker and 1 contains Additive /-pis/ 

appended to one of the constituents. The remaining 3 utterances lack licensing morphology 

altogether, although, as we shall see in Section 7.3.3, the evidential system is clearly 

emerging at this point in JN's development Three of these utterances are presented below. 

The reader will note in #63 and #64 the emergence of the Genitive morpheme, /-q/ on the 

first-person pronoun, noqa. even though #63 lacks the licensing morphology evident in 

#64 (i.e., the topic marker). 
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62. Chay - pi - pis q'oncha. 
m-M Loc Add HR\RTH 

'And the hearth is there.' 

63. Ncx}a-q careta-y. 
I Gen .VLASK 1 poss 

'It is my mask.' 

64. Noqa - q chay - qa. That is mine. 
[ Gen TR\T Top 

Finally, at ages 2;9 to 2; 10 years, we find JN producing adult-like utterances with 

copula ellipsis, with only I out of 8 lacking the appropriate licensing morphology. The 

remaining 7 exhibit a variety of indepjendent suffixes, including 3 with the topic marker, I 

with Contrastive /-taq/, 1 with Additive /-pis/, I with Continuative /-raq/ 'still', and 1 with 

the Negative frame /mana.. .-chu/. Three of these utterances appear in #65 through #67. 

It is particulariy noteworthy that JN now has the possessive morphology well in hand, 

including the Genitive and person-of-possessor sufftxes, as well as the morpheme denoting 

inalienable possession; Possessive l-yoqi. 

65. Noqa - q - qa libru - y. The book is mine.' 
I Gen Top B(X)K 1 poss 

66. Chay - pis chaki - yoq. 'And that (one) has feet.' 
TH.\TAdd FOOT Poss 

67. Mana mama - n - chu. 'It isn't his mother. (His mother isn't here.)' 
Neg MOTHER 3 poss N'eg 

This brings us to an intriguing feature of JN's earliest utterances. In contrast to 

Quechua-speaking adults, JN sometimes produces verbless utterances for non-copular 

verbs. In these utterances, the only constituents are explicit arguments. Examples 

illustrating this phenomenon are presented in #68 through #71, all produced by JN at age 

2;6 years. Note that in all these utterances, JN provides verbless responses with only 

subjects and case-marked complements. Furtlier note that two of these verbless utterances, 

#70 and #71, are responses to questions about what someone is doing. 
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68. INTEiy^OCUTOR: Wayk'u - nki - chu? 
COOK 2 subj Interr 

'Will you cook?' 

JN: Noqa kaJdo - ta. 
I SOLT .\cc 

'I-SUBJ soup-OBJ.' 

69. INTERLOCUTOR: Puri - mu - nki? 
W.-VLK Dir 2 subj 

'Will you walk here?' 

JN: Noqa wasi - la. 
I HOUSE .\cc 

'I-SUBJ. to the house.' 

70. INTERLOCUTOR: Ima - ta - taq senorita - wan 
WHAT Acc Cont SENORIT.A Insu: 

ruwa - ra - nki? 
DO Past 2 subj 

'And what did you do with the senorita?' 

JN: Noqa ankay - ta. 
I TRAT Acc 

'I-SUBJ that-OBJ.' 

71. INTERLOCUTOR: Ima - ta ruwa - sha - n osito? 'What's the bear doing?' 
WTLATAcc DO Prog 3 BE.\R 

JN: Osito wasi - pi. The bear-SUBJ in house' 
BE\R HOLSE Loc 

The utterance in #71 might be an appropriate response, with copula ellipsis, if it bore a 

topic marker or an evidential suffix, as in Osito-n wasi-pi The bear-EVID [is] in the 

house'. Example #72 below is included to show that JN comprehends questions about 

what people are doing, for her response in this instance is an appropriate verb form. 

72. INTERLOCUTOR: Ima - ta ruwa - sha - n? 'What is he doing?' 
WRAT Acc DO Prog 3 

'What is he doing?' 

JN: Qhawa - ku - sha - n. 'He's looking.' 
LOOK .Aug Prog 3 

In concluding this section, it should be mentioned that verbless utterances are entirely 

absent in the later JN corpus, that is, by ages 2;9 to 2;10 years. 

BT and FE In both BT's and FE's utterances with copula ellipsis, we find the 

topic marker appearing either alone or in combination with evidential suffixes. Four of 
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these utterances are provided below, 2 from the BT corpus (#73 and #74) and 2 from the 

FE data (#75 and #76). Like JN in the final age range, both of these children demonstrate 

adult-like competence in the production of possessive morphology'. 

73. Mana Denis - chu chay - qa. That isn't Denis.' 
\eg DENIS Meg THAT Top 

74. Noqa - q cuchara - y - mi chay - qa That's (certainly) my spoon' 
I Gen SPOON 1 poss .-VfT THAT Top 

75. Mana-n thanta - chu noqa-q carru - y - qa. 'My car isn't worn out.' 
Neg .\fT WORN OLT Neg I Gen C.\R 1 poss Top 

76. Chay - taq sombreru - yoq runa - lla. 'And that's just a man with a hat' 
THAT Coat R\T Poss M.\N Delim 

Although BT is older than JN, she also produces frequent verbless utterances. As 

in JN's utterances at ages 2;5 to 2;6 years, verb ellipsis is especially prominent in BT's 

responses to questions such as Imata ruwashan? 'What is he doing?'. Particularly 

interesting sample responses to this question, all produced at age 2;10, are provided in #77 

through #81. These five responses are intriguing, for together they suggest a plausible 

reason for the verb ellipsis in both the BT corpus and the JN data. 

77. Leyi - yku - sha - n chay - ta. 'He's reading that.' 
RE.^ .^ug Fhx)g 3 TH.\T Acc 

78. Naqch'a - n - ta. 'His comb.' 
CO\IB 3 poss Acc 

79. Kuchillu - ta ruwa - yku - sha - n. 'He's doing the knife'. 
KNIFE .\cc IX) .\ug Prog 3 

80. Punu - yku - chi - y. Kay na - sqa. 'Put to sleep. This did (that).' 
SLEEP .\ug Caus Infin THIS DO Res 

81. Maki - yku - n. 'He "hands".' 
HA.NT) Aug 3 

First, it is clear in #77 that BT understands the question. The remaining responses reveal 

BT's difficulty in coming up with the appropriate verb root or complex s erb form in her 
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responses. In #78, a far better response would be the reflexive verb, naqch'a-ku-sha-n. 

'He is combing himself.'. In #79, BT means to say "He is doing something with the 

knife', which is more adequately expressed by means of the empty filler verb na- 'do' and 

the Instrumental case inflection on kuchillu Icnife'. Hence, an adult or older child might 

say Kuchillu-wan na-sha-n . In #80, BT intends to say This (one) put (him) to sleep.' 

Instead of producing the causativized verb form inflected for past tense and third-person 

subject, i.e., Punu-chi-rqa-n. BT breaks down her response into two parts: the causativized 

infinitive and the empty filler verb, na-sqa. Bnally, in #81, BT creates her own novel verb 

root, maid- "hand', in an attempt to explain that someone is doing something with or to his 

hands.34 It seems ver>' probable, then, that both BT's and JN's verbless responses to 

questions about specific observed actions reflect lack of knowledge of the relevant verb 

root, retrieval difficulty, or processing limitations on the production of complex verb 

forms. Further BT utterances are presented in #82 and #83. 

|82. 

: 1 

IL: Ima - ta ruwa - sha - nki? 
WHAT Acc IX) Prog 2 subj 

'What are you doing?' j 

BT; [2; 10] Noqa - q simi - y - ta 
I Gen MOLTH 1 poss .A.cc 

'My mouth-ACC.' 

83. IL: Ima - ta ruwa - rqa - nki? 'What did you do?' 
\VTL\T .A.CC IX) Past 2 subj 

BT; [2;I1] Chay - pi chay - ta. That-ACC there.' 
TR\f Loc T?LA.T .Acc 

In concluding this section, it should be noted that FE never produces this tvpe of 

verbless utterance in response to questions about what someone is doing. She usually 

provides a verb describing the observed action, or she relies on the empty filler root na-

^'^The occuiTetice of novel verb roots created from nouns, often borrowed from Spanish, is quite frequent in 
the speech older children. Transcriptions of their speech have yielded such roots as balde- "bucket', 
komita- Tdte', and kombi- 'van'. 



to form both nouns (approximately, 'whachamacallit') and verbs, e.g., (ima)-na-. as in 

#84. Each of these utterances might be glossed. He's doing something/whachamacallit'. 

84. a. Na - ta ruwa - sha - n na - ta. b. Imana - sha - n - qa kanpis. 
SC ÎETHIXG Acc DO Prog 3 SOVfTHING Acc DO F¥og 3 Top .'U.SO 

7.3.3. The evidential system The reader will recall that Quechua e.xhibits 

an array of independent enclitics which serve to highlight or focus the matrix constituents to 

which they are appended. (See Section 5.1.6.) For example, if present, the Affirmative 

suffix, /-mi/ or /-n/, normally appears attached to the first constituent in the sentence, or 

perhaps following the topic. However, should it occur on any other, non-initial matrix 

constituent, a focus interpretation is triggered. In like marmer, while Interrogative /-chu/ 

generally appears on the verb, any other matrix constituent may be focused through 

attachment of this evidential. In addition to their function as local focus-markers, these 

evidentials have scope over the entire clause in which they appearand not merely over the 

words to which they are appended. Hence, a sentence containing the Affirmative suffix 

might be construed as an Assertion, while another exhibiting the Interrogative suffix is 

interpreted as a (direct) Question. The negative morphology available to the Quechua 

speaker, i.e., /mana .. .-chu/ and /ama.. .-chu/, functions in much the same way as the 

Affirmative and Interrogative evidentials. That is, the focused constituent is that which is 

framed by the discontinuous negative morphology. In what follows, discussion will be 

confined to the acquisition of these three evidential morphemes; that is. Affirmative /-mi/ or 

/-n/. Interrogative /-chu/, and Negative /mana (ama).. .-chu/. 

Before turning to a description of the child data, it must be mentioned that the adult 

corpus yields very few instances of the Affirmative evidential, and these all appear as a 

particle on the word in utterance-initial position. In fact, FE's frequent Affirmative suffixes 

occur in more varied contexts than those observed in the adult utterances. As will be seen 
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in the following discussion, FE uses this suffix to respond affirmatively to direct 

questions, as well as to focus non-initial elements. This puzzling state of affairs might be 

attributed to an artifact of the conversational context itself: in much of the adult-child 

communication, the adults ask frequent questions of the children, and the children respond. 

Moreover, the transcriptions reveal that the children's infrequent questions to the adults 

often go unanswered. 

7.3.3.1 Affirmative /-mi/ or l-nl 

JN In the discussion of copula ellipsis, it was mentioned that JN does not 

produce any independent suffixes until the second age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years. Moreover, 

in the JN corpus, no direct questions are addressed to the child until she is 2;6 years of age. 

Table 7.11 presents a summary of the types of affirmative answers provided by JN at the 

three age ranges. At age 2;6, the Affirmative evidential is apparently not yet available to JN 

for affirmative responses to direct questions. In the initial age range, all the elements 

focused in the 18 interlocutor questions are verbs. The reader will recall that adult-like 

affirmative responses to such questions would normally contain only appropriate forms of 

the questioned verbs, all bearing the Affirmative evidential suffix. A typical adult 

affirmative response is shown in #85. 

85. DIRECT QUESTION: Puklla - sha - nki - chu? 'Are you playing?' 
PL.AY Prog 2 subj Fnterr 

'Are you playing?' 

ADULT-UKE REPLY: Puklla - sha - ni - n. 'Yes, I'm playing.' 
PLAY Prog 1 subj Aff 

'Yes, I'm playing.' 

The table reveals that JN provides four types of responses to such questions. Three of her 

answers contain only subjects or complements, which is odd considering that the focused 

constituent in the direct question is the verb. Four of JN's replies are quite complete, with 

subject, verb, and complements provided, whereas 2 other answers contain only verbs 
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without evidential morphology. One of the 2 verb-only replies is the illicit form, *chavas-

kushan. in which JN has spliced together the questioned resultati\'e (past participle) verb 

form, chavasqa. with a set of inflectional suffixes, i.e., /-ku-sha-n/. Fully half of her 18 

responses are V-S structures, with the verb generally lacking the appropriate person-of-

subject morphology. One of these 9 replies is provided in #86. 

186. DIRECT QUESTION: Puklla - q - chu puri - nki? Will you go (there) to play?' 
PLAY' .Agt Interr GO 2 subj 

JN: [2;6] Puklla - noqa. T play.' 
i PLAY I 1 

The change observed in the middle age range is sUiking: the emergence of the 

Affirmativ e evidential in 14 of the 23 responses to direct questions coincides with the total 

disappearance of V-S replies. Those responses which contain only verbs are appropriate 

insofar as the focused constituents in the corresponding questions are also verbs; however, 

these 5 answers lack the Affirmative evidential. Finally, at the third age range, 2;9 to 2; 10 

years, only 4 direct questions are addressed to JN, and it is therefore impossible to discern 

any pattern in her answers. Nevertheless, we observe once again the absence of V-S 

responses. A further development at this age range is the production of Affirmative-

marked utterances which are not responses to direct questions. In these 6 utterances, the 

word in initial position invariably bears the evidential suffix, as in the following 2 

examples; thus, no constituents are focused. The reader will note, in passing, that JN 

produces a constituent with double Case-marking in Example #88. 

87. Mikhu - ni - lai pampa - Ua - pi. 
E\T 1 subj .\ff FLOOR Delim Loc 

1 eat just on the floor.' 

88. Hap'i - sha - ni - n qan - paq - ta, mana Lubisa - - ta - qa. 
HOLD Prog I subj Aff YOU Ben Acc Neg LL^ISA (Ben) .Acc Top 

'I'm holding the one for you (yours), not the one for Lubisa (Lubisa's).' 
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In #87, the reader will further note that JN has attached to the utterance-initial verb, mikhu-

ni T eat', the wrong allomorph of the Affirmative evidential. Words ending in vowels 

Tabic 7.11: Summary of afilrmative answers to direct questions in the JN corpus 

AGE R.\NGE => 2;5 - 2;6 2;7 - 2,-8 2;9 - 2; 10 

ANSWER "nPE: # EX^AxVIPLE # E>LA\IPLE EX.AMPLE 

V-S 9 
IL: Atinki, rild. 

Tou can.' 

JN: .\tin_noqa. 
'I can.' 

— — 

(S) and'or (Q 
3 

IL; Purinki-chu? 
you walk? 

JN; Noqa 
•I.' 

2 
IL; .Aqha-chu cbaypi? 
Is the chicha there? 

JN; .\nkay- aqha. 
The chicha's over 
there.' 

Verb only 2 
IL; Na-chu cfaayasqa? 
Is it already cooked? 

JN; *Chayaskusban. 

5 
IL; Purinki-chu? 

"Will you walk? 

JN; Purisaq. 
I"]! walk.' 

1 
IL; Wayk'uchisunki-

chu? 
Does she make 
you cook? 

JN; W'ayk'uchiwan. 
'She makes me 
cock.' 

(S), V. C 4 
IL; Manchakunki-

chu? 
'.Are you afraid? 

JN; Noqa machakusa 
kukulu . 

'I'm afraid of the 
kukulu.' 

2 
IL; .Vlikhunata 

way k'uranki -chu? 
Did you cook food? 

JN; Nlikhunata 
wayk'usa_ noqa. 
Ill cook food.' 

2 
IL; Purishawaq-chu? 

'Would you go? 

JN; N'oqa purisaq 
kunan. 
'Ill go now.' 

•Affirmative 

evidential on 

questioned 

constituent. 

14 
n.; Atikushan-chu? 

'Can it be done? 

JN; .Atikushan-mi, 
atikun-mi ... 

'\'es, it can be done.' 

1 
IL; Wasinpi-chu 

pakashan? 
'Is he hiding it 
in his house? 

JN; Wasinpi-n. 
Tes, in his house' 

TOT.AL: 18 23 4 45 
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require the /-n/ variant. Instead of this form, JN has appended the /-mi/ allomorph, which 

should occur only on words ending in consonants. In fact, we find five other instances in 

the JN corpus of words ending in vowels to which the /-mi/ variant has been appended. 

BT and FE While many Wh-questions are directed to BT, only 3 direct 

questions appear in the BT corpus. These questions, together with BT's replies, are 

presented below. While the answer in #89 lacks evidential morphologv', the replies in both 

#90 and #91 consist of verbs bearing Affirmative evidentials. Like JN, BT occasionally 

appends the wrong allomorph to words ending in vowels, even at age 3;1 years. This is 

shown in #91, where the appropriate form would be suva-wa-n-ku-n. 

89. IL: Osu - ta - chu mikhu - chi - sha - nki? 'Are you feeding the bear?' 
BEA.R Acc Interr EAT Caus Prog 2 subj 

'Are you feeding the bear?' 

[2; 10] BT: Usu - Ila - ta mikhu - - sha - ni. 'I'm *eating the bear.' 
BRAR Delim Acc EAT (Caus) Prog 1 subj 

90. IL- Gusta - sunki - chu? 'Do you like it?' 

t 

LIKE 3 -> 2 Interr 
'Do you like it?' 

[2;1I1 BT: Gusta - sha - wa - n - mi. "Yes, I like it.' 
LIKE Prog 1 obj 3 .Aff 

91. IL: Mana-chu kunan senorita - vki suva - sunki? 
.Veg Interr SOW SENORITA 2 poss W.AIT 3 ->2 

'Won't your senorita wait for you now?' 

[3;I1 BT: Suya - wa - n - ku - mi. 
WAIT 1 obj 3 pi Aff 

Tes, they'll wait for me.' 



In addition to these few responses to direct questions, BT produces 8 declarative 

sentences exhibiting Affirmative evidentials. In 5 of these assertions, the initial constituent 

bears the evidential suffix (I verb and 4 complements); whereas, in the remaining three 

utterances, the morpheme occurs on non-initial verbs. Examples #92 and #93 suffice to 

illustrate BT's use of the Affirmative evidential in expressing assertions. 

92. Qhepa-pi-n runa puri - nqa The man will walk later (?).' 
BACK Loc Aff MAN W.\LK 3 fut 

93. Platu - ta noqa - man qo - wa - rqa - n - mi. 'She gave the plate to me.' 
PLATE .Acc I Dat GIVE I obj Past 3 .Aff 

FE provides affirmative responses to a total of 14 direct questions. In 13 of these 

replies, she includes the appropriate Affirmative evidential suffix, usually appended to 

whatever constituent is focused in the direct question. Her answers vary from one-word 

utterances to quite elaborate repetitions of the content provided in the question. These 

response types are illustrated in the following examples from the FE corpus. Note, in #95, 

that FE has responded with a synonym of the verb provided in the question. Utterance #96 

exemplifies FE's remarkable short-term memory, at the age of 33 years. 

94. IL: Sumaq - lla - chu gringa? 
MCE Delim Interr GRINGA 

'Is the gringa nice?' 

FE: Sumaq - min. 
MCE Aff 

'Yes, (she is) nice.' 

95. IL: Maki - yki - ta maylli - ku - ra - nki - chu? 
HANT) 2 poss Acc W.ASH Refl Past 2 subj Interr 

'Did you wash your hands?' 

FE- Maki - y - ta - qa lava - ra -ku - ra -ni -n. 
HANT) 1 poss Acc Top WASH E\h Refl Past I .Aff 

'Yes, I washed my hands.' 
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96. IL: Tatishu - y nana q'epi - mu-wa-n-chu 
GRAXDPA 1 poss Xeg CARRY Dir 1 obj 3 Interr 

ni - spa willa - ku - ra - tiki - chu? 
SAY Sub Ihi J. Aug Past 2 subj Interr 

FE: Tatishu - y mana q'epi - mu - \va -n -chu 
GR.ANDP.\ 1 poss Xeg CARRY Dir 1 obj 3 Interr 

ni - spa - n willa - rqa - rqa - mu - ra - ni. 
S.AY Sub Aff TELL Exh Exh Dir Past I subj 

'Did you lell (him), 
saying, "My grandpa 
doesn't carry- me"?' 

'Yes, I told (him), 
saying, "My grandpa 
doesn't carrv me."' 

With respect to assertions produced by FE, i.e., declarative sentences which are not 

responses to direct questions, we find 18 utterances in the total corpus. The Affirmative 

evidential suffi.x usually occurs on the utterance-initial constituent: 5 complements, 2 verbs, 

and 3 subjects. In the remaining 8 utterances, FE focuses non-initial constituents (7 verbs 

and 1 complement) by marking them with the Affirmative suffix. (In one of these 

utterances, both the initial complement and the non-initial verb bear the Affirmative 

evidential.) Illustrative examples are presented below. 

97. Lampa - n oqo - pi ka - sqa. The shovel had been in the marsh.' 
SHOVEL .Aff .\L\RSHLocBE Res 

98. Chaqhay- pi - n - taq saya - sha -n. 'And he is standing over there.' 
TH.AT Loc .Aff Cont ST.AND Prog 3 

99. Para chaya - mu - sha - n - na - n. 'It's already raining.' 
R.AIN ARRIVE Dir Prog 3 Disc .Afl" 

100. Puri - y - ta muna - ni - n gringa - q - ta - qa. 'I want to go to the gringa's.' 
GO Inlln Acc W.ANT 1 -Aff GRING.A Gen .Acc Top 

In this group of utterances, example #1(X) is particularly interesting, for it exhibits an 

instance of raising out of an infinitive subordinate clause. The topicalized constituent, 

gringa-q-ta-qa. which bears two Case inflections (Genitive and Accusative), is a 

directional expression modifying the infinitive, puri - v 'to walk'. 
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7.3.3.2. Direct questions and negatives 

JN As we have seen previously, JN clearly comprehends direct questions with 

Interrogative /-chu/ from the earliest age range. By contrast, fully 25 out of a total of 26 

direct questions produced by JN fall into the age range of 2;8 to 2; 10 years. (JN produces 

a single direct question at age 2;6, without benefit of Interrogative morphology.) Of these 

26 questions, only 6 exhibit the Interrogative marker, with the remaining 20 displaying 

Spanish-like rising intonation, instead. (Chalhuancan adults also sometimes omit 

interrogative /-chu/ in favor of rising intonation in direct questions. See Chapter 5, 

Footnote 14.) Also, within the age range of 2;8 to 2; 10 years, there appears to be little 

improvement in productive acquisition of the Interrogative marker. At age 2;8, JN 

produces 7 direct questions, including only 2 with the Interrogative suffix on the verb. At 

age 2;9, JN produces 12 direct questions, including 1 with the suffix on the verb and 

another with the suffix on a complement Finally, the 6 direct questions produced at age 

2; 10 yield only 2 utterances vvith Interrogative morphology, 1 on the verb and 1 on a 

complement Typical instances of JN direct questions are provided in the following 

examples. In #101, JN has marked the questioned complement with the Affirmative 

evidential instead of the Interrogative suffix, while in #102 and #103, we find the verbs 

appropriately marked. Examples #104 and #105 lack the Interrogative morphology on the 

verb (or on another focused element), even though, in #105, JN has appropriately framed 

the prohibitive negative complement of ni- 'say' within /ama . . .-chu/. Finally, in #106, 

JN produces an utterance containing 2 direct questions, the first a negative question. Here, 

she intends to say Kan-chu mana-chu? or Mana-chu kan?. 'Isn't it there? / Isn't there 

any?'. 

101. [2;8] Llant'a - kuna chay - pi - n ka - sha -n? 'Is the firewood there?' 
WOOD pi THAT Loc .-UT BE Prog 3 

102. [2;8] Aycha? Pika-saq-chu? '(Is there) meat? 
MEAT CUT 1 fut Interr Shall I cut (it) up?' 
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103. [2;9] Escuela - man puri - saq - chu? 
SCHOOL Dat GO 1 fut Interr 

'Shall I go to school?' 

104. [2;9] Runamotu - man puri - n? 'Has the man gone to the motorcade?' 
.VL-^N -VfOTORC. Dat GO 3 

105. [2; 10] Amatoka-chi -y-chu ni-ngringa? 'Did the gringa sav, "Don't 
.Veg PLA.Y Caus Infin Neg SAY 3 GRLVGA play it"?' 

106. [2;101 Mana ka - n - chu? 
.N'eg BE 3 Neg 

'Isn't it there?' 

Paka - ku - sha - nki chay - ta? 
HIDE Refl Prog 2 subj TR\T Acc 

'Are you hiding that?' 

Table 7.12 presents a summary of the negative utterances produced by JN at each 

age range. Here, we find striking differences from one age range to the next. At the initial 

age range, 2;5 to 2;6 years, JN produces a total of 16 negative utterances, none of which 

exhibits /-chu/. In 15 of these utterances, the negative form /mana/ appears alone, either in 

initial position (10 utterances) or, oddly, in final position (5 utterances). This suggests that 

JN's first negations all have sentential scope. In the remaining utterance, JN places the 

prohibitive form ama before the verb, although her intention is simple negation. The 

appropriate form, in this instance, would be mana hamun-chu 'he hasn't come'. At the 

middle age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years, JN no longer produces utterances with mana in final 

position, and /-chu/ now appears in combination with both mana and prohibitive ama. the 

two elements usually framing the verb. It is intriguing that JN's omissions of the suffix 

/-chu/ are now largely confined to negations with sentential scope, i.e., utterances with 

/mana/ occurring sentence-initially. Finally, by the last age range, 2;9 to 2;10 years, JN 

produces only 3 negations lacking /-chu/, out of 37 utterances. In fact, she now provides 

the complete frame for either sentential scope negations or negated verb forms. 
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Table 7.12: Summary' of negative ntterances in the JN corptis 

AGE R.'iVNGE => 2;5 • 2;6 2;7 . 2;8 1,9 - 2; 10 

NEGATION T\TE EXAMPLE tf EKWIPLE EX.AMPLE 

VfANA onlv: 

"Final 5 Ati mana. 
•1 can't.' 

— — 

-Initial 10 Vfana ati_ noqa 
'I can't.' 

11 Mana mikhuyta atini 
'I can't eat.' 

— 

--Both — 2 Mana atini mana 
T can't.' 

— 

--.VOddle 1 Qolqeta qowan mana, 
qolqeta qowan. 
'He doesn't give me 
money.' 

-Complement 1 Hap'ishanin qanpaqta. 
mana Lubisa_taqa. 
'I'm holding yours, 
not Lubisa's.' 

VL\NA .... -CHIJ: 

—Sentential Scope — 1 Mana wawatapis 
rupha nchu. 
'He didn't bum the 
baby.' 

13 Vlana chaypis 
mikhunraqchu. 
'.\nd that (one) has 
not eaten yet.' 

-Verb focuscd 

—Other constituent 
focused 

11 Manaatinichu 
churayta. 
T can't put it (on).' 

17 Chayqa mana 
pachinchu. 
"That one doesn't sit 
down.' 

AMA onlv: 

—Initial 

—In front of V 1 *Papi ama _amim. 
Daddy hasn't come.' 

2 Ama Chikitina 
qechuwan. 
'Chikitina is not to 
take it away from 
me.' 

1 Ama orqoykunki 
chajta. 
'^'ou're not to take 
that out.' 

AMA ..-CHi; 

-Framing the Verb 4 Bolachataama 
qhawaychiL 
'Don't look at the 
little ball.' 

4 Kaytaama 
apamunkichu. 
'S'ou're not to bring 
this.' 

TOTAL: 16 31 37 
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BT and FE Both BT and FE produce direct questions with Interrogative /-chu/ 

affixed to different elements in the utterance. In BT's 8 direct questions, only I lacks this 

morpheme. In this utterance, shown in #107, BT has appended Spanish person-of-subject 

morphology to a Quechua verb stem. In the remaining 7 direct questions. Interrogative 

/-chu/ usually occurs on the verb (5 utterances), with the subject focused in one utterance 

and a complement focused in another. One of BT's direct questions with interrogative 

marking is provided in #108. 

107. [2:10] Paki - ya - yka - mus ? 'Do we break it?' 
BRE\K ? Aug 1 pi [SP] 

108. [3; 11 Qan-ta-qa ni - sunki - chu? 'Did she say (it) to you?' 
YOU .AccTop S.AY 3->2 Interr 

FE also affixes the Interrogative suffix to focus constituents other than the verb in her direct 

questions. In #109, for example, it is the locative phrase which is focused in the question. 

109. [3;4] Chay qhelli platu - pi - chu qo - saykis? 
TTLAT DIRTV PLATE L(x: Interr GIVE 1 ->2 pi fut 

'Shall I give it to you on that dirty plate?' 

Table 7.13 presents a summary of the negative utterances produced by BT and FE, 

as well as by the adults. Of particular interest on the table is FE's production of 4 

utterances in which the subordinate clause is negated, 3 exhibiting only mana and 1 with 

only ama. The omission of /-chu/ in such utterances is entirely appropriate: since /-chu/ is 

actually an evidential, its occurrence is confined to matrix finite clauses. This phenomenon 

is further demonstrated in the adult utterances. Finally, while BT does not happen to 

produce any prohibitive negations with /ama.. .(-chu)/, there are two instances of 

indefinite negative pronouns in her utterances. The reader will also note that BT and FE 

have produced a single negative question each, with mana-chu. In the child-directed adult 

speech, we find such questions appearing quite frequently. 
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Table 7.13: Summary of negative utterances produced by BT. FE. and adults 
BT FE ADULTS 

NEGATION TYPE EXAMPLE EX.\xVfPLE EtAMPLE 
MANA onlv: 

L^terance-imtiai 

In Subord. Qause 

Mana yacfaani 
cfaaytaqa 
T don't know that.' 

Vlanacfaaytaraq 
narqucfaikuni. 
1 didn't have that 
done to me yet.' 

Cordowan mana 
waqaspaila 
pukllasaqku. 

Cordo well 
play without crying.' 

\iana rimapayanki... 
Tou don't talk again' 

Mana kutiramuqtiaqa 
waharamunki. 
'^'ouH call if he 
doesn't return.' 

VfANA •• -CHTJ: 
-Sentential Scope 

-Verb focused 

-Complement 
focused 

—Indefinite Pron. 

-Negative-Interr. 

16 

Mananoqaqa 
manchakunichu. 
Tm not afraid.' 

Vlana mimanichu 
refrescotaqa 
1 don't want a drink.' 

.Vlana phinasqachu 
kani noqaqa 
'I'm not angry.' 

.Vlana ima 
niwanpaschu. 
"He doesn't say 
anything to me.' 

.Vianachu kay alinki? 
'Can't you do this'?" 

\Ianana rimayta 
munanichu. 
1 don't want to talk 
anymore.' 

Kay mana 
atikunmanchu. 
'This can't be done.' 

Mana allinchu kaniqa 
I'm not good.' 

\Iana lechita 
apamunichu. 
1 haven't brought 
milk.' 

Vlana lavasqaykichu 
noqa 
1 won't wash vou.' 

Manadiu kay 
churapuiquwaiqan? 
'Didn't he put this on 
for me? 

13 

Manan hayk'aqpis 
qoriwasunnachu. 
"TTieyll never give it 
to us now.' 

Vianachu 
manchakimki? 
'.Aren't you afraid? 

A.VL\ -Cl tL^ 
—Sentential Scope 

—Framing the Verb 

.\iVI/\ in Subord. 
Qause 

Ama naychu hinata. 
'Don't do (behave?) 
that way.' 

... ama hisp'ananpaq. 
'...so he won't 
urinate' 

.Ama imatapis 
ruwachikuychu. 
"Don't let him do 
anything to you.' 

Ama kicharinkichu. 
'\'ou're not to open 
it.' 

TOT.AJ.; 35 29 36 100 
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7.4. Coordination and subordination 

7.4.1. Coordinating devices The reader will recall from Section 5.1.4, that 

Quechua-speaking adults often prefer simple juxtaposition to coordination of sentences by 

means of connecting devices. However, in addition to ju.xtaposition, we find that 

Chalhuancan adults frequently coordinate clauses by means of Contrastive /-taq/ and hina-

(spa) 'and then/and so'. Tvpical examples from the adult corpus are presented below in 

#109 through #111. 

109. Ju.\taposition Kunitallan seiiortayki pukllanata apamunqa, kaypi pukllanki. 

•^'our sefiorita will bring the toys soon, youH play here.' 

110. Conu^tive/-taq/ Chaqay tiendan wisq'asqalla-taq, imanasun-taq? 

'.\nd (iO that store over there (is) dosed, what shall we do".' 

111. Hina Grabadoranta apamunki hina parlanki. 

"^'oull bring the tape recorder and then youH talk.' 

As to the coordination of clause-internal constituents, the connecting devices available to 

Quechua speakers include Additive /-pis/ (or /-pas/) and Instrumental /-wan/. As illustrated 

in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.1, the Instrumental (Zase suffix serves three functions in 

Quechua: (1) it marks the instrument, (2) it is used to express accompaniment, and (3) it 

serves to coordinate noun phrases. In the latter case. Instrumental /-wan/ is frequently 

appended to a nominal which is already case-marked. Consequently, we commonly find 

instances of dual case-marking, as in #112. 

112. Uwiha-ta pakocha-ta - wan apa - mu - rqa - nki - chu? 
SHEEP .-^cc ,\LP.'VC\ .Acc Instr C\RRY Dir Past 2 subj Interr 

'Did you bring the sheep and the alpaca?' 
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JN While both Contrastive /-taq/ and Additive /-pis/ appear in JN's earliest 

utterances, they do not serve to coordinate different constituents. At the earliest age range, 

2;5 to 2;6 years, she consistently reduces the Contrastive morpheme to /-ta_/.35 jn may 

initially be using this suffix to mark the topic, as shown below in #113 through #115. 

Utterance #I 16, produced at age 2;6, exhibits Additive /-pis/, approximately 'also'. 

113. Ma_cha - ku - sa_ noqa - ta_. 'And I'll be afraid.' 
FE.\R Refl 1 Fut I Cont 

114. Wawa - ta_ waqa - n. 'And the baby cries.' 
BABY Cont CRY 3 

115. Tusu - ku - sha - n Aurora-ta_. 'And Aurora is dancing.' 
D.ANCE Refl Prog 3 .\L'ROR.A Cont 

116. Tusu - ku - sha - n kay-pis .  This (one) is dancing, too.' 
DANCE Ren Prog 3 THIS Add 

Insp)ection of Table 7.4 reveals that JN produces no instances of Instrumental /-wan/ until 

the second age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years. By this age, JN competently marks instruments and 

expresses accompaniment by means of this suffix; however, thei^e is not a single instance 

of Instnmientai /-wan/ used appropriately as a connecting device, even at the final age 

range, 2;9 to 2;10 years. This perfomiance is shown on Table 7.14, which presents a 

summary, for all three children, of the types of constituents exhibiting the Instrumental 

inflection. The reader will note that JN produces an utterance in which the final 

Instrumental suffix on huq-ta-wan 'another one' is superfluous. 

On cursory' analysis, one might suspect that JN is marking subjects with Accusative -ta/. It is far more 
likely, however, that JN simply fails to produce the final consonant sound in Contrastive / -taq/, especially 
considering that she also recces / -saq/ to ;-sa_' in first-person future verb forms. In this regard, HofF-
Ginsbcrg (1997,62) notes that "deletion, particularly of word-final consonants, is very common in 
children's early speech." 
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Table 7.14: Types of utterances with Instrumental -wan/ pnxluced by JN. BT. and FE 

FL:NCTI0N 
-wan => 

Accompaniment Instrament Coordination Lower Subject 
of Causative 

JN 2;5-2;6 — — — — 

JN 2;7-2;8 Qan-wan purisaq. 

'I'll go with you.' 

Sirvinki cudiara-
wan. 
'\'ou serve with the 
spoon.' 

"^uq-ta-wan utu 
bo taw an. 
He threw me (out) 
another one.' 

JN 2 .9 - 2 ; 10 Takini Aurora-wan 
camay{H noqaqa. 
Ill sing on my bed 
with Aurora.' 

Ima-wan noqa 
mikhusaq? 
'What shall I eat 
with? 

Rumi-wan 
chanqakun loka 
chanqakua 

'The craz>' woman 
throws (with) stones' 

BT2;10-3;1 OsitoUa-wan alqo 
puiinqa 

The dog will walk 
just with the bear.' 

*Yaku-ta wasi-
lavashan. 

Tie's washing the 
house with water.' 

*Kuchillu-ta 
ruwaykushan. 

He's doing (it)with 
the knife.' 

IL: Imata ruwashan 
escuelapi? 

"WTiat is she 
doing at school? 

BT: "PTarea-ta-wan. 

'.^d the 
homework.' 

'TPapayki-wan 
grabachinki, 
mamayki- -pis 
grabadiinki. 

'\'ou11 get your 
father to tape, and 
youll get someone 
to tape your 
mother.' 

OR 

*Huq p'acha-wau 
qhelUchakujinan. 

Td get one garment 
dirty.' 

Chay-pi-wan 
chaytaqa mana 
manchakimichu. 

'.'\nd in that place 
I'm not afraid of that' 

'\'oull get 
someone to tape 
your father and 
your mother.' 

FE 3;2 - 3;5 Cordo-wan mana 

waqaspalla 
pukllasaqku. 

"With Cordo well 
play without crjing.' 

Aceiti-wan 
wayk'usaq. 

'I'll cook with oil.' 

Pitaq pelotarjijraA 
rhanqarrpmim'̂  

"WTio threw (with) 
the ball? 

Umanta chakin-ta-
wan lavakushan. 

He's washing his 
head and his foot.' 

Senorita-wan 
kunan 
regala pusaqmi 
kaytaqa. 

'Now in have the 
senorita make a gift 
of this.' 
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It is not surprising that JN should not produce coordinated clauses: her utterances are too 

short, even at the final age range. In fact, we find only one utterance, produced at age 2;9 

years, which might be considered an instance of coordination through juxtaposition. 

117. Mancha - ku - ni, mana ri - saq - chu. '(Since) I'm afraid, I won't go.' 
FEAR Refl I subj \eg GO 1 fut N'eg 

BT and FE Both BT and FE employ several connecting devices in the 

coordination of both clauses and noun phrases. These are exemplified in utterances #l 18 

through #122. 

118. Juxtaposition [BT: 2;101 

Chay - na - ya - nqa, nana - nqa chay - ta_. 
TRAT (Acc) DO Aug 3 fut HURT 3 fut TRAT Cont 

'(10 he does that, that will hurt.' 

119. Contrastive/-taq/; hina [BT: 3;ll 

Margoti - ta saqe - rpari - sun hina - taq pasa - pu - sun Chivay - ta. 
MARGOTI Acc LEAVE Intent 1 pi fut .AND THEN' GO Regres 1 pi fut CHIV.AY Acc 

'Let's leave Margoti (intentionally) and then let's go away to Chivay.' 

120. Contrastive/-taq/; hina [FE:3;2j 

Tanqa - ka - mu - wa - nki - taq noqa-ta hina alcansa - ru - saq. 
PUSH Aug Dir I obj 2 subj Cont I Acc THEN REACH Exh I fut 

'You'll push me over there and so I'll get there.' 

121. Additive/-pis/ [BT: 2;10] 

Platu - kuna - - pis vendi - ku - nqa kay - kuna - ta - pis. 
PLATE pi (.Acc) Add SELL .Aug 3 fut THIS pi .Acc .Add 

'She'll sell plates and also these.' 

122. Additive/-pis/ [FE: 33] 

Chay - ta - wan pukllana - ta - pis qhawa - ku - sha - n. 
THAT .Acc Instr TOY Acc .Add LOOK .Aug Prog 3 

'He's looking at that together with the toy.' 
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Utterance #122 reveals that FE appropriately uses Instrumental /-wan/ in a phrase 

coordinating two Accusative-marked direct objects. By contrast, we find on Table 7.14 

that BT, like JN, produces a dually casemarked noun phrase in which the Instrumental 

suffix is superfluous: tarea-ta-wan instead of just tarea-ta Tiomework-ACC. Indeed, Table 

7.6 reveals that, in general, BT has not y'et fully acquired secure productive use of the 

Instrumental Case inflection, and we see from Table 7.14 that BT sometimes maiics 

instruments in Accusative /-ta/, while conversely marking Patients with Instrumental 

/-wan/. (The reader will note, in passing, that both JN and FE affix Instrumental /-wan/ to 

the complements of chanqa- 'throw', which Cusihuam^n categorizes as a transiti\'e verb. 

This case-marking is appropriate, for it reflects adult usage in Chalhuanca.) Nevertheless, 

Table 7.14 also shows that BT makes appropriate use of this suffix to express 

accompaniment In fact, by the age of 2; 10 years, BT has acquired an additional 

morphological structure for expressing accompaniment the Inclusive morpheme, /-ntin/. 

We see this in utterance #121 repeated below. 

123. Mama - ntin, mama - ntin puri - sha - n. 'He's walking with his mother.' 
MO.Vl lad .VIOM Incl \V.\LX Prog 3 

Finally, #124 and #125 are included to demonstrate that FE also has other morphological 

means at her disposal for expressing the notion of "with". These manifest a subtle 

semantic distinction from utterances exhibiting Instrumental /-wan/, for they border 

conceptually on the notion of inalienable possession. 

124. [3;2] Iskay-ninku ka-sha-nku phullu - ntin cuademu - ntin. 
TWO 3 pi poss BE FVog 3 pi SRAWL Incl NOTEBOOK Incl 

The two of them are with shawls and notebooks.' 

125. [3;4] Cebolla-yoq - ta qan wayk'u - ku - nki. 
ONION Poss .\cc YOU COOK Aug 1 subj 

'You will cook with onions.' 



7.4.2. Embedded clauses We have seen in Chapter 5 that several means of 

subordination are available to Quechua speakers. With respect to the array of subordinating 

and nominalizing suffixes, it may be useful to consider whether or not the subjects of the 

embedded verbs to which they are attached are PRO controlled by the matrix subject. The 

following list may prove helpful. With respect to relative clauses, the reader will note in 

(I) and (2) that Agentive /-q/ appears in clauses in which the subject is relativized, whereas 

Resultative l-sqaJ serves to relativize the object. 

1. Same subject in matrix and embedded clauses 

i a Subordinating /-spa/ Llank'a - spa mikhu - saq. 'I'll eat after I have worked' 
WORK Sub E.\T I fut 

i b. Infinitive /-y-/ on comp. Llank'a - y - ta muna - ni. 'I want to work.' 
of muna-. ati-. etc. WORK Infm.Jicc W.\NT 1 

i c. Agentive /-q/ 

—Purpose Clause Llank'a - q hamu - ni. 'I come in order to work.' 
WORK .\gt CO.VE 1 

—Relative Clause Llank'a - q runa... The man who is working..' 
WORK Agt .VIW 

The man who is working..' 

2. Different subjects in matrix and embedded clauses 

d. Switch-reference l-qti-l Llank'a - qti - yki - qa 'I'll eat after you've 
WORK Sub 2 'poss Top worked.' 
mikhu - saq. 
EAT 1 fut 

e. Potential /-na-/ and 
Rcsultati\'c /-sqa/ 

—On complement of Llank'a - na - n - ta 'I want him to work.' 

muna-. vacha-. etc. WORK Pot 3 poss Acc 

muna - ni. 
W.AiNT 1 subj 

Llank'a - sqa - n - ta 'I know that he has worked' 1 
WORK Res 3 poss Acc 

yacha - ni. 
KNOW 1 subj 

—In relative clause Riku - sqa - y runa.. . The man that I saw . . .' 
SEE Res I poss VIAN 
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3. Same or different subjects in matrix and embedded clauses 

f. Purpose constructions exhibiting the nominalizer /-na-/ with Benefactive /-paq/: 

-Same subject Wayk'u-ni mikhu - na - y - paq. 'I cook so that I may eat.' 
COOK 1 EA.T Pot I poss Ben 

—Different subject Wayk'u-ni mikhu - na - yki - paq 'I cook so that you may eat' 
COOK 1 EAT Pot 2 poss Ben 

4. Possessive morphology and copula 

—Noun phrase Wasi - y ka- (pu) - n. 'I have a house.' 
HOUSE I pass BE 3 

1 g. —Obligation with /-na-/ Llank'a -na - y ka -(pu)-n 1 have to work.' 
WORK Pot 1 poss BE 3 

In addition to the obligation structure in (4), the reader will note that the subordinating 

devices illustrated in (2) and (3) rely on the person-of-possessor paradigm for marking the 

person of the lower subject It must also be noted that Quechua grammars prescribe strict 

S-C-V word order for embedded clauses, with the exception of relative clauses, which may 

be either headless or headed, e.g., runa llank'aq or llank'aq runa. respectively. 

When the embedded structure is a finite clause, Quechua speakers may resort to 

subordinating elements built on the demonstrative form, chav 'that'. The reader will recall 

that chay following embedded finite clauses has been analyzed by Lefebvre & Muysken as 

a complementizer. These authors further stipulate that the constituent order in the 

embedded clause is strictly SCV. An example of this type of sentence is shown below in 

#126. Cerr6n-Palomino (1987,314) explains that adult speakers of Quechua may also 

employ different forms of chav as relativizers. This is illustiuted in #127. Yet another 

subordinating element is the form, chayqa. which might be glossed as 'since, when, if. 

This constituent, illustrated in #128, occurs at the end of the embedded clause. 

126. Runa llank'arqan, chay - ta yachani. 'I know that the man worked' 

127. Runa llank'arqan chay - ta, chay - ta reqsini. 'I know the man that worked' 

128. Runa llank'anqa chayqa mikhunqa. 'If the man works, he'll eat.' 
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Table 7.15: Types of subordinate clauses produced by adults 

1. Subordinating suffixes 

/-spa/ 
Subj.-controlled PRO 

Erqekunallawan puklla-spa kechwata yacharparin. 
' She leams Quechua playing with the children.' 

/-qti-/ 
Switch reference 

Mana kutiramu-qti-nqa waharamunki, a. 
' If he doesn't return, youll go and call him.' 

2. Nominalizing suffixes 

a. Potential /-na-/ - Purpose Dis a veinte minutos- llafia faltashan graba-na-yki-paq. 
' Just ten to twenty minutes are left for you to tape.' 

b. Potential /-na-/ - Oblig. P^a-na-yki-qa. 
' You have to talk.' 

c. Result, /-sqa/ - Relative Wayk'u-sqa-yki-ta qoway. 
'Give me that which you have cooked. (= what you have cooked)' 

3. Subiect-controlled PRO 

a. Infinitive comp. of Chay Sonso manachu parla-y-ta atisqa? 
' Couldn't that Sonso talk? 

of muna- Qan t'aqsaku-y-ta munashawaqchu manachu? 
' Wouldn't you like to wash yourself?* 

of vacha- Naranjallatapuni ch'onqaku-y-ta yachanki. 
' You certainly know how to suck on an orange.' 

of tuku- Kayta tukunki graba-y-ta hinana mikuykunki qaniia, ya? 
' YouH finish taping this and then you'll eat, okay? 

b. Agentive /-q/ 

i. Purpose with motion verb Kunan senorita hamunqa graba-q. 
'Now the senorita will come in order to tape.' 

ii. Subject relative clause Manchakunkichu runa ukya-q-ta manachu? (headless) 
' .\ren't you afraid of a man that drinks? 

4. Subordinate finite clauses 

a. With chavqa Fuertemanta pero parlakunki chayqa, sumaqlla lloqsinqa. 
' If you talk loudly, it wiU mm out beautiful.' 

b. Complement of m- Ninki, an, hatun munikata regalaway nispa ninki. 
' You'll say, "Give me a big doll, " saying (this) youll say.' 

c. With chay Waqashanchus manachu sumaq wawito, chay-ta 
qhawashanki. 
' Isn't the beautiful baby crying, that you are looking at.' 
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Finally, the clausal complements of Quechua verbs of communication, such as ni- 'say' 

and tapu- 'ask' are unadorned finite clauses. 

The reader is referred to Table 7.15, which presents examples of all the types of 

subordinations encountered in the corpus of utterances produced by the Chalhuancan 

adults. These data will serve as a basis of comparison for the embedded constructions 

produced by the three children. With further respect to the adult utterances, it should be 

mentioned that the adults typically make use of a number of subordinating devices within a 

single utterance. Examples from the Chalhuancan corpus are presented below. 

129. Allinta atishan parla-y-ta grabashan-taq chayri hina parlachishani a la fuerza. 
"He is able to talk well and he is taping and then in this way I am forcing him to talk.' 

130. Sefiorita kasha-qti-n hina wahallankiiia "hamuy" niy, "kay grabadora qosqayki" 
ninki. 
' When the senorita is here, then you'll call out "Come", you'll say Til give you this tape 
recorder.'" 

131. Chayaramu-spa hina pasapunqa, manan hayk'aqpis kutimunqeinachu. 
'After arriving here then shell go away, shell never return here again.' 

132. "Mana regalawanki chayqa waqavoisaq" ninki. 
'\"ou'Il say, "If you don't give me that. IH cry."' 

JN Table 7.16 presents a summar\' of the types of subordination produced by JN. Of 

the 13 utterances with subordinated elements produced by this child, 7 exhibit complements 

of verbs of communication, i.e., ni- (6 utterances) and tapu- (1 utterance). Indeed, these 

utterances are among the earliest types of embedded elements in the JN corpus, with the 

complements of ni;, at age 2;5 years, limited to short noun phrases. Table 7.16 reveals that 

the complements of such verbs of communication consist of entire embedded clauses by the 

age of 2;9 years. At age 2;5 years, JN also produces an obligation structure, the only 

example in the entire JN corpus. One suspects that JN may be holistically reproducing a 

form which she has heard elsewhere, although there are no other instances of this structure 

in the immediate discourse context 
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Table 7.16: Types of subordinate clauses produced by JN" 

1. Subordinating suffixes 

/-spa/ 
Subj.-controlled PRO 

NO EXAMPLES 

l-qu-l 
Switch r^erence 

NO EXAMPLES 

2. Nominalizing suffixes 

a. Potential /-na-/ - Purpose IL: Aychata mankaman churaykullayna. 
'Just put the meat in the pot nofv.' 

JN: Churayku-na-y-naq apamuy. 
' Bring it so that I may put it (in).' 

[2;8] 

b. Potential /-na-/ - Oblig. Imapaq wina-na-y chay ? 
' do I have to pack it (in) there? 

[2;51 

c. Result, /-sqa/ NO EXAMPLES 

3. Subject-controlled PRO 

a. Infinitive comp. of ^- Mana atinichu hap'i-y- noqa. 
' I can't grab/hold (it).' 

[2;7] 

Mana atinichu chura-y-ta. 
' I can't put it (there).' 

[2;8] 

of muna- NO EXAMPLES 

of vacha- NO EXAMPLES 

b. Agentive /-q/ 

i. Purpose with motion verb Chaymanta puklla-q risaq. 
' Then 111 go (in order) to play.' 

[2;9] 

ii. Subject relative clause NO EXAMPLES 

4. Subordinate finite clauses 

a. Complement of ni- "Chay wasita" nine. 
' I said , Thai house.'" 

[2;51 

"Mimasaq wawachata" nini noqaqa. 
'I've said, "111 want the little baby."' 

[2;9] 

c. Complement of tapu- "Kaypi runa kanchu, mana kanchu" tapuni. 
' I ask. Is the man here or not?"' 

[2;9] 
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JN produces 2 purpose sUiictures, one with Potential /-nay and one with Agentive /-q/, at 

ages 2;8 and 2;9, respectively. However, in addition to the purpose clause with Agentive 

/-q/ as a complement to a verb of motion, we find the following utterance, produced by JN 

at age 2;8 years. Here, JN provides an Accusative-maiiced infinitive instead of the required 

Agentive complement of puri- 'go, walk'. 

133. *Puri - sun puklla - y - ta wasi - man. 'Let's go to the house to play.' 
GO 1 pi fut PL.\Y Infm Acc HOUSE Dat 

It is intriguing that the 3 instances of infinitive clauses all occur as complements of exactly 

the same verb form: manaatini-(chu). meaning 'I cannot'. The JN corpus yields no 

utterances with infinitive complements for other matrix verbs. Nor do we find any 

occurrences of clauses exhibiting the subordinating suffixes, relative clauses, or clauses 

embedded by means of chay elements. 

BT and FE Tables 7.17 and 7.18 present summaries of the types of 

subordination produced by BT and FE, respectively. Among the 17 utterances produced 

by BT which exhibit subordination, we find all t>pes except clauses with the switch 

reference suffix, /-qti-/, relative clauses, and finite subordinate clauses with chay elements. 

These utterances are all well-formed except for the obligation structure, which lacks the 

Genitive suffix on runa. as well as the Locative suffix on kavkuna. Below, two utterances 

are reproduced from the table, as they merit special comment In #134, produced at age 3; 1 

years, BT creates an adjunct of manner from the verb root, Ilavvi- lock up', in combination 

with Resultative J-sqaJ and Accusative /-ta/. Here, she probably intends to say 'having 

locked everything up' or 'with everything all locked up'. 

134. Gringa - 11a pasa - nqa Chivay - ta llawi - sqa - ta ahina - ta ni - wa - n. 
GRINGA Deiim GO 3 fut CHIVAY Acc LOCK Res Acc THUS Acc SAY 1 obj 3 

'He said to me thus: just the gringa will go to Chivay (having) locked up.' 
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Table 7.17: Types of subordinate dauses produced by BT 

1. Subordinating suffixes 

/-spa/ 

Subj .-controlled PRO 

Llawisru-spa-cha chaytaqa apanqa 
' Hell take that maybe when he's locked up.' 

/-qti-/ 
Switch reference 

NO EXAMPLES 

2. Nominalizing suffi.ves 

a. Potential /-na-/ - Purpose Mana chayqa wasita aylaj-na-n-pa_ kampu kanchu. 
' There's no room for that to enter the house.' 

b. Potential /-na-/ - Oblig. *Runa kaykuna tiya-na-n. 
' The man has to sit on these.' 

c. Result /-sqa/ - Adjunct Gringalla pasanqa Chivayta llawi-sqa-ta ahinata niwan. 
' Then he said to mc the gringa will go to Chivay (having) lockcd up.' 

3. Subject-controlled PRO 

a. Infinitive subject of ati- Hinataq mana atikunchu pasapu-y, pasapu-y. 
' .\nd so one can't go away, go away.' 

Infin. comp. of muna- IL; Imata munanki entonce ? 
^Vhat do you want then'?* 

BT: (^lita noqa puri-y-ta. 
'I (want) to walk to the su-eet.' 

Infiin. comp. of vacha- Noqa mana yachanichu sayachi-y-taqa. 
' I don't know how to stand it up.' 

b. Agentive /-q/ 

i. Purpose with motion verb Trabaja-q purin. 
He has gone (in order) to work.' 

ii. Subject relative clausc NO EXAMPLES 

4. Subordinate finite clauses 

a. With chavqa NO EXAMPLES 

b. Complement of ni- Puriykusaq chakrata nishan. 
' He's sajing, 'TU go to the field.'" 

c. With /chay/ NO EXAMPLES 
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Table 7.18: Types of subordinate clauses produced by FE 

1. Subordinating suffixes 

/-spa/ 
Subj.-controlled PRO 

Hawapi puklla-spa kakushani. 
' I am (here), playing inside.' 

/-qti-/ 
Switch reference 

NO EXAMPLES 

2. Nominalizing suffixes 

a. Potential /-na-/ - Purpose Wavvachata maman tiyachishan ama hisp'a-na-n-paq. 
' His mother sits the baby down so that he won't urinate.' 

*Chhayna ahina winaku-na-n makiypaq. 
' In that way so that my hand may go through.' 

b. Potential /-na-/ - Oblig. NO EXAMPLES 

c. Result, /-sqa/ - Passive? Kicha-sqa-n chaqay tienda kashan. 
' That store over diere is open(ed).' 

3. Subject-controlled PRO 

a. Infinitive comp. of ati- Desataparaku-y-ta atisaqchu? 
' Will I be able to uncover it? 

of muna- Puri-y-tamunanin gringaqtaqa. (raising) 
' 1 want to walk to the gringa's.' 

of vacha- NO EXAMPLES 

b. Agentive /-q/ 

i. Purpose with motion verb NO EXAMPLES 

ii. Subject relative clause Chay macha-q runataqa manchakuni noqaqa. (headed) 
' 1 am afraid of that man who is getting drunk.' 

Ukya-q-ta manchakunin. 
'I am afraid of the one who is drinking.' 

4. Subordinate finite clauses 

a. With chavqa ?Kayqa sombrerunta ch'utikushan, chayqa lavakunanpaq 
umanta. 
' .And this (one) is taking off his hat so that he may thus wash his head.' 

b. Complement of m- Uyariy nishanki grabadoraykita. (raising) 
' "Listen," you are saying, "to your tape recorder."' 

c. With chay Waqashantaq vvawito sumaq wawito, chhayna 
chay-ta qhawashani. 

'.And the baby, the beautiful baby, is crying and so, that, I am looking at' 
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135. IL: Ima - ta muna-nki entoncel "What do you want then"?* 
WmX Acc W.\NT 2 subj THEN 

BT: Calli - ta noqa puri - y - ta. 1 (want) to go to the street.' 
STREET .•\cc I GO Infin Acc 

136. Llawis - ru - spa-cha chay-ta-qa apa - nqa. ' Hell take that maybe when he's 
LOCK Exh Sub Spec THAT Acc Top T.AKE 3 Put lockcdup.' 

The utterance in #135 was produced by BT at the age of 2; II years. If we assume that the 

first-person pronoun, noqa. is the matrix subject, with ellipsis of the verb form, muna-ni. 

'I want', we appear to have an occurrence of raising into the matrix clause of the embedded 

constituent, calli-ta. 'to the street'. That is to say, the pre-movement sentence would be 

Noqa fcallita purivtal (munani). literally, 'I [to the street to walk] want'. Finally, #136 is 

interesting because we find BT appropriately using another evidential suffix, "Speculative" 

/-chd/. 

Inspection of Table 7.18 reveals that FE produces a variety of subordination types 

in a total of 33 utterances, although there are no examples of switch-reference clauses, 

obligation structures, or relative clauses with Resultative l-sqaJ. The reader will recall that 

this suffix serves to relativize objects, whereas Agentive /-q/ appears in structures 

relativizing the subject. Of particular interest in the FE corpus are three types of 

subordination structures: (1) purpose clauses with Potential /-na-/, (2) infinitive 

complements exhibiting raising, and (3) finite complements followed by chay forms. In 

what follows, each of these subordination t>pes will be illustrated and briefly discussed. 

We first turn to a pair of utterances which exhibit purpose clauses with Pbtential /-na-/. 

The reader will note that in both instances the restriction on S-C-V constituent order is 

violated. In #137, for e.xample, prescriptive Quechua grammars would dictate C-V order. 
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i.e., [umanta lavakunanpaql. meaning 'that he may wash his head'.^e Moreover, it is not 

clear what FE intends by including the word chavqa at the end of the first clause.^'^ 

Nevertheless, this utterance shows that FE is attempting to pnxluce subordinations by 

means of chay elements. 

137. [3;4] Kay - qa sombreru - n - ta ch'uti - leu - sha - n chay - qa 
THIS Top HAT 3 poss .Acc TAKEOFF Refl Prog 3 TRAT Top 

lava - ku - na - n - paq uma - n - ta. 
WASH Refl Pot 3 poss Ben HEAD 3 poss Acc 

'And this (one) is taking off his hat, that, so that he may wash his head.' 

138. [3;21 *Chhayna ahina wina - ku - na - n maki - y - paq. 
•AND SO THL'S ENTER Refl Pot 3 HAND 1 poss Ben 

In this way so that my hand may enter.' 

In #138, we find Benefactive /-paq/ affixed to the wrong constituent: it should be attached 

to the nominalized verb form, and not to the lower subject, maJd-y 'my hand', which 

instead requires the Genitive suffix, /-pa/ or no suffix at all (0). Hence, adhering to 

prescriptive restrictions on word order, the lower clause should be rmakiv-0 winakunan-

paql. meaning 'so that my hand may enter/go through'. Here, there is no Case inflection 

the lower subject, while Benefactive /-paq/ now appears on the nominalized verb form. In 

#138, it seems likely that FE has produced a speech error of the exchange type (Section 

6.2.4.). The exchange participants are winankunan and makiy. as refiected in the 

"switched" Case inflections. 

One local infonnant, however, asserts that both fumanta lavalninanptiql and navakiinamiaf] iimantal are 
Tine. 

One use of chavqa. as an element in relative clauses, is described by Cerr6n-Paloniino (1987,315). 
.Accordingly, a sentence such as Rima snmhrenrnta ch'utiki'^ban <jiavqa. pavmi umanta Ijjvakunqa. might be 
glossed as The man who is taking ofT his hat will wash his head'. 
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This error suggests that FE may occasionally experience processing difficulty in the 

planning and production of complex structures; however, as shown in #139 below, FE's 

purpose clauses are usually flawless. Example #139 is intriguing, for the complement of 

ni- in this utterance appears not to be a direct quote, but, rather, an instance of reported 

speech. 

139. [3;4] Qo - wa - nki uyari - na - y-paq ni - sha-nki-n. 
GIVE 1 obj 2 subj LISTEN Pot 1 poss Ben S.W Prog 2 subj .\ff 

•You're saying you have given it to me so that I may listen.' 

140. [3;51 Puri - y - ta muna - ni - n gringa - q - ta - qa. 
W.ALK Infin .\cc WANT 1 subj .\ff GRLNGA Gen Acc Top 

'I want to walk to the gringa's.' 

141. [3;4] Puri - y - ta calle - ta muna-n. 
W.^LK Infin .Acc STREET.Acc W.ANT 3 

'He wants to walk to the street.' 

Examples #140 and #141 are included to illustrate FE's raising competence. In each 

utterance, an Accusative-marked directional constituent has been raised from the lower 

infinitive complement to the mauix clause. In #140, moreover, the topicalized directional 

constituent, gringaqtaqa. appears in utterance-final topic position. Finally, let us consider 

the following utterance produced by FE at the age of 3;4 years. 

142. Waqa - sha - n - taq wawito, sumaq wawito, chhayna 
CRY Prog 3 Com BABY BEALTIFLT BABY .-^NDSO 

cfiay - ta qhawa - sha - ni. 
THAT Acc WATCH Prog 1 subj 

'And the baby, the beautiful baby, is crying, and so I am watching that.' 

In this utterance, we find two clauses loosely conjoined by the element chhayna, with the 

constituent chav-ta 'that-ACC probably referring to the entire first clause. The reader will 

recall that chay which follows embedded finite clauses—which are presumably strictly 
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SCV—has been analyzed by Lefebvre & Muysken as a complementizer. Here, where the 

constituent order in the first clause is V-S-(S), chav-ta may be functioning, not as a 

complementizer, but rather in apposition to the first clause. Yet another interpretation is 

possible, considering that adult speakers may employ different forms of chay as 

relativizers. Accordingly, a sentence such as Wawito waqashan chavta. chavta 

qhawashani. with the chavta repeated, might be glossed as 'I am watching the baby that is 

cr>ing'. The precise syntactic analysis of Utterance #142 is not clear. However, we see, 

once again, that FE is attempting to connect clauses by means of chay elements. 

Although the total corpus yields relatively few instances of subordinate clauses, 

there are some interesting summary observations regarding the subordination types 

produced by the three children, (a) We find that there are no utterances with subordinations 

produced by means of the switch reference suffix, /-qti-/, even though BT and FE both 

produce "same subject" /-spa/ clauses, (b) While all three children make use of Agentive 

/-q/ in purpose clauses or subject relatives, there are no instances of objects relativized by 

means of Resultative /-sqa/. (c) All three children produce utterances with subject-equi 

infinitive complements, and yet, there are no instances of nominalized complements in 

which the embedded subject is different from the matrix subject (Unfortunately, the latter 

complement structure is also absent in the adult data.) In this regard, JN's only utterances 

with subject-equi infinitive complements all invohe exactly the same matrix verb form: 

mana atini-(chu) 1 cannot', (d) Overall, the most frequent subordination type in the data 

involves complements of verbs of communication, specifically, ni^ 'say', (e) Only the 

oldest child, FE, even attempts subordination of finite clauses by means of chay elements. 

Consequently, this type of subordination is no doubt a late acquisition. 
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8. DEVELOPMENT OF VERB MORPHOLOGY 

The Quechua verb potentially encodes not only external and internal arguments but 

also information regarding such semantic notions as intensity, direction, and causation. 

(The reader is referred to Chapter 5, Section 5.2, for a review of Quechua verb 

morphology.) Children acquiring Quechua must develop a template for these suffixes, and 

they must figure out which variations in their sequencing constitute legitimate deviations. 

In fact, while the Quechua verb suffixes all have separate meanings, the rules for their 

combination often have no basis in semantics: they are idiosyncratic, including ordering 

restrictions which must be formulated as negative filters (Muysken, 1986, 1988). 

Muysken's interesting account of these negative filters was based on the co-occurrence and 

ordering facts observed in the Chumbivilcas variety of Quechua. While these filters have 

not been verified for the Chalhuanca variety, it is safe to assume that some such filters 

exist. Importantly, the reader will recall that Muysken wondered how children could leam 

these ordering rules, speculating that children must start with the assxmiption that both 

orders are possible, in principle, for any set of two affixes. 

As discussed in Chapter 6, Pinker asserts that children's hypotheses as to the 

function and meaning of inOectional suffixes are innately constrained, since the closed set 

of grammatical features which are potential candidates for mapping onto the inflections are 

part of UG. Following Slobin (1985), Pinker further proposes that the features are ordered 

according to an accessibility hierarchy. This hierarchy derives from Greenberg's linguistic 

universals, such that the most accessible notions are those which are the most universal. 

Since, on Pinker's account, meaning drives children's hypotheses, children's production 

of suffixes is meaningful, even though children may overgeneralize the use of individual 

suffixes to words that do not allow them in the adult language. However, other factors 

have been cited as determinants in the order of emergence of inflections, especially input 

frequency of occurrence, phonological factors, and homophony with other inflections. An 
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important consideration in the study of development of verb morphology, then, is the role 

of these factors: meaning (and homophony), phonology, and frequency of occurrence. 

The following account first describes the acquisition of the verb template in the 

production of complex verb forms. For the purpose of the present analysis, a complex 

verb form is defined as one which consists of one or more suffixes in addition to the root 

and the person-of-subject inflection. In order to determine both target complexity and the 

role of input frequency, an analysis of adult verb forms is presented first. The ensuing 

analysis of child production is based on the verb forms produced by six children, three 

boys and three girls, ranging in age from 2;0 years to 3;9 years. This group of children 

includes JN, BT, and FE, as well as three boys, RR, Dl, and PE. The corpus of verbs 

under consideration for these children and for the adults includes those culled from the 

utterances described in the previous chapter, as well as an additional number of verbs 

produced in other "verb only" utterances. (The corpus is presented in APPENDIX D.) 

This initial analysis is intended to shed light on several issues: (1) the order of emergence 

of the verb suffixes and its relation to input frequency, meaning, and homophony; (2) the 

development of suffix combinations, or "mini-templates" in the production of complex 

verbs; and (3) the acquisition of rules allowing deviations from the template. 

The second part of the chapter is devoted to the development of lexical and 

morphological causatives. It has been in observed in the acquisition of causative verbs in 

other languages, e.g., Turkish (Aksu-Ko? & Slobin), that small children may attribute 

causal-transitive meanings to intransitive verbs, or, conversely, they may attach causative 

morphology to verbs which are already lexical causatives. Quechua change-of-state verbs 

are particularly interesting because they may not follow universal tendencies with respect to 

the semantic notions of external and internal causation. As to Quechua morphological 

causatives in general, yet another fascinating feature that children must acquire is the 
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dilTerential case-marking of nominal arguments, w hich may vary depending on the degree 

of control assigned to the causee. 

8.1. Roots, suffixes, and suffix combinations 

8.1.1. Adult corpus The adult corpus includes 279 verb forms, of which 

249 have at least 1 morpheme in addition to the person-of-subject inflection.^^ These 249 

complex V erbs include 88 forms (35%) with a single morpheme occurring between the root 

and the person-of-subject inflection [ROOT +1]; 74 forms (30%) with two morphemes 

[ROOT + 2]; 57 forms (23%) with three morphemes [ROOT + 3]; and 30 forms (12%) 

with four morphemes [ROOT + 4]. In this child-directed adult corpus, at least, we find no 

instances of verb forms with more than four morphemes between the root and the final 

subject inflections, although the forms often bear word-final enclitics, such as the evidential 

and negative suffixes. Also, the adult person-of-subject inflection set often includes 

suffixes encoding plurality, which will not be discussed in the present analysis. 

Verb roots The set of 249 complex verb forms is constructed from 90 roots, 

such that the VERBrROOT ratio is 2.77; that is, on average, each root appears in 2.77 

complex verb forms. These roots include 14 which are either recent loans from Spanish or 

instances of code-switching, e.g., bautiza- 'baptize', compaiia- 'accompany', graba-

'record', lava- 'wash', malogra- 'spoil, damage', queda- 'stay', regala- 'make a gift', 

termina- 'finish', visita- 'visit'. While the VERBrROOT ratio provides a rough 

approximation of root diversity', there are nineteen roots which apfjear in at least four 

different complex verb forms. These are shown on Table 8.1, in descending order of 

frequency by column. The reader will note that among the most frequently occurring roots 

are those denoting transfer, marked (*), which often occur either with two internal 

There is generally a one-to-one correspondence for suffixes and morphemes in Quechua. However, the 
Future and Conditional inflections also encode perscm-of-subject. 
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arguments or one internal argument together with a directional adjunct NP. Roots related to 

communication, marked (<), are also among the most frequent in the adult corpus. 

Table 8.1: Most frequent roots in adult complex verb forms 

7-13 Verb Forms 5 - 6  V e r b  F o r m s  4 Verb Forms 

*qo- give *mafia- lend hap'i- hold, grab 

< parla- talk hamu- come ka- be 

*apa- carry, take graba- record kuti- return 

mikhu- eat < rima- talk ruwa- do, make 

pasa- go, move vacha- learn, know tuku- end, finish 

puklla- play *qechu- take awav 

waqa- crv < ni- say 

Suffi.xes and suffix combinations Overall, 21% of the 249 adult complex verbs 

are progressive forms, 27% are future forms, and only about 7% are marked either in Past 

/-rqa-/ or /-ra-/ or Resultative /-sqa-/. The most frequently occurring modifying suffixes are 

Exhortative l-vqo-l (22%), Augmentative /-yku-/ (10%), and Inchoative /-ri-/ (10%). 

Directional l-mu-l appears far more frequently (18%) than Regressive /-pu-/ (11%) in the 

adult complex verbs. In all, causative verb forms constitute 11% of the corpus, with 

reflexive forms representing 22%. 

It is particularly helpful to consider the frequency of occurrence of suffi.xes as they 

appear individually and in two- and three-suffix combinations. As will be seen, a suffix 

may occur far more frequently in a certain combination than alone (in [RCXDT + 11 forms). 

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 below present the relative frequency of occurrence of individual 

suffixes and suffix combinations.^^ in Table 8.2, the suffixes are presented in groups so 

as to highlight different combinations. In the final column, which indicates the percentage 

^^Tbe tables do not include Past Tense, Conditional, the different nominalizers and the primarily 
derivational morphemes, all of which are relatively low in frequency. 
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Table 8.2: Frequent and infrequent suffixes and combinarioas in adult corpus - by group 
#sufr Inch 

RI 
E\h 

RQO 
Aug 

YKU 
Caus 
CHI 

Refl 
KU 

Dir 
MU 

Regr 
PU 

Prog 
SHA 

Obj Fut % 
249 V 

1 X 0.8 

1 X 1.2 

1 X 4.4 
2 X X 10.0 
2 X X 9.0 
2 X X 7.0 
3 X X X 5.2 

;:;:;X;X;X; MM jxjxxxi:- >:::->x">x :-:"x-x'x*:-

1 X 4.4 
2 X X 4.4 
2 X X 4.0 
3 X X X 3.2 

-x-'.-'.-;- mm X'X'I'X'X- •IvI'X'I'X' l*^X•X•^X* \*>X*>X*X 

1 X 6.0 
2 X X 4.4 
2 X X 3.6 

3 X X X 0.8 

ixX;:;:;:;:;: yyyyyyyy mum 'x-:-x-;';"x 

1 X 0.2 

2 X X 4.8 
2 X X 4.0 
3 X X X 1.6 

ixiftK:; ryy.\y.\\ mm y,yyyyy.\ •r-x-x-:-x-] X*X*>X*X mm x:::x::>-x: yyyyyyyy.-
I X 0.8 

2 X X 4.0 
2 X X 3.2 

2 X X 0.4 

2 X X 0.8 

XX;;;;;;;:;;; xx;;;xj;;:;; •:-x-:-:'x-x Mm :-:-x-;-x'x' •:-X'X-:";-:-: 

1 X 0.4 

1 X 7.3 
2 X X 1.2 

2 X X 3.2 

2 X X 1.6 

2 X X 0.8 

2 X X 0.4 

•x':<'xx: :v:;X;:;:;X: .v.;.;.*.*.;.;.; ^K-x^-x •;-x-:-x-rv: mim ;:;:x:;:::x;: 

1 X 0.0 

2 X X 1.2 

2 X X 4.0 
2 X X 3.2 

2 X X 2.4 

:i:|x;x;:|x; x*r'S;-x-;-;' Ixjxjxix- mm 
2 X X 0.8 
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of verbs exhibiting each suffix or combination, the most frequently occurring suffixes 

(>4.0%) are shown in bold italics. Table 83, which is based on Table 8.2, presents the 

relative frequencies of both individual suffi.\es as well as two- and three-suffix 

combinations. 

Table 83: Relative frequency of individual suffixes and combinations in adult corpus* 

Ver>' Frequent Frequent Fairly Frequent Infrequent or None 

5.2 - 10% 4 - 4.8% 2.4 - 3.6% 0- 1.6% 

/-rqo-mu-/ /-pu-/ + future /-rqo-/ + object /-pu-/ -1- obj + future 

/-rqo-/ + future future /-rqo-ku-mu-/ /-yku-ku-/ 

/-sha-/ /-ku-/ /-ri-/ + object /-yku-chi-/ 

/-mu-/ + future /-rqo-ku-/ /-yku-sha-/ /-ku-sha-/ 

object /-mu-/ + object /-chi-/ + object /-mu-/ 

/-rqo-mu-/ + future /-ku-mu-/ /-chi-/ + future /-mu-pu-/ 

/-pu-/ -f- object /-rqo-/ 

/-ri-ku-/ /-ri-/ 

/-chi-ku-/ /-ri-rqo-/ 

/-rqo-yku-/ 

/-rqo-mu-/ + object 

/-yku-/ 

/-ri-yku-/ 

/-rqo-sha-/ 

/-pu-/ 

/-chi-/ (none) 
*Wiihin each column, the listing is presented in descending order of frequency . 

Inspection of these tables reveals that E.\hortative /-rqo-/ and Directional /-mu-/ 

figure prominently in the most frequent adult suffix combinations; and yet, relatively few 

verbs bear either suffix alone in [ROOT + 1] forms. Also, the Exhortative suffix occurs 

very infrequently with Progressive /-sha-Z.'^o In like manner. Regressive /-pu-/ occurs 

It may be that the Exhortative is often incompatible with the Progressive, since it usually adds the 
notions of suddenness, brusqueness. or violence to non-imperative forms. In fact, Calvo P^rez classifies the 
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alone very rarely, while its appearance in combination with the future suffixes and with the 

object-marking suffixes is quite frequent Whereas Inchoative /-ri-/ occurs infrequently by 

itself or in combination with the other modifying suffixes. Exhortative /-rqo-/ and 

Augmentative /-yku-/, we find a high incidence of verbs bearing the Inchoative with 

Refiexive /-ku-/, i.e., /-ri-ku-/. Causative /-chi-/ never occurs alone in the adult [RCXDT + 

IJ complex verbs, but it appears frequently in combination with Reflexive /-ku-/. In 

general, the incidence of Augmentative /-yku-/ is low, and we find it occurring only fairly 

frequently in combination with Progressive /-sha-/; however. Progressive /-sha-/ is very-

frequent in [ROOT + 1] forms. In this way, the tables provide information about the 

frequency of occurrence of suffixes and their combination in the child-directed input. 

Importantly, the frequencies suggest that children must learn not only individual suffixes 

but also suffix combinations which presumably are meaningful as units. 

The reader will recall from Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2, that the suffixes 

corresponding to the inflectional template are rigidly sequenced, whereas some of the 

derivational-like suffixes may occur in different positions, often reflecting variation in 

semantic scope. The following ten examples from the adult corpus exhibit both variation 

in suffix order, some with semantic effects, as well as suffix repetition. The first box 

illustrates different sequences of Exhortative /-rqo-/ in combination with Causative /-chi-/: 

in #1, the Exhortative suffix modifies the root, while in #2, it modifies the entire causative 

stem. In the second box, we find different sequences of the Exhortative and Augmentative 

suffixes. It is doubtful that the different sequences of these modifying suffixes >ield any 

semantic effects; they are probably stylistic variants. 

The third box presents different sequences of the Causative in combination with 

Reflexive /-ku-/, with semantic effects which will be discussed in the next section on the 

Exhortative as a marker of perfective aspect. This may be the reason why it seldom co-occurs with the 
Progressive sufTix in adult speech. 
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grammatical function-changing morphemes. It should be noted that #6 is the only instance 

in the entire adult corpus of a causativized reflexive, manifested in the sequence /-ku-chi-/. 

The reader will recall from Chapter 5 that speakers of Cuzco Quechua have been described 

as neither producing nor comprehending this sequence.^' Finally, in the fourth box, 

various suffixes are reduplicated. In the double causative clearly has semantic effects, 

as illustrated in the gloss. In #9 and #10, by contrast, there are no semantic effects other 

than emphasis. 

\ 1. Qechu - rqo - chi - ku - waq. You would let (him) quickly take it away from you' i 
TAKE AWAY Bth Caus Refl 2 Cond 

[ 2 .  Waqa - chi - ra - mu - sunki. "He suddenly (went and) made you cry.' 
CR^" Caus Exh Dir 3>2 

13. Maqa - ru - yu - saq. '111 really hit him.' 
HIT Exh .Aug 1 Put 

k. Tapu • - yka - rqa - mu - waq. 'You'd really (go and) ask (someone).' 
ASK .\ug Exh Dir 2 Cond 

15. Foto - chi - ku - sun. 
PHOTO Caus Refl 1 pi Put 

"Well cause someone to photograph us.' 
(= 7-et's get our picture taken.') 

16. ?Hala - ka - chi - nki. 
SLIDE Refl Caus 2 sg. 

'\'ou've caused it to slide.' 

17. Apa - chi - ku - chi - waq. 
T.\KE Caus Refl Caus 2 Cond 

•^'ou'd cause someone, to cause someone to take him]' i 

18. I^ma - chi - chi - nki. 
T.\LK Caus Caus 2 sg. 

' ̂ 'ou cause someone to cause someone to talk.' 
(= 'You have someone make him talk.') 

19. Pusa - rqa - rqa - sunki. 
T.\KE E.xh Exh 3>2 

' Someone takes you (off) suddenly quickly violently.' j 

110. Ri - sha - sha -waq. 
GO Prog Prog 2 Cond 

' You'd be going.' 

^ It is likely that the verb form in #6 is actually some type of caique translatioa from aonstandard .Andean 
Spanish, such that hacer tesbalarse 'make slide' is e.xpressed in the Quechua as hala-lfa.<'hi- The producer of 
this verb form was a young bilingual woman, who was heard to speak quite a bit of Spanish. In fact, local 
informants generally rejected the causativized reflexive or merely guess^ at the meaning. Their guesses 
were varied and unrelated to the accepted meaning of this combination in other varieties of Quechua 
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This brings us to some curious adult verb forms which appear to violate the 

sequencing rules stipulated by Muysken and many others. These examples are presented in 

#11 through #13 below. Examples #l 1 and #12 both exhibit Progressive /-sha-/ affixed to 

the root before the Augmentative and Assistive suffixes, respectively. Either some subtle 

semantic variation is reflected in Chalhuancan Quechua, or the Progressive stem has been 

accessed holistically in the production of these forms. The latter possibility is the more 

likely, for, in #13, with Directional l-mu-l appended directly to the root, the accessed 

lexical stem is probably qo-mu-. (This stem occurs very frequently in adult and child 

production.) In fact, each form may represent a blend of two lexical entries, the typ)e of 

speech error described by Levelt (Chapter 6, Section 6.2.4.) In that case, the speaker may 

have accessed both the root and the stem, resulting in a blend that exhibits suffix ordering 

anomalies. These forms are ver>- intriguing, for they further suggest that the entries in the 

mental lexicon of a Quechua speaker may redundantly include both bare roots and stems. 

Moreover, some of the stored stems may be progressive forms. Since the Progressive 

suffix is part of the inflectional template, this is all the more surprising. 

11. ?Ukya- sha - jii - ni. 'I am carefully drinking.' 
DRIXK Prog Aug 1 sg. 

12. ?Hap'i - sha - ysi - sunki. 'He is helping you hold it.' 
HOIJ3 Prog Assist 3>2 

13. ?Qo - mu-ri- sha - sunki. 'He is (coming to) give you a little.' 
GIVE Dir Inch Prog 3>2 

In the final sample utterance shown below, we find the meaningless fillers, /-ta-/ and /-qa-/, 

inserted into the complex verb, perhaps for purely prosodic reasons. 

14. Waqa - ta - qa - ri - n. 
CRY Filers Inch 3 sg 

'He has begun to cry.' 
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8.1.2. The youngest children: ages 2;0 to 2;8 years 

RR (2:0-2:2) This boy produced a total of 81 non-duplicate \ erb forms, 

comprising 48 different roots, for a VERB:R(X)T ratio of 1.69. The roots include a pair of 

synonyms, both meaning 'eat': mikhu- and comi-. The total corpus of RR verb forms is 

presented in Table 8.4. The most prominent characteristic of RR's verb production is the 

preponderance of bare roots and stems (Columns 2-3 of Table 8.4). There are 46 such 

bare forms, including 3 partial roots, which correspond to over half (57%) of the total 

corpus of verb forms produced by this child. This is intriguing, since RR is by now 

producing some two-word utterances which consist, maximally, of 3 to 4 morphemes. 

We find, moreover, that 20 verbs (25%) bear no suffixes other than person-of-subject 

inflections. These forms are shown in the last three columns of Row [0], and tj'pical 

utterances are presented in #15. Here, RR produces a partial root in the first utterance and 

an uninflected reflexive stem in the second. 

15. Mu chicha . [munani chichasarataj 'I want chichasara.' 

Noqa laqaku . [noqaq laq'akun] 'Mine fell down.' 

With respect to the person-of-subject morphology, RR produces 12 third-person 

singular verbs (15%), as well as a few first-person singular forms (5 verbs, or 6%). There 

are also 19 forms (23%) bearing the Infinitive/Imperative inflection, l-y-l. RR appears to 

use the l-y-l suffix for both commands and for actions performed by himself. That is, he 

seems to use this suffix both to issue directives and to announce or threaten negative 

responses if the interlocutor fails to comply. This phenomenon is illustrated in the sample 

utterances immediately following the table, with commas inserted to represent pauses. The 

glosses are provided to suggest what RR has probably intended to say. The reader will 



note, in #18, that RR has illicitly affixed /-y-/ to the prohibitive negative form, ama. and 

also to the first-person pronoun, noqa. 

Table 8.4: .Von-dupiicale verb forms produced by (2:0 - 2;2) 
Partial 

root 
Root Infinitive/ 

Imperative 
3 sg. Subj 1 sg. Subj 

+ o mu_, 
pha_, 
wik_. 

apa, yayku, comi, chura. 
hamu, hich'a, ap'i, kita, 
kuchu, lata, laq'o, 
mikhu. miina, ?oqolo, 
pasa, punu. nana, 
pbawa, puklla, qhaywi, 
saya, sirvi, subi, taka, 
tapa, tawaja, tiya, toka, 
toma. tiiku, waqa, 
wayk'u, wikch'u 

apay, atiy, 
chinay, hamuy. 
hap'iy. laq'ay. 
maqay, na(na)y, 
qbaway, qoy, 
tapay. toiuy, 
tiikuy, wahay. 
waqay 

kan, tocan, purin, 
fvac^ 

tukuoi-na 

+ (y)ku 

(AUG) 

or 

[REFL] 

atiku, laq'aku, tanqayku. ?chaylakun, 
*cfaay-pi-kun, 
laq'ukun, 
laq'akun, 
pakaykun. 
punukun 

*atikuni 
(for atikun 
OR atini), 
q'alakuni 

+ sha 

(PROG) 

apasha, qep'isha, 
takasha, waqasha 

kashan 

+ mu 

(DIR) 

apamu apamuy, 
aykumuy 

+ ri 

(INCH) 

atili. kichali 

+ pu 

(REGR) 

qopuy 

+ rqo 

(EXFO 

tukurqu-ni 
[REPr,Y to 
"turkurqu-nki-
chu?^ 

+saq 

(FL-F) 

risa_ 

+ ri + ku pak'ilikun 

+mu+wa qomuway 

16. Apa - y, maqa - y. 
TAKE Imper HIT ? 

[Apa-mu-y, maqa - saq] 
"Bring it or 111 hit (someone).' 
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17. Corre, waha - y, waqa - y, waha - y, waqa - y. [Waha - y, waqa - saqj 
Run (Sp) CALL Imper CR^' ? C-\LL Imper CRY ? ' Run and call him or lU cry 

because I'm crying.' 

18. *Ama - y, haqay, _aqay, waqa - y *noqa - y. [Ama, haqay - ta, waqa - saq ncxja] 
N'eg ? TH.'^T THAT CRY ? I ? 'No. that one or I'll cr>' since I'm crjing.' 

From other utterances in the RR corpus, it is safe to conclude that RR is acquiring 

productive use of the synonymous first-pereon possessor suffi.x, l-y-l, which appears on 

nominals such as mama-y 'my mommy'. Hence, it may be that RR has extended the 

notion of first person to mark the person-of-subject on verb forms as well. On the other 

hand. Table 8.4 reveals that RR has begun productive use of first-person /-ni-/. This is 

especially apf>arent in his inappropriate verb form, *ati-ku-ni. which is intended to mean 'I 

can (do it)'. To express this notion, adults would say either ati-ni 'I can' or ati-ku-n 'It can 

be done', but they would not append the first-person marker to the reflexive stem, ati-ku-. 

In order to resolve this puzzling duality of first-person markers, we might speculate that 

RR sometimes uses /-y-/ on roots and stems to indicate some type of modal expression in 

first-person, whereas /-ni-/ is straightforwardly first-person indicative. This is interesting, 

for it suggests that children may use morphemes in a meaningful way which nevertheless 

diverges from adult usage. 

RR produces 23 [RCXDT + 1] verb forms, that is, verbs with a single suffix 

appended to the root besides the person-of-subject inflection. These include 5 progressi\'e 

forms, with /-sha-/, as well as 11 verbs to which either the Augmentative or the Reflexive 

morpheme is appended. It is difficult to differentiate these suffi.xes in RR's production, 

since one possible allomorph of Augmentative /-yku-/ is /-ku-/, a homophone of the 

Reflexive suffix. Two of these forms are clearly Augmentative stems, tanqa-vku-() and 

paka-vku-n. from the roots, tanqa- 'push' and paka- 'hide'. Another pair of forms are 

clearly reflexive, q'ala-ku-ni 'I take my clothes off and laq'a-ku-n 'It has fallen'. 

Moreover, E^'s use of the Reflexive suffix is meaningfully productive, if sometimes 
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inappropriate, for he produces the form, *chav-pi-lcu-n. from the locative demonstrative, 

chav-pi. 'in that place'. The intended meaning of this novel form might be He has moved 

to/put himself in that place'. 

The stems exhibiting Directional /-mu-/ (3 forms) and Regressive /-pu-/ (1 form) 

have very likely been learned holistically as lexical units, e.g., apa-mu- 'bring', avku-mu-

'enter' and qo-pu- 'give back, return'. RR has also produced verb forms with Inchoative 

/-ri-/, which he pronounces as [li], as well as a single verb form with Exhortative /-rqo-/ 

occurring non-independently in a response to a question with exactly the same stem. As to 

the two [ROOT + 2] verbs in the RR corpus, one is clearly a form learned holistically 

(qo-mu-wa-y = 'Come and give me'), while the other may reflect rule-based productivity 

(p'aki-li-ku-n = 'It has begun to breakVTt has broken a little.'). 

JN (2:5 - 2:6) At the earliest age range, 2;5 to 2;6 years, JN produced a total of 89 

nonduplicate verb forms with 46 different roots. (The VERB:ROOT ratio is 1.93.) The 

most frequent verb roots are apa- 'take, carry', pasa- and puri- 'go, walk', and tusu-

'dance', all verbs of movement. Among the 46 roots or stems, we also find 4 synonymous 

pairs: (1) mikhu-Zccwni- 'eat'; (2) wavk'u-/cocina- 'cook'; (3) pui!u-ku-/chisi-ku- 'fall 

asleep'; and (4) tiva-ku-/pachi-ku- 'sit down'. In the first two pairs, the first root is 

Quechua and the second is borrowed from Spanish. In the second two pairs of reflexive 

stems, the first is a standard Quechua form, while the second is Quechua baby talk. 

The corpus of 89 verbs consists of 33 [ROOT + 0] forms (37%), 30 [ROOT + 1 ] 

forms (34%), 22 [ROOT + 2] forms (25%), and 4 [ROOT + 3] forms (4%). While fully 

46 forms (52%) are inflected for third-person singular person-of-subject, none is inflected 

for second-person, and only two bear the first-person present inflection, /-ni-/. At this age 

range, JN frequently marks first-person verbs by appending the first-person Future suffix, 

/-saq/. A total of 24 verb forms (27%) are bare roots or stems, even though JN is by now 
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producing three- and four-word utterances with variable word order. In #19, utterances are 

presented which exhibit the bare root, muna- 'want', in combination with either first-

person or second-person subject pronouns. As discussed in the previous chapter, JN 

frequently positions the pronoun subject after the uninflected verb form (a, b, and d). 

9. a. Chay muna qan. [chayta munanki qan.] ' \'ou want that.' 

b. Carruta muna noqa. [noqa carruta munani.] 'I want the car.' 

c. Noqa carru muna . 

d. Mana muna noqa carrupi. [noqa carrupi mana munanichu.] 1 don't want it in the car* 

At this age range, JN's [ROOT + 1] verbs exhibit a small repertoire of suffixes, 

used with varying frequency. She produces single instances of Exhortative /-rqo-/, the 

Past Tense inflection, and Directional /-mu-/ (only in the forms, apa-mu- = 'bring' and 

avku-mu- = 'enter', the same stems produced by RR). By contrast, we find 16 

progressive forms, 3 first-person future forms, and 7 verbs bearing either the Reflexive 

morpheme or Augmentative /-(y)lai-/. This is shown in the uppermost portion of Table 8.5 

below, which shows the suffixes and suffix combinations produced by JN in 47 (84%) of 

her 56 complex v erbs. 

Table 8.5: .Vtost frequent suffi.xes and their combinations in JN's complex verbs (2;5-2;6) 

-YKU-
(Aug) 

-KU-
(Refl) 

-SHA-
(Prog) 

-SAQ 
(Isg Future) 

# Verbs #Roots % of All Verbs 

X 4 3 
X 2 2 

X 16 14 
X 3 3 25/30 83% 

X X 7 6 
X X 5 5 

X X 4 4 
X X 3 3 19/22 86% 

X X X 2 2 
X X X 1 1 3/4 75% 
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It should be mentioned that it is at times difficult to discern whether JN is producing the 

Reflexive suffix or a reduced Augmentative form, both manifested as [ROOT + /-ku-/]. 

For example, JN produces both tusu-ku-() and tusu-yku-() (tusu- = 'dance'). Either the 

first of these forms is a reduction of the second Augmentative form, or it is actually a 

reflexive meaning 'He dances for/by himself. It may well be that the two suffixes are used 

interchangeably at this point to indicate a general notion of intense or careful personal 

involvement. In any event, it is interesting that both RR and JN produce the Augmentative 

quite frequently, while the Exhortative that occurs so often in adult forms appears just once 

in the RR corpus (in a stem provided by the interlocutor) and twice in the earliest JN 

corpus. 

As shown on Table 8.5, the majority of the complex verb forms produced by JN at 

ages 2;5 to 2;6 years are constructed from four suffixes: Augmentative /-(y)ku-/. Reflexive 

/-ku-/. Progressive /-sha-/, and first-person Future /-saq/. JN uses these suffixes in 83% 

of her [ROOT + 1] verbs, and combinations of these suffixes appear in 86% of the [ROOT 

+ 2] verbs and 75% of the [ROOT + 3] forms. While the same suffixes and suffix 

combinations occur over and over again, they are appended to a wide variety of roots. For 

example, we find in the first row of Table 8.5 that JN produced 4 verb forms consisting of 

the root in combination with the Augmentative suffix; these forms include 3 different 

roots. The table suggests that JN is developing production routines, or lexical procedural 

knowledge, by focusing on a limited set of suffixes produced singly and in all possible 

combinations. 

One frequent contiguous combination comprises Augmentative /-(y)ku-/ and 

Progressive /-sha-/, a pairing which occurs only fairly frequently in the adult corpus. In 

#20 through #25 below, we find that JN's responses to the direct questions posed by her 

interlocutor are inappropriate because of the presence of this combination on her verb 

forms. The reader will recall from the previous chapter that adult Quechua speakers 
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generally reply to a direct question by producing a verb form with a stem identical to that of 

the verb presented in the question, and they add the appropriate evidential suffix (e.g.. 

Affirmative /-mi/). JN's inappropriate use of this suffix combination is especially 

prominent in #21. Here, she has appended the suffi.\ pair, not to a root verb, but to a 

partially segmented resultative form. Since JN clearly overuses this suffix combination, 

either she does not assign an adult-like meaning to this pairing, or she may attach the 

combination to verbs because forms consisting of [root + two suffixes] simply sound 

better. 

20. 

21. IL: Nachu chayasqa? 
Is it already cookwi'?' 

22. IL: Pukllanchu? 
Does she play ?' 

23. IL: Imata ruwashani? 
What am I doing'?* 

24. IL: Noqachu sipirusaq? 
'Shall I kiU it?' 

25. IL: Ha^iakusqasunki? 
'Had he kicked you7 

JN: 

JN: 

JN: 

JN: 

JN: 

JN: 

*Tokan. Tusu-kusha_. 
It plays. She is AUG-dancing.' 

*Chayas-lcushan. 
7t is .AUG-cooking.' 

*Puklla-kushan. 
'She is .AL'G-playing.' 

*Kuchu-kushan. 
'It is .AUG-cutting.' 

*Tu sipi-kushan. 
'\'ou (SP) *is AL'G-killing it.' 

*Hayta-kushan. 
He is ."^UG-kicking.' 

IL: Mamayki tusunchu tokakaqtin? 
"When it is played, does your mom dance? 

JN (2:7-2:8^ The total of 109 nonduplicate verb forms produced by JN at this age 

range represent 53 different roots, for a VERB:ROOT ratio of 2.06. The list of roots 

includes the synonymous pair, urma-/caye-. which both mean Tall'. (The latter root is a 

loan from Spanish, caer.) At ages 2;7 to 2;8 years, JN no longer produces bare roots and 

It has been suggested by a Peruvian informant, who speaks Quechua natively, that small children may 
use Augmentative /-yku-/ with relatively greater frequency than adults because ^ey are more apt to want to 
express the notion of intensity or "carefulness". It is not at all clear why this should be, and yet we may 
infer from this informant that overuse of the Augmentative suffix is characteristic of Quechua babytalk. 
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stems. Now, in fact, we find numerous instances of first-person present /-ni/, as well as a 

few verbs bearing the second-person subject suffix, /-nki/. The 109 verb forms include 30 

(27%) which are [ROOT + 0], 54 (50%) which are [ROOT + 1], 22 (20%) which are 

[ROOT + 2j, and only 3 (3%) which are [ROOT + 3). As compared with the previous age 

range, the percentage of complex verbs consisting of 2 or more suffixes is actually 

somewhat lower (from 29% to 23%). However, the percentage of [ROOT + 1] forms has 

increased substantially fiom 34% to 50%, with a corresponding drop in the proportion of 

[ROOT + 0] forms from 37% to only 27%. 

In addition to the object markers which appear for the first time on JN's verb 

forms, we now find 7 verb forms with the Exhortative suffix, as well as several instances 

of other modifying suffixes, i.e.. Inchoative l-n-l and Intentional /-rpari-/. In fact, JN now 

produces 7 verbs with Intentional /-rpari-/. (This modifying suffix appears only once in the 

adult corpus.) It should be mentioned that the 10 Exhortative verb forms produced by JN 

from age 2;5 years to age 2;8 years all exhibit the reduced /-ru-/ allomorph rather than the 

form, /-rqo/, which straddles two syllables. Also, the 10 forms represent 7 different 

roots. 

The diversity' of roots bearing the Exhortative suffix conu^ts with the root-specific 

occurrences of Directional /-mu-/ and Regressive /-pu-/. In fact, between the ages of 2;5 

years and 2;8 years, JN produces only 5 verb forms bearing Directional /-mu-/, limited to 3 

roots, apa- 'carry, take' (3 forms), ayku- 'enter' (1 form), and aysa- 'pull' (I form). 

These are all verbs of movement, such that /-mu-/ serves exclusively to indicate motion 

towards the speaker in these verb forms. As to Regressive /-pu-/, which appears for the 

first time in the age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years, all 5 verb forms exhibit the same stem, qo-pu-

'give back'. (The reader will recall that RR's only regressive stem was also qo-pu-. ) 

Of the 79 complex verb fomis produced by JN at this age range, that is, verbs with 

at least one suffix appended to the root, 60 (76%) are accounted for in Table 8.6. The table 



is divided into three portions, such that each portion displays a different group of suffixes 

which occur singly or in combination in JN's complex verbs. The top portion, for 

example, presents the four suffixes which figured so prominently in JN's verbs at the 

previous age range. We find the Progressive suffix and different future markers occurring 

very frequently alone, but there is now not a single instance of the pairing of Progressive 

/-sha-/ with Augmentative /-{y)ku-/, the combination which occurred quite frequently at the 

previously age range. The reader will further note that these four suffixes and their 

combinations appear on a wide variety of roots. 

Table 8.6: Frequent suffixes and their combinations in JN's complex vert)s (2;7-2;8) 

-RI-
(loch) 

-RQO-
(Exh) 

-YKU-
(Aug) 

-KU-
(Refl) 

-PU-
(Regr) 

-SHA-
(Prog) 

object future #Verbs #Roots 

X 16 15 
X 6 6 
X X I 1 

X 4 4 
X 12 10 

X X 3 3 

X 2 

6 

X X n 

6 

X X 2 

6 
X X X 1 

6 X X X 1 6 
yy.'i'yy.'yy.'i' 'yyyyyyyyyy. 

X 4 4 
qo-pu 1 

1 

qo-pu X 2 

1 

qo-pu X 1 

1 
qo-n X I 

1 qo-n X X 1 1 

TOTAL: 60 verbs (76%) 

The middle portion presents the 8 verb forms exhibiting Exhortative l-rqo-l, occurring 

cither alone or in combination with three other suffixes. It is interesting, here, that 4 out of 

the 6 forms with two or three suffixes appended to the root contain the combination, /-rqo-

ku-/, which is frequent in the adult corpus. (See Tables 8.2 and 8.3.) 
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Finally, the bottom portion of the table highlights the occurrences of Regressive 

/-pu-/, which appears exclusively on the root go- 'give'. Here we find the Regressive 

suffix combined with an object marker in half of the verbs with the root go-. (The [/-pu-/ + 

object] pairing is a frequent combination in the adult corpus.) In fact, the last three verb 

forms represented on the table are particularly interesting. These display permutations of 

the same three suffixes. Inchoative /-ri-/. Regressive /-pu-/, and first-person object /-wa-/, 

i.e., /-pu-wa-/, /-ri-wa-/, and /-ri-pu-wa-/, all appended to a single root, go-. The second 

and third portions of the table reveal, once again, that JN appears to develop production 

routines by focusing on a limited set of suffixes produced singly and in combination. 

Also, whereas the Exhortative suffix occurs on a wide variety of roots, JN initially appends 

the Regressive suffix to a single root 

Summary In summing up the highlights of the verb forms produced by the youngest 

children, RR (2;0 to 2;2 years) and JN (2;5 to 2;8 years), we find these descriptive facts: 

(1) Both children frequently produce bare roots or stems, and some of their verb roots 

include pairs of synonyms. As to the person-of-subject morphology, we find no forms 

infiected for second-person until the JN age range of 2;7 to 2;8 years. The children exhibit 

interesting differences with respect to the production of first-person inflections. RR 

appears to use first-person present /-ni/ for indicative forms and infinitive/imperativ e /-y/ to 

express modalitv'. By contrast, JN very rarely produces first-person /-ni/ until ages 2;7 to 

2;8 years, preferring, instead, the first-person future suffix, /-saq/. 

(2) Both children exhibit meaningful productivity in the use of verb suffixes; 

nevertheless, the meanings the children assign to these suffixes may not be adult-like. For 

example, RR attaches reflexive /-ku-/ to the non-verbal form, chavpi. while JN at first 

generalizes the combination, /-ku-sha-/, inappropriately. At the next age range, this 

combination mysteriously disappears altogether from JN's verb production. As shown 
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above, the children's morphological expression of the first-person subject relation is only 

partially adult-like, reflecting their unique hypotheses about the meanings of the first-

person paradigms. Rnally, it is possible that the children may blend the modifying 

functions of Augmentative /-(y)ku-/ and Reflexive /-ku-/ to express the general notion of 

intense personal involvement. 

(3) The verb stems formed with Directional /-mu-/ and Regressive /-pu-/, for both 

children, include only a few roots, all verbs of movement. Attached to verbs signifying 

movement. Directional /-mu-/ indicates motion towards the speaker. These roots are apa-

'take, carr> ', ayku- 'enter', and aysa- 'pull' with Directional /-mu-/; and only go- 'give' 

with Regressive /-pu-/. By contrast, suffixes such as Exhortative /-rqo-/, especially in the 

form of the /-ru-/ allomorph, appear on a wide variety of roots from the outset. 

(4) With the exception of /-ku-/, which is both the Reflexive suffix and an allomorph of 

the Augmentative morpheme, some suffixes which are homophonous are produced either 

sparingly or not at all by the youngest children. These include two pairs; (a) Exhortative 

/-rqo-/ and Past Tense /-rqa-/; and (b) /-nki/ and /-su-nki/, which express second-person 

subject and [3->2] object, respectively. As to input frequency of occurrence, we find both 

children seldom producing Exhortative /-rqo-/ or the pairing, /-rqo-mu-/, which appears so 

frequently in the adult corpus. However, like the adults, both children frequently produce 

Progressive forms, and JN very often produces verbs marked in the future. 

(5) As to verb complexity, RR's verbs are largely limited to [ROOT + 0] and [ROOT + 

1] verbs; there are only 2 [ROOT + 2] forms, one of which appears to have been acquired 

as a frozen whole. While JN's verb forms gradually increase in complexity, she produces 

only 7 [ROOT + 3] verb forms between the ages of 2;5 and 2;8 years. Also, JN appears to 

develop production routines, or lexical procedural knowledge, by focusing on just a few 

single suffixes and their combinations, generally appended to a wide variety of roots. 
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8.1.3. The next-to-youngesl children: ages 2;9 to 3;1 years 

JN (2:9-2:10) During the final age range, JN produces 117 verb forms from 52 

roots, such that the VERB:ROOT ratio is 2.25. These roots include the synonymous pair, 

juga-/ puklla-. meaning 'play', as well as the Spanish roots, pinta- 'color' and queda-

'stay'. In the total corpus, all the verbs but one exhibit person-of-subject marking, 

including 18 instances of second-person morphology. We now find 32 forms (27%) 

which are [ROOT + 0], exactly the same percentage encountered at the previous age range, 

as well as 49 verbs (41%) which are [ROOT + 1]. The set of 37 complex verb forms, 

comprising 32% of the total corpus, includes 29 forms (25%) which are [ROOT + 2] and 8 

forms (7%) which are [ROOT + 3]. The most notable change with respect to verb 

complexity is the increase in the proportion of [ROOT + 3] verbs, from 3% at the previous 

age range to 7%. However, there are no [ROOT + 4] verb forms in the corpus. 

Of the corpus of 85 verb forms exhibiting at least one morpheme in addition to 

person-of-subject, 72 (85%) are accounted for in Table 8.7, which, once again, presents 

the relative frequency of the most prominent suffixes and their combinations, by groups. 

This subset of 72 complex verbs includes 38 (53%) which are [ROOT + 1] forms. In 

these forms, the most common suffixes, in descending order of frequency, are (a) 

Progressive /-sha-/ (9 forms); (b) Future and object-marking suffixes (8 forms each); and, 

(c) Refiexive /-ku-/ (6 forms); and Causative /-chi-/ and Directional /-mu-/ (5 forms each). 

It should be mentioned that Augmentative /-yku-/ is not represented on the table, since, 

surprisingly, the 85 complex verb forms include only a single instance of this suffix. Also, 

the Inchoative appears only twice in the total corpus, in verbs that may exhibit frozen 

stems; apa-ri-ku-. 'carry away for oneself and qo-ri-. 'give a little'. The 5 [ROOT + I] 

verbs with Directional /-mu-/ include only 2 roots, since 4 of these forms contain the stem, 

apa-mu- 'bring'. In fact, JN appends the Directional suffix somewhat more generally to 

other roots only in more complex verb forms, represented in the fourth portion of the table. 
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Table 8.7: Frequent suffixes and their combinations in JN's c»inp ex verbs (2;9-2;10) 

-RQO- -CHI- -KU- -MU- -PU- -SHA- object future #Verbs and 
(Exh) (Caus) (Refl) (Dir) (Regr) (Prog) Roots 

X 5 5 
X 6 6 

X 8 5 
X X I I 

X X 1 I 
X X 2 2 
X X X 1 I 

X*>X*>>X'X iiiiiiliSiiiifc: 
%x>X:>X;X 

X 0 0 
X 8 7 

X X 1 1 
X X 3 3 

iiiisaiiiii: 
'x'>!->x-x-:v J:;:®;:;:;:;: 

X 9 9 
X X 3 2 

X X 1 1 
X X 1 1 
X X X 1 1 

X X X 2 1 

X 5 2 
X X 1 1 
X X 2 2 

X X 4 4 
X X X 2 2 

:-x-x*-:-:^*-x-:-: 

x 2 i 
X X X I I 
X X X 1 1 
X L ^ I 1 

TOTAL; 72 verbs (85%) 

Once again, we find evidence that JN continues to make use of subsets of 

individual suffixes and their combinations to form [ROOT + 2] and [ROOT + 3] verbs, 

now often with only a small set of verb roots. In the top portion of the table, for example, 

there are three causative forms, two of which have the same root, toka- 'play, as a 

recorder', as well as the first-person Future infieclion. The forms are toka-chi-sag 'I'll 
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play' and toka-chi-ku-saa ni play for myself. Moving down to the second and third 

portions, we find that Regressive /-pu-/ does not appear singly in any of the complex 

verbs. However, there are 5 verb forms bearing this suffix in combination with others, 

representing only 3 roots: ranti-pu-wa-n 'he buys for me', qo-pu-saq '111 give back', 

qo-pu-sha-sun 'we'll be giving back', apa-ka-pu-saq 'I'll take for myself/ what is mine', 

and apa-ka-pu-nqa "he'll take back for himself/ what is his'. In the first of these verbs, we 

find the combination, [/-pu-/ + object], which occurs frequently in adult production. (In 

this pairing, /-pu-/ has a benefactive interpretation, rather than a regressive meaning.) The 

latter four verbs, two with the root go- 'give' and two with the reflexive stem, apa-ku-

'take back for oneself, all exhibit the pairing, [/-pu-/ + future]. This combination also 

appears frequently in the verbs produced by adults. 

The fourth portion of the table summarizes the verb forms with Directional /-mu-/ 

in combination with the object-marking and future morphology. These include 3 forms 

constructed from the same root, qechu- 'take away from': qechu-wa-nqa [object + future], 

qechu-mu-wa-nki [/-mu-/ + object], and qechu-mu-wa-nqa [/-mu-/ + object + future]. In 

like manner, we find 2 forms constructed from go- 'give': qo-wa-nqa [object + future] and 

qo-mu-wa-nqa [/-mu-/ + object + future]. In the final portion of the table, we find a 

summary- of the exhortative verbs in the sub-corpus of 72 verbs. For the first time, JN 

pixxiuces 3 verb forms with the full Exhortativ e suffix, /-rqo-/, rather than the reduced 

allomorph, /-ru-/. Also for the first time, we find \'erb forms exhibiting the combination, 

/-rqo-mu-/, which appears so frequently in adult verb forms. One of these, hisp'a-ra-ka-

mu-nki 'you'll go and urinate', shows that JN is now appending Directional /-mu-/ to verbs 

of non-movement to indicate action away from the speaker. Fmally, there are no instances 

of Exhortative /-rqo-/ paired with any of the other modifying suffixes. 
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BT (2:10-3:n Although this child's age overlaps with that of a child included 

among the oldest children, to be discussed in the next section, her overall verb-forming 

performance places her more appropriately with JN at ages 2;9 to 2; 10 years. Like JN, she 

is not yet producing any [ROOT + 4] complex verbs, nor does she take any legitimate 

liberties with the suffix template, e.g., appropriate suffix reduplication, insertion of 

meaningless fillers, and variation in sequencing. In fact, in some ways, BT's complex 

verb formation more closely resembles that of JN at the earliest age range, 2;5 to 2;6 years. 

The BT corpus of 184 verbs includes only 18 forms (10%) which are fROOT + 0], 82 

verbs (45%) which are [ROOT + 1], 65 forms ((35%) which are [ROOT + 2], and 19 

verbs (10%) which are [ROOT + 3]. The 166 verb forms with at least one non-subject 

suffix appended to the root represent 74 roots, for a VERBtROOT ratio of 2.24. These 

roots include 10 of Spanish origin, e.g., initi- 'meet', pasea- 'stroll', patia- 'kick', and 

impersonal gusta- 'like'. 

In the BT corpus, there are two suffixes which appear far more frequently in suffix 

combinations than singly, i.e., in [ROOT + 1] verbs. For example, of the 166 complex 

verbs, 68 (41%) are progressive forms. However, while Progressive /-sha-/ is found in 

only 22% of the 82 [ROOT + 1] forms, it is extremely prominent in combinations with 

other suffixes: of the 84 verbs exhibiting at least 2 non-subject suffixes, 50 verbs, or 60%, 

are progressive forms. For BT, then. Progressive /-sha-/ is a pivotal player in suffix 

pairings. A similar pattern of frequency is observ ed for Augmentativ e /-yku-/. Although 

the suffix appears in 25% of the 166 complex verbs overall, it occurs alone in only 6% of 

the 82 [ROOT + 1] verbs, while it appears in 44% of the 84 more complex forms. The 

reader will recall that Progressive /-sha-/ occurs singly in adult verb forms ver>' frequently, 

whereas the appearance of Augmentative /-yku-/ by itself is ver>' infrequent. 

Table 8.8 summarizes the frequency of occurrence of suffi.xes and their 

combinations, by group, in 129 (78%) of the 166 complex verbs produced by BT. In the 
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Table 8.8: Riequent suffixes and their combinatioiis in BTs complex verbs (2; 10-3; 1) 

RI RQO YKU CHI KU PU SHA Obj Fut Cond # V / R  
X 5/5 

X 6/5 
X 18/16 

X X — 

X X 20/17 
X X 5/5 

X X X 2/2 
X'X'X*X*X mm- IvXv-X-X- ::x:::::x:;X: 

X 5/5 
X X 8/8 

X X 4/4 
X X X 4/4 

Mm x*x*M-x*rv **X*X'I*X*X' •x*x*r*r*r'x* mm >>>x::':::x 
X 18/15 

X 3/3 
X X 2/2 

X X 1/1 
X X 3/3 
X X X 1/1 

mtm L**:-:*-x-x-:-:': mm •:-x%-x":':*:' •x'>>x*r<'> 

X 1/1 
X 7/6 

X X 2/2 
X X 1/1 
X X X 1/1 

X X X 1/1 
X 2/1 
X X 1/1 
X XX I / l  

X X — 

mm X'X'X'X'X X'X'X'X-X 
X \ — 

X X 1/1 
X X 1/1 

X X 1/1 
X X X 212 

X X X 212 
TOTAI ̂  129 (78%) 

topmost portion of the table, we find that BT very frequently produces verb forms 

exhibiting the Augmentative suffix paired with the Progressive, /-yku-sha-/. This very-

prominent BT combination is reminiscent of JN's earliest verb forms, at the age range of 
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2;5 to 2;6 years. The reader will recall, oncc again, that this pairing is only fairly frequent 

in the adult corpus. BT makes use of this suffix combination in the production of more 

complex verbs; for this reason, the pairing appears to function as a "building block" or 

mini-template for the construction of such forms. For example, we see in the second 

portion of the table that BT produces 4 complex verbs, each consisting of a different root 

and the same suffix combination, /-yku-chi-sha-/. The contributing building blocks in this 

combination are the previously mentioned /-yku-sha-/ and also the quite frequent pairing, 

/-chi-sha-/, which apf)ears in 8 of BT's [ROOT + 2] verb forms. In the last portion of the 

table, we find that 2 of BT's verbs exhibit the sequence [/-yku-sha-/ + conditional]. 

Another mini-template in BT's repertoire of building blocks in\ olves the pairing of 

Regressive /-pu-/ with the object markers, e.g., /-pu-wa-/. (The reader will recall that this 

combination occurs frequently in adult verbs.) For example, in the fourth portion of the 

table, we find 2 forms with [/-pu-/ + object], I with [/-ri-/ + /-pu-/ + object], and 1 with 

[/-chi-/ + /-pu-/ + object]. In like manner, the middle pjortion of the table shows 

combinations of Inchoative /-ri-/. Reflexive l-ku-l, and the future: 3 forms with [/-ri-/ + 

/-ku-/], 2 forms with [/-ri-/ + future], and 1 with [/-ri-/ + /-ku-/ + future]. (In general, 

future markers appear very frequently on BT's verb forms.) As shown on Table 8.3, 

adults frequently form complex verbs exhibiting the combination, /-ri-ku-/. 

Finally, we see from the table that none of BT's complex verbs includes any 

pairings of the three modifiers, i.e.. Inchoative /-ri-/. Exhortative /-rqo-/, and Augmentative 

/-yku-/. Nor does the BT corpus include any legitimate suffix duplications. BT does 

produce one verb with suffix repetition, the curious form, ?qo-wa-rqu-wa-v. 'Please give 

me!', which might be a speech error of the blend type. Here the first-person object marker 

appears appended directly to the root go- and also near the end of the verb, a possible 

fusion of qo-wa- and qo-rqu-wa-. It should also be mentioned, in concluding this 

discussion of BT's verb formations, that she produces verbs exhibiting Directional /-mu-/ 
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the Directional in combination with the Exhortative, /-rqo-mu-/, the most frequent adult 

suffix pairing. For this reason, the Directional suffix has not been included in Table 8.8. 

Before turning to a discussion of the oldest children, we should briefly examine 

Table 8.9 below, which presents a listing of the verb stems produced by JN, and BT 

exhibiting four selected suffi.xes: Exhortative /-rqo-/. Causative /-chi-/. Directional /-mu-/, 

and Regressive /-pu-/. 

Table 8.9: Hrst verbs produced by four youngest children bearing four selected sufTlxes 
Exhortative 

/-rqo-/ 
Causative 

/-chi-/ 
Directional 

/-mu-/ 
Regressive 

/-pu-/ 
RR 
(2;0-2i2) 

apa-mu- 'bring' 
ayku-mu- 'enter' 

qo-pu- 'give back' 

JN 
(2;5-2;6) 

taka-ru-
urma-ru-

lava-chi- apa-mu-
ayku-mu-

JN 
(2;7-2;8) 

pika-ru- (2) 
wayk'u-ru- (2) 
chinka-ru-
puri-ru-
t'oqo-ru-
urma-ra-

toka-chi- (2) 
'play (recorder)' 

apa-mu-
aysa-mu-

qo-pu- (5) 

including: 
Q O - f D U - w a l  ( 2 )  

JN 
(2;9-2;10) 

sipi-rqu (2) 
hisp'a-ra 
muyu-rqa 
ayku-ru 

14 verbs/10 roots 

including: 
toka-chi (3) 
qhawa-chi (3) 

apa-mu- (6) 
qechu-mu- (2) 
saqe-mu-
chaya-mu-
qomu-
muvu-frqa-mul 

qo-pu- (2) 
apa-ka-pu- (2) 
pasa-pu- 'go away' 

ranti-fpu-wal 

BT 
(2;10-3;1) 

vvanu-ru (2) 
tuku-ru 
tuku-rqu 
ayku-ra 
rikch'a-ra 
wikch'a-ra 
?qo-wa-rqu 

24 verbs/14 roots apa-mu (2) 
qhawa-mu 
avku-rra-mul 

pasa-pu (2) 
mikhu-naya-pu 

chura-Fpu-wa) 
saka-fpu-wal 
ruwa-ri-fpu-wal 
toka-chi-fpu-vval 

The reader will observe that the Exhortative appears on a wide variety of roots from the 

outset, while the Directional and Regressive suffixes occur on a limited set of roots. 
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notably apa- 'take, cam' and go- 'give'. In fact, these stems are no doubt acquired 

holistically. Regressive /-pu-/ also figures prominently in the combination, /-pu-vva-/ in its 

benefactive meaning; that is, the pairing functions as a semantic unit meaning 'for me, for 

my sake'. The Causative suffi.x initially appears on the root, toka- 'play' but quickly 

extends to other roots. 

Summary' There are some interesting concluding observations about the previously 

discussed children, JN (2;9 to 2;10 years) and BT (2;10 to 3;1 years). In addition to 

gradually increasing complexity, in terms of the number of suffixes appended to roots, we 

observe the following phenomena during the age range, 2;9 to 3; I years. 

(1) There are suffixes which seldom or never appear in the [ROOT + 1] \ erbs, but they 

are different for the two children. For JN, these suffi.xes are Augmentative /-yku-/ and 

Inchoative /-ri-/; for BT, it is Directional /-mu-/. Both children produce many progressive 

verb forms. 

(2) With respect to Exhortative /-rqo-/, there are three observations. First, it is 

intriguing that both JN and BT, like the adults, very seldom combine this suffix with the 

Progressive. Of the total of 15 exhortative verb forms in the JN corpus, only 2 are 

progressive. We have seen that, overall, 60% of BT's complex verbs are progressive 

forms, and yet, only 2 out of the 8 e.xhortative verb forms are progressive. This outcome 

suggests that child production of verbs bearing the Exhortative suffix is meaningful from 

the outset, considering the possibility that this morpheme is often incompatible with the 

Progressive because it indicates perfective aspect (See Footnote 40). Second, at this age 

range, the combination /-rqo-mu-/, the most frequent pairing in adult verb production, 

appears for the first time in the verbs produced by both children. With further respect to 

Directional /-mu-/, JN now begins using this suffix on verbs of non-movement Third, it 

is not until this age range that we find JN producing the full /-rqo-/ variant of the 

Exhortative, as contrasted with the reduced /-ru-/. 
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(3) Both children make use of subsets of single suffixes and their combinations, as 

they de\ elop production routines. These suffix combinations, often the most frequent in 

adult production, might be considered as constituting a repetoire of building blocks, or 

mini-templates. Examples common to both children are pairings containing Regressiv e 

/-pu-/: [/-pu-/ + future] and [/-pu-/ + object]. JN tends to attach some of these mini-

templates to the same roots. What is interesting about these templates is that they appear to 

provide frames for the insertion of other suffixes, as in the following examples from the 

data-

JN root - (mu) - object - future frame; 
insertion; 

[root - object - future] 
/-mu-/ 

root - chi - (ku) - s^ frame; 
insertion; 

[root - chi - saq] 
/-ku-/ 

BT root - (chi) - vku - sha - ^conditional) frame; 
insertion; 

[root - yku - sha -] 
/-chi-/ or conditional 

root- ri - (ku) - future frame; 
insertion; 

[root - ri - future] 
/-ku-/ 

Perhaps small Quechua speakers are especially prone to blend-t^pe speech errors, resulting 

in anomalous suffix sequences, because they have not yet fully developed production 

routines for suffix insertion. 

(4) The verb forms produced by these children \ield neither legitimate instances of 

repeated suffixes nor variations in the sequencing of suffixes. Also, neither of the children 

has produced verb forms with meaningless filler suffixes inserted into the template. 

Finally, the following sets of suffixes never occur together, and, therefore, appear to be 

mutually exclusive for these children. 

a. Modifving Suffixes; Augmentative /-yku-/. Exhortative /-rqo-/. Inchoative /-ri-/ 

b. Argument Suffixes; Reflexive /-ku-/ and the object markers 

c. Ehrectional Suffixes; Directional /-mu-/ and Regressive /-pu-/ 
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8.1.4. The oldest children: ages 3;0 to 3;9 years 

As we proceed to a discnssion of the three oldest children, it is useful to examine 

Tables 8.10 and 8.11, which present summaries of verb complexity in the forms produced 

by all the children as well as the adults. In Table 8.10, the overall verb complexity is 

siunmarized for four of the children and the adults. This summary' includes both the bare 

roots and stems [-SUBJ] and the forms inflected for person-of-subject [+SUBJ] produced 

by the youngest children. Table 8.11 presents a summary of verb complexity' in verbs 

produced by five different children and the adults. The summary on Table 8.11 is confined 

to verb forms with at least two non-subject morphemes appended to the root Cursory 

inspection of the table reveals that the oldest children, DI, FE, and PE, are all producing 

four- and five-morpheme verbs, with FE having attained the highest percentage of forms 

(47 verbs = 37%) with at least 3 morphemes appended to the root. (By way of 

comparison, the corresponding set of 87 verbs produced by the group of different adults 

represents 54^% of the total of 161 complex forms.) The following discussion will center 

on FE, with supplemental information provided for DI and PE wherever relevant 

Table 8.10: Summary of verb complexity' in forms produced by four children and adults 
RR JN JN JN BT FE ADULTS 

2;0-2;2 2;5-2;6 2;7-2;8 2;9-2;10 2;10-3;1 3;2-3;5 
ROOT + G 

[-SL'BJl 36 10 — — — — — 

[h-SL-BJ] 20 23 30 32 18 25 30 
ROOT + 1 

[-SUBJ1 10 11 — 1 — — — 

[+SL'BJ] 13 19 54 47 82 101 88 
ROOT + 2 

2 22 22 29 65 80 74 
ROOT + 3 

— 4 3 8 19 43 57 
ROOT + 4 

~ — — — ~ 4 30 

TOTAL: 81 89 109 116 184 253 279 
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Table 8.11: Summary" of complexity of verbs fRCXDT + ^21 

JN 
2;9-2;10 

BT 
2;10-3;1 

DI 
3;0-3;2 

FE 
3;2-3;5 

PE 
3;7-3;9 

ADULTS 

ROOT+2 29 65 93 80 85 74 

ROOT+3 8 19 17 43 27 57 

ROOT+4 — — 3 4 2 30 

ROOT+5 — — 3 — — — 

TCfTAL; 37 84 116 127 114 161 

FE (3:2 - 2Si As shown on Table 8.10, the FE corpus consists of 253 

nonduplicate verb forms, representing 99 roots, for a VERB:ROOT ratio of 2.56. The 

roots include approximately 10 of Spanish origin, e.g., alcansa- 'attain, reach', desata-

'untie', regala- 'make a gift of, and trawaha- 'work'. Among these roots, we also find two 

pairs of synonymous forms, lava- and t'aqsa- 'wash'; and sirvi- and qara- 'serve'. In each 

pair, the first root is Spanish, and the second is Quechua With respect to verb complexity, 

the corpus comprises only 25 forms (10%) which are [ROOT + 0], 101 verbs (40%) 

which are [ROOT + 1], 80 forms (31%) which are [ROOT + 2], 43 verbs (17%) which are 

[ROOT +3], and 4 forms (2%) which are [root + 4]. As compared with the verbs 

produced by BT, the older child in the previous group, we find a substantial increase in the 

percentage of verbs with at least 3 morphemes appended to the root, from 10% for BT to 

19% for FE. 

This increased comple.xit>' is reflected in attempts to discern frequently occurring 

suffi.xes and their combinations: it is a difficult undertaking because FE produces a great 

variety- of suffix combinations without appearing to rely on any particular subset of suffixes 

in her complex verb forms. As compared with the younger children, then, we no longer 

find a small set of suffix combinations, or mini-templates, appended to a wide variety of 

roots. Rather, FE attaches an adult-like diversity of suffixes and their combinations on a 
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large number of roots. Hence, in order to account for 174 of the 228 forms (76%) 

produced by FE with at least 1 suffix affixed to the root, it has been necessary to develop 

four separate tables, all shown under Table 8.12 below and labeled (a), (b), (c), and (d). It 

should be mentioned that each of the 174 verb forms is represented only once, even though 

the individual suffixes may appear repeatedly on the different tables. Taken together, the 

tables yield 80 progressive forms (46%), 44 verbs in future or conditional (25%), and 39 

reflexive verb forms (22%). In descending order of frequency, we also find the object 

markers and Directional /-mu-/ (each 14%); the modifiers. Exhortative /-rqo-/ and 

Augmentative /-yku-/ (each 13%); and GF-changing Causative /-chi-/ or Assistive /-ysi-/ 

(12%). Lesser players include Regressive /-pu-/ (7%) and Inchoative /-ri-/ (<5%). 

Table 8.12: Partial stunmary of suffi.\es and their combinations produced by FE (3;2 - 3;5) 
(a) 

PA RQO cm KU MU SHA Future Past/ 
-SOA 

#Verbs #Roots 

X 2 2 
X 1 1 

X 17 16 
X X 2 2 
X X 5 5 
X X X I I 
X X X 1 1 

XX X X 1 1 
X X X 1 1 

X 11 10 
X X I 1 
X X X I 1 

X X X I I 
\ X X 1 I 

X X X 1 1 
X X X I 1 
X X X X 

TOT 
1 

\L; 49 
1 

verbs 
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YKU CHI KU PU SHA Object Futy 
Cond 

Past #Verbs #Roots 

X 1 1 
X 39 34 

X X I I 
X X 10 10 

\ X 6 6 
X X 2 2 
X X X 1 1 
X X X I 1 
X X X I 1 
X X X 1 1 
X X 4 4 
X X X 2 2 
X X X I 1 
X X X X 1 1 

TOT.\L: 71 verbs 

RQO CHI/YSI KL' PU SH.\ Object Fut/ 
Cond 

Past #V'ert)s #Root 

X 3 3 
X X X 2 2 
X X 6 6 
X X X 2 2 
X X X I I 
X X X 1 1 
X X X 1 I 

X X 2 2 
X X 1 1 
X X 1 1 
X X X 2 2 
X X X X 1 I 

X X 5 5 
X X X 

TOTA 
3 

L: 31 vei 
2 

rbs 
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RI cm KU MU S H A  Object Future Past #\''erbs #Roots 

X X 1 
xs. X 1 1 
X X 1 1 
X X X 1 1 
X X X 2 2 
X X 1 1 

X X 5 5 
X X X 1 1 

X X 3 3 
X X 1 1 

X X X 1 1 
X X X 1 1 

X X X 1 1 
X X X I I 
X X X I 1 
X X X 

T01 
1 

\\L ; 23% 
1 

erbs 

In light of the diversity- of combinations represented in the four tables, it is perhaps 

more useful to consider the frequency of occurrence of different pairs of suffixes, 

appearing both contiguously and non-contiguously, in the subset of 127 complex verb 

forms with at least 2 non-subject suffixes appended to the root. This is shown for FE in 

Table 8.13. The numbers in this table do not represent individual verb forms, since a 

single verb may exhibit a number of suffix pairings, in either contiguous or non-contiguous 

configurations. The suffixes presented in the first column of the table are those which 

appear first in each pairing, while those in the first row are those which occur second. The 

most frequently occurring pairs are those which appear in bold italics. For example, the 

combination, /-rqo-mu-/ occurs in 7 different verb forms (row 4), whereas the pairing, 

/-pu-sha-/, appears in only I (last row). The reader will note that Exhortative /-rqo-/ is 

paired with Progressive /-sha-/ in only a single verb form. In general, the table reflects the 

frequency of suffix combinations observed in the adult corpus (Table 8.3), with two 

exceptions: unlike the adults, FE ver>- frequently produces /-yku-sha-/ and /-ku-sha-/. 
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Table 8.13: Summary of frequency of occurrence of suffix pairings in FE's complex verfas 
RI RQO YKL" CHI K U  .VIL^ PU SH.\ Obj Fut/ 

Cond 
Past' 
SOA 

P A  2 _ . _ _ 

RI I 2 2 2 _ 4 1 _ 

ROO 1 _ 2 6  7 2 I 4 1 0  8  

YTCL' 2 4 1 I 1 2  5 6  I 

CHI 5 1 1 1  5 3 1 

KL- 3 4 1 7  _ 1 3  2 

ML- 9  7  4 3 

PU *1 1 5  8  1 

Of the total of 228 complex verbs produced by FE, four particularly interesting forms are 

cited below, for they exhibit both legitimate insertions and reduplications in the template, as 

well as one questionable variation in the sequencing of suffixes. 

26. Qo - ri - ri - wa - y - chis. 'Please, please give (pi.) it to me!' 
GIVE Inch Inch I obj Imp pi 

27. Willa - rqa - rqa - mu - ra - ni. 'I told him quickly, suddenly, etc.' 
TELL E.\h E-xh Dir Past 1 subj 

28. Qhawa - ta - ta - sha - n. 'He is watching (it).' 
W.\TCH Fill Fill Prog 3 subj 

29. ?Chura - pu - rqu - wa - rqa - n. 'He suddenly put it back on me.'/ 
PLT Regres Exh 1 obj Past 3 subj 'He suddenly put it (there) for me.' 

In #26 and #27, FE has duplicated the Inchoative and the Exhortative suffixes for emphatic 

effect In #26, the repetition of Inchoative /-ri-/ serves to modulate the request, which FE 

produces as a plea to her older brother to return a toy that he has taken away. In #28, we 

find duplication of the filler suffix, /-ta-/, which adds nothing to the meaning of the root 

qhawa- 'watch', following Cusihuamdn (1976). This duplicated filler suffix, then, is 

probably inserted for prosodic effect Finally, in #29, FE has produced a verb form with 

Regressive /-pu-/ appended directly to the root before the Exhortative suffix. This verb is 
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ill-formed according to most Quechua grammars. It is therefore quite possible that the 

processing pressures inherent in the production of [RCXJr + 4] complex verbs such as #29 

has resulted in FE's accessing the stem chura-pu- 'put back', rather than the root chura-

'put'. Another possibility is that the stem and the root have been accessed simultaneously, 

resulting in a blend. As we have already seen in Examples #11 to #13, occasionally adult 

speakers also make blend-type speech errors. 

FE produces other verb forms, shown in #30 through #33 below, which merit our 

attention. In #30, with the interlocutor question provided, we find responding by 

attempting to reproduce the complex verb stem provided in the question. The verb form 

produced by includes the sequence l-a.-a.-l, which appears to fill in for suffixes which 

FE is not able to assemble during production because of processing pressure. Examples 

#31 through #33 show the same phenomenon with other verb roots. In fact, the verb in 

#33 additionally displays /-ya-/ near the end of the verb, immediately before the subject 

person and number inflections. It is not at all clear whether /-ya-/ is an actual suffix or a 

nonsense filler. If it is intended to be the Augmentative, it occurs in the wrong place in the 

suffix sequence. 

30. IL; Regala - ya - mu - sunki - chu? 
GIV'E Aug Dir [3->2] Interr 

'Has she (come and) given (it) to you?' 

FE Regala - a- a- wa-n - mi. 
GIVE f ? 1 obj 3 Aff 

'Yes, she has given (it) to me.' 

31. Chura - a- a- wa-n - mi. 
PLT ? ?" 1 obj 3 .Aff 

'She has put it on me.' 

32. Tapa - ra - a - ku - n. 
COVER EOi ? Ren 3 

'It's been covered.' 

33. Puklla - ra- a - a - k u - y a - n -
PL.AY E\h ? ? Refl ? 3 

ku. 
pi 

They play by/for themselves.' 
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PI (3:0 - 3:2) and PE (3:7 - 3:9) The verb forms produced by both boys, one 

younger and one older than FE, display a wide variety of roots. The younger child, DI, 

produced 116 verbs with at least 2 suffixes appended to the root, representing 70 different 

roots. His VERBrROOT ratio is only 1.66. The set of 70 roots in DI's verb production 

includes only 4 of Spanish origin: bana- "bathe', gasta- 'spend', salta- 'jump', and toka-

'play something such as a recorder'. The oldest child, PE, produced 114 comple.x verbs, 

representing 59 roots, for a VERB:RCXDT ratio of 1.93. Here, we find only 3 roots of 

Spanish origin, as well as the synonymous pair, peina- and naqch'a- 'comb'. 

Tables 8.14 and 8.15 present summaries of the frequency of occurrence of different 

pairs of suffixes, both contiguous and non-contiguous, in the complex verb forms 

produced by DI and PE The tables reveal that both children quite frequently produce 

forms with Exhortative /-rqo-/, especially in combination with Directional /-mu-/ and the 

future or conditional. These combinations are among the most frequent adult pairings. 

(The reader is referred, once again, to Table 8.3). Like FE and unlike the adults, these 

children also very frequently produce forms bearing the suffix pairings, /-yku-sha-/ and 

/-ku-sha-/. In fact, over half of PE's complex verbs are progressive forms, while certain 

common suffix pairings are missing altogether in PE's production, even though he is the 

oldest of the six children considered in the present discussion.-^^ Both little boys produce 

quite a few forms exhibiting Exhortative /-rqo-/ in combination with Progressive /-sha-/, a 

very infrequent pairing in adult verb forms. 

It should be pointed out that PE, the oldest child, spent a great deal of time in the care of Spanish-
speaking older siblings and cousins right in the town of Chalhuanca. By contrast, FE and DI seldom left 
their estancias, where they lived primarily in the company of adults—parents, granc^iarents, and aunts/undes. 
(Nevertheless, DI knew quite a bit of Spanish.) .Also, as discussed in Chapter 4 in the descriptions of the 
partidpating children, PE was unfortunately not very well-adjusted sodally in comparison to the other 
childroi. His attitude was at times quite truculent, and he disliked the company of other children his age. 
These factors are dted insofar as they may have some bearing on PE's over^l ^echua language 
development as well as on his overall performance on the recordings. 
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Table 8.14: Summary of frequency of occurrence of suffix pairings in DI's complex verbs 
RI RQO \TCU CHI Fa' ML^ PU SUA Obj Fut 

Cond 
Past 
SQA 

RI 1 1 5 I 5 2 I I 

ROO 1 1 7 5 5 2 6 I 

\Ta: 1 _ 9 _ 8 2 4 8 

cm , 1 _ 6 11 2 I 

KL- W^M 3 1 IS 9 2 

.VIU __ 5 2 2 4 

PU fetes 2 I 

Obi *1 

Table 8.15: Summary of frequency of occurrence of suffix pairings in PE's complex verbs 
RI RQO Via- cm KU ML^ PU SRA Obj Put 

Cond 
Past 
SQ.A. 

RI 1 3 _ 2 I _ 

ROO I .. 2 2 7 3 5 _ 9 

YKU 5 3 I 30 _ 7 2 

cm I 5 2 18 4 6 4 

KL- - i ' ^ I _ 6 4 _ 

.VIL 2 3 7 5 1 

PU 1 4 _ I 

FutC •3 

For a comparison of frequencies of occurrence of 16 suffix pairings, we turn to 

Table 8.16. This table presents the percentages of verb forms, produced by the three 

oldest children, which exhibit the pairings specified in the first column. The combinations 

are listed in the first column in descending order of frequency of occurrence according to 

the analysis of adult forms shown in Table 8.3. Percentages which deviate substantially 

from adult frequencies are presented in italics. Thus, we find that combinations of 

Exhortative /-rqo-/ with Directional /-mu-/ or the future/conditional are very frequent for 

both adults and all the oldest children. However, only FE's verbs exhibit adult-like 
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frequencies for the pairings, [/-pu-/ + future/conditional], /-chi-ku-/, and /-rqo-sha-/. 

Prominent combinations in the verb forms of all three children, which are infrequent in 

adult usage, are /-yku-sha-/, /-ku-sha-/, and /-yku-ku-/.'^ 

Table 8.16: Percentages of forms with different suffix pairings (oldest children) 

Very Frequent in Adult Forms 
M 

I3;0-3;21 
FE 

r3;2-3;51 
PE 

|3;7-3;91 

-R(X)-MU- 4.3 5.5 6 .1  

-ROO-fut'cond 5.2 7.9 7 .9 

-VlU-fut/cond 1.7 3.1 4.4 

-MU-object 1.7 5.5 6 .1  
Frequent in Adult Forms 

-PU-fut/cond 0.9 6.3 0.0 

-ROO-KL^ 6.0 4.7 1.8 

-MU-obiect 1.7 5.5 6 .1 

-PU-obiect 1.7 3.9 3 .5 

-RI-KL- 4.3 1.6 0.0 

-CHI-BCLI- 0.0 3.9 0.9 
Fairly Frequent in Adult Forms 

RQO-obiect 1.7 3 .1 0.0 

Rl-object 1.7 3 .1 1.8 

-^TCL^-SRV 6.9 9.4 26.3 

-CHI-obiect 9.5 3.9 3 .5 
InfrequentlAbsent in Adult Forms 

-YKL-KLi- 7.8 3.1 2.6 

-kl:-sha- 12.9 13.3 5.3 

-ROO-SHA- 4.3 0.8 4.4 

While a number of differences in the frequencies of occurrence are surely attributable to 

personal preferences or to individual expressive intentions, it seems clear that children in 

general are far more likely than the adults to produce progressive stems bearing 

Although the Chalhuancan adult corpus displays few instances of the combination, -yku-ku-, this 
pairing is cited as occurring very frequently in Cuzco Quechua (Calvo P^'ez, 1993,302). 
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Augmentative /-yku-/ or Reflexive /-ku-/. Finally, in terms of overall frequency of 

occurrence of suffix pairings, FE's performance is generally the most adult-like. 

It was previously mentioned, in the discussion of verb development in the youngest 

children, that young Quechua speakers may meld together the semantic notions of intensity' 

and personal involvement, expressed by means of Augmentative /-yku-/ and Reflexive 

/-ku-/, respectively. It is intriguing, in this regard, that both D1 and PE sometimes produce 

the Augmentative suffix where the Reflexive is required. For example, instead of 

constructing the appropriate reflexive intransitives, phifia-ku- 'get angry' and silla-ku-

'mount', PE produces the forms, phina-yku-shan and silla-vku-shan. In both forms, the 

Augmentative suffix is substituted for the required Reflexive. DI produces three variants of 

a verb form intended to mean 'he is mounting': silla-ku-sha-n. silla-vu-ku-shan. and silla-

vku-shan. The first of these forms exhibits the appropriate reflexive stem, the second bears 

the Augmentative in combination with the Reflexive, and the third displays the 

Augmentative but lacks the necessary Reflexive suffix. The apparent interchangeability of 

the two suffixes, or fusion of meanings, may partially account for their early appearance in 

child verb production, even though they are often homophonous. 

Like FE, both DI and PE produce verb forms which exhibit duplicated suffixes and 

meaningless filler insertions. Unlike FE, however, they also combine suffixes which have 

appeared to be mutiially exclusive for the younger children, and DI produces suffixes in 

different sequences. The sample verb forms presented in #34 to #39 serve to illustrate 

these features. In the first box, we find three verb forms produced by PE. In #34, PE 

has duplicated the Exhortative for emphasis, while perhaps illegitimately pairing the first-

person plural Future morpheme with the Conditional suffix. In #35, we find Directional 

/-mu-/ combined with Regressive /-pu-/, with the Directional suffix appropriately reduced 

in front of the Directional. Example #36 presents an example with the meaningless filler 

suffixes, /-qa-ta-/. 
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|34. [PE] ?Apa - rqu - rqu - sun - man. 
T.\KE Edi E\h I pi Fut Cond 

'We'd (quickly) take it.' 

135. [PE] Apa - m - pu - wa - y. 
T.\KE Dir Regr 1 obj Imper 

'Bring it for me.' 

|36. [PE] Tumpa - qa - ta - rqu - n. 
.\CCX'SE RUers ExJi 3 subj 

'He has accused him.' 

37. [PE] Kuti - ri - rqa - mu - n. 
RETL'RN' Inch Exh Dir 3 subj 

'He's suddenly returned here' 

00
 

[DI] Kicha - ri - ru - yku. 
OPEN Inch Exh 1 pi (excl) 

'We quickly opened it.' 

39. [DI] Yuya -ru - ri - sha - ni. 
RECALL Exh Inch Prog 1 subj 

'I'm remembering a lot.' 

In the second box, we find both children pairing two of the modifier suffixes. 

Exhortative /-rqo-/ and Inchoative l-n-l. The reader will recall the absence of modifier 

suffix combinations in the production of the younger children. Moreover, as shown in #38 

and #39, DI produces these suffixes in different sequences. It is not clear whether or not 

the sequencing variation yields any semantic difference. According to Cal\ o Perez, the 

combination, /-rqa-ri-/, with the Exhortative allomorph /-rqa-/ occurring before the 

Inchoative, is a common pairing in Cuzco Quechua. He further explains that the pairing is 

a semantic unit which blends the notions of violence and quantity. 

DI is the only individual among all the children and adults who produces verb 

forms with 5 suffixes in addition to person-of-subject. He produces three such forms, two 

of which are presented in the third box below. (The third 5-morpheme verb is a variation 

of #41, with different person-of-subject marking.) The verb presented in #40 is no doubt 

imgrammatical, since the object-marking suffix is appended directly to the root. This 

example presents further evidence that Quechua speakers, both children and adults, 

occasionally access stems stored holistically in the lexicon rather than verb roots. This may 
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also be another instance of a blend-type speech error. The verb form shown in #41 is 

peculiar because it appears to exhibit duplication of the Reflexive morpheme, with the first 

occurrence inappropriately affixed directly to the rooL It should be pointed out that DI 

makes no such errors in the production of verb forms comprising fewer that five 

morphemes appended to the root. For this reason, the examples suggest that small 

children, at least, may sometimes make sequencing errors because of the processing 

pressures inherent in the production of highly complex verb forms. 

40. [DI] ?Qo - \va - ka - mu - sha - rqa - n. 'He was (coming and) giving to me' 
GIVE 1 obj .\ug Dir Prog Past 3 subj 

41. [DI] ?Salta - ka - ra - ka - mu - sha - nki. "You were jumping by yourself.' 
JL'MP Refl Exh Refl Dir Prog 2 subj 

Summary This discussion \ields four important observations about Quechua verb 

production in children ranging in age from approximately 3;l years to 3;9 years. These 

concluding observations are presented below. 

(1) At this age range, children show productive acquisition of the primary- suffixes and 

suffix combinations used by Quechua-speaking adults. They also produce combinations of 

suffixes which seem to be mutually exclusive for the younger children, e.g., /-mu-pu-/ and 

/-ri-rqo-/. 

(2) These children are capable of producing [RCXDT + 4] verb forms. In this sense, 

verb complexity' approaches that of the adults, even though the children produce relatively 

fewer ver>' complex verbs. As children produce greater numbers of verbs with at least 

three non-subject suffixes appended to the root, it is no longer possible to discern any 

reliance on subsets of suffixes and their combinations, i.e., mini-templates. 

(3) In this age range, children begin to take legitimate liberties with the verb template, 

such as duplication of suffixes for emphasis, insertion of meaningless fillers, and very 
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limited variation in the sequencing of suffix pairs. However, there is no e\ idence in the 

corpus of verbs considered in the present analysis that children's sequencing variants 

reflect semantic differences. In fact, children's initial suffix-order permutations may be 

confined to stylistic variants. 

(4) There is clear evidence that children, like adults, sometimes access stems rather than 

roots during the production of complex verb forms, probably as a consequence of 

processing pressure. This phenomenon accounts for occasional anomalies in the 

sequencing of suffixes. Also, while FE has attained near adult competence in the formation 

of complex verbs, she sometimes produces sequences of novel filler suffixes. 

8.2. Lexical and morphological causatives 

The previous discussion has centered on the acquisition of verb suffixes and their 

combinations, including (1) the argument-maridng morphology, i.e., fx;rson-of-subject and 

person-of-object, and (2) the modifying and directional suffixes. Since the latter array of 

suffixes are seldom obligatory, the discussion has been confined largely to reporting their 

occurrence or non-occurrence in the child data. The focus of the discussion was the effect 

of frequency of occurrence in the input, as well as the development of the verb template via 

the acquisition of suffix combinations, or "mini-templates." Finally, it was observed that 

only the older children take legitimate liberties with the verb template; that is, variation in 

the order of suffixes, insertion of meaningless fillers, and reduplication of suffixes. While 

this discussion has shed light on the development of processing routines in the production 

of complex verb forms, very little has been said so far about semantic considerations. We 

now turn to the acquisition of lexical and morphological causatives, constructions which 

are particulariy interesting for two reasons. First, because of the semantic transparency of 

these forms, it is possible to identify obligatory contexts for the causative morphology. 

Second, the nature of Quechua causative constructions provides a window on child 
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acquisition of direct and indirect causation, which relate to the semantic characteristics of 

the causee. The discussion of these aspects of causative verb constructions will focus on 

the performance of four children: JN, BT, DI, and FE. 

The reader will recall from Chapter 6 that causative constructions in Quechua are 

confined to the COMPACT type, comprising only lexical and morphological causati\ es, as 

contrasted with analytic, or periphrastic, causatives.-^^ Following Comrie, the causation 

expressed in lexical causatives is more direct than that expressed in morphological 

counterparts. Finally, Levin & Rappaport have noted that the transitive variant in English 

alternating change-of-state verbs (e.g., break and boil) is inherently causative, while the 

intransitive version results from a process of detransitivization. They further distinguish a 

verb such as break, an externally caused verb which is inherently a dyadic predicate, from 

a verb such as laugh, an internally caused verb which is inherently a monadic predicate. 

This is also the case in Quechua (as in other languages), where the verb root meaning 

'break', p'aki-. is basically transitive, and the verb root meaning laugh', is basically 

intransitive. As shown below, the non-causative variant of "break* (the "anti-causative") is 

constructed through reflexivization, which is analogous to Levin & Rappaport's 

detransitivization process. By contrast, the causative form of 'laugh' is constructed 

through affixation of Causative /-chi-/. 

Chuwa - ta p'aki - rqa - n. Chuwa p'aki - ku - rqa - n. 
PL.A.TE Acc BREAK Past 3 PL.\TE BREAK Refl Past 3 

'He broke the plate.' The plate broke.' 

&qe - cha - ta asi - chi - sha - n. Erqe - cha asi - sha - n. 
CHILD Dim Acc LALGH Caus Prog 3 CHILD Dim LALGH Prog 3 

'He's making the child laugh.' The child is laughing.' 

A common substimte for morphological causatives is observed in the speech of both adults and children 
in Chalhuanca. This comprises the verb jsi- ('say') in combination with a clause stating the "effect" porticm 
of the cause-and-effect proposition, i.e., P'achalciiv nin. "He's told me (to) get dressed'. Since this does not 
qualify as a genuine periphrastic causative by most accoimts. it is not included in the present discussion. 
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As discussed in Chapter 6, Quechua provides an exception to Levin & Rappaport's 

observation that verbs equivalent to English boil and melt tend also to be basically transitive 

across languages; in Quechua, verbs meaning 'boil', 'cook' (change-of-state), and 'melt' 

are all basically intransitive, or internally caused. If such change-of-state verbs tend, cross-

linguistically, to be basically transitive (externally caused), we might expect children to start 

off with this assumption. Thus, we might observe children acquiring Quechua initially 

failing to causativize such verbs morphologically. Pinker would assign verbs associated 

with notions of going out of existence and/or emitting substances to a narrow conflation 

class. Since verbs sharing these semantic characteristics belong to a class, we might expect 

children to form the transitive versions of such verbs correctly across the board, once they 

leam the corresponding narrow conflation rule. That is, such verbs are not idiosyncratic 

and arbitrary forms, to be acquired in a piecemeal and conservative fashion. 

Interesting semantic considerations relate to two additional phenomena; (1) the case-

marking of the causee, or lower subject, in Quechua causative constructions and (2) the 

grammatical role of the object in [causative + object marker] forms. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, the case inflection on the causee in constructions with causativized transitive 

roots may var>', with each case inflection conveving a different emphasis. The reader will 

recall that the case inflection may reflect the degree of control retained by the causee. 

According to Comrie's Case Hierarchy, the degree of control, from greatest to least, is 

expressed in the following case inflections on the causee; Instnmiental > Dative > 

Accusative. In the light of the semantic nuances expressed by means of the case inflections 

on the causee arguments, we need to consider how children case-mark nominals 

representing the lower subjects of causativized transitives. Finally, with respect to 

arguments expressed morphologically in causative verbs, it will be interesting to observe 

the interpretation of [causative + object marker] combinations in the child verb forms. If 

the object marker consistently refers to the causee rather than to the lower object, we may 
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find some support for Baker's Mirror Principle as a learning principle which constrains 

children's hypotheses as to the interpretation of suffix sequences. 

8.2.1. Development of Causative /-chi-/ 

8.2.1.1. Observations of spontaneous production 

JN (2:5 - 2:10) and BT (2:10 - 3:1) Table 8.17 below presents all the errors 

observed in the formation and use of causatives produced by the four children. We find 

that DI's and FE's performance is virtually error-free, with DI's errors consisting of only 

two inappropriate causativizations of a lexical causative (paka- = 'hide') and a transitive 

(maqchhi- = 'wash'). FE produces no causative errors whatsoever: indeed, the only 

questionable utterance is the refiexivized lexical causative produced in the following 

exchange, repeated from the table. 

42. IL; Wayna - qa, ima - ta ruwa - sha - n punku - wan? FE: Kicha - ku - sha - n. 
YOLTHTop WHAT.^cc DO Prog 3 DOOR Instr OPEN Refl Prog 3 

'What is the young man doing with the door?' ?'He's opening.' 

It is difficult to pinpoint error here, since Reflexive /-ku-/, in this instance, may represent a 

dative argument, with the corresponding gloss, 'He's opening (it) for himself. The reader 

will note from the table that JN and BT also produce such forms. 

In contrast to the two older children, JN (2;5 to 2;10 years) and BT (2:10 to 3;I 

years) produce sev eral errors, and the pattern is intriguing. JN's errors are largely 

confined to omissions of Causative /-chi-/ and Factitive /-cha-/.-^^ In fact, we see on Table 

8.18 that JN produces only two causativized stems between the ages of 2:5 to 2:8 years: 

lava-chi-ku-.'make someone wash one-REFL', and toka-chi-. 'play, as a tape recorder or 

radio'. 

Factitive -cha-' is included in this discussion because it is used productively in such causative-Like verbs 
as hoq'oKJia-. transitive 'wet'. 
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Table 8.17: Errors observed in lexical and morphological causarives: JN. BT, DI. FE 
ERROR TYPE 

II 
JN: 2;5 - 2; 10 BT: 2; 10 - 3;1 DI: 3;0 - 3;2 

FE: 3;2 - 3;S 
\Qssing 
Causarive -CHI-

IL Chinkarqu-CHI-n. 
JN: Chi_ka_u kusa_, 

chi ka aa kusa noqa 

Mana_kusaq. 
Wawa_ tallirpaii ni. 

Yasta chayarpari ni. 
Caramelota diinkarpari n. 

\likhu wanqa. 

JN: Elena apa musqa 
bolsata. 

IL: .\pa-CHI-niusqan. 

IL: Osutachu mikhu-CHI-
shanid? 

BT: Usullala mikhu shani. 

IL: Imata ruwan runa 
kanchonta? 

BT: Kanchonta sava shan. 

Saputaqa mana qan 
riku_wankichu. 

Missing FacUtive 
-CHA-

[L: Ima narqan aguata? 
JN: Oqo laishan. 

Wrong cr 
missing sufrix: 
-CHI-/-KU-
altemaring verbs 

IL: Manachu manchaktmki 
burrota? 

JN: Burmi mancha n. 

Tiya-KU-shan wawata 
noqa. 

? Ov eruse of 
REFLEXIVE 

Kaypi chura-KU-y. (bear) 

Saya-K U-nqa runacha. 

Maqchhi-K U-shan wawanta. IL: VVavTiaqa, imata 
ruwashan punkuwan? 
FE: Kicha-KU-shan. 

-KU- attached to 
inherent 
intransiuve 
(change-of-state) 

IL: Rikch'arqamusqa nin. 
BT: Rikcb'ara-KU-shan. 

IL; Qhaway kaldota. 
B T: Chiriya-KU-shan. 

IL; Imata luwashan wayna? 
BT: Qolqenta paka-KU-shan 

-CBU- or other 
iin^propriate 
suffix attached to 
lexical causative 
(change-of-state) 

Paki-Y A-yka-/nM5 ? 

IL: Imata ruwan runa? 
BT: Paki-CHI-rqaa 

IL: Noqa trabajaykushani. 
BT: Qan tukunki, tuku-CHI 

-nki. 

K^-CHI-y. 
ka^CHI-v 
[forP.\K.-\Yl (DI) 

Overtise of 
CALSATIVE 

BT: Punu-CHI-shan. 
IL: Mana, punusharqan. 

BT; Vlaqlli-CHI-shanchu? 
IL: Ima? 
BT: Vlaqchhishanchu'? 

Waynaqa maqchhi-C HI-
shan ankay wawata. (DI) 
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Table 8.18: Approi»iate noa-diange-of-state (ausative fonns produced by JN and BT 
jn: 

2;5 •2;6 
jn: 

2;7 - 2;8 
jn: 

2;9 - 2; 10 
bt: 

2;10 - 3;1 

cm + G Tokacfaiy chayta. 
Tataymao 
tokaciusaq. 

.\nia tokachiychu. 
Tokacfaiy chay rayruta 

Chaytapis ptirichiy 
aviun. 

Imapitaq ukyacfaiwaq; 
chaypi ukyani. 

Camiyta rnana 

balachin. 

Chaypi qhawachinki. 
Qbawachisun cbaytaqa 

Auroraman. 

Huq kaq giingataq 
apachimusqa 

Kayllapichu 
quedachinki 
Chikitinata? 

Mikhuchinki chayta. 
.Vlikhuchishan. 
Comichishan. 

Purichishan wasinman papanpis. 
Chikallaman puhchish^. 

Wawachantawan ukyaykuchishan 

Pukllachiy. 

Punuchisban. 
Punuyknchiy. Kay nasqa. 

Qan hanllachiy alqoman. 

Hap'ictushan. 

Chay apachishan. 

Mana atikuncbu chay vaca 
nunuykuchi_ hina. 

•?Nin, wasiykipi grabachinki, 
papaykiwan grabachinki, 
mamaykipis grabachinki, 
tukuNta grabachinki. 

".'N'in, qaynapis papaykita 
grabachinki a hina 

cm + Ku Kukuli 
lava-chiku-
shan. 

Toka-chiku-saq. 

Mana chura-chiku-nchu. 

.Vlaqchhi -y si -ku-shan. 

CHI + obj IL; W ayk'uchisunkichu? 
JN: Wayk'uchiwan. 

Pukllachiwan. 

Qhawachiway. 

Mana apachimuwanchu 
usapiqa. 

Tokachipuway chayta. 

...Hinata takachiwanpunina. 

'?Qantaqqa mamayta grabachin_, 
papayla_ grabachiwan. 

Fact. CRA .\pichayku_. 

Huq p'achawan qhellichakuyman. 
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Table 8.19: Appropriate production of change-of-state verbs by JN and BT 
jn: 2,-5 -2;6 jn: 2;7 - 2;8 jn: 2;9 - 2; 10 bt: 2; 10 - 3; i 

Change-of-
State: Pakiyun umata. Chayta p'akin. .\ma p'akiychu. IL: Imata rawan runa 
TR.ANS Pakirparikun. k'aspita? 
ROOT Pakiydiakapun. BT: Paldrqan. 

p'aki-
("brealO Chayta pakasun. Chaqa}pi pakakushan IL: Imata niwasban alqo 

Pakashanin noqa Wasipichu pakakushan? BT; Pakarikun. 
paka- chaypi papataqa. Pakakusun. IL: Ima? 
(liide') BT: Pakirukun. 

nijAa- Pakallakun mcsapi. 
('bum') 

Ruphashan p'achanta. 

Change-of- Phata-chiku_, pay 
State: pbata-chiku-a. 
INTR.\NS Pimpushan. 
ROOT 

Thuniykuchin. Todito. 
phata-
(1)11151') Noqa mana yacbanicbu 

sayachiytaqa. 
t'impu- Carru cfaay sayaykudun 
('boil') Kaytapis sayacfcdshan. 

Vacasayanqa Qan 
thiini- sayachiy. 
('collapse') .Mana sayancbu kaypis. 

Sayaykusbanna chay 
saya- alqocba. 
('staud') 

Wanuchisaq. 
wanu- Wanuracbini. 
('die') Kulibata ahina 

wanucbinqa alqo. 
chiri-ya-
('coor) Chiriyacbisban. 

ch'aki- Cb'akicbishan. 

In fact. Table 8.18 reveals that JN does not make fully productive use of Causative /-chi-/ 

until the final age range, 2;9 to 2; 10 years. From this table, we also see that BT has 

Causative /-chi-/. Assistive /-ysi-/, and Factitive /-cha-/ in her productive repertoire of GF-

changing and Causative suffixes. Returning to Table 8.17, however, we find that BT 

occasionally omits the Causative suffix or adds it to roots which do not require it in the 
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communicative context Of particular interest is the pattern of errors observed in some of 

the change-of-state \ erbs produced by BT. For example, BT has reflexivized the basically 

intransitive roots, rikch'a- 'awaken' and chiri-va- 'cool'. She has also inappropriately 

causativized the lexical causatives, p'aki- 'break' and tuku- 'finish'. 

However, Table 8.19 reveals that errors such as these are not consistent in BT's 

production of change-of-state verbs. We find, more often than not, that BT produces the 

appropriate forms for such verbs, both transitive and intransitive roots. As shown in the 

first column, these utterances include the transitive roots, p'aki- 'break' and paka- 'hide', 

as well as the intransitives, t'impu- 'boil', thuiii- 'collapse', sava- 'stand', wanu- 'die', 

chiri-ya- 'cool', and ch'aki- 'dry'. Overall, then, BT's production of change-of-state verbs 

suggests occasional insecurity regarding the transitivity of the verb root. 

The same table reveals that JN appropriately produces three change-of-state verbs 

which are basically transitive in Quechua: p'aki- "break', paka- 'hide', and rupha- 'bum'. 

However, in the entire JN corpus, there is only a single instance of an inherently 

intransitive root which has been causativized: phata-chi-. 'pop, burst', produced at ages 2;9 

to 2;10 years. In fact, the following utterances reproduced from Table 8.17 suggest that 

JN may initially hypothesize that change-of-state verbs are inherently transitive. 

43. IL: Chinka - rqu - chi - n. 'He has lost it.' 
LOSE Exh Caus 3 subj 

JN: Chi_ka - _u - - ku - sa_ noqa. 'I'll lose-REFL (it).' 
LOSE Exh (Caus) Refl 1 fut I 

[CORRECT VERB: Chinka-ru-chi-saq] 

44. Yasta chaya- - rpari - ni. 'I've already cooked it.' 
.ALREADY COOK (Caus) Intent I subj 

[CORRECT VERB; Chaya-chi-rpari-ml 
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45. Saya - ku - nqa runa - cha. The little man will stand (up)' 
ST.^VD Refl 3 fut .VLAN Dim 

[CORRECT VERB: Saya - (ri) - 0 - nqa] 

46. Tiya - ku - sha - n_ wawa - ta noqa. 'I'm sitting the baby down.' 
SIT Refl Prog (1) B.\BY Acc I 

[CORRECT VERB: Tiya - chi - sha - nij 

In #43, #44, and #46, JN has failed to causativize roots which are inherently intransitive, 

although the sentence context reveals that the verbs are intended to be transitive. One might 

conclude that JN is doing this because she is simply not yet causativizing any verbs. 

However, in #45, where JN intends an intransitive meaning, she inappropriately 

reflexivizes a root which is already inherently intransitive. 

PI (3:0 - 3:2) and FE (3:2 - 3:5) Table 8.20 below presents the utterances 

produced by DI and FE which e.xhibit appropriate forms of transitive and intransitive 

change-of-state verbs. The roots for these verbs are presented in the first column of the 

table. These children have no trouble producing the appropriate base or reflexivized forms 

for inherently transitive p'aki- and llik'i- 'break', paka- 'hide', kicha- 'open', and wisq'a-

'close'. The reader will recall that the reflexivized stems derived from these verb roots 

correspond to the anti-causative or delransitivized forms. In like manner, we find the 

children producing appropriate transitive and intransitive forms for the inherently 

intransitive roots, saya- 'stand', chiri-ya- 'cool', wanu- 'die', rikch'a- 'awaken', and 

punki- 'pop, blow up'. That is, both children transitivize these verbs by appending 

Causative /-chi-/ to the root 
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Table 8.20: Appropriate producrion of cfaange-of-state verbs: PI and FE 

di: 3;0 • 3;2 fe: 3;2 - 3;5 

Cbange-of-S tate: 
TR.\N'S ROOT 

p'aki- ("break') 
.\nkayniantaq t'antallata p'akisqa. 
Mana p'akisqa uman kashan. 
Pakirukun. 

Pakirusqa. 
Imapaq p'akinirashaychisri'^ 

Cbange-of-S tate: 
TR.\N'S ROOT 

p'aki- ("break') 
.\nkayniantaq t'antallata p'akisqa. 
Mana p'akisqa uman kashan. 
Pakirukun. Pakirqan. 

ilik'i- Cbreak') Llik'irukun. Liik'irapuwanku. 

paka- Chide') Cfaay bidcletaqa nata pakarqamun iskay 
runaila. 

Qolqeqa pakakushan. 
Pakashan qolqenta. 

kicha- ('open') 

wisq'a- ('close') 

Kichariruyku, aykuykuyku, 
wisq'aykuyku. 

Chay_a wisq'ayiiykusun. 
Wisq'ashan. 

Manzanata misk'ita kay kichakun. 
Kidiasqan cfaaqay rien^ kashan. 
Chay punkun kichakushan. 
.'^ma l^ynintaqa kichaiqunaykichuqa. 

Change-of-State: 
INTR.\NS ROOT 

saya- ('stand') Noqa qaqapatapi sayashani. 
Chaykiuiata sayacUy, chaypi. 

punki- ('blow up') Punkichishan bombata 

chiri-ya- ('cool') Chiriyapusaykina 
Senorita cfairiyachipusfaarqani ankaypi. 
Senoritapa_ chiriyadiisa>°man. 
.\nkayqa mate chiriyaykapunina. 

wanu- ('die') Wanurun vaca. 

rikch'a- ('awaken') Wavnaqa rikch'achishan. 



Tabic 8.21: Appropriate forms with Causative -cfai- and Factitive -cha-/ (PI and FE) 
DI: 3;0 - 3;2 FE: 3:2 - 3:5 

CHI + 
O 

A ver, pariacfaiy. 
Vueltata ahinata tokacfaiy. 

Halachiy. 
May^ntaq halachishan? 

Chay senoritaqa kanicfaishan. 

Chay alquituila mancharichishan. 

Imata yachachinki? 

Maytaq se&nitayki apachimuiqan? 

Mateta ukyachisfaan ankay wawachitaman. 
Waynaqa ukyachishan matiata. 

Purichishan ahinata hap'iykuspa. 

WaykHirquchini. 

Chaypiqa riki pasa_siwaiikina. 

Apaysisunki kayilata. 

Mana ahinata nunuyuchiy, ya 
Cordonataq phawachin ncxiaq carruyta 
Tusuchishan. 

Chay ukyachishan jamita. 
Chaypiqa ukyachishan mateta wawachaman. 
LTcyashm yakuta. 

N'aqch'akuspa ukyachishan. 
Mi^ushan. mikhuchishan huq wawallaman 

mateta 
Noqallayqa mikfaucfaishaqqa 

Kay tomachiykitaqa munanqa 
Hap'ishan, h^'ichishan wawachaman. 
Ch^aypi purichishan wawanta 

Wawanta punurqocfaimun waynaqa 
Punuchishan waynanta. 
Wawachata punurquchin. 

Chayta wayk'urchiran chaytawan wayk'unqan. 
CeboUayoqta qan wayk'ukunki. 
Padiaychishan wawaman. 

Wawachata maman tiyachishan ama hisp'ananpaq 
Sapu tiyashan mesapatapi. 
Tiyakunki chayllapi. 

Apaysishanku pizarrata 
\fira, hap'ishaysisunki. 

CHI -t-
KU 

.\nkay mana atichikunchu ankaymanta. 

Waynaqa naqdi'achikushan. 

Hinata grabadorawan tokachikushan. 
Giabaduianta tokachikushan. 

Regalachikuymanmi. 
Denista_ munachikushamni. 
...Carretilla kashan. Chayllapi apachiku>-man. 

Kayta quedadiikusaq. 
Chay purichikuni mamaywanqa 
\lana chaytaraq narquchikum. 

cm + 
obj 

Noqa, noqa apachiwanki. 
Pukllaytataq munachiwan. 
Ama asichiwaychu. 

Challwakunata parlachiwanku. 
Mana yadiachiwanchu. 
Chay ankay wiqsayta oanarquchiwan. 

Pukilachiwan. 
Pukllanata pukllachishayki pukllanata. 
Senoritayman pnkllanata, pukilachishan. 

Moqa zorrowan kanichiwandiis. 
Rayru tnsuchisimki. 
Ankay _uchuy layruliata takichiwaq. 

Mikhuychiway, mikhurichiway. 

Chay senoritay puklladnwarqan. 

Chay sumaq runakuna nmakunallata 
qhawaricUwan. 
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The competence of these two children in the construction of change-of-state forms is 

revealed in the follov^ ing examples reproduced from Table 8.20. The reader will note that 

in each pair of utterances, the same root is used in both an intransitive verb and a transitive 

verb. 

47. DI: Noqa qaqa - pata - pi saya - sha - ni. 'I'm standing on top of a cliff 
I CLIFF TOP Loc STAND Prog 1 subj 

Chay - lama - ta saya - chi - y, chay - pi. 'Stand those (up) there.' 
THAT PI Acc ST.\ND Caus Infin TH.\T Loc 

48. FE; Qolqe - qa paka - ku - sha - n. 
.VfONE\" Top HIDE Red Prog 3 subj 

Paka - sha - n qolqe - n - ta. 
HIDE Prog 3 MONE\' 3 poss .\cc 

The money's being hidden.' 

'He's hiding his money.' 

Table 8.21 presents utterances produced by DI and FE which e.xhibit appropriately 

causativized constructions for roots other than change-of-state verbs. We shall return to a 

discussion of this table in the following analysis of argument- and case-marking. For the 

moment, it is interesting to note that the two older children demonstrate productive 

competence in the use of both Causative /-chi-/ and Assistive /-ysi-/, as illustrated in the 

following utterances reproduced from Table 8.21. The reader will note in the second 

utterance in #50, that FE has appended Progressive /-sha-/ directly to the root, before the 

Assistive suffix. This form is probably a speech error, the result of blending a root and a 

progressive stem. Finally, in #51, we also find that FE has no difficulty producing 

permutations of tiya- 'sit', such that the base form refers to the atelic action of sitting, the 

reflexivized form has an intransitive, inchoative meaning 'sit down', and the causativized 

form is the transitive version *sit down'. 

49. DI: Chay alquitu - 11a mancha - ri - chi - sha - n. 'That little dog is scaring (him).' 
THAT DCXj Delim FEAR Inch Caus Prog 3 

Apa - ysi - sunki kay - 11a - ta. 
C.^RRY .Assist 3->2 THIS Delim .-^cc 

'He's helped you carry it right here' 
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50. re: Chaqay - pi puri - chi - sha - n wawa - n - ta. 'Over there he's making his 
TR^T Loc W.\LK Caus Prog 3 B.\BY 3 poss Acc baby walk.' 

Mira, ?hap'i - sha - ysi - sunki. 
LOOK (Sp) HOLD Prog .Assist 3->2 

51. FE: Sapu tiya - sha - n mesa - pata - pi. 
TO.AD SIT Prog 3 T.ABLE TOP Loc 

Tiya - ku - nki chay - 11a - pi. 
SIT Reft 2 sg THAT Delim Loc 

"Look, he's helping you hold it' 

The toad is sitting on top of the table' 

Tou'll sit down right there.' 

Wawa - cha - ta mama - n tiya - chi - sha - n. 'His mom is sitting the baby 
B.ABY Dim .Acc MOM 3 poss SIT Caus Prog 3 subj down.' 

8.2.1.2. Experimental findings: change-of-state verbs 

Since children do not produce a wide range of change-of-state verbs spontaneously, 

and since the communicati\ e context may not conclusively determine whether or not the 

intended meaning is transiti\'e or intransitive, a test was devised to elicit the transitive 

versions of the following ten change-of-state verbs. The transitive form of each verb is 

presented below. These forms were verified by local adult speakers, and a nine-year-old 

pilot subject produced these ver>' forms during a test trial. 

Basically Tnansitive Basically Intransitive Factitive 

p'aki- break rikch'a-chi- awaken hoq'o-cha- wet 

Idcha- open thunu-chi- collapse qhelli-cha- dirty 

vvisq'a- close ch'aki-chi- dry-

paka- hide t'oha-chi- pop 

The test involved two experimenters, one of whom manipulated a puppet, Sonso, 

familiar to the children from the daycare activities, as well as the props used for displaying 

the scenes viewed by the subjects. The second experimenter, a native speaker of Quechua, 

explained the instructions to the child and carried out all the verbal elicitation portions of the 
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test The test was conducted entirely in Quechua, and children learned the test procedures 

during practice trials with verbs other than those selected for the experimental trials. In all, 

in addition to the nine-year-old pilot subject, 8 children were tested, ranging in age from 

3;0 years to 4;6 years. This group consisted of 3 four-year-olds and 5 three-year-olds, 

including BT, DI, FE, and PE. Unfortunately, the results for DI will not be presented 

because of recording failure. (All responses were recorded for later transcription.) It 

should also be mentioned that it was not possible to test JN because of her reluctance to 

converse with the investigators. 

The format of the test was as follows. The child was asked to pretend that he lived 

in the house with Sonso and the experimenter. The experimenter explained that she and the 

child were going to the fields and they would leave Sonso in charge of the house. 

Sometimes Sonso would not take verv- good care of things, so that they could expect to 

find some changes on their return from the fields to the house. On their return, the 

experimenter and the child would take turns asking Sonso who had changed certain things. 

After the trial practice items, there were five experimental trials. One of these five 

experimental trials is presented below in the original Quechua and in English translation. 

The underlined form in the child's response is the elicited verb form, following Pin 

'Who'?. It must be pointed out that the verb root is given to the child in the experimenter's 

observation about the scene. In another experimental trial, for example, the experimenter 

comments, Wawacha rikch'asqa The baby is awake', using the resultative form of the 

root rikch'a- 'awaken'. The child's question requires the causativized form of the verb. 

Pin wawata rikch'a-chi-rqan?.'Who woke up the baby?'. Finally, it should be noted that 

all of the children enjoyed this game, although PE was unwilling to interact with the 

puppet, Sonso. For his test, it was necessary to have PE's cousin take on the role of the 

puppet. 



EXPERIMENTER; Qhaway, Sonso. Kaypi kashan paqcx:ha kanchonpi, punkutaq allin 
'Look. Sonso. Here, the alpaca is in the corral, and the door 

wisq'asqa kashan. Kaypi kashan aqha. Pampacha ch'aki kashan. Allinta qhaway, Sonso! 
is tightly closed. Here is the chicha. The floor is dry. Look after th^gs well, Sonso!' 

[The first experimenter and the child leave the room, while the second experimenter 

manipulates the props, changing several elements in the scene. The first experimenter and 

the child then return to the room to view the scene and to quer\' Sonso.] 

EXPERIMENTER: Qhaway! F^ocha suwasqa. Pin suwarqan? Qhaway, punku kichan. 
'Look! The alpaca's been stolen. WTio stole it? Look, the door is open.' 

CHILD: Pin (punkuta) kicharqan? 
"WTio (the door) opened'?* 

EXPERIMENTER: Qhaway! Aqha ukyasqa kashan. Pin aqhata uk>arqan? Qhaway! 
"Look! The chicha's all drunk up. Who drank the chicha? Look!' 

Pampa hoq'o kashan. 
The floor's wet.' 

CHILD: Pin (pampata) hoq'ocharqan? 
"Who (the floor) wet? 

Table 8.22 presents the transitive change-of-state forms produced by the eight 

children, including nine-year-old WA, the pilot subject Errors are presented in bold capital 

letters, while responses presented in bold lower case letters are verb forms with different 

roots altogether. For e.xample, the responses of three children to the observation that the 

Hoor was wet was Pin hich'arqan? "Who poured?' instead of Pin hoq'ocharqan? 'Who 

wet?'. These responses are pragmatically appropriate, so it is impossible to discern 

whether or not the children could have formed the factitive stem, hoq'o-cha-. However, it 

seems that children may acquire the factitive roots holistically: while all the children know 

qhelli-cha- 'dirtv', make dirty', half of the children failed to produce hoq'o-cha- 'wet, make 

wet'. In like manner, FE's response to the comment that the clothes were drv' was 



Table 8.22: Rcsiwuscs in lesl for elicilation of transitive chaiigc-of-slatc verb forms ("Qhaway Sonso") 

WA (pilot) EL 4;6 ED 4:3 ET 3;11 LZ 3:11 PE 3:9 FE 3:5 BT 3:0 

rikch'achirqan rikch'achirqan rikch'achirqiin rikch'achirqan rikch'achintn rikch'achirqan rikch'arquchirqan RIKCH'ASHAN 

p'akinimi p'akirqan p'akirqan p'ukin p'akiran p'akiiparin p'akirqan p'akirqan 

kichaiqan kichaiqan kichaiq<'in kicharirqan kicharan kichaiqan kichiuqan kicharan 

hoq'ocharqan hoq'ocharqan hoq'ochiuxian ?hich'arqan HOQ'OCHIN ?hich'arqan ?hich'arqan hoq'ocharqan 

thiiilichirqan THU/WIROAN thuniroan thuilichirqan thuAichiran thuiiichirqan thiiilirquchirqiui thuAichin 

ch'akichirqan CH'AKIROAN ch'akichirqan ch'akichirqan ch'akichiran ch'akichirqan ch'akita saqerqan ch'akichisharqan 

qhcllicharqan qlicllicharqiin qhclUcharqan qhcllicharqan qheUicharan qhcllicharqan qhellichiuxjan qheilichan 

t'ohachirqan t'ohachirqan t'ohachirqan t'oluichirqan t'ohadurqan t'obicliirqan t'ohachirqan T'OHAROAN 

wisq'arqan wisq'arqan wisq'arqan wisq'arqan wisq'anui wisq'arqan wisq'arqan wisq'arqan 

ixikiuiqan pukarqan ixikarqiin ixikarqan piikanin piikarqiui pokiirqan pakarqan 
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Pin ch'akita saqerqan? 'Who left (them) dr\'?' rather than Pin ch'akichirqan? 'Who dried 

(them)?'. 

We see from Table 8.22 that the children have made few errors overall, with BT's 

two errors paralleling the occasional insecurit\' obsen'ed in her spontaneous production of 

change-of-state verbs. Both errors involve omissions of Causative /-chi-/ rather than the 

attachment of this sufHx to lexical causatives. Ver>' few children were tested. However, 

judging from the errors produced by even the oldest children, one may sf)eculate that 

children do not consistently produce appropriate change-of-state verbs for some time. 

Clearly, more testing is in order. Also, it would be very interesting to devise a test with 

novel change-of-state roots to see whether children causativize them or assume they are 

inherently causative. 

8.2.2. Argument- and case-marking in causative verb constructions 

The reader will recall from Section 8.1.1. that the Chalhuancan adult corpus 

includes different combinations of Causative /-chi-/ and Reflexive /-ku-/, as well as a single 

instance of a double causative. These utterances are repeated below. The most common 

sequence, the reflexivized causati\ e presented in #5, where the reflexive co-refers with the 

matrix subject, is by far the most frequent combination of these suffixes in adult speech. In 

fact, as we have seen, Muysken and others assert that speakers of the Cuzco variet\^ do not 

accept causativized reflexives such as that found in #6, in which the reflexive argument co-

refers with the causee, and not with the matrix subject (Please see Footnote #41.) 

5. Foto - chi - ku - sun. 'Well cause someone to photograph us.' 
PHOTO Caus Refl 1 pi fut (= "Let's get our picture taken.') 

6. Hala - ka - chi - nki. ' You've caused it to slide.' 
SLIDE Refl Caus 2 subj 

7. AjXl - chi - ku - chi - waq. '^ ou'dcause someooei to cause someone to take himi' 
T.\KE Caus Refl Caus 2 Cond 
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8. Rima - chl - chi - nkl. ' \'ou cause someone to cause someone to talk.' 
T.ALK Caus Caus 2 subj (= '\'ou have someone make him talk.') 

None of the children produced either a double causative or a causativized reflexive. 

However, they frequently produced reflexivized causatives, with /-chi-ku-/, such that the 

Reflexive morpheme co-refers with the matrix subject In these forms, this reflexive 

argument usually represents either the PATIENT of the underlying causative or a Dative 

argument, i.e., 'to cause-V for oneself. In forms with intransitive roots. Reflexive /-ku-/ 

represents the causee. Examples from the child corpus, taken from Tables 8.18 and 8.21 

above, are presented below. 

52. JN Kukuli lava - chi - ku - sha - n. 'Kuknli is letting someone wash him.' 
(2;5-2;6) KLTCLTJ WASH Caus Refl Prog 3 

53. JN Mana chura - chi - ku - n - chu. 'He hasn't made someone put it on him.' 
(2;9-2;10) Xeg PLT Caus Refl 3 Neg 

54. DI Wayna - qa fiaqch'a - chi-ku - sha - n. ' The youth is having someone 
YOLTH Top COVB Caus Refl Prog 3 comb him.' 

55. FE Chay - puri - chi - ku - ni mama - y - wan - qa. 'l make myself walk 
TH.AT (.-^cc) W.\LK Caus Refl 1 MOM Poss Instr Top there with my mom.' 

From the age of 2;9 years, all the children produce verb forms combining Causative 

/-chi-/ with an object-marking suffix, particularly first-person l-wa-l. In most of these verb 

forms, the first-person object is the causee, or lower subject, so that the general meaning of 

these verbs is 'cause me to VERB'. This is the role represented by the object marker in the 

majority of the child utterances shown below, which are once again reproduced from 

Tables 8.18 and 8.21. In #56(c), #57(a), and #58(a), however, we find verb forms 

produced by three different children in which the object marker is a lower object, either 

direct, indirect, or benefactive. For #58(c), which may be construed in two different ways, 

it is not clear from the communicative context whether DI refers to himself as the causee or 

as the lower direct object 
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56. JN (a) Wayk'u - chi - wa - n. (b) Qhawa - chi - wa - y. 
COOK Caus 1 obj 3 subj LOOK Caus 1 obj Imper 

'She let me cook.' 'Show me.' 

(c) Mana apa - chi - mu - wa - n - chu .. . 
N'eg C.^RRY Caus Dir I obj 3 N'eg 

'She didn't bring me . . .' 

57. BT (a) Toka - chi - pu - wa - y chay - ta. 
PLAY Caus Regres I obj Imper THAT .\cc 

'Play that for me.' 

(b) Qan - ta - qa mama - y - ta graba - chi - n, papa - y - ta graba - chi - wa - n 
YOU Acc Top MOM Iposs .Acc TAPE Caus 3 DAD Iposs Acc TAPE Caus 1 obj 3 

'She's had (someone?) tape you and my mom, she's had me tape my dad.' 

58. D1 (a) Chay ankay wiqsa - y - ta nana - rqu - chi - wa - n. 
TH.AT TH.\T STOM.\CH Iposs Acc HLTiT Exh Caus lobj 3 subj 

That really makes my stomach hurt (to me).' 

(b) Rayru tusu - chi - sunki. 
R^ADIO D.ANCE Caus 3->2 

The radio makes you dance.' 

(c) Noqa - , noqa - apa - chi - wa - nki. 
NfE (.Acc) ME (Acc) T.AKE Caus I obj 2 subj 

'You make me take (something)/ make (someone) take me.' 
(= "You send me.') 

(d) Noqa - zorro - wan kani - chi - wa - nchis. 
US (.\cc) FO.X Instr BITE Caus I obj Plural 

'He/They made the fox bite us (=caused us to be bitten by the fox).' 

59. FE Chay sumaq runa - kuna, runa - kuna - 11a - ta qhawa - ri - chi - wa - n. 
THAT FINE .MAN PI VL-VN PI Delim Acc LOOK Inch Caus I obj 3 subj 

'He has shown me those fine people.' 

Of particular interest in the utterances produced by these children is the case-

marking of the explicit nominal arguments of the causative verb forms. JN's explicit 

arguments mostly exhibit Accusative /-ta/ to signal the causee or the lower direct object, as 
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shown in #60 through #62 below. However, she appropriately attaches Dative /-man/ to 

nominals in two instances where another Accusative argument is either stated or implied. 

These appear in #63 and #64. Note, in #63, that two interpretations are possible, since it is 

not clear from the communicative context whether or not JN's father is the intended causee. 

JN; 2;7-2;10 
60. Toka - chi - y chay rayru - ta. 'Cause that radio to play.' 

PLAY Caus Imper THAT RADIO Acc (= Tlay that radio.*) 

61. Kay - 11a - pi - chu queda - chi - nki Chikitina - ta? Will you make Chikitina 
THIS Delim Loc Interr STAY Caus 2 CHIKITIN'.A Acc stay right here?" 

62. Carru - y - ta mana hala - chi - n. 'He hasn't made my car slide.' 
C.AR Poss Acc Neg SLIDE Caus 3 subj 

63. Tata - y - man toka - chi - saq. ill have my daddy play it.' OR 
D.AD Poss Dat PLAY' Caus 1 fut '111 cause it to play for my daddy.' 

64. Qhawa - chi - sun chay - ta - qa Aurora - man. 'Let's show that to .Aurora.' 
LOOK Caus 1 pi fut TH.AT Acc Top AL"RORA Dat (= "Let's cause .Aurora to see it.') 

In the following set of utterances, we find that BT has marked the causee of the 

intransitive roots, puri- 'walk' and hanlla- 'yawn' in Dative Case [Examples #65 and #66]. 

If these forms are both correct, we may assimie that this inflection is a semantic choice, 

used instead of the Accusative Case to increase the control of the causee. In #67, by 

contrast, the causee of the verb ukya-chi- 'cause to drink' is unexpectedly marked in 

Accusati\ e Case. The reader will recall from Chapter 5 that the lower subject arguments 

of verbs such as ukva-chi- and mikhu-chi- 'cause to eat' = 'feed* are generally marked in 

Dative Case, perhaps because there is an implied lower direct object for these verbs. 

Finally, the utterance presented in #68 suggests some confusion with respect to the case-

maridng of the intemal arguments. Either an Accusative Case inflection is missing on 

papa-yki 'your dad' and mama-vki 'your mom', or BT has intended to make the dad the 

causee, with the Instrumental Case inflection indicating greater control on the part of the 

causee. 
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BT: 2;I0-3;1 

\65. Chika - Ha - man puri - chi - sha - n. He's maidng the little girl walk.' 
GIRL Deiim Dat \V.\LK Caus Prog 3 subj 

166. Qan hanlla - chi - y aiqo - man. 'Make the dog yawn.' 
YOU Caus Imper EXDG Dal 

i 67. Wawa - cha - n - ta - wan ukya - yku - chi - sha - n. 'He makes his baby drink, too.' 
Dim 3poss .Acc Instr DRINK .Aug Caus Prog 3 

168. . . .papa - yki - wan graba - chi - nki, mama - yki - - pis graba - chi - nki. . . 
D.AD 2poss Instr T.\PE Caus 2 MOM 2poss (.\<x) .Add T.APE Caus 2 subj 

'\'ou'll get (something) taped by your dad, and youll tape your mom.' 

OR "^'ouH tape your dad, and you'll tape your mom.' 

Turning to utterances produced by DI, we find in #69 and #70 that this boy has 

marked the lower object in Accusative Case and the causee in Dative Case. In the second 

of these utterances, the Dative Case inflection on the causee, used instead of Accusativ e 

Case, appears to produce the semantic effect of increasing the control of the lower subject, 

senoritay. Finally, #58(d) is repeated below to demonstrate that DI marks the causee in 

Instiaimental Case, further increasing the control of the causee, e\ en though he has failed to 

case-mark the e.xplicit first-person pronoun, which serves as the lower object. In other 

words, in this uttei^ce, the emphasis is on the act of biting itself and not on the biter. 

Dl:3;0-3;2 

:69. Mate-ta ukya- chi - sha-n ankay wawachita - man. 
.VLATE.Acc DRIXKCaus Prog 3 THAT LnTLE B.ABV Dat 

'She's causing that little baby to drink nuae.' 

170. Senorita - y - man pukllana-ta puklla - chi - sha - n. 
SEN'ORIT.A I poss Dat TOY' Xcc PLAY Caus Prog 3 subj 

'He's letting my senorita play (with) the toy.' 

i58.(d) Noqa- zorro - wan kani - chi - wa - nchis. 
US (.Acc) FOX Instr BITE Caus 1 obj Plural 

[ 'He/Thev made the fox bite us' (= 'caused us to be bitten bv the fox'). 
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The final set of utterances, all produced by the oldest child, FE, reveal full 

productive competence in the case-marking of the arguments of causative verb forms. 

Example #70 is comparable to DI's utterance #69, with the lower object marked in 

Accusative Case and the causae marked in Dative Case for the verb mikhu-chi- 'cause to 

eat*. In #72, with an implied object for transitive hap'i- "hold, grab', the causee is marked 

in Dative Case. The different case inflections on the causees of #73 and #74 suggest a 

semantic choice for the degree of control of the causee, wawa 'baby, child'. Finally, in 

#75, FE appears to be changing the emphasis from the action of placing (the tape recorder) 

to the tape recorder itself, that is, the lower subject. This is reflected in the switch from 

Instrumental Case to Accusative Case within the same utterance. 

FE:3;2-3;5 

71. Mikhu - sha - n, mikhu - chi - sha - n huq wawa - Ha - man mate - ta. 
EAT Prog 3 EAT Caus Prog 3 ONE B.\BY DeUm Dat .\IATE .\cc 

'He's eating, he's causing one little baby to eat mate (=feeding mate to one baby).' 

72. Hap'i - sha - n, hap'i - chi - sha - n wawa -cha -man.-^"^ 
HOLD Prog 3 HOLD Caus E'rog 3 B.ABY Dim Dat 

'He's holding, he's having the little baby hold it.' 

73. Chaqay - pi puri - chi - sha - n wawa - n - ta. 
TH.\T Loc W.ALK Caus Prog 3 BABY 3 poss .\cc 

'Over there, he's making his baby walk.' 

74. Pacha - y - chi - sha - n wawa - man. 
DRESS .\ug Caus ftog 3 B.\BY Dat 

'He's having the baby dress.' 

75. Grabadura - wan toka - chi - ku - sha -n, grabadura - n - ta toka - chi - ku - sha -n 
RECORDER Instr PLAY Caus Ref! Prog 3 RECORDER 3poss .\cc PL.4Y Caus Refl Prog 3 

'He's causing something to be played for himself with the recorder, he's making 
his recorder play someUiing for himself.' 

While not relevant to the present discussion, it is interesting to note how frequently the children attach 
Diminutive -cha/ and Delimitative -lla-? to a noun such as wawa 'baby', .\ttachnient of the latter suffix in 
this case appears to result in a nominal meaning 'just a baby'. 
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Summary The present discussion of the development of lexical and morphological 

causatives in young Quechua speakers fields four concluding observations: 

(1) JN does not make fully productive use of Causative /-chi-/ until the final age range, 

2;9 to 2;10 years; before this age range, JN often omits the Causative suffix in contexts 

where it is required. Although BT (2; 10 to 3; 1 years) has Causative /-chi-/. Assistive 

/-ysi-/, and Factitive /-cha-/ in her productive repertoire of suffixes, she occasionally omits 

the Causative suffix or adds it to roots which do not require it in the communicative 

context 

(2) Judging from JN's early production errors, one may speculate that children initially 

hypothesize that change-of-state verbs are inherently transitive. However, it is impossible 

to determine from the data whether the older children have acquired narrow conflation rules 

in the production of change-of-state verbs. Nevertheless, there is some indication that 

change-of-state verbs constructed from Factitive /-cha-/ may be learned one-by-one rather 

than created productively from Adjectival roots. Hnally, secure, consistent competence in 

the production of the different permutations of change-of-state \ erbs takes quite a long time 

for children to acquirc. 

(3) In children's early causative verb forms, the Reflexive morpheme generally co-

refers with the matrix subject as some tvpe of lower object This is not at all surprising, 

given adult production of morphological causatives. By contrast person-of-object markers 

usually refer to the causee in early child production. 

(4) In the case-marking of the nominal arguments of morphological causatives, it is 

possible that children initially prefer to assign Accusative Case to the causee. At first, 

children may also use the Dative and Accusative inflections indiscriminately to mark the 

causee. However, at least by the early part of the fourth year, children demonstrate 

remarkable competence in the selection of different case inflections to express semantic 
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nuances such as relative control by the lower subject. In this way, even small children 

competently shift the emphasis from the causee to the action expressed by the verb root 

through marking of the causee in Instrumental Case. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

9.1. MorphosvTitax 

Ouechua phrase structure The present description of the word order, case-marking and 

object-marking facts, including the representation of external and internal arguments, may 

shed some light on the current debate regarding the concept of continuity. As discussed in 

Chapter 6, proponents of continuity, embodied in the Full Competence Hypothesis (FCH), 

claim that children have attained full grammatical competence by the time they begin 

producing sentences. By contrast, such researchers as Radford, proponent of the Lexical 

Learning Hypothesis (LLH), maintain that a child's early grammatical projections are 

purely lexical, with the functional nodes falling into place gradually through the learning of 

lexical and morphological elements—and their features. 

CP 

Spec C 

AgrSP C 

Spec AgrS' 

TP AgrS 

Spec^^^T' 

AspP'^^^^T 

Asp' 

AgrOP Asp 

Spec AgrO' 

VP^^AgrO 

NPo^^^V 

Let us assume that the adult Quechua grammar manifests at least five functional nodes, 

displayed in the above configuration to reflect head-final word order. Given the subject 
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and object agreement morphology' on the verb, it may be appropriate to consider the earlier 

version of minimalist phrase structure for Quechua (Chomsky, 1993), which allows for 

projections of Agr(eement). Thus, the representation might include the following 

categories: Comp, AgrS, Tense, Aspect, and AgrO. At the bottom of the configuration, we 

find the lexical VP node, the outcome of the operation MO^GE, which appears as the 

complement of the head, AgrO. Following general minimalist principles, the verb 

undergoes successive head adjunction for checking of the relevant features. For example, 

the subject person-and-number features on the verb are checked in AgrS, with the subject 

NPs moving from Specvp to SpecAgrs for the requisite Spec-Head structural relation. In 

like manner. Accusative Case on the verb complement, NPo, is checked when this 

constituent moves to SpecAgKS, with the verb adjoined to AgrO. It may be that the person-

of-object feature on the verb is checked, first in AgrO and subsequently in AgrS, since the 

morphology varies depending on the person and number of the subject 

Subject and object agreement JN is the most interesting subject to focus on for this 

part of the analysis, since she shows significant change in production over the fjeriod of 

data collection. At the age of 2;5 to 2;6, JN has not yet fully acquired productive 

acquisition of the person-of-subject and tense inflections, and researchers such as Clahsen 

might point to these findings as evidence of incomplete phrase structure, with functional 

categories such as AgrS and Tense not yet accessible to the child. In fact, we find that JN 

frequently marks first-person subject by means of the first-person Future suffix, although 

some of her verbs are bare roots or third-person singular forms. Since JN often includes 

explicit pronoun subjects (and objects), it is entirely plausible that the AgrS projection is 

indeed available in the phrase structure: following Speas, the explicit subject is required in 

Spec of AgrSP because there is not yet any separate lexical entry for the person-of-subject 

morpheme which would constitute the head, AgrS. In fact, it is interesting to speculate 
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that the principle of economy proposed by Speas, presumably part of the child's UG 

endowment, somehow motivates the occurrence of explicit pronoun arguments in 

utterances which lack the corresponding first- and second-person morphology on the verb. 

The reader will recall that the emergence of the person-of-subject morphology at ages 2;7 to 

2;8 coincides with a sharp decline in explicit pronoun subjects. (See Table 9.1, which 

presents a summary of the percentages of utterances with explicit subjects produced by JN 

at the three age ranges, BT, FE, and the adults.) In light of all this, it makes good sense to 

extend JN's phrase structure to project AgrSP. 

Table 9. t: Summary of incidence of explicit subjects 

70% 
tn 
V w B 
a 

S 40% -

^ 30% 

20% 

60% 

50% 

JXI JN2 JX3 BT FE Adults 

Individual Speakers 

There is evidence suggesting an acquisition sequence, such that productive use of 

the person-of-subject suffixes precedes that of the person-of-object morphology. This is 

exactly what one would expect if acquisition of inflectional morphology proceeds inward 

from the end of the verb. It must be pointed out, however, that a child may have acquired a 

morpheme before she actually produces it, since comprehension is a measure of 

competence (McKee). The reader will recall that JN appears to comprehend the object-
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marking morphemes before she actually begins to produce them. The metrical 

phonological processes cited by Gerken would not account for the object marker 

omissions. This is because the object suffix often bears the primarv' word stress, as in 

maqa-wa-nki "jou hit me'. Instead, it may be that actual production of the object-marking 

suffixes is delayed because a number of these morphemes are homophonous with other 

suffixes. A child might have difficulty producing [3->2] /-su-nki/ because the final 

element /-nki/, which encodes the second-person object, is homophonous with the second-

person subject morpheme, which also occurs verhvfinally. In like manner, [l->2] /-yki/ is 

a homophone of the second-person possessor suffix. It is not surprising that children first 

produce the first-person object marker, /-wa-/, which has no homophones, transparently 

encodes only first-person objects, and inx ariably occurs before the usual person-of-subject 

suffix. 

Scrambling and word order Following Lefebvre & Muysken (1988), we may 

assume that scrambled verb-complement MPs must be casemarked.^^ Moreover, 

scrambling probably results from A'-movement through adjunction to maximal projections 

and/or movement to Spec (Komfilt). In light of these theoretical considerations, we turn to 

the particularly intriguing sets of utterances produced by JN in the first two age ranges, 2;5 

to 2;6 years and 2;7 to 2;8 years. First, there is little doubt that JN scrambles Subject, 

Verb, and Complement from the canonical S-C-V order at the earliest age. The following 

utterances, all produced at age 2;6 and containing verbs of movement with directional 

complements, attest to JN's scrambling competence. What is uncertain from the context of 

these utterances is whether or not JN has mastered the pragmatics of scrambling. That is, it 

is impossible to determine any emphasis on, or focusing of, particular constituents in JN's 

These authcH^ discuss at great length the scrambling with co-casemartdng of NT's out of embedded 
nominalized clauses. They do aot discuss the casemarking facts for the scrambling of matrix constituents, 
although they maintain that matrix internal arguments are invariably casemarked. As we have seen in the 
adult data, ttds is not always true when the internal argument NP remains adjacent to the verb. 
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word order variants, nor is there any clear evidence that JN is attempting to place "given" 

information in utterance-initial position.-*9 

S-C-V Uso calle - ta pasa - n. The bear goes to the street.' 
BEAR STREET Acc GO 3 subj 

S-V-C Kay pasa-n wasi - ta. This (one) goes to the house' 
THIS GO 3 HOUSE .\cc 

C-S-V Wasi - *Ei carru pasa - n. The car goes (to) the house.' 
HOUSE (Acc) C\R GO 3 subj 

C-V-S Calle - ta pasa - n lata - y. 'My daddy goes to the street.' 
STREET Acc GO 3 DAD 1 poss 

V-C-S Pasa - n calle - ta papa - y. 'My daddy goes to the street.' 
GO 3 STREET .\cc DAD 1 poss 

V-S-C Puri - ku - sa_ noqa wawa - ta. 'I'll walk to the baby.' 
W.\LK -Aug 1 fut I B.\BY Acc 

Whether or not JN has acquired pragmatic competence in scrambling, it is safe to conclude 

that she has enough phrase structure in her grammar to provide landing sites for elements 

scrambled out of canonical position. One of these landing sites might be the Asp(ect) node, 

since we have observed that Progressive /-sha-/ is one of the earliest verb suffixes 

produced frequently and consistently, even by the youngest children. 

A particularly perplexing aspect of JN's early production is the high frequency of 

subject-final utterances. (Table 9.2 presents a summary of the percentages of subject-final 

and verb-final utterances produced by JN at the three age ranges, BT, FE, and the adults.) 

As one attempts to account for this phenomenon, there come to mind several plausible 

explanations, including syntactic, processing, and pragmatic factors. These factors are 

presented below Table 9.2, in ascending order of plausibility. 

Otsu (1994) detemiiiied experimentally that Japanese 3- and •4-year-olds understand the Tnidging 
function" of scrambling, i.e., linking a sentence to previous discourse. This competence was observ^ in 
the children's enactments of scrambled sentences introduced in a discourse conte.xt. It would be very 
interesting to undertake similar testing to observe the comprehension of scrambled sentences by young 
Quechua speakers. 
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Table 9.2: Subiect-final and verb-final utterances in entire corpus 

JNl 

-

50^c -

20% -

lO'^ -

® S-flnal , 
H V'-final i 

JN2 JN3 BT 

Individual Speakers 

FE Adults 

(1) Quechua word order and head direction are not yet firmly established in JN's 

grammar. The reader will recall Komfilt's suggestion that children acquiring SOV 

languages may experiment with a left-headed default setting with the specifier on the right, 

yielding VOS. This possibility is unlikely, since JN at the earliest age range produces the 

VOS and the VSO patterns with equal frequency. 

(2) In JN's early utterances, "new" information is produced first, with the subject, as 

"given" information, postponed until the end of the utterance. Both Slobin and 

MacWhinney have observed that children tend to postpone highly presupposed elements in 

eariy speech, with the most informative constituent produced in utterance-initial position, 

e.g., the verb. It could be that JN postpones the subject for this reason, on the assumption 

that subjects are often "given" or presupposed elements, especially since she produces a 
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relatively high percentage of verb-initial utterances. However, this account is also unlikely, 

since the final subject in many of JN's utterances appears to bear pragmatic emphasis. 

(3) The utterance-final subject is actually a topic which lacks the topic-marking suffix. 

In Quechua, topics frequently appear in either initial or final positions. Following 

Lambrecht, topics (and anti-topics) are either definite entities or generic indefinites which 

may serve to identify important information or even the "center of attention" of the 

utterance. We find that many of JN's right-dislocated subjects are first-person pronouns, 

and, therefore, definite, important, and salient in the situational context. Since JN is not 

yet marking topics at this stage, this explanation is plausible, if difficult to verify. 

(4) JN postpones the subject until the end of the utterance because final elements are 

easier to produce than utterance-initial constituents. In his (1990) analysis of subjectless 

sentences in the early speech of children acquiring English, P. Bloom notes that "the 

increased memory load associated with producing elements earlier in the sentence could 

well lead to the more frequent deletion or reduction of subjects" (501). If processing 

pressure conUibutes to difficulty in producing utterance-initial subjects, and if the language 

licenses subjects in final position, a child learning Quechua might well postpone the subject 

until the end. 

(5) It is veiy likely that JN has acquired a pragmatic principle whereby utterance-final 

elements achieve presenlational (word order) focus. Recall Herring & Paolillo's assertion 

that SOV languages which are not rigidly verb-final, e.g., Quechua, may have a 

presentational focus position at the end of the sentence. This is especially plausible if we 

consider that adult speakers often repeat constituents in final position for emphatic effect. 

We have seen that young children also duplicate sentence elements. In that case, it is likely 

that the utterance-final subjects in JN's eariy speech are emphatic elements, with the 

utterance-initial subject suppressed because of processing difficulty (4 above). 
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Case inflections: Accusative. Locative. Dative With further resp)ect to the 

acquisition sequence, case-marking of verb complements precedes reliable object-marking, 

with the Accusative and Locative inflections emerging before the Dative suffix. In this 

regard, it is especially interesting that JN produces early utterances with goal and 

beneficiary complements marked in "default" Accusative Case (Radford). This 

phenomenon suggests that children may figure out the meanings of verbs before acquiring 

the appropriate case inflections. That is, in interpreting verbs, children acquiring Quechua 

do not rely entirely on morphosyntactic bootstrapping, whereby the case inflections would 

provide clues to verb meaning. The child marks the constituent in Accusative, the default 

Case, because she recognizes that internal arguments and adjuncts must be case-marked, 

without always being able to produce the appropriate case inflections. Considering that the 

Accusative and Dative inflections are used interchangeably by Chalhuancan adults to mark 

directional nominals, it comes as no surprise that children might initially extend the 

Accusative to the goal arguments of ditransitive verbs. 

The data reveal that JN usually assigns Accusative Case to direct object 

constituents, even at the earliest age range. Considering this, as well as her competence in 

scrambling, one may speculate that the AgrO projection is available in JN's phrase structure 

grammar for checking strucmral case. Moreover, the appropriate case inflections on the 

internal and external arguments in the verbless utterances produced by JN and BT provide 

clear evidence of performance difficulty as contrasted with competence deficits. These 

utterances lend support to Pinker's argument that children may fail to produce the verb 

because of a processing bottleneck. Since the NPs are appropriately casemarked, the verb 

must be represented at some level prior to their insertion in the syntactic slots. The children 

fail to produce the verb, perhaps because of retrieval problems. 

Topics and evidentials At the initial age range, 2;5 to 2;6 years, we have 

seen that JN's verbs lack tense morphology, with the person-of-subject suffixes only 
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partially acquired for productive use. We now find, at the same age range, that neither 

evidential morphology nor topic markers have yet emerged productively. The reader will 

recall that the evidential suffixes may appear freely on any matri.x constituent An evidential 

has sentential scope insofar as it identifies an utterance as a Question, Assertion, etc., and it 

may also provide local semantic focus to the constituent to which it is appended. Since 

these morphemes are confined to tensed matrix clauses, they may be further considered as 

markers of finiteness. In like manner, it is plausible that the topic marker /-qa/ not only 

designates the topic, a discourse-informational concept, but also marks an entity as 

[+SPECIFIC]. Finally, we find that the ellipsis of the "tenseless" copula is licensed by one 

of these independent suffi.xes. Assuming a minimalist account whereby all of these 

features are checked in T(ense), one is tempted to speculate that this functional node is not 

yet accessible to JN at age 2;5 to 2;6 years. 

However, this speculation would rely entirely on prcxluction criteria, without regard 

for the possibility that morphosyntactic competence may be tapped in comprehension. A 

case in point is the Interrogative suffix /-chu/. We have seen that JN understands direct 

questions from the earliest age range; and yet, JN's failure to produce the Interrogative 

suffix consistently in her own direct questions persists through the latest age range, 2;9 to 

2; 10 years. In this regard, it is also puzzling that JN should produce utterances with copula 

ellipsis before the appearance in her speech of the licensing suffixes. From a phonological 

perspective, it is not surprising that the segmentation of these morphemes should be 

delayed. Since they invariably occur in word-final position, they never have primary' word 

stress. (The reader will recall that Quechua words generally bear stress on the penultimate 

syllable.) However, Gerken refutes the claim that children ignore weakly stressed items 

such as function morphemes. Rather, children omit these morphemes in production 

because of constraints on the complexity of utterances they can plan and produce, and not 

because they may lack knowledge of functors in their early giammar. In fact, there is some 
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evidence supporting this premise in the negative expressions produced by JN at the second 

age range, 2;7 to 2;8 years. Here, we find that 11 out of 12 verb forms exhibit the 

complete negative frame, /mana .. .-chu/, whereas the longer, sentential-scope negations 

lack utterance-final /-chu/. 

Apart from evidential focus, we find further evidence that JN has already acquired a 

pragmatic rule whereby elements may attain presentational (word order) focus in utterance-

final position. We find JN producing duplicated constituents for emphasis at the initial age 

range, and these repeated elements are frequently subjects, as in (a) below. This 

phenomenon may contribute to the high incidence of utterance-final subjects, if the 

sentence-initial subject in such an utterance is sometimes suppressed because of processing 

difficultv'. There are still other indications that utterance-final position is one of pragmatic 

prominence for JN. Example (b) below is JN's affirmative reply to the question, 'Do you 

cook?'. With the Affirmative evidential apparently unavailable to JN for affirmative 

responses to direct questions, JN produces an assertion by means of word order emphasis: 

she places the subject in utterance-final jxjsition. As soon as JN begins producing 

affirmative answers with evidential-marking, at ages 2;7 to 2;8, she no longer responds in 

this way.^o 

(a) Noqa-pis apa - sa_ noqa 'And I'll take (it), I.' 
I .Add T.\KE 1 fut I 

(b) Wayk'u - sha - noqa. 'I am cooking.' 
COOK Prog (1) I 

Whereas this type of presentational focus rule appears to be an early feature of JN's 

granunar, the data suggest that evidential focus is a relatively late acquisition in Quechua 

morphosyntactic development. In the final age range, 2;9 to 2; 10 years, JN begins 

Troike (personal communication) has suggested a fascinating possibility: the Affirmative evidential 
might be a type of pro-form for the duplicated constituent. In that case, there would be a link between 
presentational focus and morphosyntactic focus, with the former appearing first in child language. 
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maildng assertions, i.e., declarative sentences which are not responses to direct questions, 

with the Affirmative evidential. In each case, the suffix appears on the utterance-initial 

constituent, in a non-focus position. Both BT and FE, by contrast, produce assertions 

with the Affirmative evidential in both initial position and on focused, non-initial verb 

forms. They also focus non-verbal elements in their direct questions through affixation of 

Interrogative /-chu/. 

The relatively late acquisition of morphosyntactic focus is especially noteworthy in 

the numerous negative expressions produced by the three children. Here, we find an 

inUiguing sequence. At the initial age range, JN produces negative utterances without 

/-chu/ and with mana either in initial or final position. This suggests that all of JN's early 

negations have sentential scope. It is interesting in this regard that very small children 

acquiring English sometimes produce utterances of the type [Neg-S-V], and it was once 

proposed that Neg is initially confined to COMP. In their critique of this analysis, Deprez 

& Pierce (1993) assert that utterances such as these reveal, instead, that the VP-internal 

subject has not moved up to [Spec, Infl], with the Neg morpheme fixed in [Spec, Neg] 

under I(nfl)P. This interpretation, based as it is entirely on word order facts, is not 

compatible with the early JN data, which includes utterances with mana in sentence-final 

position. It seems more plausible that the earliest negative utterances produced by children 

acquiring Quechua do indeed have sentential scope; that is, very young Quechua speakers 

do not at first focus sentence-internal constituents by means of the negative and evidential 

suffixes. By the final age range, ages 2;9 to 2; 10 years, JN quite consistently produces the 

complete negative frame, i.e., /mana/ama.. .-chu/, but all her negations either exhibit 

sentential scope or focus the verbs. Only the older children, BT and FE, actually pnxluce 

negative utterances in which constituents other than the verb are focused. 

With final respect to the dramatic changes observed in the JN corpus between the 

initial and second age ranges, we find that the emergence of the person-of-subject 
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morphology on the verb coincides with the first appearance of a number of suffixes: the 

Affirmative evidential, the negative frame, the topic marker. Interrogative /-chu/, and the 

Genitive case inflection. The possessive morphology, including the Genitive and 

Benefactive inflections and the person-of-possessor paradigm, appears to be in place by the 

age of 3 years. Command of the possessive morphology is a prerequisite for certain types 

of nominalized subordinate clauses. 

Subordination The description of subordination types produced by the three 

children has relied on very few examples; only 13 for JN, 17 for BT, and 33 for FE in the 

total corpus of utterances. Moreover, this small corpus of examples includes not only verb 

complements but also adjunct subordinate structures. It is therefore impossible to conclude 

that the absence of a specific subordination t>pe among a child's utterances signifies the 

lack of the corresponding syntactic rule. A case in point is the absence in the FE corpus of 

any instances of purpose clauses with verbs of motion, e.g., Rini pukllaq 'I go in order to 

play.' Given the paucity- of examples, the following remarks are intended to highlight very 

general trends, those tendencies which would be interesting to pursue in further studies. 

(1) We find indirect evidence pointing to an early tendency in favor of subject-equi 

subordination types, i.e., those in which the matrix and lower subjects are one and the 

same (Pinker; O'Grady). (a) Whereas BT and FE both produce /-spa/ clauses, there are no 

utterances with subordinations produced by means of the switch reference suffix, /-qti-/. 

(b) While all three children produce purpose clauses or subject relatives with Agentive /-q/, 

there are no instances of objects relativized by means of Resultative /-sqa/. (c) All three 

children produce utterances with subject-equi infinitive complements for such verbs as 

'be able to' and muna- 'want'; and yet, there are no instances of complements for muna- in 

which the subject is different from the matrix subject Unfortunately, the latter complement 

structure is also absent in the adult data. 
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(2) Overall, the most frequent subordination type in the data involves complements of 

verbs of communication, specifically, ni- 'say'. JN's earliest attempts at subordination 

exhibit this verb in combination with short noun-phrase complements. Eventually, like the 

other children, she produces full finite-clause complements for this verb. It may be that ni-

constructions are both early and frequent because they consist merely of 'direct quote' finite 

clauses juxtaposed with a form of ni-; no complementizer is required. The reader will recall 

Slobin's observation to the effect that children try to keep subordinate clauses like matrix 

clauses. Since the oldest child, FE, is the only one who even attempts subordination of 

finite clauses by means of chav elements, this type of subordination is probably a late 

acquisition. 

(3) JN's only utterances with subject-equi infinitive complements all involve exactly the 

same matrix verb form: manaatini-(chu) 'I cannot'. This is surprising, since she has 

clearly acquired the verb muna- 'want', which she produces quite frequently in utterances 

with only nominal complements. This lends some support to the notion that the acquisition 

of syntactic rules for complementation is lexically specific (L. Bloom, Rispoli, Gartner & 

Hafitz). 

9.2. Verb morphology 

9.2.1. Complex verb formation 

We have seen in the previous chapter that 3-year-old Quechua speakers are already 

capable of producing meaningful verb forms that are comparable in complexity to those 

produced by adults. The remarkably rapid growth of verb morphology and processing 

procedures shown by these children very much parallels the early morphological 

competence observed in children learning other synthetic languages (Aksu-Ko^ & Slobin, 

Raghavendra & Leonard, MacWhinney, Mithun, Fortescue). In order to account for this 

impressive achievement, we turn to an exploration of selected aspects of Pinker's (1984) 
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paradigm-leaming proposal. How well does Pinker's theor\' elucidate the acquisition of 

Quechua verb morphology? 

The Unique Entry Principle and meaningful productivity 

On Pinker's approach, children seek unique form/function correspondences as they 

develop paradigms. Thus, the Unique Entr>^ Principle provides a powerful mechanism in 

paradigm-leaming, since it motivates paradigm-splitting, with the formation of new cells. 

That is, children's hypotheses are constrained because this principle prevents the 

assignment of multiple entries to a single paradigm cell. The mechanism is especially 

interesting in light of the development of person-of-subject morphology observed in the 

youngest Quechua speakers. The reader will recall that JN very rarely produces first-

person /-ni/ until ages 2;7 to 2;8 years, preferring, instead, the first-person Future suffix, 

/-saq/. Nor does JN produce forms with second-person /-nki/ until the age of 2;7 years. 

Pinker's Unique Entry Principle actually explains this course of events quite well. With a 

view to accounting for the observed patterns in JN's early first-person verb forms, let us 

consider the following hypothesized sequence of gradually developing paradigms for the 

root puri- 'to go or walk'. 

Accordingly, JN may start off with the undifferentiated cell shown under (1), 

hypothesizing, at first, that the third-person inflection simply encodes the notion of 

SUBJECT for all persons. Thereafter, even though future forms such as puri-saq may 

briefly occur in free variation with incompletely infiected forms, the Unique Entry Principle 

forces a split in the cell. Under (2), the paradigm now represents the newly hypothesized 

dimension of person-of-subjecL In the next step, the child notices that puri-ni also occurs 

in first-person subject environments. The Unique Entry Principle then forces another split 

in the paradigm, such that, in (3), the Person-of-Subject dimension now has two levels. 

Future Tense and Present Tense. Eventually, in this way, as shown in (4), the full 

paradigm for singular Person-of-Subject is developed by the age range of 2;7 to 2;8 years. 
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(1) (2) 

SUBJECT -t- puri - saq —> Person of SUBJECT 

1 2 3 

+ puri - ni ~> 

<-puri - n~> puri - saq puri - n 

(3) (4) 

TEXSE 

Person of SUBJECT + puri - nki ~> Person of SUBJECT 

1 2 3 + puri - nqa ~> 1 2 3 

Put puri -saq puri-saq puri-nqa 

Pres puri - ni 
puri - n 

puri-ni 
puri-nki 

puri - n 

We might take this prcxess a step further, following Speas. That is, the younger Quechua 

learner not only develops person-of-subject paradigms, but also eventually acquires a 

separate entry for each sulfix in the mental lexicon. Once such an entry is available to serve 

as the head of the AgrS projection, we find a sharp and sudden decline in the incidence of 

explicit pronoun subjects. 

What is especially intriguing about this procedure for paradigm-learning is that it 

allows for individual differences in the acquisition of inflections. There is no reason to 

expect that all children would hypothesize precisely the same dimensions, in the same 

sequence, as they develop the person-of-subject (and tense) paradigms. Hence, it is not 

surprising that RR should already have first-person /-ni/ well in hand, while displaying 

some confusion as to the function of /-y/. Importantly, the production of the person-

marking suffi.xes by both RR and JN is meaningful, if not always adult-like, since their 

hypotheses as to the meanings of the different subject-marking forms may change over 

time, in keeping with the Unique Entry Principle. In fact, we find a number of other 

examples in the data of meaningful productivity which nevertheless deviates from adult 
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usage. Thus, we find that JN overextends the /-ku-sha-/ combination at the first age range, 

while dropping the form altogether at the next In like manner, most of the children appear 

to assign the general notion of intense personal involvement to the suffix /-(y)ku-/, in this 

way blending the modifying functions of the Augmentative and the Reflexive. A final 

instance of eariy meaningful productivity' relates to the Exhortative suffix, /-rqo-/: even the 

youngest children seldom combine this suffix, possibly a perfective marker, with 

Progressive /-sha-/. 

Accessibility, input frequency, and homophonv The reader will recall from 

Chapter 6 that Pinker and Slobin have both proposed a grammaticizability^ hierarchy to 

account for the order of emergence of the different affixes. Accordingly, a child would 

initially hypothesize the more "accessible" grammatical features as candidates for mapping 

onto the verb suffi.xes. Proponents of cognitive models (Slobin, Peters, MacWhinney) 

stress the importance of frequency of occurrence in the linguistic input, since they propose 

that children are endowed with procedures for tracking both frequency of occurrence and 

co-occurrence patterns. Pinker, too, has acknowledged that input frequency may be a 

factor in the acquisition of verb morphology. Rnally, both Pinker and Slobin point out that 

the acquisition of an affix may be delayed if it is homophonous with other affixes. This 

makes sense on the plausible assumption that children seek unique form-function 

correspondences. With respect to these three factors-accessibility, input frequency, and 

homophony—the data yield quite a mixed outcome, as revealed in the following questions. 

(1) It might be suggested that young Quechua learners start producing the subject 

inflections before the object markers because the notion of person-of-subject is more 

accessible than that of person-of-object, following Greenberg's linguistic universals. And 

yet, assuming that the modifying suffixes. Augmentative /-yku-/ and Exhortative /-rqo-/. 
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represent equally accessible notions on the grammaticizability hierarchy, why do children 

produce the Augmentative earlier and more frequently than the Exhortative? 

(2) We have seen that small children, like the adults, frequently produce reflexive and 

progressive forms, which suggests that they are attuned to frequency of occurrence in the 

linguistic input Then, why is it that the pairing /-rqo-mu-/, which figures so prominently 

in adult verbs, appears so late in the repertoire of child suffix combinations? And why do 

even the youngest children so frequently produce the pairing /-yku-sha-/, which occurs 

infrequently in adult usage? 

(3) The data reveal that pairs of homophonous suffixes are produced either sparingly or 

not at all by the youngest children, e.g.. Exhortative /-r(q)o-/ and Past Tense /-r(q)a-/; 

second-person subject /-nki-/ and [3->2] object /-su-nld/. However, if homophony is a 

factor in delayed production, why should even the youngest children produce so many verb 

forms with /-ku-/, both as the Reflexive suffix and as an allomorph of the Augmentative? 

One may speculate that a number of factors come into play in children's early suffix 

preferences. The following factors are presented with specific regard to the modifying 

suffixes. Augmentative /-yku-/ and Exhortative /-rqo-/. (a) It may be that the Unique Entr>' 

Principle constrains small children to attend to only one of the these two suffixes, to which 

they initially assign the general, undifferentiated notion of "intensifier". Indirect evidence 

in favor of this possibility is the absence in the child data of any co-occurrences of these 

two suffixes (i.e., they may be mutually exclusive), (b) If, as some native informants have 

suggested, overuse of the Augmentative suffix characterizes Quechua baby-talk, it is 

possible that children simply prefer this modifier. The notion conveyed by this suffix may 

be akin to that of the diminutive affixes favored by yoimg Quechua speakers in the 

production of nominals. (c) It is quite possible that children have trouble isolating the 

Exhortative morpheme, since the most common allomorph, /-rqo-/, straddles two syllables. 

Perhaps children first produce the /-ru-/ variant for this reason, in addition to favoring the 
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/-ku-/ allomorph of Augmentative /-yku-/. In like manner, the reader will recall from 

Chapter 7 that the children preferred the /-mi/ allomc«ph of the Affirmative evidential to the 

/-n/ variant, even in phonological contexts where the latter was required. This is all 

reminiscent of Pye's observation that children appear to seek unique syllable-morpheme 

correspondences, (d) With respect to the homophonous morphemes encoded in /-ku-/, it 

seems likely that children fulfill the unique form/function expectation by merging the 

modifying function of the Augmentative with one meaning of the Reflexive, I.e., the notion 

of personal involvement. In this regard, even the oldest children sometimes produced verb 

forms with Augmentative /-yku-/ instead of the required Reflexive morpheme. 

First verb morphemes isolated and produced On Pinker's approach, children first 

isolate the verb roots, or stems, by matching meaningful stored verb forms which share the 

same roots/stems. Pinker also suggests that children build their verb templates outward 

from the root/stem because the more "accessible" notions tend to be affixed closer to the 

root/stem. On this view, children would never have to reanalyze the dev eloping template in 

order to insert an affix symbol. The reader will recall from Chapter 6 that perceptual 

salience has been cited in a number of studies as a vital cue in early production, such that 

very young children tend initially to produce those syllables which are word-initial, word-

final, or stressed (Mithun, Pye, Aksu-Ko9 & Slobin). Finally, Gerken has observed that 

small children tend to omit unstressed syllables more frequenUy in weak-strong patterns 

than in strong-weak patterns. According to Pinker's proposal, we might expect young 

Quechua speakers to start off producing verb-initial roots and stems, gradually adding 

suffixes outward from the root towards the final inflections. By contrast, following Slobin 

and others, we would anticipate children's producing both the verb-initial roots/stems and 
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the perceptually salient final suffixes, even though they are unstressed syllables.^^ (The 

final unstressed elements would invariably occur in the strong-weak pattern.) 

It is actually very difficult to determine which proposal is supported by the Quechua 

data, since a well-formed Quechua verb minimally requires only a root and a person-of-

subject inflection. In this regard, it is astonishing that the youngest children, both RR and 

JN, produce high numbers of bare roots or stems, instantiating Pinker's hj'pothesis that 

children first isolate these elements in the verb form. (They never hear such forms in the 

input) However, RR, at ages 2;0 to 2;2 years, produces bare roots and stems (root + 

noninflectional affix), as well as some forms infiected for person-of-subjecL If the early 

child verb template is [root + affixA + inflection], and the child later begins producing 

complex verb forms comprising [root + affixA + affixB + inflection], the child has clearly 

inserted a medial suffix into the developing template, contra Pinker. This appears to be the 

case for the Quechua children. However, everything hinges on what Pinker and others 

mean by the term "stem". If the child successively produces the forms, apa-mu-n and 

apa-rqo-mu-n. has he merely accessed different stems, i.e., apa-mu- and apa-rqo-mu-. or 

has he inserted a newly productive suffix between the root and the subject inflection? It 

seems more plausible to assume that Quechua children undertake the insertion of suffixes 

into the developing template. While it is difficult to resolve this issue, it is clear from the 

data that even the youngest child, RR, has already acquired a working template for the verb 

suffixes, even though it is probably a simplified version of the target template, perhaps 

something like the following; 

RCXJT —modifier— —reflexive— —progressive— —subject— 

^ ̂  If we may infer from Gerken that children might be expected to produce unstressed syllables more 
frequendy in the strong-weak pattern, the consistent failure of young Quechua speakers to produce certain 
final suin.xes caimot be attributed to a general tendency to omit weak syllables in production. In that case, 
children's early (and consistent) omissions of such sufli-xes as person-of^-subject and the evidentials might be 
considered as reflecting either incomplete inflectional learning or some other type of processing limitation. 
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In place of the root, the child may sometimes place unanalyzed stems bearing Directional 

/-mu-/ or Regressive /-pu-/, e.g., apa-mu- liring' and qo-pu- 'give back'. 

In fact, we have seen that the early production of Directional /-mu-/ and Regressiv e 

/-pu-/ is confined to such stems as these. This phenomenon provides support for Pinker's 

claim that the acquisition of inflections proceeds from word-specific to general paradigms. 

However, other suffi.xes tend to appear "all-or-none". For example, there is no stage at 

which the modifiers. Exhortative /-rqo-/ and Augmentative /-yku-/, and Progressive /-sha-/ 

occur on only a small subset of roots; we find these suffixes appended quite generally to a 

wide variety of roots right from the outset We might attribute this difference to the general 

nature of these suffixes. On a derivational-infiectional continuum, the Directional and 

Regressive suffixes are more derivational-like insofar as they alter the meaning of the root 

We have seen that figuring out all the meanings and uses of these two suffixes is a gradual 

process for young Quechua speakers. This is to be expected if we consider the 

accessibility hierarchy proposed by Pinker and Slobin. For instance, one may speculate 

that relatively few languages have a morpheme such as Directional /-mu-/ which performs 

the dual function of cislocative and translocative. In contrast to these two suffixes, the 

modifying and Progressive suffixes are more inflectional-like: they apply very generally to 

mark such features as intensity and aspect. 

Production routines and the emerging template At this point, we depart from the 

discussion of Pinker's proposal for paradigm-learning in order to consider issues related to 

language processing, as well as to the production of highly complex verbs, i,.e., [ROOT + 

forms. The reader will recall from Chapter 6 Levelt's observation that speakers of 

agglutinative languages must have access to lexical procedural knowledge, with a 

processing component dedicated to lexical encoding. Levelt further remarks that little is 

known about the psychology of lexical encoding. Finally, we have also seen that even 



adults make occasional speech errors, including blends and word exchanges, during 

language pnxluction. 

The analysis of the verb forms produced by JN (2;5 to 2; 10 years) and BT (2; 10 

to 3;1 years) has yielded insights into the production strategies of children who are just 

beginning to assemble [ROOT + 3] verbs. At the earliest age range, we find JN relying on 

a tiny subset of only four suffixes, which she combines in different ways to produce 84% 

of her verbs with one, two, or three nonsubject suffixes. She attaches these elements to a 

wide variety of roots. JN gradually adds other suffixes and their combinations to her 

repertoire of building blocks, appending some of these to a wide variety of roots and 

attaching others, such as [/-pu-/ + object], to only one or two roots. In the verbs produced 

by BT, we also discern sets of mini-templates accessed in the formation of complex verbs. 

One suspects that the children's developing lexicon comprises not only verb roots and 

stems such as apa-mu- and qo-pu-. but also suffix frameworks which allow for the 

insertion of other suffi.xes. In this way, children may develop the lexical encoding 

strategies required for subsequent production of four- and five-suffix verbs. 

The reader will recall Muysken's speculation that children must start "with the 

assumption that both orders are possible in principle, for any set of two affixes." (1988, 

266). The Quechua child language data suggest that this is not the case at all. The 

youngest and next-to-youngest children, who have not yet begun to produce verbs with 

four or more suffi.xes, take no liberties with the verb template. That is, they neither repeat 

suffixes nor vary their sequence in legitimate ways. Also, it appears that some of the 

suffixes that we find paired in adult verb forms are mutually exclusive for these children. 

In light of all this, perhaps something akin to the Subset Principle is in operation here. 

With respect to the absence of sequencing variation, it may be that very young children 

favor "nested" constituents in morphological representation rather than the "crossing" of 

elements that we might expect if morphemes move out of their base positions. Whatever 
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the ccmtributing factors may be, it is only the oldest children, who have begun forming 

four-suffix verbs, who produce legitimate deviations, i.e., suffix reduplications, varied 

sequences, and the insertion of meaningless fillers, although there is no evidence at this 

stage that children's sequence variations reflect semantic differences. The oldest children 

also produce pairings of suffixes that seem to be mutually exclusive for the younger 

children. 

While the oldest children are capable of producing verbs with at least four non-

subject suffixes, they may occasionally produce anomalous suffix sequences because of 

processing pressures. Both DI and FE produce a few such forms as they attempt to 

produce highly complex verbs. Since adults also produce such verbs from time to time, it 

is likely that these anomalous forms are speech errors of the blend tv-pe (Levelt), resulting 

from the simultaneous access of a root and a stem. In other words, the anomalous 

sequences indicate performance problems rather than competence deficits. There are no 

grounds for suspecting that children have not acquired the rules stipulating the order of 

suffixes in the verb template. Further evidence of processing constraints is found in some 

of the verbs produced by FE, who is perhaps the most competent child of the six. She 

sometimes produces complex verb forms with novel filler suffixes. Such forms are 

reminiscent of those produced by young speakers of other synthetic languages (Peters, 

Aksu-Ko9 & Slobin, Saville-Troike). 

9.2.2. Causatives Like their Turkish counterparts, young Quechua 

speakers sometimes transitivize verbs by overextending the Causative suffix, instead of 

using the appropriate lexical causative verb (Aksu-Ko^ & Slobin). This type of error is 

especially prominent in the production of BT, at ages 2; 10 to 3;1 years. Conversely, we 

find JN, before the age of 2;9 years, failing to attach Causative /-chi-/ in contexts where it 

is required. 
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Chapge-of-state verbs It is especiaJly interesting to consider children's performance 

in the production of change-of-state verbs, since, as we have seen in Chapter 6, there is no 

universal cognitive blueprint for their construal as externally or internally caused (Levin & 

Rappaport). While the corpus of spontaneously produced causatives is not large, there is 

some indication that children may initially hypothesize that change-of-state verbs are 

inherently transitive, or externally caused. This is revealed in some of JN's errors: she 

usually fails to causativize change-of-state verbs which are basically intransitive, or she 

attempts to detransitivize these through reflexivization. If such verbs tend, cross-

linguistically, to be basically transitive, it is not surprising that children might make this 

assumption initially before they have acquired the appropriate narrow conflation rule, 

following Pinker (1994). In other words, children would start off producing forms in 

accordance with what might be considered the unmarked case across languages. 

As to the production of change-of-state verbs by the older children, both the 

naturalistic data and the responses on the formal elicitation procedure suggest that secure, 

consistent competence in the production of the different permutations of change-of-state 

verbs takes quite a long time for children to acquire. For example, we find that BT's 

occasional errors in the spontaneous production of change-of-state verbs parallel her 

performance on the formal elicitation task. We might expect Quechua learners to form 

verbs such as t'impu- 'boil' and chaya- (change-of-state 'cook') correctly across the board, 

once they leam the corresponding narrow conflation rule, instead acquiring them in a 

piecemeal fashion. Unfortunately, the data do not resolve this issue one way or the other; 

however, lexical causatives bearing Factitive /-cha-/ may be learned one-by-one, and not 

by means of a general rule deriving such verbs from Adjectival roots. 

Argument-marking We have seen that that young children may initially favor 

Accusative Case for the causee in the case-marking of the nominal arguments of 

morphological causatives, i.e., the causee and the lower object. At first, they may also use 
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the Dative and Accusative inflections indiscriminately to mark the causee; that is, the case 

inflection on the lower subject does not actually indicate greater or lesser control retained by 

the causee (Cole, Comrie). Either children initially interpret the matrix subjects of all 

causative verbs as exerting direct control over the causee, or they have not yet figured out 

the semantic nuances expressed in the different case inflections. Therefore, they case-mark 

the causee with default Accusative Case or with Dative Case. The reader will recall that 

these case inflections are used interchangeably by adults in other contexts, especially on 

directional-adjunct nominals. It is clear, however, that at least by the first part of the fourth 

year, children make use of the different case inflections to express the degree of control 

retained by the causee. That is, they make use of morphological means for shifting the 

emphasis from the causee to the action expressed by the verb root 

As to the interpretation of arguments expressed morphologically, we find in 

children's early causative verb forms that the Reflexive morpheme co-refers with the matrix 

subject as some type of lower object when it occurs on causativized transitive roots. This 

outcome reflects adult usage. By contrast, person-of-object markers usually refer to the 

causee in early child production, even though the object marker in Quechua [Causative + 

object marker] verbs with transitive roots may be interpreted as representing the lower 

object. One might leap to the conclusion that children's early forms adhere to Baker's 

Mirror Principle, which would predict that the object marker refers to the causee, and not to 

the lower object. In that case, once again, the child's early production would tend to reflect 

the unmarked case, with the Mirror Principle perhaps constraining children's hypotheses as 

to the interpretation of suffix sequences. However, the [object marker = causee] 

interpretation may simply reflect input frequency of occurrence: since the input would 

include causative forms constructed from both transitive and intransitive roots, there would 

be a greater overall occurrence of verbs in which the object marker encodes the causee. 
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While one suspects that cross-linguistic markedness may be a factor in the early 

production of Quechua causatives and their nominal and morphological arguments, 

additional work is clearly required to explore this possibility. It would be particularly 

useful to undertake further formal measures of competence, both elicited production tasks 

and comprehension tests. Of course, this type of data collection procedure depends on 

meeting the difficult challenge of finding a large enough population of young Quechua 

speakers to serve as experimental subjects. 

9.3. Final remarks 

As one steps back and considers the foregoing discussion of morphosyntactic 

development in young Quechua speakers, one must attempt to view Quechua acquisition in 

the context of what we know about language learning in general. In this regard, let us 

assume that the Strong Continuity Hypothesis is the null hypothesis. Is there any evidence 

from the Quechua language data that would disfavor Strong Continuity? In light of the 

patterns of development presented in this study, as well as evidence of both interpretative 

competence and performance error due to processing load, there is no reason to abandon 

the Strong Continuity Hypothesis. 

How, then, might we account for child language which is not adult-like? We have 

seen that children's productivity is generally meaningful, even though the meanings 

children initially assign to morphemes may not always be adult-like. In this regard, it is 

helpful to consider Pinker's comments concerning what children must learn, no matter how 

great their innate linguistic endowment is thought to be: 

. . .  L i n g u i s t i c  e n t i t i e s  a r e  n o t  m a r k e d  i n  t h e  l i n g u i s t i c  i n p u t  t o  t h e  

prelinguistic child in any way. ... it is not sufficient for a child 

to know "there exist nouns"; the child must have some way of 

finding nouns in the input. And so it is for verbs, subjects, objects, 

phrase structure, syntactic features, and other symbols included in 
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the rule schemata that theories of universal grammar attribute to the 

prelinguistic child. (1984, 37-38) 

Thus, even though we may assume that the child's grammar is characterized as hav ing 

complete, adult-like phrase-structure representations from the outset, as well as a host of 

irmately given grammaticizaWe primitives for inflectional learning, children still face the 

daunting task of identifying the category and meaning of elements provided in the input. 

During this "figuring out" process, children are apt to produce forms which deviate from 

adult production. 

In conclusion, one cannot help feeling awestruck that children growing up in Peni 

Profunda, at 14,000 feet, without benefit of television and toys and computer games, 

acquire their native language through essentially the same process observed in middle class 

America or Europe. The observations and predictions put forth by researchers such as 

Pinker and Slobin, who have studied how children leam other languages in other settings, 

are relevant to the acquisition of Quechua. Young Quechua speakers may be more 

competent at describing the different colors of alpacas than naming the characters of 

Sesame Street, but they construct the grammar of their language in much the same way that 

young English speakers do, given children's universal linguistic endowment. 
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APPENDIX A: Photographs of the children 

RR (2;0 - 2;2 years) JN (2:5 - 2; 10 years) 

BT (2; 10 - 3;1 years) DI (3:0 - 3:2 years) 

PE (3:7 - 3;9 years) with cousin 
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11. APPENDIX B: 

List of terms and their abbre\ iations 
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rXT)EPENT)ENT SLTHXES 

1. Connecting or cxx)rdinating suffixes 

Contrastive -taq/ 

Topic -qa', -ri/ 

Additive -pis., -pas 

Cont I 
J 

Top j 

-Add 

2. Evidentials and negation | 

Affirmative -mi/, -a, -min .Aff | 

Interrogative -chu- Interrj 

Dubitative -dia Dub j 

i 
Speculative -cha/ Spec | 

j 
Hearsay -s(i); Hrs \ 

Negation mana . . . -chu Neg 

Prohibition ama. . . -chu Seg 

3. Other 

Emphatic -puni Emph j 
j 

Continuative ('yet') -raq- Ctinj 
i 

Discontinuative ('already') -na Discj 

Delimitative ('just') -11a- Delim j 
( i ! 

NOL-X SI.TFIXES 

1. Case Inflections 

Nominative 

Accusative 

Dative 

Locative 

Benefactive 

Ablative 

Instrumental 

Genitive 

-0/ 

-ta 

-mau 

-pi 

-paq 

-manta 

-wan,' 

-pa . -q 

2. Person-of-Possessor sin^idar 

1 poss 

2 poss 

3 poss 

3. Other 

Plural 

Diminutive 

Possessive 

Inclusive 

-y 

-yki 

-a 

-kuna/ 

-cha 

-yoq 

-nti-

Nom 

Acc 

Dat 

Loc 

Ben 

Abl 

Instr 

Gen 

PI 

Dim 

Poss 

Incl 
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VFRB SLTHXES 

1. Person-of-Subject 

Singular 

1 subj -ni 

2 subj -nki 

3 subj -a 

Plural 

1 exclusive -yku 

1 inclusive -nchis 

2 subj pi -nki-chis 

3 subj pi -n-ku 

1 future -saq 

3 future -nqa 

I pi future -sua 

-saq-kUi 

3 pi future -nqa-ku. 

Conditional -maa 

2 singular -vv aq. 

[mperative -y 

2. Person-of-Obiect singular 

1 obj -wa-

3 obj -O-

I subj => 2 obj -yki. 

3 subj => 2 obj -sunld 

I 
e.\cl I 

I i 
incl j 

I 

Condi 

Imper j 

3. Tense and Aspect 

Past -rqa-

-ra-

Resultative -s<p- Res 

Potential -na- Pot 

Prog -sha- Prog 

4. Subject-controlled PRO and Subordinators 

Infinitive -y Infin 

Agentive -q, Agt 

Subordinating suffixes: 

Same subject -spa Sub 

Switch reference -qti- Sub 

5. GF-Changing suffixes 

Reflexive -ku- Refl 

Causative -chi- Caus 

Assistive -ysi- Assist 

6. E)irectionaI suffixes 

Directional -mu- Dir 

Regressive -pu- Regres 
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VERB SI, hUXHS - continued 

7. Modifvinp suffixes 

Exhortative -rqo- , -ru-

Augmentative -yku-, -vti-, -ku-

Inchoativc 

Intentional 

Repetitive 

Frequentative 

Rllers 

-n-

-rpari- , -ypari-

-pa-

-paya-

-qa- , -ta-

8. Derivational-like suffixes 

Factitive 

Transformative 

Desiderative 

Perdurative 

-cha-

-ya-

-naya-

-raya-

! 
I 

Exh I 
I 

Aug j 
1 

f 
Inch 1 

I 
Intent | 

Rep i 
i 

Freqj 

Fact! 

Trans I 
J 

Desid I 

i 
Ptid i 
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12. APPENDIX C: 

Corpus of utterances produced by children and adults 
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JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Pasan calleta pasan. 
Ashkata bu_saata apan. 

Wasita usucha_ apasfaa_ wasita. 
Senorita qan apay. 

Sarata mamay apakushan sarata. 

Chivayta apakusan. 
Chayta apasa_ noqa. 
Sefiorita apakus_a kay_. 

Qtaqayta. ..apamuy. N'oqapis apasa_ noqa. 
Apamu_ usutu . 

•Apanki? •Apan_ noqa. 

.Mana churayta atinicfau ? Mana noqa atin. 

Manachu atinki? .Ati mana. 
Mana ati noqa. 

.^dnki riki. .Atin_ noqa. 

Ka a ta awasha_. 
Chay awaktishan kukuluta. 

Chay akamushan. 

Nachu chayasqa? "Chayaskushan. 

.Maypin chinkachinki wawata? Callipi. 

Ma>pi chinkachinki'? Wawata. 

A_kay chi_kajffl s_a ma^tata. 
Mana noqa chi_ka_akusa_ noqa wawata. 
Q'ala sikita mama_ki chisipi chisiku_. 

Kaypi churakuy. 

Imata ruwashan? Cocina_ 

Cocina mana 

.\iqo hamusqa. N"oqa_ comiyakusa_. 

Papi ama _amun 
Senorita hamun. 

Imatataq hap'ishanki'? 

Senorita hamun noqata. 

Chay pelotata. 

Imata ruwashan? Qsitu hap'ishan. 

Imata ruwashan? HapHshan. 

Tatay ataykushan peIota_. 
Hayt'an pelota_ tatay. 

Ha>t'akusqasunki? Hayt'akushan. 

Imanashan aguata? Oqa kushan. 
Imanafihantaq ? Wawata. 
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JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imanashan? Wasipi_ usim. 

Imanashantaq? Kuku come wawata. 

Imataq kay? Wasipi. 

Mana Lubisa chay. 

Pitaq kay? Tatay chay_. 

Pitaq kay? Chaypitaq kuku. 

Pitaq kay? Usu pay. 

N'oqa_ chay wawacha_ noqa_ 

Mankakuna kanchu? Mana ma kakuna 

Chay kiikulu mana. 

Chay wasita Libisa 
Chayqa chay wasin. 

Imataq kay? Chay kuku. 
Chay uvija. 

Vaca_ Yoni . 

Imakunataq kay? Kay mamay. 
Wawacha_ aoqa_. 

Ima animal taq kay? Chay ayqa elefante. 

Qanpaqchu chay wawa? W'awa_ kamni. 
Tatay kashan. 

Mankakuna kanchu? Kasha_ ma_kakuiia. 
Chay_ kani_ vaca chay_. 

Imataq kay? Kanishan. 

Manachu qanta kanisunki? Mana kanisha n . 
Chayta kuchushan chay. 
Kuchuyukushan. 

Kukuli lavachikushan. 

Leyinki? Le_i_uku_ patutannoqa 

Imata ruwashan kay? Ositu Uevashan carrupi. 

Pikimalaq cha>pi machasqa? Machan. 

Manachu raanchakunki burrota? Bumi mancha n. 
Kuku maachan. 

Nfanchakunkichu? Xoqa ma_chakusa_ kukulu_. 

Manchakimkichu? N'oqa ma_chakusa_, noqa. 

Ma_chakusa_ kukuta. 
Ma_chakusa_ noqata. 

Ma_chakusa_ aoqa kuku_. 

Maqasunki? Maqa n. 
Chay maachan mamay. 
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JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
\'acata chichi..sban. 
Mamay wakata michin. 

Oiaypi noqa_ mikhusun. 
Oso_ mikhu sha_ aoqa. 

Qaraway mikunata. Imataq kay? Papa. .Vlana mikhu, mana mikhu_. 
Platuta noqa quiero. 

Pasapushanna chay. Chay_ muna gan. 

Cartuta muna_ noqa 
N'oqa carru_ muna_. 

.Vfana muna_ noqa camipi. 

Piqpaq? Qiav wasita nine. 

Htaqkay? Papan nin_taq. 
PaJdyun umata. 
Chayta p'akin. 

Mamay pachikushan. 
Papay, pachiy acd. 

Imata qhawashan? 
Imataq kay'? 

WasiEl carruta pasan. 
\Vi asiBi carm pasan. 
Calleta pasan Chiquitina. 

Callita pasan chay. 
Kayta pasan kay. 
Wasila pasan chay. 

Calleta pasan tatay. 
L'so calleta pasan. 

Senorita calleta pasan. 
Kay pasakim. 

Chaqaytana vaca pasapusqa. Vacata pasakusqa'? 

Cami pasarqanan. 
Kay pasan wasita. 

L'tu pasan calleta. 
Camita, pasan calleta. 
Pasakun banuta. 
Pasan linata. 

Pasan calleta papay. 

Pasan callipi pasan. 

Pasa_ calleta pasan. 
Pasan kayta, pasan. 

Mayta purin camipi? Ta_taki carrupi pasan ta_taki. 

Imata pukllanki? .Vlankata 
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JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata pukllamunki? Wasi_ wawata. 

Pukllaqchu puhnki? Puklla_ noqa. 
Pukllamunki? N'oqa. 

Istî  punukusa_ 

Giikitita punukusha_ chayta. 
Imata ruwasban? Wasigi purishan. 

Qatata puiisfaan camipi. 

Aychacha_ puri y ku_ noqa. 

Camipi purishan kay. 
Pitaq kay? Chay purisha_ papay. 

Wasita purishan chay. 

Wawata purishani noqa wawat̂  

Purinkichu? N'oqa. 

Mayta purin camipi? Papa_ki. 
Purimunki? N'oqa wasita. 

Imata ruwashani? Chay camipita purishan. 

Mayta pasan? Kay camita purishan. 

Pitaq kay? Chay camipi purishan. 

Chay camipita_ purishan. 

N'oqa wasita puriykusa_ noqa. 

Manuta_ ahinata purishan. 

Senoritaman purinkichu? N'oqa puri ki isikita senorita_. 

Pin purishan camipi? Osito purikushan. osito camipi. 

Purikusa_ noqa wawata. 

N'oqata pusa n. 

N'oqa pusa_ wawata. 

Pusa_ noqa a_cha_cha_. 

Imata qepHshan? Wawatachu? Qep'inan wawata. 

Imatataq kaypi qatishan? Qatin kay. 

Chay ututa qhawan. 
Imataq kay? Osito qhawan. 

Imata ruwashan? Qhawakushan. 

Qhawariy an. Qhawa_ noqa. 

Imata qosunki senorita? Caiameluta. 

Piman qonki? Senoritata. 

Wayk'usqaykita qoway. Qan_ noqata. 
Wasita imapi rishan? Camita. 

Pay rikun chayta wawachanta. 

Imata ruwashanku? Kay utucha . 
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JN (2:5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata ruwashan chaypi? Wasita. 

Imata ruwashan osito? Wasita. 

Imata ruwashaa? Wasipi, 

Imatataq ruwashan? Chay wawata. 

Imata ruwashan osito? Ositu. 

Imata ruwashan? Mamay. 

Imatataq senoritakunawan mwatnunki? Noqa 
Imata ruwashan osito? Osito wasipi. 

Imata ruwashan mamayki chaypi? Mamay pasita. 

Imatataq senoritawan ruwaranki? Noqa. .Ankayta. 

Kaykuna imata ruwashan? Ruwashan. 

Ruwanki? Ruwakusa_ noqa. 

BCay pata_ sayashan. 

"Sayashan" niy. _yashan. 

N'oqa sipisa_. 
Chay wasi wasin_ takarun ankajla 

Mana taparichikunmanchu. •Vfana tapakusa noqa. 

Tivakushan wawata ooqa. 

Tuka manan. 

Toka mana. 

Mana tokan chay. 

Imata ruwashan osito? Toman. 

Pitaq chaypi tusushan? Wasita. 

Piwan? Mamay tatay tusukushan. 

Pasnita tusuyku_ 

Chay tusuku_ ayqa . 

Tusushanku riki. Tusunku. 

Tusuku_ anchay_ mamay. 

T usukushanchu? Tusukushan kaypis. 

Tusuku_ olutu manuta. 

Tusukusha_ Aurorata_ chay_. 

Tusukusha_ chay runa, tusukushan. 

Tusukushan, tusukushan tatay. 

Ima chayta urmarukuj? 

Camipi waqakushan. 

VVawata_ waqan. 

W'away waqakushan. 

Waqan wawa. 

Imata wayk'unqa? Katuta. (Kaldota) 



JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Pipaqtaq wayk'unki'? Senorila_ta. 
Imata wayk'unki? Wasita wawata. 

Chumata wakukusa_ noqa. 

Wasipi wayk'umunki riki. Wasita wa_kukusa_ noqa. 

Pelota_ wayk'ukusaq noqa. 
Rikuta wayk'unki. Rikuta wa_kukusa_ noqa nkuta. 

Riki, wayk'ukunki qan chay yakuwan. Noqala yakima_. 

N'oqa kaldola. 
Wayk'urunkinachu? Wayk'u..sha_ noqa. 

Imapaq winanay chay . 



JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Fallaicuiii kayta. 

Hisp'anayasunki? Hisp'akuni. 

Callepi pukllasun. 

Aycbata mankaman churaykuUayfia. Churavkunavnag apamuy. 

Senorita aparikun Lubisata. 

Ashkatachu llant'ata apamuranki? Apamuni Uant'ataqa. 

Asishanmi, asishan. 

Asisbanchu Kokolo? Asinmi Kokolo. 

Mana mikhuyta atinchu, riki/ Mana? Mana mikhuyta atini. 

Qanatin_. 

Mana atinichu papa churayta. Noqay atini papayta atini. 

Pukllay sumaqta. Mana atini mana. 

Manachu atinki? Mana atini. 

Mana atinichu chayta. 

Mana atinichu churayta 

Atini kuchuyta. 

Mana atinichu. Mana atinichu hapi'y_ noqa. 

Mana atikunchu noqa. 

Manapunicha atinki, ati. 

Atikushanchu? .̂ dkushanmi, atikunmi, atikun. 

Mana yaykun. 

Qep'iyukuy. .\ysamuwanqa. 

Huqtawan utu botawan. 

Cayekuni. 

Chikitina asikun, ch'aqlakun Chikitina. 

Imata ruwashan Chikitina? Ch'aqlakusqa. 

Ch'aqiakun Chikitina, Chikitina ch'aqlakun. 

Yasta chayarpaii ni. 

Mankay chaypi chayashanmi. 

Nachu tukunkina wayk'uyta? Mana chayashanchu. 

Kunanraqchu chayan? Mana chayanchu. 

Nachu chayashanna? Chayashanmi. 

Mana chayanpuni. 

Chayarparinan. 

Senoritawan chisisawaqchu? Manami. 

Papakunata churasaq. 

Kaytaq. Kayqaq, kaytaq cominqa. 

Chaqaypis comin. 

Noqata akis mikhuruwanqa. Manami Kokoloqa cominma_ noqa. 
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JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
.Vlikhushanchu? Comishanmi. 

Comini. Kaymanta chaqaymantaqa. 

Chaqay. a, cfahayna, ensucianku. 

Hala_ chayqa. 

Chaqayta hamushan_ noqa. 

Mamanchisii? Hamunmi. 

Mana hamimchu senoiita. 

Hich'aykimina. 

Imanasunkitaq'? Noqata. 

Piqtaq cfaay tatan'? Mamiq. 

Qellichu wawa kashan? Qellimi. 

Cucharachu chay? Cucharaymi. 

N'oqapaqchu? Qanpaq. 

Maycbapi? Pampachapi. 

Inti kashan, sumaqta rild. Sumaq, rumivva_. 

SUdpina kaypi kashan. 

.\layta_ bolay noqa_? 

Chaypipis q'oncha. 

Mikhuchiy wawaykiman, hay. Maycha platunpis? 

Chay sikipiqa chaqay 

Noqaq_ chayqa 

Chaqaypi aychakunaqa kashan chaqayin. 

Manachu atinki. .Adshanki. Chaypi kashanmantaq. 

\faytaq mamayki? Wasipi kashan. 

Maytag chuwa? Chaypin kashan. 
Kaypi kashan. _uqta_man chaypin kashan. 

Kaypi kashan kay hug. 

Kaypi kashan huq yakis. 

Chaypi kashan hug. 

N'ogag caretay nogag cucharay. 

Iman kay? .\ghachu chaypi? .\nkay aqha. 

Mana kaypis huskhi 

Huqpis thanta munikita noqag. 

Lokacha cailepi lokacha. 

AJgopis kaypi kashan. •'Uqopis chaypi kashan? 

Chikitina chaypi kashan. 
.\rroz chaqaypi kashan. 

Uamitapis chaqaypi kashan. 

Papaykupis, papaypis kashanraq. 



JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Llant'akuna cfaaypin kashan? 

Mana kanchu. 

Manachu kan? Kashanmi. 

Llant'ayki kasbanchu? Kashan. 

Combidaway aqhaykita. Kaychu? Kanchu? 

Liasasunkichu? Llasawanqa. 

Manchakunchu? Manchas hamni. 

Manachu manchakunki? Mana manchakuni. 

Purinkichu? Purisaq. Manchankim Chikitina wiltata. 

Imata mwasharqan? Michisharqan pakochata. 

tlina mikhukushacbun. •Amachu ahina. 

Ovejitakuna mikhushan? 

Wawaykita mikhuchinkinachu? Mikhushanini. 

Mana munanichu. 

Mana munasbanchu. 

Mana munanichu. 

Pitaq kay chukchata naqcb'arasunki? Mamaykimni. 

Qan ninici ncx}a nisunitaq. 

Chayta pakasun. 

Kaypi mana pakanicbuqa 

Pakashanin noqa cbaypi papataqa. 

Chaqayta chakiQ_ pasashan. 

Chaqayta pasan loka. 

Kunan senorita pasakunqa Arequipata. Vfananmi. 
Pataman noqa pichakusaq. 

Aychapis kashan. Aycha? Pikasaqchu? 

Pikashani chayta. 

.\acbu pikaninki? Pikanisaqmi, pikanmi. 

Hamurqunqa. Risun, pukliasim wasiman. 

Imata ruwashanki? Pukllasa_ noqa chaqayta. 

hnata ruwashanki? Pukilasa_ noqa pukllasa_. 

Mayta purinki? Senoritaman. 

Maytataq Aurorawan puriranki? Senoritaman. 

Imata ruwashan? Hawata purishan. 

Qanwan purisaq. 

.\_la purishani. 
Aurora wasita purirun. noqatawan. 

Risaq katekisman. Noqapis purisaq katiman. 

Qan manachu purinki? Mana purini. 



JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 
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INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Mana piirinkichu ichi. Purisaqmi. 

Kunan purinkichu qan'? Mana purini. 

•\ma puriychu. 

Purisun senoritaman. 

Ehirisun pukllavta wasiman. 

Pusasunkichu? Pusawanmi. 

.\ma qatiycfau. 

.\ma Chikitina qechuwan. 

Imata ruwashan? 

Bolachata, ama qhawaychu. 

Vacachata qfaawashan. 

Huqta senorita noqa qoriwan. 

Kay_ qo_nki. 
Caretata qopuway. 

Careta_ qoripuway. 

Imatan qosunki'] Yakichama go n senorita. 

Senorita chayta qoriwan. 

Senorita qoriwan wawata. 

Imataq kay qopusun? Qopun senoritaman. 

Fuertetarimay. Imata ruwashan? Qopusun sefioritaman. 

N'oqaq caretata. Qopuway caretata. 

Qoriwan noqa cbaytapis. 

Mana qosaq senoritaman kayta. Manakusaq. .Apapuy senoritaman. 

.Ama, qopusaq noqa. 

Sumaqcha.... Qosimki senorita qanta? 

Mana qanpaq chaytaqa regalasunki. Noqaman. 

Quemasqa. Mana. mana wawatapis ruphanchu. 

Imata ruwashan? Pakochata. 

Imata ruwashan? Wasipi ruwashan. 

Sayariy. Mana sayasaq. 

Serviykuy ka>Tnan. 

Sirvinki cucbarawan. 

T'oqorukun umata_. 

Tallirparinitaq! VVawa tallirparini wawaqa. 

Ama tallkirparinkichuqa. .\ma tallirparini. 

Tallirparimun mankaman. tallirparin. 

Tallirparin noqa. (2) 

Tatayman tokachisaq. tatayman. 

Tokachiy chayta. 

.Manachu Chikitinaqta_? Mana. Ratitu tukurparini. 



JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Q'alata tiikurparin_. 

Tukushankichu manachu? Tukushan_mi. 

.Ama tusuychu. 

.Vfana unnarakanta, mana. 

Unnaykun boluta_ noqa_ bulu_. 

Waqashan wawa 

.Vlikunata wayk'urankichu? Vfikunata wayk'usa_ noqa. 

VVayk'urankichu? Wayk'\mikusa_. 

Wayk'xmikusaq noqa. 

Papataqa vvikch'un. 

Willakusaq senoritaman. 

Chikitina yachan ahinata. 
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JN (2;9 - 2;10 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Pukllanata, pnlcllanatapis makiykipi apakuy. 

ChikuUa t'antata apamunqa maman. 

Chayta, noqa apasaq chayta. 

Imata apanki? 

Kayta ama apamiinkichu. 

Aurorat̂ s apamunkich^? 

Chayta mana apasaqchu? Mana chayta apasaqchu. 

Mana chayta apamunchu t'antata. 

Gringachu kayta mandamusunki? Noqapa_ apamun pukllanata. 

Chayllata apamusqa, chayllata bolsachapi. 

Cuademuta apamun tatay. 

Uihitata apashan tata haqayta. 

Yakumanpuni apamuy, apamuy yakisni}Ta. 

Apakapusaq? •\niachu. 

•Apamunmi. pukllananta apamunqa. 

Mana aparikunchu maman chayqa. 

Apashan. a. mana apawanqachu. 

Apasun. apasun chaytaqa. 

Ahinatakuna ̂ )amu_. 

Elena apa musqa bolsata. 

Mana apachimuwanchu usapiqa. 

Asikunqa tatan chikuchan. 

Atinin noqa chaytaqa. 

Chay ninakunataqa aykurquchisqa. Runakunachata aykunichinki. 

Rumiwan chanqakun loka chanqakun. 

Mana. Lokacha nuni_ chanqakxm. 

Hug camipi chayamunqa 

Caramelota chinkarpari n. 

Kayta churay chayman. 

Mana churachikimchu. 

Churay chaypi. 

Churay chayman. 

Carruyta mana halachin. 

Imapaq hamunki? 

Chay kayta hamushan kayta. 

: Senorita hamun. 

nachu kutimushanna? Mana hamushaniaq. 

Manachu hap'ishani'? 

Hap'ishanin qanpaqta mana Lubisa_taqa. 



JN (2;9-2;10years) 
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INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Ichuwanki cbaypi'; i-J 
Manas juganchu. 

Tatanchu chay biciclitapi? Biciclitayoq. 

\tikhunachapuni chayqa. 

Wasintaq chay. 

Ima millaylla chayqa. 

N'oqaqqa libruy. 

Cha>piqa kuru chaypi kashan. 

Imataq tatan chaypi kashan chhayna? 

Sapallan kashan. 

Chaypi kashannataq. 

Mana chaypi kanchu. 

Chaypichu kashan, mana? 

Sapallan kashan caballu sapallan. 

.Vfana mamanchu. 

Mana qolqen kanchu. 

Imataq chaypi? 

Kaycharaq noqa_ carameloy. 

Chay_ wawacha, tatan. 

Cha>'pis chakiyoq. 
Chaylla. chaypi kashanllataq. 

Sapu chaypi kashan sapu. 

Qvijita chaypi kashan ovijita. 

Cairunpis kan. 
Mamanpis mana kanchu. 

Mana chikuchaq maman kanchu. 

Mana tatan kanchu. 

Mana sapu kanchu cha>piqa. 

Mana kanchu ponchuyqa. 

Pitaq kanin? Umm, wawan chakinta. 

Chakitan kanishan. Chakinta kanishan. 

Hukucha kaniwanqa. 

Ima manchakunki senoritata? Mana manchakunichu. 

Manchakuni moscata noqaqa 

Imawan noqa mikhusaq'] 

Ama chayta mikhusunchu. 

Mana chaypis mikhtmraqchu. 
Vfikhimimi pampallapi. 

Mikhuni sumaqta manzanata kunanqa 
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JN (2;9-2;10years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Chayta munashani. 

.'Vma naqch'akunkichu. 

Hina mana loka ninchu. 

Ima nisunkitaq'? Hamimki niwan. 

N'oqata niwanchis, pukllakusun. 

Ima nisiinkitaq'? Mana niwancfau senoritaqa. 

Mtmasaq wawachata nini noqaqa. 

.-̂ ma tokachiychu nin gringa? 

•\ma orqoykunki chayta. 

Chayqa mana pachinchu. 

Wasinpichu pakashan? Wasiopin. 

Chaqaypi pakakiishan. 

Mana kanchu? Fakakushanki chavta? 

Yakisniyta yakuman pasani. 

Wawanta pasapuq wawanta. 

Yakuman pasani noqa. 

Pasakun .\requipata. 

Pasaq noqa wasinta. 

Phatachiku_, pay phatachikun. 

Cuademuyta imaway pintakusaq? 

Lapiciniwan pintan. 

Ima noqa lapiccruwan pintakusaq noqa? 

Manapuni pintanichu. 
PuJdlaq, a, pukllaq. Pukllayta. 

Munikallawan. pukllachiwan. 

Chikitinawan kunan purinqa. 

Tatawan purisaq. 

Escuelaman puriy. 

Imata kunan ruwanki? N'oqa? Senoritaman purisaq. 

Escuelaman purisaqchu? 

Calleta purin calleta. 

Chaytapis purichiy aviun. churay chayman. 
Bianewan purinki nin. Noqa Bianewan. 

N'oqa chaqay camipi purisaq. 

Runa motuman purin? 
Purishawaqchu? N'oqa purisaq kunan. 
Purinkis, an. Purisaq? 

Qasawan. 

N'oqata qechuwanqa. 
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JN (2;9 - 2;10 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Moscakuna qechumuwanqa. 

.Aina qecfaumuwankichu. 

Qechusunki. qechun. 

Imata qhawan? Chaqayman qhawan. 

Chaypi qhawachinki. 

A ver. qhawachiway. 

Qhawachisun chaytaqa Auroraman qhawachisun. 

Platanutapis qoriwan. 

Qolqeta qowan mana, qolqeta qowan. 

N'oqapa_ qowan noqapa_. 

Pi tag chayta qosunki? Senoritami. 

Grabanki. ama phinakunkichuqa. .Ama? Qowanqa. 
Manaiia... qopusaqchu senoritaman. 

Qonki caramelota Chikitinaman qonki'? 

Imapitaq qiiedashacbun? 

Kayllapichu quedachinki Cbikirinata? 

Awilita mana rantipuwanchu mamachi. 

Runapis tan a mala ukupi noqa reqsini. 

Oiayinanta purinki pukllaq. riki. Chaymanta pukllaq risaq. 

Mana noqaqa...risaqchu. 

Manchakuni, mana risaqchu. 

Ruphashan p'achanta. 

Runa sakan saputa? 

Imata uchata saqerparin runa? 

Rumita saqeq?arin, rumita. 

Pelota saqerparin Lubisa. 

Chikitinata saqemuni. Saqemiinki. 
Tatanqa sayashanqa. sayashan. 

Sayakunqa runacha. 

Sillapi kashan. riki. Sillakushan. 

Manzanatapis naqana sipirquni. 

Makinapis mana sipinkuchu. 

Matarqim runa. Sipirqun runa? 

Botillaqa manan takinchu. 

Takiniqa chaqaypi. 

Takini Aurorawan camaypi noqaqa. 

•\ma tapuwankichu. 

Kaypi runa kanchu. mana kanchu. tapuni. 

Imallatapis thatakun. 
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JN (2;9-2;10 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Chaqay sumaqchata tokan. 

Chay tokanpimi, um, chikucfaapis tusun? 

N'oqaqa tokachisaq wasipi, ya? 

Mana grabadorata qechusunkimaiichu. Tokachikusaq. 

.\ma tokachiychu. 

Tokachiy chay rayruta. 

Q'alata tufagparinki q'alata. 

•Vlaqtakuna chaqaypi tusun. 

Mamanqa ima chaqaypi tusun. 

Imapitaq ukyachiwaq? Chaypichu tikyani? 

Imamanta waqan? Mamamanta. 

Wawacho waqashan chbaynata. 

Pi waqashan pi. 

Chikitina? Waqashancha. 
W ay k'uchisunkichu'? Wayk'uchiwan. 

Kaykuna kuchun, platukuna_qa wikch'unku. 

Wikch'usunki. 
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BT (2; 10 - 3;I years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata ruwashanki? Cabilliku_. 
Imata ruwashan? Makiykun. 

\Iankanta Chivayta apashan. 
Llawiruspacha chaytaqa apanqa. 

Imataq chay? Chaypi apasha_ chayta. 
Imataq chay? .Vlanzana. Apa..i-nkichischu chaypi escuela_? 

Kayqajarru. Aqhata apan chaypi. 
Apamuy chayta apamuy. 
Apashan runa orqota 
Margotita aparikun noqata atillantao aparquwan. 

N'oqachu apishaq? 
A[Mnqa allinta alqota. 
Manachu kay atinki? 

Manchu atinki? Mana atinichu. 
Mana atijcunchu chay vaca nuiiuykuchi_ hina. 
Hinataq mana atikunchu pasapuy. pasapuy. 
Caballucha_ wasinta. wasita aykuchishan anchay. 
Wasinta anchayta_ aykuramunqa. 
Chaypis chayanqa chaypi. 
Kaypi churasaq cucharata. 
Chayman churay papanta. 
Kuliba. \Vawacha_ comiyinqa. 

Imata ruwashan? Comiyinqa wawata. 
Qanta mamayta grabachi n. 
Qaynapis papaykita grabachinki ahina. 
Papaykiwan grabachinki, mamayki pis grabachinki. 

Gustasunkichu? Gustashawanmi. 
Imapaq hamushanki? Escuelama 

Mana hamunchu uniyuspi. 
Qan hanllachiy alqochaman. 
Chayta hap'iykushanllami chaypi. 
Chayta horqowaqchu chayla? 

Imata ruwashan? Phiiiasqa. 
May chay plato? Vlaypi? Hina mankachaman. Mankachawan. 

\lana chayqa wasita aykunanpa_ campu kanchu. 
Carrupi huqqa. 

Qan papaykiman rikuchinki. ya? Rikuna_ payqa 
Maytaq noqaq cuchara,? 
N l̂ana Denischu chayqa. 
Noqaq chayqa chapaqa. N'oqaq. 
Noqaq cucharaymi chayqa. 
.Vlana chay_ campu kanchu. 
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BT (2;10-3;1 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Chay naykuman mana nunun kanchu. 

Imata ruwashan? Callilla kashan. 
LTthupi kashan chaypi carritu. 
Kaypi kashan carrus. 
Pasnalla kashan chay. 
Noqaq kashanmi truchayqa 

Imanaqtintaq iiaqa phifiasqa kasharqanki? Nrlana phiriasqachu kani noqaqa. 

Fotupi kashantaq. N'oqa, a. chaypi. 
Maypi cuchara? Kayqa chaypiqa. 

Mana chayqa matichu. 
Mana, mana chayqa wasinchu. 
KayUa kayta q'aytu. makicha. 

Kaypi vvawaqa, ya? Ya. Wawacha chay_ kan. 
Vaca chaypi kashan. 
Huqpis sapu kashanmi. 
Qhonay kashan. 
SapaJlanmin kashan. 
Senoritay mana kanchu. 
Hina kay kashan jarrapi. 
Kuchillan kashan chay chaytaqa. 
Mana chayqa ankaylla kachun carrupi. 

Ima nisunki mamitayki? Kashanmi chaypi. kaspj chaypi. kashanmi chaypi. 
Mana kanchu chocolate. 

Maytag mol'oyki? Mana kanchu mot'oyqa. 
Ahinataq mana kanchu senoritay. 

Imata ruwashan? 
Imata ruwashan? 

Ahina kasqa pakochaqa ahina kasqa. 
Yakuta wasi_ lavashan. 
Leyiykushan chayta. 
Chaypi wan chaytaqa mana manchakunichu. 
Qan manchakunkichu? 
.Mana noqaqa manchakunichu. 
Chay mancharikun kulibata. 
Maqaykun Margotita. 
Maqchhikushan wawanta. 

Wawachari. imata ruwashan? Uyanta mayllikushan. 
Imata mikhunki wasiykipi? Wasiypi. 
Imapaq qosunki chay saputa? .Vlikhunakunaypa_. 
Imapi kashan osu? Anchaypi mikhusqa. 
Imata ruwashan wayna? Chayta mikhuykushan. 
Osutachu mikhuchishanki? Usui lata mikhu_shani. 
Imata ruwashanki? .Vlikhuchishan. 
Ima ruwashani chayta? •Vlikhuchinki chayta. 
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BT (2;10-3;1 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata munanki entonce? Galletasta, a, noqa. 

Imata munanki entonce? Callita noqa puriyta. 
Tumpaytamunan. 
Kaykunata havvata lloqsiyta munan. 
Ahinata noqa munani, pishi. 
Mana munanichu refrescotaqa 
Punuykuchiy. Kaynasqa. 
Chay_ nayanqa nananqa chayta_. 
Nlana qanta napay. 

Wawacha naqch'ashan, naqch'akushanchu? Naqch'akushan pay. 

Hina ima nisunki papayki? A. noqatata_. 
Ahinata qanta nisunki. 
Qantaqa nisunkichu'? 

Tataykiman, ima nirqanki? Mana ima nirqan_chu. 

Imata nishan papanman? Puriykusaq chakrata nishan. 
Takataku niwan chaycha. 

Mamaykiri. ima nisunki? Mana ima njwanpaschu. 
Gringalla pasanqa Chivayta llawisqata ahinata niwan. 
Chaytapis hina fiunuykuchin. 
Pakiyaykamus? Makiykipi. 

Imata ruwashan wayna? Qolqenta pakakushan. 
Pakallakun mesapi. 
Escuelaman mana pasanchu. 
Kayllapi pasapusun sapallanchis. 
Mana pasakun, mamay. 
Mana iskayninchis entirun pukllasun. 
Mana chaypichu puiiunchu? 
Puiiuykushan chaypiqa. 

Taytan punushan. Pufiushan taytan. 
Vlamantin. mamantin purishan. 
Ositollawan alqo purinqa. 
Qhepapin runa purinqa. 
Kaypiqa kaykuna purinqa 
Chakraman purin paykuna. 
Trabajaq purin. 
Senoritaman purisaq. 
Callinta purillasaq. 
Chayta purishan. chayta. 
Unibus_ purishan chaycha. 
Askhana purinqaku tatantin mamantin Margotintin. 
Vlana. mana purichinfiachu kayliacha 
Purinqa chaykunapi alqo. 



BT (2;10 - 3;1 years) 

2 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Purinqa, purinqa runakuna, purinqa 
Chikallaman purichishan. 
Chaymantataq Vlargolita pusarikusaq Arequipata. 
Qapariykun. Chaypi qapariykun. 
Kay truchata qarawankichis. 
Carruta chay qatiykuchun. 
Qatinqa paqochanchis_. 

Imata ruwashanki? Qatiykuchu_ ahina kaypi huqqa. 
Imata ruwashan oso? Chaypi huqqa mateta qhawaykushan. 

\(anan chaytan qhawanchu. 
Huq p'achawan qhellichakuyman. 

Imata kunan qorimusunki? Chidellanmi. 
Iskay_ noqaman qowarquway. 
Platuta ncxjaman qowarqanmi. 
N'oqaq cha>la_. >Joqa_ qowanki. N'oqa_ chaypi isi. 

Imapaq? Vlamay qoriwan. 
Pitaq qosunki? Vlamay qorishawan sapota. 

Mayta rishanchis? Eskelama_. 
Mayta rishan? Qanpaq biciykita. 

Alqo kuliba_ risqa 
Carritira_ cami rikuri_nna. 
Saputaqa mana qan riku_wankichu. 

Imata ruwashanki? A, patapi. 
Imata ruwashan kay caballo? Wasinta. 
Imata ruwashan? N'aqch'anta. 
Imata ruwasun? Pukllanakunata. 
Imata ruwashani? Senqaykita 
Imata ruwashani? Estamaykita 

Imata ruwarqanki qayna? Bicita. 
Imata ruwashan? Lapiciruta. 
Imata ruwashan escuelapi? Tareatawan. 
Imata ruwashan? Qhatupi. 
Imata ruwashan? Pampapi. 
Imata ruwashan alqo? Hawapi. 

Imata ruwashan? Yakupi. 
Imata ruwashanki? Xoqaq simiyta. 

Imata ruwarqanki? Chaypi chayta. 
Imata ruwashanki chika? Chaytainan chayta, chayta. 
Imata ruwashan? Chakinta chaymanchu? Hap'iychishan. 
Imata ruwashan? Kuchilluta ruwaykushan. 
Paqarin imata ruwanki? Pakcx:hatan ruwasaq pakcxhata. 

Wawacha. imata ruwashan? Wawacha 
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BT (2;10 - 3;1 vears) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata ruwanki? Wawacha chaychapi. 
Imata ruwashan? F^nacha chayta ruwashan. 
Chayta ruwapusayki. Vacapis chayta ruwaripuwanki. asnu. 
Mamitaykichu? Chayta sakapuway. Mamayman risaq. 

Margotita saqerparisun hinataq pasapusun Chivayta 
Imata ruwan runa kanchonta? Kanchonta saya shan. 

Imata sayachishanki. a? Kaypi sayaychishan_. Chaypi. ya. 
Imata sayachishanki? Kaytapis sayachishan_. 

Carru chay_ sayaykuchun. 
Chaylla sayashan chaylla 
Mana sayanchu kaypis. 
Sayaykushanna kay alqocha. 
Wawituwan sipisqa. 

.Vlanachu kunan senoritayki suyasunki? Suyawankumi. 
Mana kutimusunchu calleta ahinata tapuykuwan. 
Ahinata tapuykuwan noqata. 
Kashanch  ̂sefioritaqa nispa tapuykuni. 

Pin pay? Runa kaykuna_ tiyanan. 

Imata tokashan? Chaypi tokasha_. 
Tokachipuway chayta tokachipuway. 
.Vlanaraq tukurqunichu manaraq. 
Qan tukunki. tukuchinki. 
Chay yakukunata ukyasqa. 
L"kyaykullan yakuta 
Wawachantawan ukyaykuchishan. 
FMatukuna_pis vendikunqa kaykunatapis 
Kulibata ahina wanuchinga alqo. 
Vaca hinata waqanqa. 

Imata wayk'unki? Runtucha_ cocinapi. 

Imanashantaq kaypi? Chay wayk'uykushanma_ platanos. 
Mamayman willasaq nin. 
Maytaq kaykuna winakushan? 

Pitaq yachachisunki? Chay senorita. 
N'cx}a mana yachanichu sayachiytaqa. 
\lana yachani, chaytaqa 

Qaraywatari? Vlana yachanichu qaraywataqa. .Vtana. 
Yachakunqa kaykuna. 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Desataparakuyta adsaqchu? 

Hinataq grabadorawan tokachikushan. 

Imata alcansaninki'? Pelotanta alcansanisaq. 

Senoritamanchu apapuyta mimashanki? Senoritata. 

Chayllapi apachikuyman. 

Kay platuta apakusaq. 
Apaysishanku pizarrata-

Cordoqa mana pukllayta atin. 

Manachu adkun? Kav mana atikunmanchu. 

Chay aykiunushan kayta, "ish. ish. ish". 

Aykunqaku nancha chaqaypi. 

Imata ruwashan? •Ankayman aysashan makinta. 

Noqaqtataqmi ch'utirqukusaqini kimanqa. 

Kayqa sombreninta cb'utikushan, chayqa iavakunanpaq 
umanta. 

Pitaq pelotawan chanqarqamun? 

Para chayamushannan. 

Pitaq qosunki chay grabadorata? Senoritay churaykuwan. 

Manachu kay churapurquwarqan? 

Desataparakuyta atisaqchu? 

Imapaq? Kana_paq sumaqlla kana_paq. 

Qanta grabarusayki. 

Juancituta grabawaqchu? Juancituta grabaruymamni Juancituta 

Maypi kashan Gordo? 

Grabakimki q'echa nispa grabaktmki. 

Manan michimtmanpaq mana hamimchu. 

Saqerqamunki tareata hioa hamunqa. 

Cajata maman hap'ishan. 

Cajata misi hap'ishan. 

Cucharata hap'ishan. 

Imata ruwashanku? Kayta hap'ishan mochilatawan. 

Cairuta hap'ishan kaylaq. 

Patito baldeta hap'ishan. 

Chay wawachaqa kamanta hap'ishan maman purinanpaq. 

Usucha hap'ishan lampata. 

Usucha hap'ishan escobata. 

Chaytaq hap'ishan zapatota. 

Misiqa hap'ishan cajata. 

Mira, hap'ishaysisunki. 

Imata ruwashan oso? Hap'ishan baldeta. 

Hap'ishan papata pajarito. usucha. 



FE (3-^ - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Imata ruwashan? Hap'ishan ciiademuta. 

Saqerqamunki tareata hina hamunki. 

Imata niwashanku? Chaypi sayashan. 

Maytag mamayki kashan? Chaqaypintaq sayashan. 

Kaytaqa kaytaqa ninaman sirvisaq kaytaqa. 

Cucharaycxtta sirvisaykipis. 

Chaypi sirvisaq chaypi Cordoman. 

Para t'ohamushan. 
Chaqay tiyallayqa aychata tanqamushan. 

Ashkan carretillakunaqa tanqanakushanku. 

Tanqakamuwankitaq noqata hina alcansanisaq. 

Rimaspa hina mikhuykusim. ya? 

Na<vin tapara.a.kim nawin. 

Tapumuway. 

Mesa patapi misi tiyashan. 

Wawachata maman tiyachishan ama hisp'ananpaq. 

Cha>pis waqaspa tiyashan. 

Sapu tiyashan mesa patapi. 

Tiyakimki chayllapi. 

Tiyashan kay wawachapis tiyashan. 

Grabaduranta tokachikushan. 

Tokashanraq. 

Qellichaypushanki? Yasta tukunina. 

Tukurqasqana. 

Imata ruwashani? Chay ukyachishan_ jamita. 

Chaypiqa uykachishan mateta wawachaman. 

Naqch'akuspa ukyachishan. 

Wawituta waqachinku. 

Watashan caballuta. 

Maiztaqa kaypi wayk'usaq. 

Kayta qan waykWd. 

CeboUayoqta qan wayk'ukunki. 

Hatupi wayk'tirayku. 

•\ceitiwan wayk'usaq. 

Chaychapi wayk'urqusaq. 

Kay uchuta wayk'tisaq kay mankapi. 

Kaypi wayk'usaq noqaqa kaypi. 

Qanqa wayk'unki qanqa. 

Wayk'usaq pescadota. 

Mana wayk'usaqra, almorzataqa kaypi. 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Oso purishan carreteranta oso purishan. 

Puiishan chumpallantm puiishan. 

Qiaqaypi puricfaishan wawanta. 

Chay purikuni mamaywanqa. 

Kaypi qarasayki. qarasayki. 

Naqa paqarin qasasunkichu manachu? Qasawanmi. 

Qasasunkichu manachu? Qasashawanmi. 
Qatiykusaq hinallata grabadorayta. 

Qellakunkicfau grabayta? Qellakunin. 
Chaytawan pukllanatapis qhawakushan. 

Mana chay sumaq nmakuna nmakunallata 
qhawarichiwaD. 

Noqa qhawaykusaq. 

Mayta purisbanki? Qhawarisaq. 
Kayllata hap'ishanld, kaytawan qfaawarini. 

Waqashantaq wawito sumaq wawito chhayna, chayla 
qhawashani. 
Jamikunatawan, jamikunata noqapaq jarrukunataqa. 

Imata qosunki senoiitayki? Manzanata caramelota qoykuwanku. 

Imatataq senoritayki qorqasunkichis? Platanusta qomuwarqan. 

Qolqeta qoway. 

Chay qhelli platupichu qosaykis? 

Jarruta qoririwaychis jamita. 

Kaypi qosayki kayta. 

Kayta qosayki huevoyoqta kayta. 

Chayta qopuy seaorita_ qoy. 

.Vlana qopimqachu. 

Caramelota qomuwasun. 

Qonqarusqanitaq chayta. 

Mut'un qonqamushallan. 

Chaymantari imata rantikusun? Caramelotawan rantikusun. 

Rantirqakamusaq. 
Senoritawan kunan regala pusaqmi kaytaqa. 

Wasiytaqa rinqa. 

.Vlachaq nina rishan wasinta. 

Mana kaypiqa pelotakunaqa. Pelotakunataqa likutrichu? 

Rimay. ari. Rimaninan. 

Imata ruwashan wawacha? N'ata ruwashan nata. 

Imata ruwashan? Sayaykushan. 

Imata ruwashan? Phawashan. 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
£)enista munachikushanmi. 

Chaqa>pi imata ruwashanku? Chaqaypiqa muyxisfaanku. 

Kaytanawanki. 

Mana chaytaraq narquchikuni. 

Kayta nasfaan kaypi. 

.\ma naychu hinata. 

Imanashantaq ? N'aqch'akushan. 

Ima nispa? Waqarqusaqmi nintaq. 

Qowanki uyarinaypaq nishankia. 

Gringawanmi trabajasaq niq. 

"Hola" niykxmi gringayta. 

"L m. um" niwan gringaqa. 

Uyariy nisbanki grabadoraykita. 

Mana niymanchu. 

Ninmi soqayusaq ninini. 

Grabakuyta munani kayta grabakuyta oin. 

Vlakinta wichayman oqatakushan. 

Pachav chishan wawaman. 

Qolqeqa pakakushan. 

Pakashan qolqenta. 

Imallatapis parlayta yacfaanki? Parlashanin. 

Scnorilay chhayna parlariinushan. 

Mamayki mayta pasan? Wasita pasan wasita. 

Punkunta pasanqa calleta runa. 

Cordonataq phawachin. aoqaq camiyta. 

Cordowan mana waqaspalla pukllasaqku. 

Cbaqay carretillapi callichata pukllaraaakuyanku. 

Cordotapis Cordoq senoritanqa pukllachin nata. 

Erqekunallachu pukllaykushanku? Erqektinallan. 

Chay senoritay pukllachiwarqan. 

Imanarukunkitaq'? Pukllarurani. 

Manan pukllanawanchu. 

Wawanta punurqochimun waynaqa. 

Punukushan wasicha. 

Gringa mana kaypichu. Senoritaman purirqusaq. 

Denispaq tiendantan puristm. 

Senoritaqta purisun senoritaqta. 

Huguqa nata purin. 

••\hijada qayna purishan ahijada. 
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FE (3-;2 - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Kasqan chalwankuData_pis kasqa. 

Seaoiita kanisunkiman. 

Manzanata misk'ita kay kichakun. 

.Ama kaynintaqa kicharqunaykicfauqa. 

Kay napiqa tienda kicharayasqaii kashan. 

Chay piinkun kichakushan. 

Kuchushan Gordoman. 

Chaytaq wawacha lat'ashan kaytaq. 

•Altupi lat'arayashan wawacha. 

Chaytaq lat'ashan chay usuchata_. 

Kay p'achakuta lavasaq noqa. Kay p'achakunachata, ya? 

L'manta cbakiiitawan lavakushan. 

Makiykita mayllikurankichu? Makiytaqa lavarakuraniii. 

Wawacha lavakushan chakinta. 

Lavasaqraq kayta, ya? 

Chayman machaykushanku Denispaq tiendanta. 

Manan parata wasiypiqa manchakunichu. 

Manchakxinkichu nina ukyaqta manachu? Ukyaqta manchaknnin. 

Chay machaq nmataqa manchakuni noqaqa 

Qan manchakunkichu'? 

Cordopis sapallan michiramushan. 

Chaqay kuchuUata mikhus ban. 

•Vtikhuchishan hnq wawallaman mateta. 

nufu nut'ullata munani. 

Kunanqa munikata munashani. 

Riyta nmnani. 

Parlayta mimankichu? 

Manana rinia\ta munanichu. 

Kay tomachiykitaqa mnnanqa. 

Mana fiut'utaqa munanichu. 

Mana hamuyta munanichu. 

Puriyta munanin gringaqtaqa. 

Noqaqa t'antata rantikuyta munani. 

Mana munaktmchu. 

Munashankichu mananachu? Munashaniraqmi. 

•Vfunanchu wavvakunata? Munallanmi. 

Manan munanichu. 

Chay tan grabakuyta munani. 

Puriyta calleta munan. 
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FE (3-^ - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
Hap'in hap'ishan makinata. 

Hap'ichishan wawachaman. 

Pay hayt'anqa pelotata. 

Pin aqhata hich'arqan aqhata pampaman? 

Imana<;Viantaq alqcx:ha'? Cucharata hap'ishan. 

hnanashantaq? Kay ta hap'ishan kayta. 

Imanashantaq? Kaytaq escobata hap'ishan. 

[mata niwashan wawacha? Imana-shanqa kanpis. 

Tapuy. "Pin velata...." K'ancharqan pin velata? 

Smnaqllachu gringa? Sumaqmin. 

Benitoq alqon. 

Chaypriqa wasipina huq kakarishan. 

Hawipi pukllaspa kakushani. 

Wawata aep'ivusqa kasfaan. 

LimpiyuUa nogaq carruyqa. 

.Vtanan thantachu noqaq camiyqa 

Qanpaq kay kanqa. 

Ncxjapaq mati kashan. 

Chaqaypi carretilla kashan. 

Kichasqan chaqay tienda kashan. 

Manan paypaq camm kanchu. 

Mana kaypi Cordoq platim kashan. 

Kaypi kashachun. 

Imata ruwashanki? Grabadorawanqa kakushani. 

Mana alhnchu kaniqa. 

Kaypi kashan kaypi. 

Chaqaypi kashan huq tienda. 

N'oqallaYqa mikhuchishaqqa 
Qiaytaq sombremyoq runalla. 

Simiy nanasqachu kashan manachu? Simiyki nanasqan kashan. 

Noqaqmin qhelli kashan. 

Papachi cuartupi kasharqan. 

Lampan oqopi kasqa 

Gringaykimanta mafiakxmki. ya? Mana qolqcn paypaq kanchu. 

Misa kantulla chay laditunpi kashan? 

Sonscx} simin kasqachu'? ! Sonsoq simin kasqan. 

: Denispaq caramelonpas kan. 

Lmata niwashanku? ' Iskayninku kashanku phulluntin cuademuntin. 

Kashanchu chita? Manan kantaqchu. 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

INTERLOCUTOR UTTERANCE 
W'ayk'un Cordo noqapaq hina. 

Tatishuy mana qep'imuwanchu nispa Tatishuy mana qq}'imuwanchu nispan 
willakurankichu? willarqarqamurani. 

Chakinta winakushan. 
Pi tag Uik'irapusunki? Chha\Tia ahina winakunan makiypaq. 

Winakushan chakinta. 

Winayakapushan cajonman. 

Chaqavta yachakamusaq. 

Cordoqa mana yachanchu kanpis. 
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ADULTS 

Qan pelotanta alcanzarunki. 

Chaqay chilatawanchu icha apakusunman? 

Kunitallan scnoritayki pukllanata apamunqa, kaypi piikllanki. 

Xaqa paqarin aparikun. 

Hug ratuUa aparikapiisaq. 

Wawitoq pantalonta apamuy. 

Grabadoranta apamimki hina parianki. 

^"akuta aparqamuy astawan. 

Chaqay paluta apashawaq cocinaman. chaqay palituta wayk'iinapaq. 

Chaqay paluta apashawaq cocinaman wayk'uqpaq. 

Apakapusunki. riki. Uaqtanta. 

Aparikusunchis arroz, azucar, papa, chunu aparikusun. 

Misk'ita apamuwanki my. 

Chay Sonso manachu parlayta atisqa'? 

Castellanotaqa pariaspa arishan kampis. 

Bautizawanki ninki. ya? 

Ch'aqlarqun chico. 

N'aranjallatapuni ch'onqakuyta yachanki. naranjallata ch'onqakunki. 

Chayarquwaqchu chakiykipi? 

Unata Uiq chikchirqunqa imata. 

Chay patapi churay. 

Churay kayman. 

Companasimki, riki. pukllashankicbis. pukllashankichis. ya? 

Pisillana faltaykushan. 2 a 20 minutosUana faltashan grabanaykipaq. 

Gringawag fotochikunkichis, ya. 

Fotuta qan wan recuerdupaq qanwan fotochikusun ninki. 

Kay grabaykushan chay. 

Escuetaman puriy gustashasunkichu'? 

Gustashasunkichu chay escuela puriy manachu? 

Kunan senoiita hamunqa grabaq. 

Tardipina hamusaq. 

Noqamanpis hamuwanki nirqanki. Visitamuwanchisna. riki. 

Scnoritayki hamurusqana. 

Manataq hamunchuqa. 

Hammiqapuni, hammiqapunis kayta. 

Desarmadomiykichista noqa hap'ishanis. 

MmiayUata kunan parlayllata hap'ichisun grabadorapi hina. 

Kuchilluta hawamuway. 

Hoq'achanki hina ima nisunkiraqch  ̂gringaykiqa. k'amisimkiraqchi. 

Scnoritayki hamimqa hina imasunkitaq? 



ADULTS 

Chaqay dendan wisq'asqallataq. imanasuntaq? 

Pakochapaq hinalla kanqa. 

Grabadorawan hawallapi kanqa. 

Chaypiqa ukyasqa runa kashan. 

Makina chayqa kashan. 

.\ma hinalla kanqa nisunki senoritayki. 

Chaqaypina kashan senorita. 

.\llincha kanki hina ama manchakuspa. 

Chayqa chitaqa. 

Griagaykiqa qanpaqchu madrinayki kapunqa, ya, madrinayki. riki. 

Chay huq gringachu chay hug? 

Simiy nanasqachu kashan manachu? 

Uyay qhellichu kashan? 
Mamayki mana kanchu. pasakun mamayki. Chivayla pasapusqa. tiallallayki chaypiqa. 

Mikhiinayki, manz?«namanta waqa, manzanay mana kanchu. naranjay mana kanchu. 

Qan chhayna waqanaykipaq. 

-Ama kicharinkichu. 

Makiykitalaq kuchuykukuwaq. 

Kuchuysiykimanpis. 

Hemelec kutirqamushanqachari. 

Chayaramuspa hina pasapunqa. manan hayk'aqpis kutimunqanachu. 

Kay p'achakuta lavasaq noqa. 

Mana lavasqaykichu noqa. 

Mana grabacionniyki allin Uoqsinqachu. 

Fuertemanta pcro parlakunki chayqa. sumaqlla lloqsinqa. 

Chay. chay malograrquwaqtaq. 

Gringaykimanta manakunki. ya? 

Chayta manarichikunki. 

Chay runakimataqa qan manachu manchakunki? .Manchakmikichu qan manachu? 

Parala manachu manchakunki? Manchakunkichu parata manachu? 

Manachu manchalnmki? Noqaqa manchakunin. 

Manchakunkichu runa ukyaqta manachu? 

Atakalay! Manchakunin noqaqa. Qan manachu manchakunki? 

Makiykita mayllikurankicfau? 

.\lpakita chaypi niichimusimchis. 

Rimaspa hina mikhuykusun. ya. 

Imataq chita mikhusqa? 

Munayllalan chay wawalla mikhukun. 

Pedroykiqa hallpatan mikhushan. 

Mikhunayasunki, hay, mikhunayasimkichu. a ver? 
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ADULTS 

ParLayraq. a, parlayTaq. Vlana chayqa. mana mikunkicfau. 

Chay nunuta munankipasqa. 

Qan t'aqsakuyta mimashawaqchu manachu? 

Grabakunaypaq munani ninki. 

Hisp'arakamushan nispa noqa nakushani. 

Ama chaytaqa nankichu. Senoritayki kimitallan hamunqa. 

Ama chay nankichu, p'akirqamuwaq. 

Achakau! Nanarqowan noqataqa 

Umaykitaraqchu naqch'aykinian? 

Mana regalawanki chayqa waqayusaq ninki. 

.Ama castetlanumanta ninchu, kechwamanta nin. 

Chay kuchita nimuykuchinay, mana lechita apamunichu. 

.Ama orqankichu chayqa parlanaykiqa 

Grabadorataq p'akirquwaqtaq chayri. 

Cha>pin samariq hina pariashasaqku. 

Mmiayllata chayllapi parlanki. ya 

Imallatapis pariarikuy. 

Chayllapichu parlashankichis? 

Wawitoman pariachisun cha>Tnanta. 

Hinalla pariarikushay. pariariy chayllapi. 

Parlay, a. pariay. parlanaykipaq chayqa. 

Parlasunraq, an, chaymanta tukurqunqa hina "k'ap" nirqamunqa hina. 

.Allinta adshan parlayta grabashantaq chayri hina pariachishani a la fuerza. 

Paqarin cstanciata pasapusasunchu? 

Maytan Hugo pasakun? 

Mayta pasakun chay chikukuaa? 

Chivaytan pasan papaykiqa. 

Pasasaqku, haku senoritaman. 

Pasapusunchis. riki, uywa michiq. 

Pasashankina, sabadulachu kutimunqa? 

Mana motoqa phawaykashanchu. 
•Atakalay! Chhaynan kay phinaktishanki. kaynan chhaynan waqashanki kaypi. 

Wanuqllaraq kayqa wanurquqlla sumaqUata puktlakunki. 

Imachataq senotitaknnawan pukllarqanki'? 

Chayllapi pukllashankipi. 

Erqekunallachu pukllaykushanku? 

Willaway, ari. paqarin escuelaman purinkichu manachu? 

Jardinniykitachu icha purinkina. purinki, ya? Tareaykita ruwarukunki, ya? 

Purirqani noqa asambleaman. 

Chay alqituta pusakusun. ya? 
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Chay penitutachu pusakusim ichd? 

Qhellichapushanki. Yo-no-se-ilay. Imapaqtaq chayta qheLlichaykapunki'? 

Qhellichapushanki pero grabadoranta lluytapuni mikhuspa, qhellichayapushanki pasaqtapuni. 

Qanta qasashasunkichu'? 

Manachu qasasunkichu kunan? 

Ponchellata erqekunatag qechurusunki cha>Ti kayninta. 

Qechupayariykusaq. 

Riki. wawallata q'epiyusqalla, riki. 

Wawanta qep'iyukuspalla. riki. 

Chakiyta qhawaway. a ver. qhawaykuway. 
Waqashanchus manachu sumaq wawito. chayta qhawashanki. 

Imatataq senoritaykiri qorisimki? 

Manan hayk'aqpis qoriwasunnachu. 

Manachu pukllanata qorisunki? 
Chitaman qorankichu titata? 

Niyd. senoritay noqaman qowan, niy. 

Senorita kashaqtin hina wahallankina Tiamuy' niy, Tcay grabadora qosqayki' ninki. 

Grabarushanqa hinaga azucarta qosunki, hinaspataq caramelola niwaktmki azucarmanta. 

Kaypi quedakapimki. 

Salchipapata rantipusaykichu? 

Chaqay manzanata rantirqusaq. 

Chayta, naranjata rantipusayki michinaykipaq. 

Manzanata rantipusayki ashkata, ya? 

•AJlinmantakama qoriwanki. winarqakamusaq. sumaqta rantirakamusim sumaqta. 

Ninki, ari, hatun munikata regalaway nispa ninki. 

Chay regalapuy ninki. a. senoritaykita. 

Chay grabadorata reparasunki. 

Noqallana estanciata ripusaq. 

Chaqayman riy hina parlachun. 

Pasaktmqanas gringaykiqa hina ripuchun amachu? 

Imaynacha mana noqa riktmichu, pasashannachu? 

Fuerteta rimankiqa pero. 

Kaypi rimasayki grabakunapaq. 

Qan colerataqa rimashanki. 

Ritishanptmi, achalau!. rifinqapunitaq. 

Makiykitataq ama chhaynata ruwaychu. 

•\ma imatapis ruwachikuychu. 
Amafia ruwankinachu. 

Senoritayki soq'aykusunkimanchd. 

T'ipirquwaq cordonta. 
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Punchuta tanqamushan. 

Kaytari taqsapushaykichu amachu? 

THpimkuq kay mana tarisminachu cfaaymantaqa, ari. 

Apamuy. Xoqa tenninasaq. 

Maiia tokankichu qan. 

Qanna tukurquy. 
T ukurqushimlrinachu? 

Tukiirakunqa kunallan tukurapunki. 

Kayta tukunki grabayta hinana mikhuykunki qanna, ya? 

Mana kutiramuqtinqa waharamunki. a. 

Mamaykita waharqamunki. 

naqa paqarin manachu waqachiramusunki manacfau? 

\'o-no-se-Ilay. Waqaykushan kunan para. 

Vtichinapi imata mikhuyta yacfaanki'? Yakumanta, riki. kayta yachanki. 

Imata kunan p'unchay yachamurankicbis profesorawan? 

Imata yachachimusiinki senoritayki? 

Yacharqapim pasaqta. atirpmi quechuata. 

Yachankichu salchipapata qan? 

Erqekunallawan pukllaspa quechuata yacharparin. 

Mana rimapayanki chaypuni purinqaqa. riki, mana chayqa yachakusunkimanchu. 

Denista yuyashankichu? 

N'isharqanichu? Mana y-uyashanichu. 

Wayk'usqaykita qoway. 

Qechurqochikuwaq chaytamapi chaytapis cha}Ti. 

Qechusunki hina phawarikimqa. 



13. APPENDIX D: 

Corpus of verbs produced by children and adults 



JN (2'^ - 2;6 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 

apa apan mikhu mikhusun 

apa apay mikhu mikhusha_ 

apa apasaq muna muna_ 

apa apamu_ ni nine 

apa apasha_ ni nin 

apa apakushan pachi pachiy 

ati atm p>achi pachikushan 

ati ati_ pasa pasan 

awa awasha_ pasa pasa_ 

awa awakushan pasa pasakun 

ayku akamushan pasa pasarqanan 

chinka chi_ka_akusa_ pasa pasakusqa 

chinka chi_kakakusa_ puklla puklla_ 

chisi chisiku_ pimu punukusa_ 

cbura churakuy punu punukusha_ 

cocina cocina_ purl purishani 

comi comiyakusa_ puri puns ban 

hamu _amun puri purisha_ 

hapl haplshan puri puriyku_ 

hayt'a hayt'an puri purikusa_ 

havt'a _ataykushan puri purikushan 

hoq'acha oqa_kushan pusa pusan 

ka kan pusa pusa_ 

ka kashan qad qadn 

ka kasha_ qhawa qhawan 

kani kani_ qhawa qhawa_ 

kani kanishan qhawa qhawakushan 

kuchu kucbushan q'epi q'qiinan 

kuchu kuchuyukushan riku rikun 

lava lavachikushan ruwa ruwashan 

Ueva llevashan ruwa rawakusa_ 

macha machan saya sayasban 

mancha manchan sipi sipisa_ 

mancha machakusa_ taka takanin 

tnaqa maqan tapa tapakusa_ 

marcha , ma_chaii tiya tiyakushan 

michi michin toka tokan 

michi chichishan toka toka_ 

tnikhu mikhu_ toma toman 
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JN (2;5 - 2;6 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 
tusu tusunku 
tusu tusuku_ 

tusu tusuyku_ 

tusu tusukushan 

tusu tusukusha_ 

unna unnaruku_ 
waqa Tvaqan 

waqa waqakushan 
wayk'u wayk'usha_ 

wayk'u wayk'ukusa_ 

wina winanay 
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JN (2;' 7 - 2;8 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 
apa apamuy mana manakusaq 

apa apamuni mancha manchashan 

apa apaiikun mancha manchakmn 

asi asin mancha mancharikim 

asi asikun michi michisharqan 

asi asisban mikhu mikhuy 

ad adni mikhu mikhushan 

ati adn muna munani 

ad adnki mima munashan 

ad adkun ni ninki 

ad adkushan ni *nisuni 

ayku yaykun paka pakani 

aysa aysamunqa paka pakasun 

bota bolawan paka pakashani 

caye cayekuni pasa pas an 

ch'aqla cb'aqlakun pasa pasashan 

ch'aqla ch'aqlakusqa picha pichakusaq 

chaya chayan pika pikasaq 

chaya chayarparini pika pikanmi 

chaya chayashan pika pikashani 

chaya chayarparinan pika pikarusaq 

chinka chi_ka_ukushan pukila pukllay 

chura churasaq puklla pukllasun 

comi comin puklla piikllasa_ 

comi comini puri purini 

comi cominma_ puri puny 

comi cominqa puri purisaq 

comi cocnishan puri purisun 

ensucia ensucianku puri purirun 

faUa fallakuni puri purishan 

hamu hamun puri purishani 

hamu hamushan pusa pusawan 

hich'a bich'aykuni qad qady 

hisp'a hisp'akuni qechu qechuwan 

ka kan qhawa qhaway 

ka kashan qhawa qhawashan 

ka kashanman qo qonki 

kucbu kuchuy qo qon 

llasa llasawanqa qo qosaq 
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JN (2;7 - 2;8 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 
qo qosunki 

qo qopun 

qo qopusun 

qo qopusaq 

qo qopuway 

qo qohwan 

qo qonpuway 

ri risun 

Tupha rupban 

niwa ruwashan 

saya sayasaq 

sirvi sirvinki 

sirvi sirvikuv 

I'oqo t'oqonikim 

taUi talliTpahni 

talli tallirpaiin 

talli tallirparimun 

toka tokachiy 

toka tokachisaq 

tuku tukurpaiini 

tiiku tukurparin 

tuku tukushan 

tusu tusuy 

urma *urmaykun 

urma unnarakan 

waqa waqashan 

wavk'u wayk'usa_ 

wavk'u wayk'urusaq 

wavk'u waykWukusa. 

wikch'u wikch'un 

willa willakusaq 

yacha yachan 



JN (2;S ) - 2;10 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 
apa apanki mikhu mikhusaq 

apa apasaq mikhu mikhusim 

apa apasun muna munasaq 

apa apakuy muna munashani 

apa apamunki muyu muyurqamushan 

apa apamun naqch'a naqch'akunki 

apa apamuy ni nin 

apa apamu ni nini 

apa apashan ni niwan 

apa apamunqa ni niwanchis 

apa apamusqa pachi pachin 

apa apawanqa paka pakakushan 

apa aparikun paka pakakushanki 

apa apakapusaq pasa pasani 

apa apakapunqa pasa pasakun 

asi asikunqa pasa pasaq 

ati adni pasa pasapuq 

ayku aykimichinki pinta pintan 

chanqa chanqakun pinta pintani 

chaya chayamiinqa pinta pintakusaq 

chura churay pukila pukllay 

chura chuiachikun puklla pukllaq 

bala halachin puklla pukllakusun 

hamu hamunki puklla pukllachiwan 

hamu hamun puri puriy 

hamu hamushan puri purin 

hap'i hap'ishani puri purichiy 

hichu ichuwanki puri purisaq 

hisp'a hi sp'arakamunki puri purinqa 

horqo orqoykimki qasa qasawan 

juga jugan qechu qechun 

ka kan qechu qechusunki 

ka kashan qechu qechumuwanki 

kani kanishan qechu qechuwanqa 

kani kaniwanqa qechu qechumuwanqa 

kuchu kuchun qhawa qhawan 

mancha manchakuni qhawa qhawachinki 

mikhu mikhim qhawa qhawacbisun 

mikhu mikhimi qhawa iqhawachiway 



JN (2;9-2;10 years) 

ROOT VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM 
qo qowan 

qo qopusaq 

qo qoriwan 
qo qomuwanqa 

qo qopushasun 

qo qonki 

qo qowanqa 

queda quedachinki 
queda quedashachim 

ranti rantipuwan 
reqsi reqsini 

ri risaq 

rupba ruphashan 

saka sakan 

saqe saqemimki 

saqe saqerpaiin 

saya sayashan 

saya sayashanqa 

silia sillakxishan 

sipi sipinki 

sipi sipirquni 

sipi sipiiqim 

taki takin 

taki takini 

tapu tapimi 

tapu tapuwanki 

tfaata thatakun 

toka tokan 

toka tokachiv 

toka tokachisaq 

toka tokachikusaq 

tuku tukiuparinki 

ttisu tusim 

ukya ukyani 

ukya ukyachiwaq 

waqa waqashan 

wayk'u wayk'uchiwan 

wikch'u wikch*unku 

wikch'u wikchHisunki 
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BT (2;10-3;1 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

apan apa mikhusqa mikbu 

apamuy apa mikbusaq mikbu 

apanqa apa mikbuykucbin mikbu 

apamushan apa mikhuchishan mikbu 

aparikim apa mikburayapunki mikbu 

apashanma. apa mikbuykusban mikbu 

asikiishanki asi mikbuyusban mikbu 

asikushanqa asi midnqa mid 

atini ad munani muna 

atinki ad miman muna 

adkun ad nasqa na 

adshani ad nayanqa na 

adkukushan ad nananqa nana 

aykiinan ayku napay napa 

aykuchishan ayku naqcb'akusban naqcb'a 

aykuramunqa ayku makiykun maki 

aysaykushanku aysa nisban ni 

churapuwanki chura niwan ni 

comichishan comi nirqan ni 

comirinqa comi nispa ni 

guslashawan gusta nunuykim aunu 

hamurisaq hamu nimuykuchin nunu 

banllachiy baniia nunuykucbisba_ nunu 

hap'iy_chishan bap'i pacbiykim pacbi 

kakushan ka pakallakim paka 

kaykushan ka pakakiulian paka 

Icyiykushan le\i kapacbisban paka 

llawisqa Ilawi parasban paia 

malliykushan malli pasan pasa 

mancbakuni mancba pasapuy pasa 

manchakuoki mancba pasakun pasa 

mancharikun mancba pasanqa pasa 

manchakunman mancba pasapusim pasa 

maqchhiwan maqcbbi paseasban pasea 

maqchbikushan maqcbhi paseaykusban pasea 

maqchbiysikushan maqcbbi padaykusban pada 

marchay kus ban marcba phawan pbawa 

marq'arikun marq'a pbawalla pbawa 

micbisaq micbi pbinasqa pbina 
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BT (2; 10 - 3;1 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

mikhuchinki mikbu pukllashani puklla 

mikhushani mikbu pukllasun puklla 

pukllashan puklla rikch'arakushan rikcb'a 

pukllachiy pukila rikuna riku 

pukllaykiisfaan puklla rikurin riku 

punun puna rikuwanki riku 

punushan punu ruwasaq ruwa 

punuchishan punu ruwashan ruwa 

piinuykuchiy punu niwaykusban ruwa 

punuykiishan punu ruwaripuwanki ruwa 

punuyukusban punu sakapuway saka 

purini puri saqeiparisun saqe 

purin puri sayan saya 

puny puri sayachiy saya 

purisaq puri sayariy saya 

puriykun puri sayanqa saya 

purishan pmi sayashan saya 

purinqa puri sayachishan sava 

purishanku puri sayay_chishan saya 

purinqaku puri supiykushan supi 

purichia puri suyawanku suya 

purichishan puri tlmpushan t'impu 

purillasaq puri takaykullan taka 

pusarikusaq pusa takaykushan taka 

qapaiiykun qapari tallikun talli 

qapoiinqa qapari tapakun tapa 

qaparishan qapari t^uykuni tapu 

qarawankichis qara tapuykuwan tapu 

qatinqa qad thuniykucbin diuni 

qatiykuchim qati tiyanan tiya 

qechu>parin qechu tokasban toka 

qhawan qbawa tokacfaina toka 

qhawanqa qbawa tokacbipuway toka 

qhawamunqa qhawa tukuruni tuku 

qhawaykushan qbawa tukucbinki tuku 

qhellichakuyman qbelli tukurquni tuku 

qowanki qo tukuykushanman tuku 

qoriwan qo tumpay tumpa 

qorishawan qo tusuykusbanku tmu 
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BT(2;10-3;1 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
qowarquway qo 

reqsmi reqsi 

risaq ri 

risqa ri 
ukyasqa iikja 

ukyachishan ukya 

ukyaykuUan ukya 

ukyaykushan ukya 

ukyayushan ukya 

ukyaykuchishan ukya 

upishan upi 

wanucbinqa wanu 

wanurachim wanu 

wanurusqa wanu 

waqaaqa waqa 

waqarayashan waqa 

watasqa wata 

wayk'ushani wayk'u 

wayk'iirqani wayk'u 

wayk'uykushan wayk'u 

wayk'uykiishanma_ wayk'u 

wikch'arakiishan wikch'u 

willasaq willa 

winarini wina 

winakiishan wina 

yachani yacha 

yacbakimqa yacha 

yuyani yoiya 
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DI (3;0 - 3;2 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

apacbiwanki apa kutiiisqa kuti 

apakapuy apa latarayasban lata 

apakaran apa llik'inikun lUk'i 

apakusaq apa lloqsim>°nian lloqsi 

apamusqa apa mancharikim mancha 

apashayman apa manchahchishan mancba 

apamushanki apa maqchhichishan maqchbi 

apakanan apa mikhukuspa mikbu 

apatakusaq apa munacbiwan muna 

apachimurqan apa nakusban na 

aqjayiikuni aqya nanasbawan nana 

asichiway asi nanarqucbiwan nana 

asiyukuspa asi oaqcb'ahkushan ^qcb'a 

aykukiisaq ayku nimuwan ni 

aysanakushan aysa onqo>Ttrqani onqo 

aysanakushanchis aysa p'akiiikun p'aki 

aysanakuslian aysa pakarqamun paka 

banakushan bana parlacbiwan parla 

chaqniyakusaq cbaqna parlachiwanku parla 

churakuwan cbura pasarqukun pasa 

gastakushan gasta phinakushan phina 

hapHykuspa bapH pukllacbisan puklla 

hap'iyukun bapi pukllachiwan puklla 

hisp'analla bisp'a pukllachisbayki puklla 

hisp'ana shawan bisp'a punukusaq punu 

hisp'arakusaq bisp'a purinisaq puri 

hisp'arakullasaq bisp'a pusawanqa pusa 

orqokanalla borqo q'qnshasunki q'epi 

kakusban ka q'qiishawan q'epi 

kakusqan ka q'ewikusban q'cwi 

kashanqa ka q'ewina sban q'ewi 

kasharqanku ka q'ewiykukunku q'ewi 

kachaykusaq kacba qaramusayki qara 

kanirqunqa kani qatiparirqan qati 

kanichiwanchis kani qatiramusaq qad 

kanichishan kani qechuykusaq qecbu 

kichariruyku kicba qhawaykusban qbawa 

kicharimun kicha qhawarillasbawan qbawa 

kuchurashan kucbu qopuwanki qo 
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DI (3;0 - 3 ;2 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
qoriwan qo yuyarishani yuya 

qoykuwan qo yuyarurishanin yTiya 

qowakamusharqan qo 

rantimuiqaii ranti 

rantipuwankiman ranti 

likukamun liku 

saltakarakamushan salta 

saltakaiakamushanki salta 

sanisharqan saru 

seqamusaq seqa 

sillakushan silla 

sillav-ukunki silla 

sillaynkuy silla 

sillaykusban silla 

silla>'ukushan silla 

sipirunan sipi 

siraykushan sira 

takichiwaq taki 

tanqarparishan taaqa 

tapaktishan tapa 

tapanikun tapa 

tapa^iikun tapa 

tapayktishanki tapa 

thatarikusaq thata 

tiyarikuni tiya 

tiyaykusban tiya 

tokaykusban toka 

tusuchisunki tusu 

ukyachisban ukya 

waqa>'usqa waqa 

waqaykusqa waqa 

waqayiirqani waqa 

watayusqa wata 

waykhikusaq waykHi 

nikchHikushasqa wikch'u 

willamushan willa 
wisq'ayusqa wisq'a 

wisq'ayuykusun vvisq'a 

yachachiwan yacha 
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FE (3-^ - 3;5 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

alcansanisaq alcansa hayt'anqa havt'a 

apasaq apa hayt'ashan hayt'a 

apakusaq apa haywani haj-wa 

apapusaq apa hich'arqan hich'a 

apaysishanku apa hich'ashan hich'a 

apacbikuymaa apa hisp'anan hisp'a 

apakapunqa apa orqopuway horqo 

apakapiisaq apa imanashanqa imana 

aparamusaq apa iskavchakushani iskay 

adsaq ad k'ancharqan k'ancha 

adshani ad kan ka 

adkiillan ad kani ka 

adkunman ad kashan ka 

aykiinqaku avku kashanku ka 

aykumushan ayku kana ka 

aysashan avsa kanqa ka 

chHidkiishan ch'ud kasqa ka 

ch'udrqukusaq ch'ud kakushani ka 

chanqarqamun chanqa kashachun ka 

chayamushan chaya kasharqan ka 

churaykuwan chura kanisunkiman kani 

churapurquwarqan chura khamushan khamu 

desataparakuy desata kichakun kicha 

desataparusaq desata kicharayasqa kicha 

grabakunki graba kicharqunayki kicha 

grabakuy graba kuchushan kuchu 

grabarusayki graba kuchushanki kuchu 

grabanijinan graba kimipashan kumpa 

h'ichanisaq hlcba kimipakushan kumpa 

hlcbavkukun hHcba latashan lata 

halakun hala latarayashan lata 
hamiin hamu lavay lava 

hamuy hamu lavasaq lava 

hamunqa hamu lavakunan lava 

bap'in hapH lavakushan lava 

hap'ishan hapl lavarakurani lava 

haplshanki hapl llik'irapuwanku llik'i 

hapHchishan hapH machaykushanku macha 

hapHshaysisunki hapH manarini mana 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

manchakuni mancha micbiramushan michi 

michimun michi mikhushan mikhu 

michimunan michi mikhushanki mikhu 

michimushan michi mikhuchishan mikhu 

michimusharqani michi mikhuchishaq mikhu 

mikhurichiway mikhu punushan punu 

mikhuykushayman mikhu punukushan punu 

mikhuy_chiway mikhu punurquchimim punu 

much'ashan much'a purin puri 

miinani muna pasanqa pasa 

munanki muna pasapusun pasa 

munakun mima phawachin phawa 

miinallan muna phawashan phawa 

munanqa muna pukllachin pukila 

mimashani muna pukilaiayku puklla 

munachikushan muna pukllasaqku pukila 

muyushanku muyu pukilanirani puldla 

nay na pukllaKUshawan puklla 

nashan na pukllachiwarqan puklla 

nawanki na puny puri 

narquchikuni na purinan puri 

nanasqa nana purisaq puri 

naqch'akusban naqch'a purishan puri 

nin ni puiishanku puri 

nirqun ni purisun puri 

nishanki ni purirqusaq puri 

nispa ni purishasaq puri 

niwan ni pusa_kusa>'man pusa 

niykuni ni q'epimuwan q'epi 

niyman ni qarasayki qara 

nunushan nunu qasawan qasa 

p'achay_chishan p'acha qasashawan qasa 

p'akisqa p'aki qatiykusaq qad 

p'akirusqa p'aki qechuwan qechu 

p'enqakusban p'enqa qellakuni qella 

parlashani parla qhawarini qhawa 

parlarimnshan paria qhawashani qhawa 

pasan pasa qhawakushan qhawa 

pasakun pasa qhawanakashan qhawa 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

qhawarisaq qhawa sayaykushan saya 

qhawaykusaq qhawa sayk'iut^uni sayk^i 

qhawarichiwan qhawa sillashan silla 

qbawarikamun qhawa sillaykukushan silla 

qhawatatashan qhawa sir%'isaq sirv'i 

qhawaykullasun qhawa sirvisayki sirvi 

qhaywishanki qhaywi soqayusaq soqa 

qopuy qo takishan taki 

qowanki qo tanqamunqa tanqa 

qoway qo tanqamushan tanqa 

qomuwasun qo tanqanakus hanku tanqa 

qopunqa qo tanqakamuwanki tanqa 

qoriway qo tapanki tapa 

qosaykis qo tapara.'^kun tapa 

qoykuwaoku qo tapumuway tapu 

qomuwarqan qo tiyakunki tiya 

qomuVVAshan qo tiyashan tiya 

qoririwaychis qo tiyachishan tiva 

qonqarusqani qoaqa tiyakushasaq tiya 

qonqamushallan qonqa tokanan toka 

rantikuy ranti tokashan toka 

rantiwanki ranti tokachikushan toka 

randkiisun ranti t'aqsawanki t'aqsa 

rantirqakamusaq ranti t'aqsapuwanki t'aqsa 

regala.a.a.wan regala t'ohamushan t'oha 

regalapusaq regala trabajasaq trabaja 

regalachikuyman regala tukuni tuku 

reqsini reqsi tukurqasqa tuku 

riy ri tusushan tusu 

rinqa ri tusuchishan tusu 

rishan ri tusuykushanku tusu 

likuni riku ukyachishan ukya 

rikusbani riku ukyarikuy ukva 

limani rima uyariy uvari 

rimay rima uyarinay uyari 

niwashan ruwa uyarxsaq uyari 

ruwarapuway ruwa uywakushasaq uywa 

saqerqamunki saqe waqachinku waqa 

sayashan saya waqashan waqa 
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FE (3;2 - 3;5 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
waqarqusaq waqa 

waqaspalla waqa 

warkunisqa warku 

watashan wata 

wayk'un wavk'u 

waykHmki waykhi 

wayk'ukunki wayk'u 

wayk'usaq wayk'u 

waykHirqusaq wavk'u 

willayakurani willa 

willarqarqamuiani willa 

winakiman wina 

winakushan wina 

winapusim wina 

winayushan wina 

winaAkapunqa wina 

winayakaptishan wina 

yachan yacha 

vachani yacba 

yachakamusaq yacha 
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PE (3;7 - 3;9 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

apachimuy apa Uoqhachiway Uoqba 

apachinqa apa Uoqharqamun lloqba 

apachisban apa manariway mana 

apachishanki apa maqamunqa maqa 

apamuway apa mikbucbisban mikbu 

apaykushan apa mikbucbisbanki mikbu 

apachimiishan apa mikbuykusban mikbu 

apampuway apa mikbucbisbawanki mikbu 

aparqurqiisimman apa mucb'aykusban mucb'a 

adkunman ati munayukusban muna 

atikushan ati narqusban na 

adykusaq ati naykusban na 

adrapullan ati naScb'akusban naqcb'a 

aykuykunqa ayku nunuykuchisban nunu 

aysaykusban avsa orqocbisbani orqo 

banaykushan bana orqorakamuni orqo 

chayamusqa chava pakacbishanki paka 

cbinkarqiikun cbinka paqcbacbimuway paqcba 

cburapuway chura pasacbisaq pasa 

churaykusaq chura pasacbisban pasa 

hamuninqa bamu pasakunqa pasa 

bap'irushan bap'i pasarqamun pasa 

bap'iykushan bap'i pasarqushan pasa 

baplykusbanku bap'i pasaykusaq pasa 

hicb'aykiisban bich'a pasacbimusban pasa 

bich'aykiishanki bicb'a pasarqusunman pasa 

bich'aykiishaq bicb'a peinaykusban peina 

hich'ayxikun bich'a pbinaykusban pbina 

hisp'anarqusun bisp'a picbaykusbanku picba 

k'askarachini k'aska purimunqa puri 

kaykushan ka pusasbawan pusa 

khutuykushan kbutu q'qjiykuspa q'epi 

kicharqamun kicba qaramuway qara 

kutirqushan kuti qaraykusqa qara 

kutir_pun kuti qataykusbanki qata 

kutiramunqa kuti qecbukusban qecbu 

kudrirqamun kuti qhawasbayman qbawa 

kutirqamushan kuti qopuwan qo 

kutiy_chipusqan kuti qompuway qo 
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PE (3;7 - 3;9 years) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
qorimuwan qo 

qorimuwaq qo 

rantikuyman rand 

ruwarqusaq ruwa 

ruwasunman mwa 

ruwachimusunki ruwa 

sayachioaraq sava 

sayachisaq saya 

sayaykushamnan saya 

sillaykushan silla 

sipikushan si pi 

supiykushan supi 

t'impuchirani t'impu 

fimpuchisaq t'impu 

fimpumuoqa t'impu 

fimpusbaaqa t'impu 

timpuchirqani t'impu 

fimpuchikusaq t'impu 

t'impuiqochisaq t'impu 

takaykushan taka 

takaykushanki taka 

talli_parikun talli 

thuniylchisbanki thuni 

tokachishan toka 

tokaykushao toka 

tukurapun tuku 

tumachipushanki tuma 

tumpaqatarqun tiunpa 

ukvachishan ukva 

ukyashanqa ukya 

ukyaykushan ukya 

ukyaykuchishan ukya 

ukyay_chishan ukya 

waqachishan waqa 

waqachisqa waqa 

wayk'uykusaq wayk'u 

winaykushan wina 

winayukushan wina 
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Adults suffixes) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
apamunki apa hamuwanki hamu 

apamuy apa hamurusqa hamu 

apamuoi apa bamukusunki hamu 

apashawaq apa hampuway hamu 

aparqamuy apa bap'ishani hapH 

apahkun apa hap'ichisun hap4 

apahkusunchis apa hap'ishaysisunki hapH 

apakapusunki apa haplchisharayki hapl 

aparikapusaq apa haywamuway haywa 

apampusayki apa hich'arimuway hicha 

apachikuchiwaq apa bisp'aramuwaq hisp'a 

aparamiisayki apa hisp'arakamushan hisp'a 

adshan ad bisp'anaykushawan hisp'a 

adsqa ad orqcrapusayki horqo 

baudzawanki baudza orqorakamusaq horqo 

ch'aqlarqim ch'aqla imasunki imana 

ch'onqakunki ch'onqa imasun imana 

ch'onqakuy ch'onqa k'amisunki k'ami 

chawllarakamusaq chawlla kanqa ka 

chayarquwaq chaya kashan ka 

chayaramuspa chaya kapunqa ka 

chikchirqimqa chikchi kasbaqdn ka 

churaykukusaq chura kicharinki kicha 

companasunki compana kicharqamusaq kicha 

faltashan falta kuchu}°kukuwaq kuchu 

faltaykiisban falta kuchuysiykiman kuchu 

fotochikunkichis foto kutimunqa kud 

fotochikusun foto kutiramuqdn kud 

grabanayki graba kudrqamushanqa kud 

grabashan graba kudrichipusun kud 

grabaykushaa graba lavasaq lava 

grabakunay graba lavasqayki lava 

grabakuna graba lloqsinqa lloqsi 

grabanishanqa graba malograrquwaq malogra 

gustashasunki gusta manakunki mana 

halakachinki hala manarichikunki mana 

halarqochillan hala manarikamunki mana 

hamunqa hamu manarirakusun mada 

hamusaq hamu manarillasayki mana 
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Adults suffixes) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 

manarakapusaq mana pariaiiy parla 

manchakunki mancha pariashankichis paria 

manchakuni mancha parianayki paria 

manchakuspa mancha pariachun paria 

maqachiranki maqa parlachishani parla 

maqaiuyusaq maqa pariachisun paria 

mayllikuranki maylli pariarikuy paria 

michiq michi parlashasaqku paria 

michinayki michi pariarikushay parla 

michimusunchis michi pasakun pasa 

mikhuykunki mikhu pasasaqku pasa 

mikhushan mikhu pasashanki pasa 

mikhukun mikhu pasashan pasa 

mikhusqa mikhu pasapunqa pasa 

mikhuspa mikhu pasapusqa pasa 

mikhunayasunki mikhu pasapusunchis pasa 

mikhuykusun mikhu pasakunqa pasa 

mikhuykuchiwanki mikhu pasapusasm pasa 

mikhuruwasun mikhu phawaykushan phawa 

munashawaq muna phawaiikunqa phawa 

munarachiwav muna phinakushanki phina 

nakushani na pisirakamusun pisi 

nanasqa nana pukllaspa puklla 

nanarqowan nana pukilashankichis puklla 

napayukuwanqa napa pukilakimki puklia 

naqch'aykiman naqch'a pukilarqanki puklla 

nirqanki ni pukllashanki puklla 

nisunki ni pukllaykushanku puklla 

nisharqani ni pukllachimusunki puklla 

nirqamunqa ni puiinqa puri 

nirqamusaq ni purirqani pun 

nunuykuchinay nunu purichimusaq puri 

p'akirquwaq p'aki pusakusun pusa 

p'akirqamuwaq p'aki pusarqaiqasimki pusa 

p'akiramunqa p'aki qheilichapushanki qhelli 

parlaylla parla qhellichaykapunki qhelli 

parlaspa parIa qhellichayapushanki qhelli 

pariakunki paria qasashasunki qasa 

pariasun paria qechusunki qechu 
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Adults (>2 suffixes) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
qechunisunki qcchu rit'isban rit'i 

qechuchikamimki qecbu ruwakunki ruwa 

qechurqochikuwaq qecbu ruwarukunki ruwa 

qecbupayariykiisaq qecbu ruwacbikuy ruwa 

q'qiiyusqalla q'epi niwaripuwanqaku ruwa 

qhawaway qbawa saykurukamnnki sayku 

qhawashanki qbawa soq'aykusunkiman soq'a 

qhawaykuway qbawa t'aqsakuy t'aqsa 

qhawararqamunki qbawa t'aqsapusbayki t'aqsa 

qoway qo fipirquwaq t'ipi 

qosunki qo tlpirukuq fipi 

qowan qo tallirqapusunki talli 

qoranki qo tanqamusban tanqa 

qosqayki qo taparicbikunman tapa 

qorisimki qo tapuykarqamuwaq tapu 

qoriwaaJd qo tarisun tari 

qopurasunki qo terminasaq termina 

qomusbawaq qo tokacbikunayki toka 

qoriwasun qo tokaykucbisuncbis toka 

qomushaway qo tokaripusayki toka 

qoMUrishasunki qo tukurquy tuku 

qohrqamusim qo tukurapimki tuku 

quedakapiinki queda mkurqusbanki tuku 

randrqusaq ranti tukurqimqa tuku 

randpusayki rand tukurakunqa tuku 

rantirakamusim rand ukyasqa ukya 

regalawanki regala ukyasbayuni ukya 

regalaway regala Wsitamuwancbis visita 

regalapuy regala waballanki waba 

reparasunki repara waharamunki waha 

ripuchim ri wabarqamunki waba 

ripusaq ri wanuqlla wanu 

hshasawaq ri wanurquqlla wanu 

rimapayanki rima waqanayki waqa 

rimashanld rima waqasbanki waqa 

rimasayki rima waqasban waqa 

rimachichinki rima waqaykusban waqa 

rimapayasbawasun rima waqayusaq waqa 

rit'inqa rifi waqataqarin waqa 
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Adults suffixes) 

VERB FORM ROOT VERB FORM ROOT 
waqachiramusunki waqa 

wayk'usqayki waykhi 

wayk'una waykHi 

willaway willa 

winaiqakamusaq wina 

winarqamusun wina 

wisq'asqalla wisq'a 

yacharparin yacha 

yachamurankicfais yacha 

yacharqapun yacha 

yachachimusunki yacha 

yachakusunkiman yacha 

yuyashanki yuya 

yuyashani yuya 
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